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Résumé thèse I 

Quelles stratégies pour soutenir la translation clinique en recherche sur le poumon 

néonatal?  

Apports d'approches multidisciplinaires visant à améliorer notre compréhension du développement 

pulmonaire humain normal (single-nuclei RNA sequencing), valider la pertinence clinique d’un 

vecteur viral de thérapie génique sur du tissu pulmonaire humain (precision-cut lung slices), et 

développer une définition consensuelle et des lignes directrices pour reporter les essais cliniques 

utilisant les cellules stromales mésenchymateuses.  

 

Dans ce travail, nous rapportons 3 projets visant à améliorer et soutenir la translation clinique en 

recherche sur le poumon néonatal. 

Premièrement, nous décrivons l’utilisation du séquençage d'ARN sur noyaux uniques (single-nuclei 

RNA sequencing ou snRNA-seq) pour étudier le développement pulmonaire humain. Le snRNAseq sur 

23,251 noyaux cellulaires isolés à partir de neuf fœtus humains (âges gestationnels de 14 à 19 semaines 

de gestation) a permis de décrire neuf types cellulaires, incluant des populations cellulaires rares telles 

que les cellules pulmonaires neuroendocrines. Pour chaque type cellulaire, des gènes marqueurs ont 

été identifiés et utilisés pour confirmer la répartition spatiale cellulaire au sein du tissu par hybridation 

in situ en fluorescence (FISH). Les analyses d’enrichissement et de trajectoires développementales ont 

permis de décrire les modifications des voies moléculaires et de signalisation au sein d’un même type 

cellulaire en fonction de l'âge gestationnel. L’analyse des interactions ligands-récepteurs a mis en 

évidence les voies de communications entre les différents types cellulaires. Ces résultats offrent une 

perspective clinique majeure pour générer des hypothèses de recherche pertinentes pour tout projet 

étudiant le développement pulmonaire normal ou altéré et développer et valider des modèles de 

substitution pour étudier le développement pulmonaire humain (organoïdes pulmonaires humains). 

Le second projet décrit l’utilisation de culture organotypique dérivée de tissu pulmonaire humain pour 

valider l’utilisation potentielle chez l’humain d’un virus adéno-associé (AAV pour adeno-associated 

virus) comme vecteur de thérapie génique pour traiter le déficit en protéine B du surfactant 

pulmonaire. Nous avons développé un modèle de “precision-cut lung slices” (PCLS) obtenues à partir 

de poumons fœtaux humains, ces PCLS pouvaient être maintenues en culture et conserver leur activité 

métabolique et architecture pendant plus de 7 jours. Les PCLS ont ensuite été utilisées pour valider 

avec succès la transfection du vecteur AAV dans le parenchyme pulmonaire humain. Cette transfection 

suivait un effet dose-dépendant et ne présentait pas d’effet délétère (évalué par le niveau d’activité 

métabolique et l’architecture des PCLS). Ces données démontrent l’intérêt des PCLS issues de 

poumons humains pour évaluer des thérapeutiques, soulignant l’importance de modèles 

expérimentaux complexes utilisant du tissu humain en recherche translationnelle. 

Le troisième projet vise à développer une définition consensuelle pour les cellules stromales 

mésenchymateuses (Mesenchymal Stromal Cells ou MSC) et des lignes directrices pour reporter des 

essais cliniques utilisant des MSC pour améliorer la rigueur, la reproductibilité, la transparence de la 

recherche utilisant les MSC afin de garantir une translation sûre de thérapies cellulaires efficaces en 

clinique. Notre protocole de recherche combine une méthodologie utilisée pour le développement de 

consensus appelée méthode Delphi en combinaison avec une stratégie de transmission des 

connaissances. Nous présentons ici notre protocole de recherche détaillé et les résultats d'une 

synthèse de la littérature (scoping review) menée pour décrire comment les MSC sont définies et 



 

Résumé thèse II 

caractérisées en recherche préclinique et clinique. L’analyse de notre échantillon d’études originales a 

mis en évidence une grande variabilité et des incohérences dans la description des MSC, leurs 

caractéristiques et leurs conditions de culture. De plus, la majorité des essais cliniques rapportaient de 

façon variable et non exhaustive ces caractéristiques importantes des MSC. Ce projet souligne 

l'importance du choix de la méthode d'élaboration de consensus et l’aspect fondamental des 

stratégies de transmission de savoir en recherche translationnelle. 

 

Mots-clés : Développement pulmonaire, Single-nuclei RNA sequencing, Precision-cut lung slices, 

Cellules stromales mésenchymateuses, Méthode Delphi, Recherche translationelle. 
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Résumé thèse - Version longue 

 

La translation clinique, qui consiste à transférer les découvertes et connaissances issues de la 

recherche en laboratoire jusqu’au lit du malade (“bench to bedside”) est un processus long, 

complexe et coûteux qui se solde souvent par un échec. Ce fossé entre laboratoire et patients 

(“clinical translation gap”) est décrit par certains auteurs comme une “vallée de la mort” où 

des découvertes prometteuses échouent sans jamais atteindre leur application en clinique. La 

recherche translationnelle a été développée pour soutenir la translation clinique et a comme 

objectifs d’accélérer la transition, d’augmenter le taux de succès de thérapeutiques 

prometteuses lors d’essais cliniques et d’optimiser la transmission de savoir afin de soutenir 

la dissémination des découvertes à la population générale, aux responsables politiques ainsi 

qu’aux agences de régulation et de financement. Les déterminants de la recherche 

translationnelle incluent une approche multidisciplinaire, l'utilisation de modèles complexes 

pour étudier les états physiologiques et pathologiques et le développement de stratégies 

soutenant la transmission de savoir. 

 

Dans cette thèse, nous présentons trois projets s’inscrivant dans le cadre de la recherche 

translationnelle et visant à soutenir la translation clinique en recherche sur les pathologies 

respiratoires néonatales. 

 

Dans le premier projet, nous décrivons l’apport d’une analyse du transcriptome à l’échelon de 

la cellule unique (single-nuclei RNA sequencing ou snRNAseq) sur poumons fœtaux humains 

dans notre compréhension du développement pulmonaire humain normal. Jusqu’à présent, 

la majeure partie des connaissances en matière de développement pulmonaire concernait le 

développement des voies aériennes et provenait d’études animales et plus récemment 

d’études sur des organoïdes pulmonaires humains. Cependant, les différences en termes 

d’anatomie, physiologie et mécanistique moléculaire entre humain et rongeurs, la nécessité 

de valider le modèle organoïde par des données provenant de tissu humain in-vivo et le besoin 

d’une approche plus holistique intégrant les différents types cellulaires et leurs interactions 
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soulignent l'importance des approches “omiques” sur tissu pulmonaire humain sain afin 

d’améliorer nos connaissances sur le développement pulmonaire humain.  

Nous rapportons ici le séquençage ARN à l’échelon cellulaire sur 23 251 noyaux cellulaires 

(snRNAseq) isolés à partir de tissus pulmonaires humains. Ces prélèvements de tissus 

provenaient de 9 fœtus humains dont les âges gestationnels (de 14 à 19 semaines 

d’aménorrhées) couvraient le stage pseudoglandulaire et le début du stage canaliculaire. Neuf 

types cellulaires ont été identifiés, incluant des populations cellulaires rares telle que les 

cellules neuroendocrines pulmonaires. Les 9 différents types cellulaires étaient présents à 

tous les âges gestationnels, et nous avons décrit l’évolution au cours du temps de la 

composition cellulaire avec une diminution du contingent cellulaire stromal au profit de la 

population cellulaire des voies aériennes distales. Chaque type cellulaire présentait une 

signature moléculaire unique caractérisée par des gènes différentiellement exprimés. Les 2 

principales populations cellulaires (stroma et épithélium des voies aériennes distales) ont été 

analysées à une plus haute résolution pour identifier et décrire les sous types cellulaires les 

composant. Nous avons ensuite exploré l’évolution de l’expression génique en fonction de 

l’âge gestationnel pour chaque type cellulaire. Les gènes différentiellement exprimés au cours 

des différents âges gestationnels ont été utilisés pour réaliser des analyses d’enrichissement. 

Ces analyses d’enrichissement ont permis d’identifier les changements des voies de 

signalisation moléculaire au sein d’un même type cellulaire en fonction de l'âge gestationnel. 

Afin de décrire les communications entre les différents types cellulaires au sein du poumon 

humain en développement, nous avons ensuite réalisé une analyse des interactions ligands-

récepteurs en comparant les âges gestationnels précoces (14+1 et 14+3 semaines) et tardifs 

(18+2 et 19+0 semaines) et identifié des voies de signalisation moléculaires générales comme 

les voies NOTCH et TGFB, ainsi que des voies plus spécifiques impliquées dans le 

développement vasculaire, neuronal et la régulation du système immunitaire. Finalement, 

nous allons confirmer la répartition spatiale de certaines populations cellulaires (épithélium 

des voies aériennes distales, endothélium vasculaire, péricytes et cellules neuroendocrines 

pulmonaires) par hybridation in situ en fluorescence (FISH) sur tissu pulmonaire aux âges 

gestationnels précoces (14 semaines) et tardifs (19 semaines). 

Ces résultats représentent un apport important pour développer des hypothèses de recherche 

pertinentes d’un point de vue clinique pour toute recherche étudiant le développement 
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pulmonaire humain normal ou anormal. Nos résultats permettront également d’aider à 

développer et valider des modèles complexes utilisant du tissu pulmonaire humain, tel que 

les organoïdes pulmonaires, visant à étudier le développement pulmonaire humain. 

 

Le second projet décrit l’utilisation de culture organotypique à partir de tissu pulmonaire 

humain pour valider le potentiel de translation clinique d’un vecteur viral utilise en thérapie 

génique en apportant la preuve de concept de sa transduction dans du parenchyme 

pulmonaire humain. Notre équipe a démontré l’intérêt de l’utilisation du virus adéno-associé 

(AAV pour adeno-associated virus) comme vecteur de thérapie génique dans un modèle de 

déficit en protéine B du surfactant pulmonaire chez la souris. Pour valider son utilisation 

potentielle chez l’humain nous avons utilisé un modèle de culture organotypique utilisant des 

sections de 300 microns d’épaisseur obtenues à partir de poumons fœtaux humains 

(“precision-cut lung slices” or PCLS). Nous avons démontré que ces PCLS dérivées de poumons 

fœtaux pouvaient être maintenues en culture et conserver une activité métabolique et une 

architecture pendant plus de 7 jours. Nous avons mis en évidence que l’ajout dans le milieu 

de culture d’AVV avec son cargo ADN (gène humain de la protéine B du surfactant) pendant 

24 heures au jour 3 de culture permettait la transduction dans le parenchyme pulmonaire, 

évaluée par immunofluorescence et bioluminescence au jour 7 de culture. De plus, la 

transduction se faisait avec un effet dose dépendant. L’analyse de l’activité métabolique et de 

l’histologie des PCLS ne démontrait pas d’effet délétère de l’AAV sur le tissu pulmonaire 

humain. Nos résultats confirment l’intérêt de l’utilisation de culture organotypique dérivée de 

tissu humain telle que les PCLS pour évaluer la pertinence et le potentiel de translation 

clinique de thérapeutiques prometteuses. L’utilisation des PCLS illustre parfaitement l’intérêt 

et la nécessité de développer des modèles plus complexes et holistiques en recherche 

translationnelle. 

 

Le troisième projet consiste à utiliser une méthode de développement de consensus 

(méthode Delphi) en association avec une stratégie de transmission de savoir afin de 

développer une définition consensuelle pour les cellules stromales mésenchymateuses 

(Mesenchymal Stromal Cells ou MSC) et des lignes directrices pour reporter des essais 
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cliniques utilisant des MSC. Les MSC sont utilisées depuis plusieurs décennies en recherche 

clinique dans de nombreuses maladies avec des résultats variables, et ce malgré des résultats 

prometteurs dans de nombreux modèles animaux. Parmi les causes pour expliquer cet échec 

de translation clinique, l’absence d’une définition consensuelle des MSC partagée par la 

communauté scientifique et la variabilité des informations reportées dans les essais cliniques 

(caractéristiques des MCS, modalités de production et d’administration des MSC...etc.) sont 

souvent identifiées. Pour améliorer la transparence et la reproductibilité des essais cliniques 

évaluant des MSC nous proposons de développer, disséminer et implanter une définition pour 

les MSC ainsi que des lignes directives pour le report d’essais cliniques évaluant les MSC en 

utilisant une méthode Delphi. La méthode Delphi permet d’éviter de nombreuses limitations 

liées à la méthode de consensus basée sur un groupe d’expert (pression par les pairs, nombre 

limite de participants, difficulté de réunir des personnes avec des opinions divergentes...etc.) 

et propose une méthode de développement de consensus plus rigoureuse. En associant cette 

méthode Delphi à une approche intégrée de transmission de savoir qui intègre dans le projet, 

depuis sa création et pour chaque étape, les parties prenantes et futurs utilisateurs de la 

définition pour s’assurer que leur préférence et avis sont pris en compte, nous espérons 

optimiser la dissémination et implémentation des résultats de la méthode Delphi. Nous 

présentons ici le protocole de recherche ainsi qu’une synthèse de la littérature (scoping 

review) préliminaire à notre méthode Delphi. Le protocole de recherche décrit les différentes 

étapes de la recherche, le recrutement de notre groupe d’experts internationaux et leurs 

différents domaines d’expertise ainsi que du panel de scientifiques qui participeront à 

l’enquête Delphi, et finalement les stratégies d’implémentation prévues pour optimiser la 

dissémination des résultats. La scoping review avait pour objectif de de décrire comment les 

MSC sont définies et caractérisées dans un échantillon d'essais pré-cliniques et cliniques. 

L’analyse de notre échantillon d’études originales a mis en évidence une grande variabilité et 

des incohérences dans la description des MSC, leur caractéristiques et leurs conditions de 

culture. De plus, la majorité des essais cliniques rapportaient de façon variable et non 

exhaustive des caractéristiques importantes des MSC. La scoping review a également permis 

d’identifier les items à intégrer dans le questionnaire initial de la méthode Delphi ainsi qu’un 

panel de scientifiques pour participer à la méthode Delphi. Les résultats de notre scoping 

review soutiennent la nécessité de développer et disséminer une définition consensuelle pour 

les MSC et des lignes directrices pour reporter les essais cliniques utilisant ces cellules. Cet 
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effort est nécessaire pour améliorer la rigueur, la transparence et la reproductibilité de la 

recherche sur les MSC et a pour objectif final d’assurer une translation clinique sûre et efficace 

de thérapies basées sur les MSC. Ce projet souligne l’importance de la transmission de savoir 

et des stratégies d’implémentation en recherche translationnelle. 

 

En conclusion, cette thèse met en évidence plusieurs aspects complexes de la recherche 

translationnelle et l'importance d'une approche holistique et multidisciplinaire pour combler 

le fossé de la translation clinique. De plus, nous présentons ici différentes solutions et 

stratégies pour soutenir la collaboration multidisciplinaire, le développement de modèle 

préclinique complexe utilisant du tissu pulmonaire humain et la transmission de savoir. Tous 

ensemble, ces projets démontrent comment soutenir et améliorer la translation clinique en 

recherche pulmonaire néonatale. 
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I 

How to support clinical translation in neonatal lung research?  

Insights from multidisciplinary approaches to enhance our knowledge on normal human lung 

development in utero (single-nuclei RNA sequencing), provide proof of concept for gene therapy 

viral vector transfection in human lung parenchyma (precision-cut lung slices) and develop a 

consensus definition and reporting guidelines for clinical trial using mesenchymal stromal cells as 

therapeutic agent for human lung diseases. 

 

In this thesis, we present 3 different projects that aim to support clinical translation in neonatal lung 

research. 

First, we use state-of-the-art approach to study normal human lung development at a single-cell level. 

We report the cellular composition, cell trajectories and cell-to-cell communication in developing 

human lungs with single-nuclei RNA sequencing (snRNA-seq) on 23.251 nuclei isolated from nine 

human fetuses with gestational ages between 14 to 19 weeks of gestation. We describe nine different 

cell types, including rare cell populations such as pulmonary neuroendocrine cells. For each cell type, 

marker genes are reported and use for spatial validation using fluorescent RNA in situ hybridization. 

Enrichment and developmental trajectory analysis provide insight into molecular mechanisms and 

signaling pathways changes within cell type according to gestational age. Last, ligand-receptor analysis 

highlights determinants of cell-to-cell communication among the different cell types. These findings 

will provide a clinically relevant background for research hypotheses generation in projects studying 

normal or impaired lung development and help to develop and validate surrogate models to study 

human lung development such as human lung organoids. 

Second, we use a model of organotypic culture called Precision-Cut Lung Slices (PCLS) derived from 

human fetal lung tissue to validate the clinical relevance of a viral vector (Adeno-associated virus AAV) 

for gene therapy for surfactant B deficiency in neonates. We develop a protocol to obtain and culture 

PCLS from human fetal lung tissues. We reported that these PCLS can be maintained up to 7 days in 

culture with a preserved metabolic activity and architecture. These PCLS were then successfully used 

to provide proof of concept that the AAV vector can efficiently transfect human lung parenchyma. PCLS 

were incubated at day 3 of culture with different titers of AAV (and with different cargos: mouse SPB 

and human SPB) for 24 hours. On day 7 of culture, we confirmed by bioluminescence and 

immunofluorescence that AAV can transfect human lung parenchyma with a dose dependent effect. 

Furthermore, assessment of the PCLS (by metabolic activity and architecture) demonstrated the 

absence of adverse effects on human lung tissue transfected by AAV vector. Therefore, PCLS from 

human lung tissue (healthy or diseased) represent a versatile tool to assess pathophysiology or 

therapeutics in an organotypic culture setting. It aligns with the need for more complex and holistic 

models and the use of human tissue in translational research. 

Last, we aim to develop a consensus definition for Mesenchymal Stromal Cell (MSC) and reporting 

guidelines for clinical trials of MSC therapy to enhance rigour, reproducibility, transparency in the MSC 

research and ultimately the safe translation of effective cell-based therapies in humans. Our research 

protocol uses the unique attributes of a consensus-building method called modified Delphi method in 

combination with an ‘integrated knowledge translation’ approach where key stakeholders and end-

users are involved from inception and participate in every step of the study to support dissemination 

and implementation of the findings. We present here our detailed research protocol, and the results 
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II 

of a scoping review conducted to describe how MSC were defined and characterized in preclinical and 

clinical research. In this scoping review, we report that previous minimal criteria to define MSC 

provided by the International Society for Cell and Gene Therapy (ISCT) were poorly implemented with 

inconstant reporting among in both preclinical and clinical studies. More concerning, the clinical 

studies showed inconsistent completeness in reporting relevant and important information on MSC 

characterization and cell manufacturing processes. This project highlights important points for 

consensus-building strategies and the critical step of knowledge translation in translational research.  

 

Keywords. Lung development, Single-nuclei RNA sequencing, Precision-cut lung slices, Mesenchymal 

stromal cells, Delphi method, Translational research. 
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Figures and tables list  

I. Figures 

Figure 1. “Translational Research” citations in PubMed 
Results found on PubMed for the search “translational research”, compared to all publication for the period 

between 1993 and 2020. The left Y-axis represents the number of citations for “translational research”, the 

right Y-axis represents the number of all citations. Interrogation on May 17th 2021. 

 

Figure 2. Operational challenges for translational research and medicine  
Translational research includes 5 stages. T0 represents the fundamental studies and applied research that 

define cellular mechanisms, their relationship to disease and, consequently, the identification of therapeutic 

targets and methods of treatment (new molecular entities); T1, first phase 1 studies in humans that aim to 

define proof of mechanism and proof of concept; T2, phase 2 and 3 clinical trials that are necessary for the 

approval of a therapeutic agent for clinical use; T3, phase 4 clinical trials that are associated with optimizing 

the therapeutic use of an agent in clinical practice; and T4, the outcome or comparative effectiveness research 

that serves to determine the ultimate utility and cost effectiveness of an agent relative to others currently in 

use. From (Blumberg et al. 2012).  
 

Figure 3. Old vs. new translational research workflows 
A. Old one-way linear biomedical research model, where animal experiments (mouse) were a gateway 

between basic science and clinical research. B. New translational research model: more complex and holistic 

network, with multiple lines of evidence to refine objectives and target relevance in order to increase the 

chance of successful drug discovery. (Adapted from Sabroe 2007). Plain double arrows represent T1 research, 

with back-and-forth movements of knowledge and hypotheses between different stages. The human symbol 

represents both the use of human cells and tissues (healthy and diseased) and clinical trials. Dashed double 

arrows represent knowledge translation with T2 research. Figure created with BioRender.com. 

 

Figure 4. Overview of the knowledge translation process 
Knowledge translation (KT) include four different activities to support and improve individual and public health 

as well as the health care system. Adapted from Kathryn Sibley, CHI KT platform  

(https://medium.com/knowledgenudge/what-we-mean-when-we-say-knowledge-translation-1f81d57d5143). 

 

Figure 5. Overview of INCuBAToR framework 
The INCuBAToR project proposed risk mitigation strategies to improve clinical translation of cell-based therapy 

for BPD patients. The INCuBAToR concept relies on an evidence-based approach with 4 main pillars: A. 

preclinical and clinical systematic reviews: this knowledge synthesis will help to summarize current evidence 

and level of evidence to support the study rationale and identify knowledge gaps; B. Knowledge translation: 

identification of the key stakeholders (end users) as well as barriers and facilitators to further support 

dissemination and implementation of the future findings; C. Early economic evaluation to ensure the project 

“viability” from an economical perspective; and D. retrospective/prospective cohort studies to inform clinical 

trial design development and ensure its feasibility. From (Thébaud et al. 2021). 

 

Figure 6. Morphological changes in human developing lung during the pseudoglandular, canalicular 

and saccular stages  

During the pseudoglandular stage (a), future airways are embedded in the mesenchyme, surrounded by a 

loose capillary network and continue to branch repeatedly to give rise to increasing generations of airways 

(arrow, branching morphogenesis). Distal airways are lined by simple columnar epithelium (d). The canalicular 

stage (b) is characterized by airspaces development and the vascularization of these airspaces: airways start to 
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widen, epithelium transitions from a simple cuboidal form to a flatter epithelium (initiation of mature 

pneumocytes differentiation), and the capillaries grow and organize in a primitive capillary network, closer to 

the distal airways (e). In the saccular stage (c) begins the process of the alveolar-capillary interface maturation 

with the development of the saccules (denoted by *) and the formation of thick immature interspaces septa 

with a close proximity between capillaries and airways epithelium (f). From (Schittny 2017). 

 

Figure 7. Lung development stages: comparison between rodents and human 
E: embryonic day, P postnatal day. Adapted from (Salaets et al. 2017; Nardiello, Mižíková, and Morty 2017). 

 

Figure 8. Human lung organoids overview 
In this figure are shown the main cell sources to obtain human lung organoids (hPSC: human pluripotent stem 

cell, which include embryonic stem cell (ESC) and induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)), different culture mode 

(such as 3D, 3D ALI, lung-on-a-chip), and the main applications for human lung organoids. Human lung 

organoids can be used to study normal lung development or to serve as a platform for disease models. 

Adapted from (Bourguignon et al. 2020). Figure created with BioRender.com. 

 

Figure 9. Overview of directed differentiation process and HLO maturation  
The normal human embryonic development is represented at the top of the figure: ICM: inner cell mass of the 

blastocyst, A: anterior, D: dorsal, DP: dorsal pancreas, Int: intestine, L: lung, Li: liver, P: posterior, St: stomach, 

V: ventral, VP: ventral pancreas. Directed differentiation steps are represented in color boxes: gastrulation 

(blue) leading to definitive endoderm (SOX17+/FOXA2+), patterning (yellow) leading to anterior foregut 

endoderm (SOX2+/FOXA2+), and specification (green) leading to ventral lung airway progenitor (NKX2-

1+/SOX2+/TUJ1-/PAX8-). The red box represents the additional step for maturation with engraftment of human 

lung organoids derived from hPSC or human fetal tissue in an immunocompromised mouse. Human 

pluripotent stem cells (hPSC) include embryonic stem cells (ESC) and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC). 

Adapted from (Barkauskas et al. 2017; Nikolić, Sun, and Rawlins 2018). 

 

Figure 10. Overview of scRNAseq workflow, from tissue sampling to spatial validation 
Different steps of the scRNAseq workflow are presented here. After tissue sampling (1), the sample undergoes 

a dissociation protocol to obtain a single-cell suspension (2a). Single cells are isolated from the cell suspension 

using a droplet-based method (2b), with each droplet containing a barcoded bead (cf figure 10). Cells are then 

lysed, and cDNA is synthetized. Next step (3) is library construction and sequencing using Next Generation 

Sequencing. After pre-processing, data can be used for downstream analysis (4) which include clustering and 

cluster identification, trajectory analysis, differentially expressed gene analysis, enrichment analysis and 

ligand-receptor interaction. Last step (5) is the spatial validation of scRNAseq findings on native tissue, for 

example using fluorescent RNA in-situ hybridization, immunohistohemistry or spatial omics approaches. 

Pictures of the downstream analysis are adapted from (Hurskainen et al. 2021). Figure created with 

BioRender.com. 

 

Figure 11. Barcoded bead structure 
Oligonucleotides are attached to the bead. Their structure includes 1) a primer region for molecular 

amplification of the captured transcript (PCR Handle), 2) a unique series of nucleotides (cell barcode) that are 

identical for all oligonucleotides attached on the same bead to identify cell origin of all the amplified 

transcripts, 3) second series of nucleotide unique for each oligonucleotide (UMI) to identify amplified 

transcripts originating from the same mRNA molecule, and 4) poly-d(T) region to capture polyadenylated RNA. 

 

Figure 12. Paracrine effects of MSC 
MSC paracrine effects are mediated by (A) MSC secretome and (B) MSC-derived extracellular vesicles. These 

paracrine effects enhance tissue repair and regeneration by supporting immunomodulation, chemoattraction, 

progenitor cells proliferation and differentiation, and angiogenesis. In addition, MSC-derived exosomes 

decrease oxidative stress and apoptosis. From (Jimenez-Puerta et al. 2020).  

 

Figure 13. Precision Cut Lung Slices (PCLS) of adult mouse lung tissue (Genetic strain: FVB/N) 

transduced with AAV6.2FF 
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a Study design to show transduction of adult mouse lung tissue slices by AAV6.2FF. Metabolic (resazurin) 

assays were carried out on days 0, 3, and 7 post-tissue harvest (marked with an *) to ensure PCLS metabolic 

activity and cell viability. b Image of mouse PCLS. c Resazurin assay results as represented by mean 

fluorescence with SD demonstrating the metabolic activity of the mouse PCLS on days 3 and 7. d IVIS imaging 

of mouse PCLS 4 days after AAV-Luc transduction and 7 days after generating the tissue slices demonstrates 

luciferase expression in the adult mouse lung parenchyma following the addition of D-luciferin substrate. e 

Quantification of bioluminescence from the IVIS image in (d) as Total Flux (photons per second). All treatment 

groups contain n=2 animals, 1 lung each with 6 slices per lung, except AAV-Luc with n=4 animals, 1 lung each 

with 5-6 slices per lung. Adapted from Supplemental Figure 1 from (Kang et al. 2020). 

 

Figure 14. AAV6.2FF transduces the human lung parenchyma  

a Study design to demonstrate the ability of AAV6.2FF to transduce human lung tissue samples generated from 

precision cut lung slices (PCLS). Metabolic viability (resazurin) assays were conducted on days 2 (D2) and 7 (D7) 

post tissue harvest. b Resazurin assay results as represented by mean fluorescence with SD demonstrating the 

metabolic activity of the human PCLS on days 2 and 7. c Bioluminescence detection using IVIS in PCLS from 

human fetuses (n = 2; 16+0 and 16+3 weeks gestational age) either untreated or transduced with 108 vg per 

well of AAV-GFP, 108 vg per well of AAV-mCherry, or 105, 108, or 1010 vg per well of AAV-Luc. Images are 4 

days following vector exposure, and the scale is represented as counts. d Quantification of AAV-Luc wells are 

represented by the mean total flux (in photons per sec) with SD (n =2 fetuses; with 12 replicates for the AAV-

GFP, AAV-mCherry, and No Treatment groups; and 4 replicates for each of the AAV-Luc doses). e Images of 

human PCLS in a 24-well tissue culture plate 7 days after culture and 3 days after AAV-SPB transduction. An 

enlarged image of a PCLS in an individual well is indicated by the dashed white box. f Resazurin assay results as 

represented by mean fluorescence with SD demonstrating viability of the human PCLS 3 days after no 

treatment (blue), or transduction with 1010 vg per well of AAV-mSPB (red) or AAV-hSPB (pink). (n = 4 blank; 

and n = 6 untransduced, n =6 AAV-mSPB, and n = 6 AAV-hSPB independent tissue slices from a single set of 

human fetal lungs). The source data for f has been provided as a Source Data file. g Representative confocal 

images of SP-B (red) and DAPI (blue) of frozen PCLS sections 3 days after transduction with 1010 vg per well of 

AAV-mSPB or AAV-hSPB (Top and bottom row image scale bars, 100 μm and 50 μm, respectively). From Figure 

10 from (Kang et al. 2020). 

 

Figure 15. Precision Cut Lung Slices (PCLS) from human lungs of 2 human fetuses (Ages: 16+0 

and 16+3 weeks) transduced by AAV6.2FF vectors  

a Quantification of bioluminescence from the IVIS image in Fig 10c as Total Flux (photons per second). Total 

Flux of AAV-Luc wells are presented as the mean with SD (n=2 fetuses; 2 lung slices per fetus per dose for AAV-

Luc). b Representative H&E images from human fetal PCLS that were fixed in 4% PFA immediately after the 

IVIS imaging in Fig 14c (Scale bar, 100μm). The lungs demonstrate established acinar structures and are in the 

late pseudoglandular stage of development. c Representative epifluorescence images of luciferase (red), 

mCherry (red), and DAPI (blue) in frozen PCLS 4 days after transduction with 108 vg per well of AAV-Luc or 

AAV-mCherry (Scale bar, 100μm). d Representative epifluorescence image of EpCAM (red) and DAPI (blue) of 

frozen PCLS from human lung sections demonstrating the presence of epithelial cells in developing future 

alveoli. e Representative epifluorescence image of DAPI (blue), EpCAM (green), and luciferase (red) or mCherry 

(red) in frozen PCLS 4 days after transduction with 1010 vg per well of AAV-Luc or 108 vg per well of AAV-

mCherry (Scale bar, 100μm). From Supplementary Figure 11 from (Kang et al. 2020). 

 

Figure 16. Delphi MSC project overview 

 

Figure 17. Scoping review graphical abstract 
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II. Tables 

Table 1. Timing of human lung development, growth and ageing 

From (Burri 2006). 

 

Table 2. Congenital and acquired (prematurity) lung diseases and the stage of their 

development 
Adapted from (Kotecha 2000). 

 

Table 3. Examples of mutations in mouse and their reported phenotype 
Gain-and-loss of function studies in genetically modified animals have helped to identify key factors in lung 

development. Adapted from (Cardoso and Lü 2006). 

 

Table 4. Species differences between mouse and human respiratory system  
From (Meyerholz et al. 2018). 

 

Table 5. Comparison of Human pulmonary 3D models for translational research 
ALI: Air-liquid interface, PCLS: precision-cut lung slices, hPSC: human pluripotent stem cells, ECM: extracellular 

matrix. From (G. Liu et al. 2019). 

 

Table 6. Differences between group decision-making and Delphi Method 

Adapted from (Murphy et al. 1998). 
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Introduction 

I. General introduction. About the importance of 

translational research 

1. Evolution of biomedical research and the development of the clinical 

translation gap 

Before the 70’s, most of the biomedical research was led and done by physician-scientists. 

Biomedical research in this setting was an iterative and bilateral process, with fluid 

movement of knowledge and hypothesis between bench and bedside. With the 

development of molecular biology and the incredible advances in basic science techniques 

and knowledge, basic and clinical research started to separate, and nowadays, the majority 

of biomedical research is done by basic science researchers (Butler 2008; Roberts et al. 

2012). This separation has slowly led to the rise of silos between basic and clinical scientists 

and the development of a cultural divide (Wadman 2006; Restifo and Phelan 2011). As a 

result, movements of knowledge and hypotheses’ back and forth between bench and 

bedside are hampered due to a lack of communication and division in culture and views.  

In addition, since the middle of the 90’s, pharmaceutical industry expenditures for Research 

& Development (R&D) have increased while new drug output decreased. A progressive 

worsening of clinical success rate has been highlighted in a study by Hay et al. The authors 

showed that only one-in-ten drugs entering clinical development (phase 1) is expected to 

advance to Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval (Hay et al. 2014). These findings 

have been confirmed by a recent study showing that the probability of success for phase III 
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trials to be approved has increased over time (from 49% for the period between 2010-2012 

to 62% for the period between 2015-2017), but the probability of success for phase I trials 

to be approved is still below 10% (Dowden and Munro 2019).  

Therefore, the pharmaceutical industry has slowly abandoned its role in bringing academic 

discoveries to the patient’s bedside, letting the burden of R&D, regulation and patent 

development fall on scientists’ shoulders. Increased complexity in the ethics process, 

regulation, patent issues, securing funding and career advancement, lack of training in R&D 

specificities, and the overall overwhelming workload (scientific or clinical activities, 

teaching, administrative tasks…) have led many scientists to abandon this important part of 

biomedical research. As a result, a gap between bench and bedside research has developed, 

called by some authors as the ‘Valley of death’ where promising scientific discoveries linger 

and die (Butler 2008; Fernandez-Moure 2016; Roberts et al. 2012; Seyhan 2019).  

 

2. Bridging the gap: development of translational research 

A. What is translational research? 

Translational research, also referred to as ‘bench-to-bedside’ research, is defined as the 

“process of translating discoveries in the laboratory into clinical interventions for the 

diagnosis, treatment, prognosis, or prevention of disease with a direct benefit of human 

health” (Minna and Gazdar 1996). The first entry for translational research in PubMed 

(https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) was in 1993, with tremendous acceleration in 

publications after 2010 (Figure 1), showing a growing interest in translation research. 
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Figure 1. “Translational Research” citations in PubMed 
Results found on PubMed for the search “translational research”, compared to all publication for the period 

between 1993 and 2020. The left Y-axis represents the number of citations for “translational research”, the 

right Y-axis represents the number of all citations. Interrogation on May 17th 2021. 

B. What are the goals of translational research? 

Translational research was developed to bridge the clinical translation gap by tackling the 

root causes of the gap’s origin. Translational research aims at 1) speeding up translation of 

breakthrough discoveries to the patient’s bedside, 2) enhancing the success rate of 

promising drugs in clinical trials, and 3) ensuring proper dissemination to the general public, 

policy makers, regulatory and funding agencies. 
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C. The translational research model and its challenges. 

Translation research is often described as an organic, iterative process requiring continuous 

interactive feedback between different disciplines. It includes 3 main actions: discover, 

develop and disseminate.  

The translational research model is broken down into 5 different stages (T0 to T4) presented 

in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Operational challenges for translational research and medicine 
Translational research includes 5 stages. T0 represents the fundamental studies and applied research that 

define cellular mechanisms, their relationship to disease and, consequently, the identification of therapeutic 

targets and methods of treatment (new molecular entities); T1, first phase 1 studies in humans that aim to 

define proof of mechanism and proof of concept; T2, phase 2 and 3 clinical trials that are necessary for the 

approval of a therapeutic agent for clinical use; T3, phase 4 clinical trials that are associated with optimizing 

the therapeutic use of an agent in clinical practice; and T4, the outcome or comparative effectiveness research 

that serves to determine the ultimate utility and cost effectiveness of an agent relative to others currently in 

use. From (Blumberg et al. 2012).  
 

Some authors used a simplified 2 translational blocks model (Woolf 2008): 

- T1 research represents the translation from basic science to human studies (includes 

stages T0 to T2 in Figure 4). At this stage, the main challenges are related to the 
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initial hypothesis’ clinical relevance, the interactions between many disciplines, pre-

clinical models limits (especially the poor predictive value of animal models in term 

of efficacy and product safety in humans) and regulatory and funding issues (Sabroe 

et al. 2007; Seyhan 2019; Garner et al. 2017). 

- T2 research is described as the translation of clinical studies results into everyday 

clinical practice and health decision-making (includes stages T3 and T4 in figure 4). Its 

aim is to ensure that the discovery will be widely disseminated and ready to use in 

everyday healthcare decision-making. Despite the tremendous importance of T2 

research, it is often overshadowed by T1 research in terms of recognition, interest 

and funding. Its specific challenges include human behaviors and organizational 

inertia, limits related to existing resources and infrastructure. However, the main 

challenge is the exposure of the new discovery (drug, diagnosis test, device…etc.) to 

the general population, a considerably less controlled environment compared to the 

preclinical and clinical translational block. 

Both T1 and T2 research present their own challenges creating specific gaps which taken 

together contribute to the clinical translation gap, or the so-called “Valley of death” 

(Fernandez-Moure 2016). 

T1 and T2 research share in common the requirement for a bilateral process with back and 

forth movement of knowledge between bench and bedside to generate new research 

hypotheses, refine experiments (both animal and human) for the next iteration, and support 

the process as a whole in order to deliver breakthrough discoveries to the general 

population (Ledford 2008; Seyhan 2019; Sabroe et al. 2007). This workflow represents an 

important paradigm shift from the previous one where research was a linear one-way 

process with the animal model being a gateway to access clinical trials (Figure 3).  
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Figure 3. Old vs. new translational research workflows 
A. Old one-way linear biomedical research model, where animal experiments (mouse) were a gateway 

between basic science and clinical research. B. New translational research model: more complex and 

holistic network, with multiple lines of evidence to refine objectives and target relevance in order to 

increase the chance of successful drug discovery. (Adapted from Sabroe 2007). Plain double arrows 

represent T1 research, with back-and-forth movements of knowledge and hypotheses between different 

stages. The human symbol represents both the use of human cells and tissues (healthy and diseased) and 

clinical trials. Dashed double arrows represent knowledge translation with T2 research. Figure created 

with BioRender.com. 

D. What are the determinants of translational research? 

Translational Research’s cornerstones include a multidisciplinary approach (Seyhan 2019), 

complex and holistic translational models (Sabroe et al. 2007; Garner et al. 2017), and 

knowledge translation supported by implementation science (Woolf 2008).  

As translational research is a complex process requiring many skillsets, it requires the 

development of a multidisciplinary task force including scientists and clinicians, 

methodologists, computer scientists, bioengineers and industry experts, as well as experts 
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in knowledge translation and implementation science. In addition to offering the skillsets 

necessary for the study’s success, multidisciplinary task force allows the lifting of silos 

between basic scientists and clinician scientists by restoring communication and 

collaboration with continuous interactive feedback between both sides (Fernandez-Moure 

2016; Seyhan 2019). 

To overcome its potential pitfalls and limitations, translational research scientists must 

abandon the traditional linear research model (figure 3) to develop more complex and 

holistic models. This effort starts with ensuring that clinical relevance is taken into account 

when generating a research hypothesis (Garner et al. 2017). Data or unusual findings from 

clinical trials (both successful and unsuccessful) represent an important source for 

hypothesis generation, highlighting that the two-way process (bench-to-bedside and 

bedside-to-bench) is a critical part of translational research (Ledford 2008). Translational 

scientists should not only recognize the richness of individual diversity, but also actively 

study it (and even introduce variability in the model in a controlled manner) to understand 

variation in drug response or safety profile (Garner et al. 2017; Sabroe et al. 2007). These 

complex models should also integrate studies (e.g., omics approaches, complex tissue 

models…etc.) on primary human cells and tissues from healthy and diseased subjects to 

further improve findings’ predictive value and their relevance in human biology as well as 

our understanding of potential obstacles for clinical translation (Sabroe et al. 2007). 

The last main determinant of translational research is knowledge translation, which is the 

core of T2 research.  Failure to translate research into practice and policy is a common 

finding in clinical and health services research, with an estimated delay of 17 to 20 years to 

get clinical innovation into practice and with less than 50% of clinical innovations ever 

reaching general application (Bauer and Kirchner 2020). The aim of knowledge translation is 
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to make sure that stakeholders (knowledge users e.g., health professionals, patients and 

families, researchers, policy makers, industry…etc.) are aware of, and use research evidence 

to improve their health and healthcare decision-making (Grimshaw et al. 2012). Knowledge 

translation includes the following activities presented in Figure 4 (Canadian Institutes of 

Health Research 2012). 

 

Figure 4. Overview of the knowledge translation process 
Knowledge translation (KT) include four different activities to support and improve individual and public health 

as well as the health care system. Adapted from Kathryn Sibley, CHI KT platform  

(https://medium.com/knowledgenudge/what-we-mean-when-we-say-knowledge-translation-1f81d57d5143). 

 

Implementation science is born from the need to help and support knowledge translation. 

Implementation science specifically focuses on how to improve knowledge translation by 

examining the factors, processes and strategies that influence successful integration of 

evidence-based intervention in practice, and is defined as “the scientific study of methods 

to promote the systematic uptake of research findings and other evidence-based practices 

into routine practice, and, hence, to improve the quality and effectiveness of health 

services” (Bauer et al. 2015).  
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Implementation science typically includes 4 stages (“A Practice Guide to Supporting 

Implementation | NIRN” n.d.):  

• Exploration: Assessment for implementation needs and capacity and identification of 

barriers and facilitators. 

• Installation: Plan and preparation for implementation (resources acquisition, staff 

training) 

• Initial implementation: A test to monitor and evaluate the implementation and 

outputs used to refine the implementation strategy. 

• Full implementation: Sustain and scale the implementation across different settings. 

Therefore, knowledge users identification and involvement, as well as the assessment of the 

likely barriers and facilitators are critical to inform the choice of knowledge translation 

strategy and further improve knowledge transfer success (Grimshaw et al. 2012).  

 

Finally, as translation research is time and resources consuming, these determinants must 

be supported by a shift in education, policy and funding. Dedicated education programs 

(MD-PhD programs) have been developed to prepare for careers of physician-scientists and 

support the creation of a new common cultural and academic identities for both clinician 

and basic researchers (Roberts et al. 2012). Translational research is a long (drug discovery 

and development can take up to 20 years), and expensive (some will argue not profitable) 

process with a high attrition rate in clinical trials. Therefore, measuring its outcomes is 

challenging and the metrics used to assess achievement should be far more complex than 

publication rank. Policy makers and funding agencies should develop incentives for 

academics and government institution to engage with industry in research collaboration and 
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partnership, as well as developing new metrics for funding attribution and career 

advancement (Fernandez-Moure 2016).  

3. Innovative Neonatal Cellular Therapy for Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia: 

Accelerating Translation of Research (INCuBAToR): optimizing 

translational research determinants to improve clinical translation of cell 

therapy for bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD) 

To illustrate and give concrete examples for translational research determinants, we present 

here the INCuBATor concept. The INCuBAToR was developed to enhance transparency, rigor 

and success in clinical translation in the field of cell therapy for BPD. We proposed a 

combination of an evidence-based approach and risk mitigation strategies developed by a 

multidisciplinary team. This concept relies on a comprehensive framework associating 1) 

knowledge translation strategies (integrated knowledge translation), 2) knowledge synthesis 

(systematic review and meta-analysis), 3) economic evaluation, 4) identification of potential 

reluctances and how to alleviate them, and 5) a workflow based on retrospective and 

prospective studies to refine study design and eligibility criteria. An overview of the 

INCuBAToR project framework is presented in Figure 5, and the article in the annex. 
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Figure 5. Overview of INCuBAToR framework 
The INCuBAToR project proposed risk mitigation strategies to improve clinical translation of cell-based therapy 

for BPD patients. The INCuBAToR concept relies on an evidence-based approach with 4 main pillars: A. 

preclinical and clinical systematic reviews: this knowledge synthesis will help to summarize current evidence 

and level of evidence to support the study rationale and identify knowledge gaps; B. Knowledge translation: 

identification of the key stakeholders (end users) as well as barriers and facilitators to further support 

dissemination and implementation of the future findings; C. Early economic evaluation to ensure the project 

“viability” from an economical perspective; and D. retrospective/prospective cohort studies to inform clinical 

trial design development and ensure its feasibility. From (Thébaud et al. 2021). 

 

This framework can be applied to any disease, as most of the biomedical research fields 

share the same pitfalls in term of translational potential: lack of rigorous methodology, 

absence of evidence synthesis to support study design development, failure to acknowledge 

and address ethics, regulatory and economical concerns, lack of knowledge of the 

translation strategies to support findings dissemination and implementation. 
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To further support clinical translation in neonatal lung research, we describe in this thesis 

three different projects that 1) provide a single-cell transcriptomic approach to enhance our 

understanding of normal human lung development (single-nuclei RNA sequencing), 2) 

describe the value of complex model derived from human lung tissue (precision-cut lung 

slices) to support the clinical relevance of basic research findings, and 3) combine a 

consensus-building method (Delphi method) with a knowledge translation strategy 

(integrated knowledge translation approach) to improve the reproducibility and 

transparency in mesenchymal stromal cell research. 
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II. Insights into transcriptomics during human lung 

development at a single-cell resolution 

1. Human lung development 

The human lung is a complex organ. While its main function is to facilitate gas exchange 

(oxygenation and decarboxylation of the blood), because of its exposure to external 

environment (air), the lung also integrates multiple other functions. These include innate 

immunity, mucus secretion and clearance with fluid and electrolyte transport, alveolar 

tension surface maintenance, environment sensing, and complex repair processes. To 

achieve all these tasks, up to 40 different resident cell types interact together in adult 

human lungs to maintain lung homeostasis (Franks et al. 2008). Moreover, to perform 

optimal gas exchange, the lung requires two intertwined and highly branched networks 

(airways and lung vasculature) and a close connection between the alveolar epithelium and 

the capillary endothelium to create the gas exchange surface.  

Understanding and describing how this variety of cell populations contribute at a molecular 

and cellular level to the development of such a complex organ is critical to provide insights 

on lung homeostasis and regeneration, disease development, and to find new therapeutic 

targets (Herriges and Morrisey 2014; Ubags et al. 2020). 

A. Different stages of human lung development 

Human lung development is classically described in 5 stages: embryonic, pseudoglandular, 

canalicular, saccular and alveolar (Kotecha 2000; Morrisey and Hogan 2010; Schittny 2017). 

These stages were described according to histological and morphological changes during 

human fetal development (P H Burri 1984). Based on different observations, the transition 
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times between the different stages vary and overlap (Peter H. Burri 2006). This variation can 

be explained by the asynchronous development of the lung with the cranial regions 

developing faster than the caudal regions (Ernst, Ruchelli, and Huff 2011). The different 

stages and transition times are presented in the Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Timing of human lung development, growth and ageing 

From (Peter H. Burri 2006). 

 

During the embryonic stage (gestational weeks 4 to 7 in human), the two primary 

lung buds form by outpouching of the ventral wall of the primitive foregut endoderm. At the 

same time, the primitive foregut tube divides into the esophagus (dorsal foregut) and the 

trachea (ventral foregut) which connects to the lung buds (Cardoso and Lü 2006). The 

primary lung buds are surrounded by mesenchyme and will undergo the process of 

branching morphogenesis to form the tracheobronchial tree. Branching morphogenesis uses 

repetitive and dichotomous branching patterns (domain branching, planar bifurcation and 

orthogonal bifurcation) and is strictly controlled via epithelial-mesenchymal cross-talk 

(Warburton 2017). In parallel, lung vasculature derives from the 6th aortic arch and 

accompanies the developing airways. A plexus connected to the aortic sac and the left 
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atrium is formed in the mesenchyme surrounding the lung buds by vasculogenesis (Schittny 

2017). 

In the pseudoglandular stage (gestational weeks 5 to 17 in human), the progressive 

branching of bronchial buds gives rise to increasing generations of airways, with the 

formation of pre-acinar airways (i.e., airways to the level of the terminal bronchioles) 

occurring at the end of this stage. The future airways are embedded in the mesenchyme and 

surrounded by a loose capillary network. Around 13 weeks of gestation, the epithelium 

starts to organize and differentiate in a proximal-to-distal pattern. Ciliated cells, goblet cells 

and basal cells are described in the proximal airways, while the more distal airways are lined 

by simple columnar epithelium. In addition, airway smooth muscle cells arise from the 

mesenchyme and surround the airways. These cells will start to have spontaneous 

contractions which generate, in combination with pulmonary fluid secretion, critical 

biomechanical forces for the developing lung. The lung vasculature continues to develop 

alongside sequential generations of branching airways by vasculogenesis. Lymphatics start 

to develop within the lung at around 10 weeks of gestation (Ernst, Ruchelli, and Huff 2011). 

The canalicular stage (gestational weeks 16 to 26 in human) is characterized by the 

initiation of development and vascularization of the airspaces. Airways continue to develop 

by further peripheral branching and branch lengthening leading to the formation of 

canaliculi. Distal airspaces become wider at the expense of the mesenchyme, and the 

epithelium transitions from a simple cuboidal to a flatter epithelium, a sign of the initiation 

of mature pneumocytes differentiation. These newly formed acini include the respiratory 

bronchioles, alveolar ducts and terminal sacs (Ernst, Ruchelli, and Huff 2011). Meanwhile, 

capillaries grow and organize into a primitive capillary network, closer to the distal airways 

and protrude between airspace epithelial cells. As a result of these changes in epithelium 
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and capillaries during the canalicular stage, we observe the formation of the first thin air-

blood barrier portions (P H Burri 1984). At this stage of the development, it is possible to 

distinguish conducting and respiratory airways based on their epithelial morphologies 

(Schittny 2017). 

In the saccular stage (gestational weeks 24 to 38 in human), the process of alveolar-

capillary interface maturation begins. Vascularized saccules develop, delimited by the 

formation of primary septa. These primary septa are immature inter-airspaces septa 

containing a double-layered capillary network. The increasing numbers of saccules leads to a 

marked decrease in interstitial tissue. In the primary septa interstitial tissue, smooth muscle 

cell precursors produce fibrous networks of elastin and collagen fibers that will be critical for 

the secondary septation during the alveolar stage (P H Burri 1984; Schittny 2017). 

Morphological changes during the pseudoglandular, canalicular and saccular stages are 

presented in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Morphological changes in human developing lung during the pseudoglandular, canalicular 

and saccular stages 

During the pseudoglandular stage (a), future airways are embedded in the mesenchyme, surrounded by a 

loose capillary network and continue to branch repeatedly to give rise to increasing generations of airways 

(arrow, branching morphogenesis). Distal airways are lined by simple columnar epithelium (d). The canalicular 

stage (b) is characterized by airspaces development and the vascularization of these airspaces: airways start to 

widen, epithelium transitions from a simple cuboidal form to a flatter epithelium (initiation of mature 

pneumocytes differentiation), and the capillaries grow and organize in a primitive capillary network, closer to 

the distal airways (e). In the saccular stage (c) begins the process of the alveolar-capillary interface maturation 

with the development of the saccules (denoted by *) and the formation of thick immature interspaces septa 

with a close proximity between capillaries and airways epithelium (f). From (Schittny 2017). 

 

Finally, the alveolar stage starts in utero (around 36 weeks of gestation in human) 

and continues after birth, likely for as long as the lung continues to grow (young adulthood). 

During this phase, the gas exchange surface increases with secondary septation (formation 

of the alveoli) and matures with thinner septa and microvasculature maturation (fusion of 

the double layer into a sheetlike capillary layer) to improve gas exchange. During classical 
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(or bulk) alveolarization (from 36 weeks to approximately 3 years of age), secondary septa 

are formed by the upfolding of one of the capillary layers, driven by the elastin/collagen 

network. Additional evidence supports the existence of another alveolarization process 

called continued alveolarization (from approximately 2 years of age to young adulthood), 

during which secondary septa can rise from already mature septa and be supported by 

neovascularization (Schittny 2017; Herring et al. 2014; Narayanan et al. 2012). 

 

Unravelling the complex underlying molecular mechanisms and crosstalk between different 

cell types that happen in-utero is crucial for our understanding of how perturbations at 

different stages of lung development can lead to congenital malformation or prematurity-

associated lung diseases. Examples of congenital lung diseases in relation to lung 

developmental stage are presented in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Congenital and acquired (prematurity) lung diseases and the stage of their 

development 
Adapted from (Kotecha 2000). 
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B. Understanding the human lung development: insights on molecular mechanisms from 

animal models and human tissue-based models 

a.  Animal (rodents) models to study human lung development 

i. Rationale for animal use to study human lung development 

Rodent models have been extensively used to develop knowledge and understanding of 

lung development and diseases, and to find new therapeutic targets (Cardoso and Lü 2006; 

Morrisey and Hogan 2010). A part of the rationale to use rodent models is that mice, rats 

and human undergo the same stages during lung development but differ with respect to the 

duration of each stage and its temporal relationship to gestational age (Figure 7). Additional 

practical reasons to use rodents compared to larger animals include small animal size, short 

life cycle, ease and low-cost husbandry system, short gestation, large litters, availability of 

genetically modified animals, and availability of large panel of rodent antibodies. 
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Figure 7. Lung development stages: comparison between rodents and human 
E: embryonic day, P postnatal day. Adapted from (Salaets et al. 2017; Nardiello, Mižíková, and Morty 2017). 

 

Therefore rodent, and particularly mouse models have been extensively used to study and 

describe lung development, using different gestational ages and postnatal time points to 

describe morphological and molecular changes. In addition, these observational data can be 

confirmed by gain-and-loss of function experiments in genetically modified mice and cell 

lineage tracing experiments. Rodent models have also been used to study impaired lung 

development in both congenital lung diseases (e.g., nitrofen model of congenital 

diaphragmatic hernia) and acquired lung diseases due to prematurity (induction of BPD 
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phenotype by exposing the animals to environmental insults similar to those experienced by 

preterm infants such as hyperoxia, inflammation, mechanical ventilation or growth 

restriction) as mice are born in the saccular stage which is the same stage during which most 

of the preterm infants developing BPD are born in. These disease models can be used to 

highlight disease mechanisms and to assess potential therapeutics to prevent or treat BPD 

(Berger and Bhandari 2014; Giusto et al. 2021; Nardiello, Mižíková, and Morty 2017). 

ii. Insight from animal (rodents) models for human lung development 

Most of our understanding on molecular mechanism underlying lung development come 

from mouse studies. Branching morphogenesis and airways development have been 

extensively studied in mice, with a particular focus on the description of major pathways 

and key players such as bone morphogenetic protein (BMP), fibroblast growth factors (Fgf), 

Wnt, Sonic hedgehog (Shh), and retinoic acid (Cardoso and Lü 2006; Morrisey and Hogan 

2010; Swarr and Morrisey 2015). Table 3 summarizes some of the data from gain-and-loss of 

function experiments in mice. These findings are important to describe the role of different 

signaling molecules in early lung development and to effectively reproduce the desired 

disease phenotype (Cardoso and Lü 2006). These experiments have improved our 

knowledge and understanding of signaling networks in the developing lung, especially those 

involved in the branching morphogenesis.  
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Table 3. Examples of mutations in mouse and their reported phenotype. 
Gain-and-loss of function studies in genetically modified animals have helped to identify key factors in lung 

development. Adapted from (Cardoso and Lü 2006). 

 

On the other hand, little is known about mesenchyme and vasculature development in the 

lung and the inter-cellular crosstalk between these different cell types in the lung. 

Mesenchymal cell diversity and functions are poorly understood and described, whereas 

vascular and neuronal networks begin to appear as key players in lung development. 

Endothelium seems to play an important role in cell-cell signaling and driving the epithelial 
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cells growth and differentiation during lung development (Kina et al. 2021). Moreover, 

evidence suggests that local parasympathetic innervation is required for airway 

morphogenesis, with disruption of bronchial neurons leading to abolished airway branching 

(Bower et al. 2014). In addition, roles of biomechanical forces and cell-extracellular matrix 

(ECM) interactions in developing lung need to be unraveled, with very few data from mice 

and humans currently available (Miller and Spence 2017). 

iii. Limitations and pitfalls of mouse models to study human lung 

development  

While being versatile and useful, using mouse models to understand human lung 

development have several limitations. Mouse and human exhibit multiple differences in 

anatomy, histology, physiology, molecular regulation, cells composition and organization of 

their respiratory system. For example, goblet cells are less abundant in mouse lung (less 

than 1% of the extrapulmonary epithelium) and mouse intrapulmonary airways lack 

submucosal glands and cartilage. Additionally, mice don’t have respiratory bronchioles, and 

pulmonary neuroendocrine cells in human airways are mostly isolated and scattered when 

compared to mice (Morrisey and Hogan 2010; Swarr and Morrisey 2015). Common 

anatomical and histological differences between mouse and human respiratory system are 

presented in Table 4. When implementing an animal model to induce an insult to the lung 

development using environmental insults experienced by preterm infants, differences in 

lung physiology between mouse and human often pose a major limitation. While rodents 

are born at the same lung developmental stage as human preterm infants (saccular stage), 

these animals are born surfactant-sufficient, and therefore have a lung mature enough to 
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ensure proper gas exchange with normal breathing and adaptation to effort (Berger and 

Bhandari 2014). 

 

Table 4. Species differences between mouse and human respiratory system 
From (Meyerholz et al. 2018). 

 

In addition, several significant cellular and molecular differences in the underlying 

mechanism of lung development between mouse and human hinder prediction on how 

findings based on animal studies can be applied to human lung development and disease 

(Danopoulos, Shiosaki, and Al Alam 2019; Nikolić et al. 2017; Kho et al. 2010). In developing 

mouse lung, proximal epithelium is Sox2+ and distal epithelium is Sox9+, whereas human 

distal epithelial cells express both SOX2+ and SOX9+ during the pseudoglandular stage and 

become SOX2-/SOX9+ during the canalicular stage (Nikolić et al. 2017). These SOX2+/SOX9+ 

cells are required for proper lung branching, suggesting an important role of SOX2 in human 

lung branching morphogenesis (Danopoulos et al. 2018). Additional transcriptomic analysis 

of the SOX2+/SOX9+ epithelial cells showed that, even if 96% of genes expressed by 

epithelial tips in human were also expressed by epithelial tips in mice, an additional 348 
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unique genes were found in human lung epithelial tips only (Nikolić et al. 2017). A similar 

discrepancy can be found in the case of the FGF10 expression pattern. Fgf10 and its 

receptor Fgfr2 are critical for branching morphogenesis in the mouse (absence of Fgf10 or 

Fgfr2 leads to lung agenesia). Fgf10 and Fgfr2 play an important role in the maintenance of 

the proximal (Sox2+) - to - distal (Sox9+) epithelium pattern in mice (Yuan et al. 2018). 

However, their role in the human developing lung is less clear. Although some evidence 

supports abnormal FGF10 expression in BPD patients (Benjamin et al. 2007), there is no 

evidence of abnormal FGF10 expression or signaling in human lung agenesia. Furthermore, 

spatial distribution of FGF10 expression in the developing lung differs between mouse 

(Fgf10 expression in distal mesenchyme close to the bud tips) and human (FGF10 expressed 

throughout the lung parenchyma with some expression in the airways and the vascular 

smooth muscle cells) (Danopoulos, Shiosaki, and Al Alam 2019). Lastly, experiments on 

human lung organoids often use FGF10 in addition to the culture medium to expand the 

organoids. However, removing FGF10 from the medium did not impair the organoid growth 

or expression of distal tip markers SOX2 and SOX9 in organoids constructed using either, 

human fetal lung tissue or human pluripotent stem cells (Nikolić et al. 2017; Miller et al. 

2018). 

In summary, most of our current understanding of molecular mechanisms of human lung 

development derives from mouse experiments, whereas little evidence is acquired from 

studies of the human lung itself (Cardoso and Lü 2006; Swarr and Morrisey 2015). 

Importantly, morphology and molecular differences between mouse and human lungs 

suggest that certain aspects of the human lung development can only be studied using 

human tissue and cells (Nikolić, Sun, and Rawlins 2018). 
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b.  Human lung organoids to study human lung development. 

As stated above, studying human specific mechanism is essential for understanding diseases 

pathogenesis. Based on difference between mouse and human lung, the need to access 

human lung tissue and develop in-vitro models of human lung development is critical to 

provide molecular level analysis of cell-cell interactions in both normal and diseased states. 

Furthermore, these models can be used to discover potential therapeutic targets and 

develop platforms for large scale screening of drugs, environmental pollutants and other 

external factors. 

iv. The “old” in-vitro model using human lung derived cells. 

Immortalized human cells lines have been used for a long-time in respiratory research to 

overcome the rarity of human lung samples, especially from patients with rare diseases. In 

parallel, the development of novel techniques, such as air-liquid interface (ALI) cultures, has 

greatly improved the clinical relevance of airway epithelium culturing. ALI culture supports 

the in-vitro reconstitution of the pseudostratified epithelium where cell polarity and 

functions like cilia production and motility, and mucus secretion are respected. Therefore, 

ALI culture constitutes a versatile platform to perform mechanistic studies on airway 

epithelium barrier function in studies of cystic fibrosis, pathogen host interactions, and 

interaction with environment pollutants (Molina et al. 2015; Krunkosky et al. 2007; 

Upadhyay and Palmberg 2018). The major limitation for the use of immortalized human cell 

lines to generate complex in-vitro models of the human lung, is the immortalization process 

these cells undergo and how it affects cell physiology when compared to normal airway 

cells. 
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v. Human lung organoids, principles and advantages. 

Important advances have been made with the development of complex organ-like in-vitro 

human models (organoids) which provide new opportunities to understand and study 

normal and diseased states. Organoids are complex three dimensional (3D) multi-cellular 

structures that exhibit some of the structural (including multiple cell types and cellular 

organization) and functional features of the native organ. Human lung organoids (HLO) are 

obtained by seeding spheroids obtained from cells from human primary lung tissue or 

human pluripotent stem cells (hPSCs) in an ECM. The ECM supports organoid growth and 

maturation. The most commonly used type of ECM is hydrogel, particularly Matrigel, which 

is popular due to its characteristics that are similar to basal membranes. In addition, seeding 

of other cell types, such as fibroblasts or endothelial cells in the hydrogel supports 

organoids structuration and maturation. HLO can be cultured for several months and have a 

complex and diverse epithelium including basal cells and ciliated cells. HLO can also exhibit 

supporting mesenchymal tissue with diverse mesenchymal cells (myofibroblasts, fibroblasts, 

and smooth muscle cells) which can be found in both, proximal conducting airway-like 

structures, as well as in the areas of alveolar cell types (Miller and Spence 2017; Aurora and 

Spence 2016). Different levels of the lung airways, such as tracheosphere, bronchosphere, 

bronchiolar organoids and alveolospheres, have already been successfully reproduced as 

lung organoids (Barkauskas et al. 2017; Nadkarni, Abed, and Draper 2016). 

Further improvement to the HLO model has been made with the development of different 

culture modes including the use of biological (decellularized lungs) and bioengineered 

scaffolds (Miller and Spence 2017). Bioengineered scaffolds with a microfluidic system (also 

called “lung-on-a-chip”), which include both vascular and airway compartments, and can 

model mechanical forces of the lung such as stretch forces, represent a particularly 
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promising avenue for clinically more relevant human lung models (Huh et al. 2010). In 

addition, HLO are well suited to exploit CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing technology to identify 

important gene signatures in airway maturation or function (Barkauskas et al. 2017). 

These in-vitro human lung models can be used to study normal lung development, crosstalk 

between the different components of the lung (epithelium, mesenchyme, vascular 

endothelium) or even be utilized to study molecular mechanisms and assess potential 

therapeutics for BPD (acquired impaired lung development due to preterm birth) (Aurora 

and Spence 2016; Nikolić, Sun, and Rawlins 2018). Figure 8 shows an overview of HLO, 

including cell sources, culture modes and main applications. 

 

Figure 8. Human lung organoids overview 
In this figure are shown the main cell sources to obtain human lung organoids (hPSC: human pluripotent stem 

cell, which include embryonic stem cell (ESC) and induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)), different culture mode 

(such as 3D, 3D ALI, lung-on-a-chip), and the main applications for human lung organoids. Human lung 

organoids can be used to study normal lung development or to serve as a platform for disease models. 

Adapted from (Bourguignon et al. 2020). Figure created with BioRender.com. 
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vi. Cell sources for human lung organoids. 

HLO can be derived by differentiation of hPSCs (de novo) or from native tissue source 

(patient, human fetal lung sample…etc.) (Aurora and Spence 2016; Miller and Spence 2017; 

Nikolić, Sun, and Rawlins 2018).  

HPSCs, which include human embryonic stem cells and induced pluripotent stem cells, need 

to be differentiated to obtain human lung organoids. This differentiation relies on maturing 

these hPSCs in a step-by-step fashion through sequential progenitor stages, mimicking as 

closely as possible normal embryonic development. This differentiation process is called 

“directed differentiation” and uses signaling cues identified through animal lung 

development studies to control in-vitro cell fate decision and mimic normal embryonic 

development. For lung epithelium, that includes induction of the definitive endoderm 

(gastrulation) followed by the induction of the anterior foregut endoderm (patterning) and 

induction of lung cell types (specification) (Dye, Miller, and Spence 2016). hPSCs-derived 

tissue has the ability to self-assemble in-vitro in spheroids which can be seeded on an ECM 

to obtain organoids. This directed differentiation process is presented in Figure 9. 

A common feature of hPSCs-derived organoids is that they remain in a transcriptional and 

functional state similar to fetal human tissue (Dye, Miller, and Spence 2016). Therefore, 

strategies have been developed to address this limitation. It is now well accepted that 

further maturation of HLO (either derived from fetal lung tissue or hPSCs) can be achieved 

by a combination of in-vitro growth and subsequent in vivo engraftment into kidney capsule 

of immunocompromised mice. This strategy leads to functional and morphological 

maturation. (Barkauskas et al. 2017; Nikolić, Sun, and Rawlins 2018). 
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Figure 9. Overview of directed differentiation process and HLO maturation 
The normal human embryonic development is represented at the top of the figure: ICM: inner cell mass of the 

blastocyst, A: anterior, D: dorsal, DP: dorsal pancreas, Int: intestine, L: lung, Li: liver, P: posterior, St: stomach, 

V: ventral, VP: ventral pancreas. Directed differentiation steps are represented in color boxes: gastrulation 

(blue) leading to definitive endoderm (SOX17+/FOXA2+), patterning (yellow) leading to anterior foregut 

endoderm (SOX2+/FOXA2+), and specification (green) leading to ventral lung airway progenitor (NKX2-

1+/SOX2+/TUJ1-/PAX8-). The red box represents the additional step for maturation with engraftment of human 

lung organoids derived from hPSC or human fetal tissue in an immunocompromised mouse. Human 

pluripotent stem cells (hPSC) include embryonic stem cells (ESC) and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC). 

Adapted from (Barkauskas et al. 2017; Nikolić, Sun, and Rawlins 2018). 

 

The main limitation of the use of the native human tissue is the limited access to human 

fetal lung tissue, especially after 20 weeks of gestation, limiting the study of both normal in-

utero lung development after this age, as well as prematurity-related lung diseases such as 

BPD. As neonatal intensive cares allow survival at 22-23 weeks of gestation (extremely low 

gestational age infants) and because this population of preterm infants is the most 

susceptible to severe BPD, studying human lung tissue at a maturation stage of 22 weeks 

and above is crucial to improve our knowledge and develop relevant therapeutics. One 

proposed approach suggests the use of human fetal lung tissue with further combined in-
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vitro and in-vivo maturation as described above to reach the lung developmental stage of 

these extremely low gestational age infants (Nikolić, Sun, and Rawlins 2018).  

vii. Limitations of human lung organoids to study lung development. 

HPSCs-derived HLO allow the generation of patient specific models and overcome the 

barriers of human tissue availability, tissue quality and donor variability. Limitations of this 

model include the lack of a standardized differentiation protocol resulting in heterogenous 

cell populations and the immaturity of the obtained organoids. In addition, HLO mainly 

focus on one lung epithelium type with only few systems using organoids being able to 

integrate both proximal (airways) and distal (alveolar) epitheliums. Complex cell cross-talks 

are of critical importance in both lung development and homeostasis, and their dysfunctions 

can result in lung disease. The lack of interaction between organoid epithelial cells and the 

other lung cell types (i.e., endothelium, mesenchyme, immune, neural tissue) therefore 

significantly hinders the clinical relevance of this model. 

Moreover, the biggest challenge for the development of these HLO is to validate their 

reliability against their in-vivo counterparts in human lung tissue. Improving our 

understanding of normal human lung development will help to fine-tune the human in vitro 

experimental systems and enhance their clinical relevance (Nikolić, Sun, and Rawlins 2018). 

Defining key factors of the molecular mechanism and cell type function during normal in-

utero human lung development is crucial to ensure that the directed differentiation process 

closely mimics the human developing lung and that the maturation protocol recapitulates 

function and phenotypes of mature in-vivo lung cells (Miller and Spence 2017). 
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The use of a single cell “omic” approach in the study of human fetal lung tissue is a 

promising option to address the concerns and limitation raised by animal models of lung 

development and the use of human lung organoids. 

2. Single cell RNA sequencing (scRNAseq) 

A. Principle of scRNAseq 

Describing how the various developmental cell populations contribute at a molecular and a 

cellular level to the creation of a complex organ, such as the lung, is of tremendous 

importance. Using an omics approaches, including transcriptomic and proteomic analysis, 

can help to provide a deeper insight on the complex underlying mechanisms in the 

developing lung. Traditional transcriptomic analysis on tissue is performed using a bulk RNA 

sequencing. However, a bulk RNA analysis averages the gene expression from all the cells 

within the sample, therefore masking any cell-to-cell differences and underlying cellular 

heterogeneity. The rapid recent development of transcriptomic analysis at a single-cell 

resolution [single cell RNA sequencing (scRNAseq) and single nuclei RNA sequencing 

(snRNAseq)] allows investigators to obtain information from the tissue of interest on the 

level of a single cell without averaging the measurements. scRNAseq enables detection of 

distinct gene expression profile for each cell type, revealing heterogeneity and 

subpopulation expression variability in thousands of individual cells. Since the first 

publication in 2009 (Tang et al. 2009), scRNAseq has been used in many different human 

tissues to identify cell heterogeneity, to obtain and validate information from lineage-

tracing experiments, study developmental fate of different cell types, and to identify rare 

cell or pathogenic cell populations which appear only during a disease  (Haque et al. 2017).  
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B. Single-cell resolution transcriptomics in respiratory and lung development research 

The Human Cell Atlas international consortium aims at creating an atlas of every human cell 

type using scRNAseq, with the description of distinctive gene expression pattern, 

physiological state and developmental trajectories for each cell type. In addition, the spatial 

relationship between the individual cell populations within the tissue are to be studied using 

spatial transcriptomic and proteomic approaches (Regev et al. 2018). The Human Cell Atlas 

project includes a Human Cell Atlas Lung network, which aims to provide insights on 

identities, functions and lineage relationships of all the cells in the normal lung. This atlas 

could be further used as a reference point to compare data sets from diseased lung tissues 

and to highlight pathological changes in cell composition, cell interactions or functions to 

further provide understanding on pathophysiology and relevant potential biomarkers and 

therapeutic targets. In addition, this consortium seeks to facilitate integration of datasets 

from multiple centers and different platforms, to support the development of standardized 

protocols for lung tissue processing, and to develop data storage solutions and shared 

computational approaches (Schiller et al. 2019). 

scRNAseq in lung research can be used to describe lung cell complexity in both normal and 

diseased lung, including discovery of novel, rare cells types, such as human airway ionocytes 

(Plasschaert et al. 2018). scRNAseq also allows the study of underlying molecular 

mechanisms in normal lung processes, including development, regeneration and ageing. Its 

insights in lung disease include discovery of pathophysiological mechanisms, development 

of biomarkers to help clinical decision-making (diagnostic, prognosis, therapeutic) and 

identification of perturbed pathways as future potential therapeutic targets (Alexander, 

Budinger, and Reyfman 2020). 
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When it comes to the study of lung development, several studies using scRNAseq to 

describe lung development in animals, particularly in mice, have been published (Mižíková 

and Thébaud 2021). However, only very few studies were carried out using human fetal lung 

tissues. Danopoulos et al. analyzed scRNAseq dataset from 2 human fetal samples (at 11.5 

and 18.5 weeks of gestation), focusing on mesenchymal cells clusters. In their study, authors 

described two ACTA2high sub-clusters corresponding to smooth muscle cells. Additionally, 

using spatial localization they were further able to describe unique marker genes for airway 

and vascular smooth muscle cells (Danopoulos et al. 2020). Miller et al. used human bud tip 

organoids to describe the bud tip-to-airway and basal cells transition via SMAD signaling 

activation. Furthermore, authors validated the clinical relevance of their model by 

comparing scRNAseq data from human fetal lung tissues (from 11.5 to 21 weeks of 

gestation) with the transcriptome of the bud tip organoids cells. They showed that 

transcriptome from organoids at 21 days of culture exhibited the highest correlation with 

the transcriptome of EPCAM+ cells from the human fetal lung samples (Miller et al. 2020). 

In order to support the research community in its efforts to unravel cellular composition and 

molecular mechanism of human lung development, the LungMap consortium 

(https://lungmap.net), funded by the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute, has been 

created. LungMAP aims to provide a comprehensive developmental atlas of normal 

developing lung in mice and humans based on omics and imaging data. All the data are 

available to the research community via the BREATH (Bioinformatics REsource Atlas for the 

Healthy lung) database, a collaborative and open access data application. LungMap also 

developed analytic web tools called LungGENS (Lung Gene Expression iN Single-cell) for 

mapping gene expression patterns in specific pulmonary cells at a single-cell level in both, 

mouse and human (Du et al. 2015). An extended version of LungGENS called LGEA 
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webportal (Lung Gene Expression Analysis web portal) now includes data from single cell 

analysis (LungGENS), sorted cells (lungSortedCells) and whole lung (LungDTC) analysis, as 

well as integrative analytical tools such as “lung-at-a-glance”, and additional omics data 

from diseased human lungs (Du et al. 2017; 2021). 

C. ScRNAseq analysis workflow 

Single-cell resolution transcriptomic can be performed after a single-cell (scRNAseq) or 

single-nuclei (snRNAseq) isolation. scRNAseq typically requires an access to fresh or DMSO-

frozen tissue whereas snRNAseq can be easily performed on frozen, or even fixed tissues. 

Dissociation protocol to obtain the single cells suspension from tissue sample is the most 

critical part of scRNAseq preparation. Most of the protocols are based on a combination of 

mechanical and enzymatic dissociations and are exposed to dissociation-induced bias 

regarding the singe-cell suspension composition (e.g., depending on the level of “harshness” 

of the protocol, some cell type subpopulation might become overrepresented whereas 

other more fragile cell types can be underrepresented or completely absent). Moreover, as 

the dissociation process is often performed on live cells, it can induce a transcriptional stress 

response in the cells (artefactual genes expression). Comparison of snRNAseq vs. scRNAseq 

in diverse tissues (kidney, brain and lung) showed a comparable gene detection with a 

reduced dissociation bias (e.g., higher proportion of epithelial cells, including rare 

population like pulmonary neuroendocrine cells, and less immune cells isolated from mouse 

lung tissue) in snRNAseq. In addition, no artifactual gene expression (dissociation-induced 

transcriptional stress response and mitochondrial genes) was observed in the case of 

snRNAseq (Wu et al. 2019; Bakken et al. 2018; Lake et al. 2017; Koenitzer et al. 2020). 
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Both strategies share the same analysis workflow presented in Figure 10, and described 

below (for simplification, single cell will be used to describe both snRNAseq and scRNAseq 

workflow) (Haque et al. 2017; Luecken and Theis 2019). 

 

Figure 10. Overview of scRNAseq workflow, from tissue sampling to spatial validation 
Different steps of the scRNAseq workflow are presented here. After tissue sampling (1), the sample undergoes 

a dissociation protocol to obtain a single-cell suspension (2a). Single cells are isolated from the cell suspension 

using a droplet-based method (2b), with each droplet containing a barcoded bead (cf figure 10). Cells are then 

lysed, and cDNA is synthetized. Next step (3) is library construction and sequencing using Next Generation 

Sequencing. After pre-processing, data can be used for downstream analysis (4) which include clustering and 

cluster identification, trajectory analysis, differentially expressed gene analysis, enrichment analysis and 

ligand-receptor interaction. Last step (5) is the spatial validation of scRNAseq findings on native tissue, for 

example using fluorescent RNA in-situ hybridization, immunohistohemistry or spatial omics approaches. 

Pictures of the downstream analysis are adapted from (Hurskainen et al. 2021). Figure created with 

BioRender.com. 

 

The first step is tissue dissociation, where the tissue of interest is dissociated to obtain a 

single-cell (or nuclei) suspension. Several dissociation protocols have been developed to 

target specific cell population and/or organ, all of them having their advantages and limits 
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(Denisenko et al. 2020; Vieira Braga and Miragaia 2019; Potter and Steven Potter 2019). As 

stated above, single-nuclei isolation is less prone to dissociation bias compare to single-cells 

isolation. Quality of the dissociation process (e.g., cell viability, cell type 

representation…etc.) can be assessed by fluorescence-activated single cell sorting (FACS). 

The second step is single-cell isolation, during which each cell is isolated for further 

mRNA profiling at a single cell level. Droplet-based methods (Drop-seq, inDrop, 10X 

Genomics’Chromium) use a microfluidic approach to isolate cells by encapsulation and tag 

them. During this process, oil-based droplets are formed, each containing a single cell, a 

single bead with a unique barcode (i.e., droplet-specific cellular barcode), and molecular 

reagents to create barcoded cDNA within the droplet. Errors occurring during the 

encapsulation process (i.e., doublet or empty droplets) can be assessed and removed prior 

to downstream analysis (Salomon et al. 2019). The barcode beads bear oligonucleotides that 

have a common structure described in Figure 11. The cell barcode (common to all the 

oligonucleotides attached to the same bead) allows all the amplified transcripts from the 

captured cell to be identified as coming from the same cell. The unique molecular identifier 

(UMI) is specific for each oligonucleotide attached to the bead and allows to identify 

amplified copies from the same mRNA molecule (within the same UMI) and to differentiate 

them from amplified copies from other mRNA molecules present within the same droplet 

(different UMIs). This multi-labelling process allows to pool different samples for sequencing 

(MULTI-seq multiplexing technology) and therefore decrease the cost associated with 

scRNAseq. 
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Figure 11. Barcoded bead structure 
Oligonucleotides are attached to the bead. Their structure includes 1) a primer region for molecular 

amplification of the captured transcript (PCR Handle), 2) a unique series of nucleotides (cell barcode) that are 

identical for all oligonucleotides attached on the same bead to identify cell origin of all the amplified 

transcripts, 3) second series of nucleotide unique for each oligonucleotide (UMI) to identify amplified 

transcripts originating from the same mRNA molecule, and 4) poly-d(T) region to capture polyadenylated RNA. 

 

The third step consists of library preparation (i.e., molecular preparation and 

amplification). Library preparation is the process in which the intracellular (scRNAseq) or 

intranuclear (snRNAseq) mRNA is captured, reverse-transcribed to cDNA molecules, and 

amplified. The isolated cell is lysed within the droplet to release the mRNA which will 

hybridize with the bead oligonucleotide via its poly-d(T) region and be converted in cDNA. 

As this process happens in an isolated cell within a droplet, the obtained cellular cDNA 

libraries are labelled with droplet-specific cellular barcode. 

The fourth step is the sequencing via Next Generation Sequencing (NGS). Because the 

cDNA libraries from the same cell share the same barcode, different samples can be pooled 

(multiplexing) before sequencing. 

The fifth step is the data pre-processing, during which raw sequenced data are 

processed for further downstream analyses. Raw data undergo demultiplexing (sequencing 

read from each sample are deconvoluted based on their barcode sequence information) and 

are processed and aligned to obtain count matrices where each column is a cell, and each 
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line is a gene. The count matrices will undergo further pre-processing which can include 

quality control, normalization, data correction and integration (to take in account biological, 

technical or batch effects) and reads alignment. One important step in the data pre-

processing is dimension reduction. As typical scRNAseq count matrices consist of 

approximately 20,000 genes in 50,000 up to a million cells, and as not all genes are equally 

important to describe cells’ expression profile and classify cells in meaningful clusters, 

dimension reduction is essential for data complexity reduction (summarization) and data 

visualization. Most popular dimensional reduction and visualization techniques are Principal 

Component Analysis (PCA), t-Stochastic Neighborhood Embedding (t-SNE) and Uniform 

Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP).  

The last step of the scRNAseq experiment consists in downstream analysis. 

Downstream analyses are used to extract biological insights and describe underlying 

biological and molecular processes. These include cell clustering and sub-clustering, 

identification of cell developmental trajectories, differential gene expression analysis, gene 

set enrichment analysis and ligand-receptor interaction analysis. Traditional downstream 

analysis starts with cell clustering, during which cells are grouped based on their level of 

similarity in gene expression. The same approach can be than applied on a selected cluster 

of interest (sub-clustering) in order to focus on more detailed substructures within the 

dataset. Cluster annotation is performed using marker (or signature) genes identified by 

differential gene expression analysis. The identified marker genes are typically compared to 

data from literature or a reference database (e.g., LungGENS, Human Cell Atlas) to describe 

cell identities. In studies using several timepoints or experimental conditions, trajectory 

analysis or differential state analysis are useful to describe changes in cell states and gene 

expression across experimental groups. In addition, enrichment analysis, where identified 
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differentially expressed genes are used as an input, can provide further insight into the 

underlying molecular functions and biological pathways, or help identify cell components 

involved in these changes. Last, based on differential gene expression, ligand-receptor 

interactions analysis can provide information on potential cell communication. 

Finally, as scRNAseq is carried out using dissociated tissues, spatial validation of the 

scRNAseq findings using immunofluorescent staining or fluorescent RNA in situ 

hybridization (FISH), is usually performed. Such spatial validation helps to confirm that 

differentially expressed genes specific to a cell of interest concord with the cell localization 

within the tissue of origin.  Additionally, in parallel to scRNAseq, spatial transcriptomic 

techniques have been recently developed, allowing to obtain scRNAseq data directly from 

the tissue section (Chen, Teichmann, and Meyer 2018).  

As scRNAseq is based on computational analysis, with many different existing platforms, 

scRNAseq raw data, metadata and codes are usually deposited by authors on open access 

repositories to ensure of its access to the entire research community. This enables a 

collaborative approach, allowing careful reanalysis and combination with other datasets 

(Alexander, Budinger, and Reyfman 2020). 

D. scRNAseq, advantages and limitations 

scRNAseq is currently the most sensitive and unbiased way to study cell types and cell 

states. Limitations of scRNAseq related to tissue dissociation have been discussed above, 

with single nuclei approach being less prone to this dissociation bias. Technique’s main 

limitation is the “drop out” effect when a transcript is not detected in the sequencing data 

because of failure to capture and amplify it. As a result, the count matrices will exhibit a 

zero value for this gene which can be interpreted as no gene expression (instead of technical 
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failure to capture the mRNA). This is especially frequent for lowly expressed genes, as a 

single cell might contain as little as 10 to 30 pg of RNA. Different strategies have been 

developed to address this issue. Lastly, due to the high cost associated with scRNAseq, the 

investigators might be forced to decrease the number of sequenced cells. By doing so, the 

low number of sequenced and analyzed cells can impede detection of very rare cell 

populations, which can be either under or overestimated.  

 

In conclusion, snRNAseq represents a promising approach to study transcriptomics at a 

single cell resolution in the human developing lung and provide insightful findings to extend 

our knowledge on how the gas exchange surfaces in the lungs are built in the developing 

embryo and fetus. Unravelling the cells composition, developmental trajectories and 

communications within the human developing lung will provide critical knowledge to 

further support lung regeneration and repair in congenital and acquired human lung 

diseases. 
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III. Human fetal lung derived Precision-cut lung slices 

(PCLS) to validate clinical relevance of promising pre-

clinical therapies 

1. Precision-cut lung slices (PCLS): definition, principle and potential 

applications 

Precision-cut tissue slices can be generated from any species and various tissues, including 

lungs. First described by Fisher et al. in 1994 (Fisher et al. 1994), human PCLS are typically 

100-500 µm thick and represent a complex 3D ex-vivo lung culture model. As PCLS can be 

obtained from primary human lung tissue, they represent a versatile tool to support 

translational research (G. Liu et al. 2019; Evans and Lee 2020). In order to obtain the PCLS, 

the lung’s airways need to be inflated with an agarose solution to prevent airway collapse 

during the slicing process. Once the agarose is solidified, depending on the lung size, the 

whole lung, or a sample selected with a tissue coring tool, can be cut into slices using a 

tissue slicer or a vibratome. Cultured PCLS retain many aspects of the cellular composition 

and cellular interactions, as well as architectural organization of the lung (organotypic 

culture). In addition, airways and vessels within the PCLS have preserved functions of 

contraction and relaxation (Sanderson 2011). Therefore, PCLS provide a valuable platform to 

study the function and structure of the lung in its native 3D environment, including natural 

interactions between cells, molecules and the ECM ex-vivo. In human lung derived PCLS, 

cellular and structural organization can be maintained in culture for up to 15 days or even 

up to 21 days when the PCLS were embedded in hydrogel (Neuhaus et al. 2017; Bailey et al. 

2020). 

Studies using PCLS traditionally include morphologic or functional endpoints, such as lung 

histology, or airways and pulmonary vasculature reactivity. Development of high-resolution 
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imaging studies has further expanded the potential use of PCLS. Akram et al. reported the 

use of live cell staining combined with long-term time-lapse imaging to study alveologenesis 

in PCLS derived from mice pups. With this technique, the authors unraveled the importance 

of epithelial cell migration during alveologenesis (Akram et al. 2019). Other common 

endpoints include PCLS viability and metabolism, apoptosis assessment, and protein and 

secretome analysis (Liberati, Randle, and Toth 2010). Only a few studies on PCLS used 

transcriptomic analysis as RNA extraction can be impeded due to the small amount of tissue 

and the agarose in the airways. However, protocols to successfully isolate RNA from PCLS 

have been developed (Niehof et al. 2017).  

PCLS can be obtained from different species, but the use of human lung tissue represents 

the main advantage of PCLS studies. Healthy and diseased human lung tissues from surgical 

resection can be used to generate PCLS to facilitate studies of normal lung physiology, as 

well as comparative studies between healthy and diseased lung derived PCLS. In addition, 

ex-vivo disease modeling can be achieved using healthy lung PCLS (Alsafadi et al. 2017). The 

ex-vivo disease modeling represents an experimental model to study molecular mechanisms 

and cell interactions during disease, identify key actors of the diseased process and finally, 

provide a screening platform for potential therapeutics. PCLS obtained from diseased lungs 

allow baseline analysis of diseased tissue with comparison with healthy tissue and 

therapeutic screening (Uhl et al. 2015). PCLS derived from animal lung are isolated either 

from healthy animals in order to recreate the disease ex-vivo, or directly from experimental 

animal used for disease modelling in-vivo. As PCLS maintain lung architecture, retain cell 

types (including resident immune cells), cell-cell and cell-ECM interactions and functional 

airways and vessels, PCLS are used in a wide range of applications. Human and animal PCLS 

can be used for lung physiology studies (Sanderson 2011), studies on structure, function and 
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remodeling of pulmonary vasculature (Springer and Fischer 2003; Klouda et al. 2021) and 

airways (Sanderson 2011; Andrea Wohlsen et al. 2010), alveologenesis (Pieretti et al. 2013; 

Akram et al. 2019), as well as lung immune response studies (Henjakovic et al. 2008). 

Additional application for PCLS include therapeutic screening with efficacy and safety 

endpoints (G. Liu et al. 2019), pharmaco-toxicological studies (Neuhaus et al. 2018; Morin et 

al. 2013), assessment of viral vectors transfection for gene therapy (Rosales Gerpe et al. 

2018), and  allergic response studies (A. Wohlsen, Uhlig, and Martin 2001). 

2. PCLS workflow 

Human PCLS workflow is usually based on the following steps: isolation of the human lung 

sample, lung inflation with an agarose solution, lung slicing, ex-vivo culture with 

experimental interventions, and endpoints assessment. While the workflow is rather simple, 

there is currently no standard for human PCLS generation and culture, and wide variations 

of protocols exist for each step of the process (Alsafadi et al. 2020).  

The workflow is composed by the following steps: 

 Lung sample isolation. To increase the success rate in obtaining PCLS with an 

optimal viability, human lung tissue sample should be processed as soon as possible. After 

surgical resection, the lung sample can be stored in cold culture medium (+4°C) until 

processing. Prior to lung inflation, the lung sample can be slowly rewarmed in the culture 

medium using a water bath. 

 Lung inflation. Agarose solution is prepared with low-melting point agarose diluted 

in culture medium. Once melted, low-melting point agarose will remain fluid at 37°C and 

start gelling below 25°C. The agarose solution can be therefore safely instilled within live 
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tissue without risking a heat-induced stress response. When accessible, trachea or a main 

bronchus should be used to slowly and gently instill the agarose solution with a catheter and 

a syringe. Alternatively, for small tissue samples without access to a main airway, a 27-

gauge needle can be used to slowly inject the agarose solution within the parenchyma. Lung 

inflation is the critical part of the PCLS generation process. Agarose solution concentration 

and temperature are crucial to obtain proper lung filling and stiffness required for slicing. In 

addition, if the study design involves assessment of the alveolarization, particular attention 

should be given to the instillation method. Different solutions to address this concern have 

been used, including constant pressure instillation and the use of an electric syringe. Once 

filled, the lung sample rests on ice in order to allow the agarose solution to gel. 

 Lung slicing. Once cold, the lung can be sampled for slicing with a tissue coring tool. 

The tissue sample can be embedded in a higher concentration agarose solution to further 

optimize the slicing process. Lung slicing can be performed either with a tissue slicer or a 

vibratome, with a slice thickness typically set between 100 to 500 µm. PCLS are harvested in 

culture media and further washed before culture. 

 PCLS culture. Wide variations of culture conditions have been reported between 

different protocols (Table 5). Most of the studies use immerged culture while some use a 

dynamic system with a rolling device to allow cyclic exposure to air and medium. In 

addition, modification of the culture environment, such as exposure to different oxygen 

concentrations or addition of lipopolysaccharides (LPS) or toxic components in the culture 

media can be used to generate a disease model. Finally, PCLS viability assessment during 

culture can be performed with different assays, such as a metabolic assay (resazurin), 

viability staining or substance-induced bronchoconstriction. 
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 PCLS study endpoints. As previously described, PCLS study endpoints include 

morphological and functional (broncho-reactivity and vascular reactivity) assessment, 

proteins and secretome analysis, as well as transcriptome analysis. Development of high-

resolution imaging enables the study of morphological changes within live PCLS, allowing 

sequential assessments for the same PCLS at different timepoints during the culture. 

3. Advantages and limitations of the PCLS model 

Like other complex ex-vivo systems to culture human lung tissue, the main limitation for 

human PCLS is the access to normal and diseased human lung tissue. However, as PCLS 

usually have a thickness less than 500µm, even a small tissue sample is sufficient to 

generate an adequate amount of PCLS to perform experiments. This feature also supports 

the use of animal lung derived PCLS as it permits the reduction in the number of animals 

needed for experiments (3Rs principle https://nc3rs.org.uk). Multiple PCLS can be generated 

from the same animal and randomized in different treatment groups, reducing the effect of 

genetic background. Another mitigation strategy to address human lung tissue paucity, is 

the development of protocols for human PCLS cryopreservation. Frozen-thawed PCLS were 

shown to maintain viability and architecture as well as cell activity (e.g., epithelium and 

airway smooth muscle cells) (Bai et al., n.d.; Watson et al. 2016). Additional comparisons of 

different human pulmonary 3D models are presented in Table 5. 
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Table 5. Comparison of Human pulmonary 3D models for translational research 
ALI: Air-liquid interface, PCLS: precision-cut lung slices, hPSC: human pluripotent stem cells, ECM: extracellular 

matrix. From (G. Liu et al. 2019). 

 

One of the limitations of the PCLS model is its inability to recruit non-resident immune cells, 

therefore limiting its potential to replicate in-vivo immune response. Furthermore, PCLS are 

traditionally cultured in a static system without exposure to ventilation or perfusion. The 

static culture limits PCLS potential to study the effect of mechanical stressors on lung 

epithelium and endothelium. However, Davidovitch et al. have developed a model of PCLS 

culture in which stretch forces can be applied to the PCLS to model ventilator-induced lung 

injury (Davidovich, Huang, and Margulies 2013).  
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Lastly, PCLS represent a versatile platform for drug and toxicity screenings, allowing the 

study of their effects on different lung cell types. In these studies, the component of interest 

is usually added to the culture medium. Hence, extrapolation from PCLS studies of dosing 

and administration route (inhaled or systemic) to clinical settings should be carefully 

considered and confirmed with other methodologies. 

 

In conclusion, human PCLS (healthy or diseased) represent a versatile tool to assess 

pathophysiology or therapeutics in an organotypic culture setting. Additionally, use of PCLS 

aligns with the need for more complex and holistic models and the use of human tissue in 

translational research to support clinical translation. 
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IV. A Delphi study to establish consensus definition and 

reporting guideline for Mesenchymal Stromal Cells 

(MSC) 

1. Mesenchymal stromal cell research 

Since MSC original description in 1976 (Friedenstein, Gorskaja, and Kulagina 1976) and their 

first use as a therapeutic agent in humans in 1995 (Lazarus et al. 1995), over 1300 MSC 

clinical trials have been registered on clinicaltrials.gov (https://clinicaltrials.gov). 

 

Interest in the study of MSC in regenerative medicine has originated from their availability 

from different tissue sources and their ability to support the repair process in injured 

tissues. MSC share some properties with stem-cells such as self-renewal and multipotency. 

However, their therapeutic effect is most likely due to their homing function (homing and 

transendothelial migration to injured tissue driven by chemokines) and their 

immunomodulatory and repair properties via paracrine effect. This complex paracrine effect 

is mediated by MSC secretome and MSC-derived extracellular vesicles. MSC secretome 

includes chemokines, growth factors and pro-angiogenic factors. MSC-derived extracellular 

vesicles including exosomes in association with MSC secretome play a major role in 

communication between MSC and surrounding cells. Paracrine effects of MSC are described 

in Figure 12 (Jimenez-Puerta et al. 2020). 
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Figure 12. Paracrine effects of MSC. 
MSC paracrine effects are mediated by (A) MSC secretome and (B) MSC-derived extracellular vesicles. These 

paracrine effects enhance tissue repair and regeneration by supporting immunomodulation, chemoattraction, 

progenitor cells proliferation and differentiation, and angiogenesis. In addition, MSC-derived exosomes 

decrease oxidative stress and apoptosis. From (Jimenez-Puerta et al. 2020).  

 

Despite promising results regarding the use of MSC in different preclinical diseases models, 

clinical trials using MSC in various medical conditions have provided only few encouraging 

results. Many potential reasons have been suggested to explain the challenges in clinical 

translation of MSC-based products. For instance, preclinical and clinical studies using MSC 

have had important disparities in MSC characteristics (e.g. characterization, immune 

compatibility, cell viability and dose) and study participants’ characteristics, such as disease 

severity and associated comorbidities (Jacques Galipeau and Sensébé 2018). Many solutions 
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have been proposed to improve efficacy of MSC in human clinical trials. The solutions 

include: 1) the development of potency assays to predict in vivo response, 2) standardized 

methods for MSC manufacturing and administration (Nolta, Galipeau, and Phinney 2020), 

and 3) more complete and transparent reporting of both, cell characteristics and clinical 

trials, as well as manufacturing details. The latter solution is particularly important in order 

to better understand underlying factors that might contribute to efficacy (or a lack of 

efficacy) of MSC (Robinson et al. 2019; Rizk et al. 2016).  

 

The International Society for Cell & Gene Therapy (ISCT) first provided minimal criteria to 

define MSCs in 2006 (Dominici et al. 2006). The terminology of “multipotent mesenchymal 

stromal cells” and the criteria described were determined through an informal consensus of 

a small number of experts from the ISCT. Multiple critiques of this definition have been 

raised since its publication, including skepticism regarding the cell surface markers 

phenotype, the differentiation assays which are prone to misinterpretation, limitations in 

functionally defining stromal cells, and that notion that the definition does not account for 

developmental origins of respective tissue source (Robey 2017; Sipp, Robey, and Turner 

2018; Viswanathan et al. 2019). This led to an attempt to update the definition in 2019. 

However, the ISCT MSC committee again adopted an informal method and consensus could 

not be reached on many items discussed (Viswanathan et al. 2019). As a result, the uptake 

of the ISCT’s definition has been inconsistent in both, preclinical and clinical research, and 

the MSC research community still does not have an updated definition that addresses 

criticisms raised. 
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Within the clinical trials that have tested MSC therapy, there has been significant 

heterogeneity in reporting regarding the used products. In a report from the Food and Drug 

Administration, Mendicino et al. assessed initial filings of 66 Investigational New Drug 

submissions for MSC-based products. They showed important differences in cell surface 

marker characterization, product bioactivity assessment, as well as tissue sourcing, and 

product manufacturing (Mendicino et al. 2014). The largest and most cited systematic 

reviews of published MSC clinical trials have found extremely poor (i.e. incomplete) 

reporting of cell products used (Thompson et al. 2020; Lalu et al. 2012). For instance, only 

13% of MSC randomized control trials described characterization of their cell product 

according to current criteria, and only 52% reported viability of their cells prior to 

administration. This lack of sufficient detail is highly problematic for several reasons. If 

authors do no provide sufficient details concerning the cell product they used, then readers 

are left with an incomplete picture of what was done. This significantly hinders the ability to 

judge the reliability of the results, to interpret them, or to replicate the findings.  

Non-rigorous or incomplete clinical reports could lead to difficulties in study quality 

assessment, comparison between studies, extrapolation and even possibly influence the 

results. Nowbar et al. analyzed discrepancies in clinical reports from studies assessing the 

efficacy of bone-marrow derived MSC on left ventricle ejection fraction in heart diseases. 

They found that the rigor of the report was associated with the effect size. Studies with no 

discrepancies showed no effect of MSC on left ventricle function whereas studies with the 

highest amount of discrepancies also reported the biggest improvement in left ventricle 

function (Nowbar et al. 2014). This suggests that inadequate reporting is associated with 

biased reports. 
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More concerning, the uncertainty and lack of consensus on this crucial issue of how to 

define MSC has played a major role in enabling the marketing practices of businesses 

engaged in direct-to-consumer marketing of unproven and unlicensed “stem cell” products. 

Many of these business market “MSC stem cell therapies” claiming they can treat a wide 

range of diseases and injuries (Snyder, Turner, and Crooks 2018; Turner 2020; Sipp, Robey, 

and Turner 2018).  

 

To better address clinical translation, reproducibility and transparency in the field of MSC 

research, the scientific community needs to find, adopt and enforce a consensus definition 

of MSC. Similarly, to improve reporting quality of clinical MSC studies, a standardized 

reporting guideline is needed.  

2. Delphi method and “integrated knowledge translation” approach 

Our research proposal aims to address the above-mentioned important gaps and pitfalls of 

previous attempts to define MSC. We plan to use a methodologically rigorous formal 

consensus process (Delphi method) in combination with an “integrated knowledge 

transmission” approach to develop, disseminate and implement 1) an updated consensus 

definition of minimal criteria to define MSC and 2) Reporting guidelines for the clinical trials 

of MSC therapy. This reporting guideline will be a CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of 

Reporting Trials) extension that will focus on aspects unique to MSC trials, such as 

manufacturing, characterization, storage and delivery of cells. 
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A. Overview of the Delphi method 

Previous attempts to generate minimal criteria for MSC have failed due to divergent 

opinions of stakeholders from different fields (e.g., developmental biologists, translational 

scientists, clinicians…etc.). Our approach revolves around the Delphi method, which is a 

highly studied and well-established consensus building method, developed by the Rand 

Corporation in the 1950s (Dalkey 1969). The Delphi method is used to reach group 

consensus, even when divergent opinions are initially presented (Hsu and Sandford 2007; 

Okoli and Pawlowski 2004). The Delphi approach has been previously used to develop 

clinical reporting guidelines that are now widely adopted, and reach consensus to define 

highly contentious issues (e.g., biomedical editors core competencies or defining predatory 

journals) (Grudniewicz et al. 2019; James Galipeau et al. 2017).  

The Delphi method allows for a large panel of experts and limits negative aspects of group 

decision-making, such as 1) logistical issues (e.g., difficulties to bring people together), 2) 

adequately accounting for divergent opinions, 3) limiting the number of participants, 4) 

meeting organisation and costs, 5) time limits for very complicated decisions, 6) peer 

pressure and influence in the decision-making process, and 7) group influences on individual 

performance. Additional limitations of group decision-making include lack of formal 

feedback and non-structured interactions and aggregation of opinion. Many of these 

limitations may explain why the most recent attempt by the ISCT, which relied on simple 

group decision-making, failed to reach a consensus on the definition of MSC. The Delphi 

method’s ability to address all these pitfalls have been highly studied over a variety of fields, 

making it one of the most popular approaches for structured consensus building (Table 7).  
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Table 6. Differences between group decision-making and Delphi Method 

Adapted from (Murphy et al. 1998). 

 

The Delphi method is a structured communication method, which relies on a panel of 

experts and several rounds of questionnaires to reach a consensus (iterative process). Each 

expert receives a questionnaire by e-mail and privately answers each item asked. 

Participants are asked to rate relative importance of each item and to provide rationale for 

their choices as appropriate. After each round, answers are anonymously summarized and 

items that reach consensus as being important (kept) or un-important (discarded) are 

removed from subsequent rounds. For items that remain, a new questionnaire (along with 

summarized feedback from the previous round) is formulated for a subsequent round. After 

several rounds, the responses converge toward a consensus using an explicit aggregation 

method (Murphy et al. 1998). 

B. Knowledge translation (KT) strategy 

Our proposal also recognizes that arriving at a consensus definition does not ensure proper 

knowledge translation. To further support dissemination and implementation of our 

findings, our approach to knowledge translation involves using: 1) an “integrated knowledge 

translation” (iKT) approach and 2) a tailored end of project KT plan. 
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a. “integrated knowledge translation” (iKT) approach 

Integrated knowledge translation is defined as “a model of collaborative research, where 

researchers work with knowledge users who identify a problem and have the authority to 

implement the research recommendations. Knowledge users have unique expertise 

pertaining to the research topic, including knowledge of the context and the potential for 

implementation. Researchers bring methodological and content expertise to the 

collaboration. Implicit in this approach is the sharing of power between researchers and 

knowledge users. Sometimes referred to as the co-production of knowledge, this new way 

of working suggests that the synergies derived from the collaboration will result in better 

science, more relevant and actionable research findings, increased use of the findings in 

policy or practice, and mutual learning” (Kothari, McCutcheon, and Graham 2017). For our 

project, stakeholders include opinion leaders in the field of MSC (prominent researchers) as 

well as knowledge users such as patient partner, regulatory agencies, journal editors, 

research community and stem cell therapy companies. These stakeholders will be 

integrated into the project from its inception so that those with the authority to implement 

our recommendations have their needs and preferences considered during the consensus 

building process. Taking an iKT approach will help ensure that our project is relevant, timely, 

and ultimately useful to the knowledge users, assuring that the findings, once available, will 

be taken up into practice and policy more quickly.  

b. End-of-project KT Plan 
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In addition to the iKT approach, a structured approach to end-of-project, modeled on CIHR’s 

Knowledge Translation planning guide (Government of Canada 2012), can further help and 

support dissemination and implementation of our results. This essentially involves 

considering the specific project findings and using the following steps:  

- Determining the dissemination goal (e.g., to increase awareness of the findings, to 

increase knowledge, to influence practice or policy)  

- Identifying key audiences. Different stakeholder groups including researchers, 

journal editors/reviewers, funders, patients and regulatory agencies. 

- Crafting tailored messages to specific audiences. A dissemination goal for each key 

message must be determined. For example, for researchers the goal will be to 

inform their use of MSCs. For journal editors and reviewers, it would be to influence 

peer-review process with structured reporting guidelines, and for funders, the 

dissemination goal would be to inform and influence review processes. 

- Using communication strategies and media to reach each audience. This includes 

development of tools to support dissemination such as training material or website. 

In addition, the communication networks of our knowledge user partners and 

stakeholders can also be used to disseminate these findings. For example, patient 

partner can help to reach out to local and national social media and traditional 

media to inform the public and patients about our study findings. 

A written KT plan will help to ensure study outputs (the consensus definition and reporting 

guidelines) are effectively used. The knowledge users involved in the project will play a 

critical role in interpretation of the Delphi results and in crafting the dissemination plan and 

messages for the targeted audiences.  
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In conclusion, this Delphi project highlights critical points for consensus-building strategies 

and the critical step of knowledge translation in translational research.  
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Thesis objectives 

 

In this thesis, we describe different projects that aim to improve translational research in 

the field of neonatal lung diseases. 

 

In the first part, we describe new insights into normal human lung development in-utero 

from snRNAseq on human fetal lungs samples (9 samples with gestational ages from 14+1 

to 19+0 weeks of gestation). Translational research requires a deep understanding of health 

and disease state in human. Therefore, these findings will help to improve our 

understanding of normal human lung development and provide a clinically relevant 

background for research hypotheses generation in projects studying normal or impaired 

lung development. 

 

In the second part, we describe the generation of PCLS from human fetal lung tissue and 

their potential use in translational research.  Here we present the case of a promising gene 

therapy for a lethal genetic lung disease, where PCLS were instrumental to assess the 

transduction of a viral vector (Adeno-Associated Virus as a vector for gene therapy in 

surfactant protein B deficiency) in human lung parenchyma. Providing the proof of concept 

that this viral vector and its cargo can effectively transfect human lung parenchyma 

highlights the clinical relevance of using such a viral vector in neonates. PCLS from human 

lung tissue (healthy or diseased) represent a versatile tool to assess pathophysiology or 

therapeutics in an organotypic culture. These findings align with the need for more complex 

and holistic model and the use of human tissue in translational research. 
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In the third and last part, we present a research project combining a modified Delphi 

method with an “integrated knowledge translation” approach to develop a consensus 

definition for MSC, as well as the reporting guidelines for clinical trials using MSC, in order to 

improve rigor, transparency, reproducibility, and regulation in MSC research. This project 

relies on an international multidisciplinary task force, the use of methodologically rigorous 

consensus building method (Delphi method), and inclusion of stakeholders (knowledge 

users) from inception. This approach ensures that stakeholders needs and preferences are 

considered throughout the project and therefore support dissemination and 

implementation of our findings (integrated knowledge translation). This project highlights 

several important points for knowledge translation in translational research. 
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Results 

I. A single-cell atlas of human fetal lung development 

between 14 and 19 weeks of gestation 

This manuscript is under revision in the European Respiratory Journal and has been submitted as a 

preprint on BioRxiv (https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.12.23.473945). 

1. Background 

The lung is a complex organ relying on up to 40 cell types and two complex intertwined 

networks (airways and vasculature) to maintain its homeostasis and carry out its vital 

functions. Hence, in utero lung development is a delicate process in which any impairment 

can lead to congenital lung disease. In addition, lung development can also be compromised 

in preterm infants, when the immature lung is exposed to ex-utero insults. While normal 

lung development has been extensively studied in animals, little is known about normal 

human developing lung in utero. Moreover, while airway branching morphogenesis is well 

described, but other compartments of the lung, such as stroma, vascular and neuronal 

networks, remain poorly explored. Unravelling cellular composition, developmental 

trajectories, and signaling within the normal human developing lung is critical to better 

understanding and addressing congenital and prematurity-related lung diseases. 

Here, we describe a transcriptome analysis at a single-cell resolution on nine human fetal 

lungs samples and report its insights into the normal human developing lung. 
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2. Results 

We performed a snRNA-seq on 23,251 nuclei isolated from nine human fetal lungs with 

gestational ages spanning through the pseudoglandular and canalicular stages (14 to 19 

weeks of gestation). Using canonical cell lineage markers, we identified 9 different cell types 

present across all gestational ages. The largest cell populations included 2 stromal cells 

populations and a distal airway epithelium population. Other identified cell types were 

vascular and lymphatic endothelium, pericytes, immunes cells, ciliated cells, and pulmonary 

neuroendocrine cells (PNEC). Further subclustering analyses were performed to explore the 

largest cell populations (stroma and distal airway epithelium) at a higher resolution. To 

identify genes differentially expressed in response to GA, we performed a Differential State 

Analysis (DSA). Based on results from DSA and enrichment analysis, we identified specific 

biological pathways at early and late gestational ages for each cell population. Next, we 

performed a ligand-receptor interaction analysis to identify cellular cross talk within the 

developing lung. We described crosstalk between diverse populations, and also crosstalk 

within the population itself. Enrichment analysis using the identified predicted target genes 

showed that the cellular cross talk was related to general biological pathways, such as 

NOTCH and TGFB signaling pathways. In addition, more specific pathways involved in 

angiogenesis, neurogenesis and immune system regulation were also identified. Lastly, 

spatial validation of our findings in early and late gestational ages will be done by FISH. 

3. Conclusion 

We described here the cellular composition, fate, and cross talk within normal human 

developing lungs. These findings will provide a clinically relevant background for the 
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generation of research hypotheses in projects studying normal or impaired lung 

development and will help to develop and validate surrogate models to study human lung 

development. 

4. Manuscript: “A single-cell atlas of human fetal lung development between 

14 and 19 weeks of gestation” (under review in European Respiratory 

Journal) 
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TAKE HOME MESSAGE 

Using a single-cell transcriptomic approach (single-nuclei RNA sequencing), we describe 

here, the cellular landscape, cell developmental trajectories, and cell-to-cell communication 

in the developing human lung during the pseudoglandular stage.   
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ABSTRACT 

Rationale. Human lung development has been mainly described in morphologic studies and 

the potential underlying molecular mechanisms were extrapolated from animal models. 

Therefore, there is a need to gather knowledge from native human lung tissue. In this study 

we describe changes at a single-cell level in human fetal lungs during the pseudoglandular 

stage. 

Methods. We report the cellular composition, cell trajectories and cell-to-cell communication 

in developing human lungs with single-nuclei RNA sequencing (snRNA-seq) on 23,251 

nuclei isolated from nine human fetuses with gestational ages between 14 to 19 weeks of 

gestation.  

Results. We identified nine different cell types, including a rare pulmonary neuroendocrine 

cells population. For each cell type, marker genes are reported, and selected marker genes 

are used for spatial validation with fluorescent RNA in situ hybridization. Enrichment and 

developmental trajectory analysis provide insight into molecular mechanisms and signaling 

pathways within individual cell clusters according to gestational age. Lastly, ligand-receptor 

analysis highlights determinants of cell-to-cell communication among the different cell types 

through the pseudoglandular stage, including general developmental pathways (NOTCH and 

TGFB), as well as more specific pathways involved in vasculogenesis, neurogenesis, and 

immune system regulation.  

Conclusion. These findings provide a clinically relevant background for research 

hypotheses generation in projects studying normal or impaired lung development and help to 

develop and validate surrogate models to study human lung development, such as human 

lung organoids.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 Human lung development is traditionally divided into 5 stages: embryonic (1-7 weeks 

of gestation (WG)), pseudoglandular (5-17 WG), canalicular (16-26 WG), saccular (24 to 38 

WG), and alveolar (36 WG to 3 years, with late alveolarization continuing up to early 

adulthood) [1]. While these stages have been defined morphologically and histologically 

during human fetal development, very little is known about the underlying molecular and 

cellular mechanisms [2, 3]. Detailed insight into the molecular pathways and cellular 

communication which contribute to lung development would improve our understanding of 

lung repair as it may recapitulate fetal lung development and would enable us to develop 

new therapeutic targets [4, 5]. Due to developmental similarities in human and rodent lungs, 

mouse and rats have been used extensively to study lung development [6]. Airway 

branching morphogenesis in rodents is well described, and gain- and loss-of-function studies 

using genetically modified animals have identified the critical factors of this developmental 

process [3, 7]. However, some compartments of the lung, such as stroma or vascular and 

neuronal networks, remain poorly explored during the fetal developmental period despite 

their potential key roles in lung development [8, 9]. While versatile in experimental settings, 

rodent models of lung development have several limitations, including species-specific 

maturation and function at birth, and molecular regulation [10, 11]. Therefore, there is a need 

to unravel cellular composition, developmental trajectories, and signaling within the 

developing human lung.  

 Single-cell and single-nuclei RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq and snRNA-seq, 

respectively) can reveal complex and rare populations, uncover regulatory relationships, and 

track distinct cell lineages in development. In addition, computational methods have been 

developed to analyze cellular communications and to determine which extracellular signals 

influence the cell population of interest. 

 In the present study, we report the cellular composition, developmental pathways and 

cell-to-cell communication in fetal human developing lungs using snRNA-seq approach on 
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23,251 nuclei isolated from nine lungs with gestational ages (GAs, described in WG) 

spanning through the pseudoglandular and canalicular stages (14 to 19 WG). We describe 

nine different cells populations, including rare cell population of pulmonary neuroendocrine 

cells (PNEC). For each identified population we report marker genes and enrichment and 

developmental state analysis. Additionally, we provide a spatial validation for selected 

populations using fluorescent RNA in situ hybridization (FISH). Lastly, ligand-receptor 

analysis highlights determinants of cell-to-cell communication among the different cell types.  
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METHODS 

 A full description of the experimental procedures can be found in the supplementary 

methods. 

 

Human fetal tissue collection 

 De-identified human fetal lung samples were obtained under REB approval by The 

Ottawa Hospital Review Ethical Board (20170603-01H). Lung tissue was snap frozen and 

stored at -80°C.  

 

Single-nuclei suspension preparation 

 Single nuclei isolation was performed according to Martelotto et al. [12] with minor 

adjustments. Sample multiplexing was performed using the MULTI-seq protocol as reported 

before [13, 14]. Nuclei integrity was confirmed by fluorescent microscopy (Axio Imager M2, 

Carl Zeiss, Toronto, ON, Canada) and single diploid nuclei were sorted using a flow 

cytometer (BD LSR Fortessa, Beckton Dickinson Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) 

(Supplemental figure 1a-b) 

 

Single-nuclei sequencing 

 Cell capture and library production was performed with the Chromium system (10X 

Genomics, Pleasanton, CA, USA). Sequencing was performed with NextSeq500 (Illumina, 

San Diego, CA, USA). Raw sequencing reads were processed using CellRanger v3.1.0. All 

analyses were performed with Seurat v4.0.0[15]. SCTransform() was used to normalize 

samples, select highly variable genes, and to regress out cell cycle and cell stress effects. 

To eliminate batch effects or biological variability effects on clustering, the data integration 

method implemented by Seurat for SCTransform-normalized data was performed, using the 

SelectIntegrationFeatures(), PrepSCTIntegration(), FindIntegrationAnchors(), and 
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IntegrateData() functions. Differential State Analysis (DSA) was performed using muscat R 

package[16]. Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) was performed with Metascape[17]. Cell 

communications were inferred using NicheNet (v1.0.0) R package [18]. 

 

In situ hybridization 

 FISH was performed on formalin-fixed, paraffin embedded human fetal lungs. 3μm 

thick sections were analysed using the RNAscope technology following the manufacturer’s 

protocol, and as previously described [14]. 
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RESULTS 

Cellular landscape of the human developing lung 

 To characterize the cellular composition in developing human lungs, we generated 

snRNA-seq profiles of 23,251 nuclei isolated from nine fetal lung samples with GAs between 

14+1 and 19+0 weeks (Figure 1a, and Supplemental figure 1c). We identified nine distinct 

cell populations, present across all GAs (Figure 1b-d), and described the lung cellular 

composition variation over time. While proportions of both stromal populations decreased 

over time (83.7 and 6.1% at 14+1 weeks vs. 47.6 and 4% at 19+0 weeks), the size of distal 

airway epithelium cluster increased (from 3.6% to 39.5%) (Figure 1c and Supplemental table 

1). Each cell cluster displayed a unique molecular signature characterized by multiple DEGs 

(Figure 1e and Supplemental table 2), and cell populations were annotated based on the 

expression of canonical cell lineage markers (Figure 1f and 2a). Additionally, among the top 

ten DEGs in some clusters, we identified less commonly used transcriptional patterns 

(Figure 1e). For example, pericytes expressed genes involved in the cGMP-PKG pathway 

such as MEF2C, PDE3A, TRPC6, and PLCB. Vascular and lymphatic endothelium 

expressed genes involved in angiogenesis, respectively EPAS1, PTPRB, CALCRL and 

NRP2, VAV3, STAB2. Finally, the immune cells cluster expressed HDAC9, SAMSN1 and 

DOCK8 that are involved in lymphocyte activation.  

 To further confirm clusters identities, and to gain further insights into the underlying 

molecular functions and biological processes, we performed an GSEA. Cell-type specific 

terms were associated with all the identified clusters. As expected, stromal populations 1 

and 2 were associated with general terms such as extracellular matrix and mesenchyme 

development. Distal airway epithelium was associated with respiratory gaseous exchange, 

as well as apical and basolateral plasma membrane terms, while ciliated cells were 

characterized by cilium-specific pathways. Blood vessel development was associated with 

both, pericytes and vascular endothelium, while lymph vessel development pathways were 

specific to lymphatic endothelium cluster. Immune cells cluster was characterized by 
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interleukin signalling and myeloid cell differentiation pathways. Finally, transsynaptic 

signaling was associated specifically with pulmonary neuroendocrine cells (Figure 2b, 

Supplemental table 3). 

   

Developmental changes in gene expression in developing lung stromal cells 

 Within the stromal population (stroma 1 and 2), we identified three subclusters with 

distinct gene expression patterns represented across different GAs (Figure 3a-e, 

Supplemental table 4). Stromal subclusters 0 and 1 expressed traditional matrix fibroblast 

markers (FN1, MEOX2) (Figure 3f). Pulmonary fibroblasts can be typically segregated into 

two subtypes based on the distinct expression of COL13A1 and COL14A1 [19].  In our 

dataset the expression of COL13A1 was most prominent in stromal subcluster 0, which was 

also characterized by expression of additional genes associated with COL13A1+ fibroblasts 

(ITGA8, LIMCH1, MYLK, PLXDC2, MACF1) (Figure 3f). A sizeable fraction of subcluster 1 

expressed COL14A1, as well as other matrix fibroblast markers (FBLN1, COL1A2, AKAP12, 

COL1A1) (Figure 3f). Stromal subcluster 2 showed similarities to mesenchymal progenitors 

as described by Xie et al. [19] and the LungGENS database [20], characterized by the 

expression of SDC2 and SMARCC1 (Figure 3f). However, this sub-population did not 

express any proliferative genes such as TOP2A or MKI67 which are typically expressed in 

self-renewing progenitor populations. GSEA of stromal subclusters revealed supportive roles 

for the stromal cells in lung and mesenchyme development, with subcluster 0 and 1 being 

associated with regulation of organ architecture (connective tissue development, cell junction 

assembly, cytoskeleton organization, negative regulation of locomotion/cell motility) and 

subcluster 2 being associated with proliferative/stemness functions (DNA binding 

transcription factor activity, negative regulation of cell differentiation) (Supplemental figure 2a 

and c, Supplemental table 5). 

 Next, we performed DSA-based GSEA (Supplemental tables 6, 7 and 8). In the two 

main stromal clusters, Stroma 1 cluster was associated with response to growth factor and 
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MTORC1 signaling for early GA (14+1 to 14+3 WG), and regulation of cell communication by 

electrical coupling, regulation of vascular associated smooth muscle contraction for late GA 

(18+2 to 19+0 WG) (Figure 3g, Supplemental figure 3). For stroma 2, prominent regulated 

enriched pathways included TNFa signaling via NFkB for early GA, as well as muscle 

structure development and Kit receptor signaling pathway for late GA (Figure 3h, 

Supplemental figure 3).  

 

Developmental changes in gene expression in developing airway epithelium  

 Upon subclustering of the distal airway epithelium, we identified three subclusters 

with distinct gene expression represented across the different GAs (Figure 4a-e, 

Supplemental table 4). Epithelial subclusters shared common marker genes with bud tip 

progenitors (subcluster 0: SFTPC, ETV5), bud tip adjacent (subcluster 1: DMD, MECOM), 

and secretory progenitor (subcluster 2: SCGB3A2, CFTR) epithelial cells as identified by 

Miller et al. [21] in human fetal lung tissue of similar GA (Figure 4f). In addition, a GSEA was 

performed with DEG from these three subclusters (Supplemental figure 2b and d, 

Supplemental table 5). Based on DEG and DSA results, we selected gene markers for 

spatial validation on the fetal lung tissue by FISH (Supplemental tables 2 and 6). Due to their 

cluster specificity, we selected SEMA3C and SFTPB as potential early and late distal airway 

epithelium markers in fetal lung (Supplemental figure 4a). As seen by FISH (Figure 4g), 

distal airway epithelium (marked by FGFR2+) in earlier GAs co-expresses SEMA3C, with 

only few cells also co-expressing SFTPB. However, the majority of FGFR2+ epithelial cells 

surrounding the airway lumen at later GAs were SEMA3C- and SFTPB+. Notably, an 

adjacent layer of FGF2-/SEMA3C+/SFTPB- cells can also be seen (Figure 4g). Finally, based 

on the DSA, we performed a GSEA. Among the most regulated pathways in distal airway 

epithelium were sensory organ development and blood vessel development (Figure 4h, 

Supplemental figure 3, Supplemental tables 7 and 8).  
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 In the case of ciliated cells and PNECs, DSA identified only few DEGs, confirming 

previous reports on the early specification of these cell populations (Supplementary figures 5 

and 6, respectively) [22, 23]. Interestingly, only a very small fraction of the PNEC population 

showed high expression of typical PNEC markers such as GRP1, CALCA, ASCL1, and SYP 

[21], whereas markers associated with the synapse, signal release and transsynaptic 

signaling (NRXN1, PTPRN2, PCLO, CADPS) were expressed in the majority of the PNECs 

in our dataset. FISH was performed using NRXN1 and GRP as PNEC markers 

(Supplemental figure 4b). The NRXN1+/GRP+ PNECs were present at all GAs and were 

either adjacent to or localized within the airway epithelium. Both, isolated cells and small 

cells clusters (neuroendocrine bodies) were noted. Interestingly, while all GRP+ cells were 

NRXN1+, GRP-/NRXN1+ cells were also noted, suggesting a possible existence of two 

subpopulations of PNECs in the developing lung (Figure 5).  

 

Developmental changes in gene expression in developing endothelial, pericyte and 

immune cells populations  

 Vascular endothelium at early GA (14+3 WG) was characterized by cell type specific 

pathways such as VEGFA-VEGFR2 signaling pathway, endothelium development and 

vasculature development (Figure 6a, Supplemental figure 3). In the lymphatic endothelium, 

genes expressed at early GAs were involved in ubiquitin protein ligase binding and IL-6 

signaling. Interestingly, ubiquitination plays a central role in NOTCH signaling [24] and IL-6 is 

involved in lymph angiogenesis via VEGF-C [25], whereas later GAs were characterized by 

expression of genes involved in “cholesterol biosynthesis” (Supplemental figure 7). Next, to 

visualize the vascular endothelial cells in the fetal lung we performed a FISH (Figure 6b). 

Based on the DSA (Supplemental table 6), we selected KITLG as an early, and CAV1 as a 

late marker for vascular endothelium during the pseudoglandular phase (Supplemental 

figure 4c). However, both KITLG+/PECAM+ and CAV1+/PECAM+ double positive cells could 

be found at all investigated GAs (Figure 6b). 
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 The pericytes cluster showed gene expression associated with regulation of vascular 

wound healing and cellular response to hormone stimulus at early GAs. In addition, cellular 

components involved in pericytes functions, such as filipodium and Z disc were described at 

later GAs (16+0 and 16+3 WG, respectively) [26, 27] (Figure 6c). PDGFRB+ pericytes 

(Supplemental figure 4d) could be found in immediate proximity to vascular endothelium 

(defined by the expression of PECAM1+) in the lungs throughout the pseudoglandular 

development (Figure 6d). 

Finally, in the case of immune cells population, the DEGs at early GAs were associated with 

“lymphocyte activation” and “TNFα signaling via NFκβ” which is known to be crucial in 

lymphocyte activation, as well the specification of innate and adaptive immunity [28] 

(Supplemental figure 8). 

 

Cellular crosstalk in the human developing lung 

In order to understand cell communication networks within the developing human fetal lung 

samples, we performed a ligand-receptor interaction analysis using NicheNet [18]. The 

analysis focused on time-dependent changes in cell communication rather than stable cell 

crosstalk, and the set of gene of interest used for the analysis was defined by differential 

expression between early GAs (14+1 and 14+3 WG, reference condition) and late GAs 

(18+0 and 19+0 WG, condition of interest). Cellular crosstalks identified at later GAs are 

presented in Figure 7, with the identified receptors and predicted target genes involved 

(Figure 8). GSEA on predicted target genes are presented in Supplemental table 9. Inferred 

cellular communications at later GAs were associated with general pathways such as 

NOTCH and TGFB pathways, as well as in pathways involved in immune system regulation, 

and neurogenic tissue and vasculature development.  

We identified key factors in the NOTCH signaling pathway such as DLL1 (expressed by the 

ciliated cells) and its receptors NOTCH2 (expressed in stroma 1 and distal airway 

epithelium) and NOTCH3 (distal airway epithelium). Predicted target genes were associated 
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with T cell differentiation and TNF signaling in stroma 1 cluster, and with cellular senescence 

in airway epithelium. Moreover, DLL4 expressed by the vascular endothelium targeted 

changes in gene expression associated with INFγ-mediated signaling and leukocytes cell-

cell adhesion in lymphatic endothelium via its receptor NOTCH1. ADAM17, an important 

NOTCH signaling activator, was expressed by majority of cell populations, while its receptor 

ITGB1 was expressed by distal airway epithelium. Potential ADAM17 target genes were 

primarily associated with inflammatory response.  

 TGFB1 was expressed by lymphatic and vascular endothelium and the immune cells. 

Its receptors, TGFBR1 and TGFBR2, were expressed in distal airway epithelium and the 

predicted target genes were associated with cellular senescence and gastrin signaling. 

BMP5, another member of the TFGB family, was expressed in both stromal clusters, while 

its receptors (BMPR2, BMPR1A, ACVR2A and ACVR1) were specifically expressed by 

stroma 2. The targeted genes were associated with insulin resistance, T cell differentiation, 

IL-18 signaling, and with regulation of cell adhesion and motility.  

 CD44 was expressed in stroma 1 and immune cells and its potential ligands HAS2 

and FN1 were expressed by stroma 1 and 2 clusters. Predicted target genes for CD44 

activation in stroma 1 were associated with T cell differentiation and regulation of adaptative 

immune response. Target genes in immune cells cluster were associated with IL-18 and NF-

kappa B signaling pathways.  

 Further regulated were also genes involved in neurogenic tissue development, 

including stroma-expressed NTNG1, and its receptor LRRC4C (stroma1, pericytes and 

lymphatic endothelium), NEGR1 (expressed by ciliated cells and PNECs) and its receptor 

NEGR1 (stroma 1), as well as NCAM1 (stroma, lymphatic, and PNEC clusters) and its 

receptor ROBO1 (distal airway epithelium and vascular endothelium). TNC, an extracellular 

matrix protein implicated in the guidance of migrating neurons, was expressed in stroma 2 

and distal airway epithelium clusters, with its receptors expressed in distal airway epithelium 

and vascular endothelium. 
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 Lastly, in regard to vasculature development, VEGF ligands were expressed by distal 

airway epithelium (VEGFA), vascular endothelium (VEGFC), and PNEC (VEGFB). VEGFA 

receptors were expressed in pericytes (NRP1, NRP2, FLT1) with predicted target genes 

associated with TGF-beta receptor signaling and positive regulation of cell migration, and in 

lymphatic endothelium (NRP1, NRP2, KDR) with predicted target genes associated with 

INFγ-mediated signaling and regulation of leukocytes cell-cell adhesion. VEGFB receptor 

NRP1 was expressed in stroma 1, while NRP2 was expressed in immune cells, and the 

predicted target genes were associated with NF-kappa B signaling. In addition, we reported 

the expression of SEMA3E and its receptor PLXND1, which are required for normal vascular 

patterning during embryogenesis. SEMA3E was expressed by the airway epithelium (ciliated 

cells, PNEC and distal airway epithelium) and PLXND1, was expressed by the vascular 

endothelium. 
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DISCUSSION 

 This is the first report of an unbiased transcriptomic analysis of human fetal lung 

samples, providing a detailed cell atlas of the human developing lung during 

pseudoglandular and early canalicular stages at a single-cell resolution. We identified 9 cell 

types, including rare cell type PNEC, and described developmental changes in gene 

expression and cell-cell communication across GAs. In addition to canonical marker genes, 

we identified an array of marker genes for each cell population and validated the spatial 

localization of specific cell populations such as PNEC and pericytes in the human developing 

lung. Lastly, the cell communication analysis provided unique insight into detailed cellular 

crosstalk and main pathways involved in the pseudoglandular stage of lung development. 

 Only few studies to date have reported the use of single-cell transcriptomic on human 

developing lung, typically including a small number of samples or focusing on specific cell 

types [21, 29, 30]. Our study reported transcriptomics data from 9 fetuses, representing each 

developmental week from 14 and 19 WG, allowing detailed analyses of gene expression 

changes overtime. Additionally, choosing single-nuclei isolation from frozen material, rather 

than single-cell isolation from fresh tissue, enabled us to isolate a relatively large number of 

distal airway epithelial cells (up to 39.5% of all cells at 19+0 WG). This allowed us to show a 

steady increase in distal airway epithelial cells across GAs in relation to airway development, 

whereas previous studies using single-cell isolation approach seemed more prone to 

dissociation bias (with epithelial cells representing less than 4% of the total cells) [29, 30]. 

These findings suggest that transcriptomic analysis of tissue with high stromal content, such 

as human fetal lungs, might be more efficient when using a single-nuclei, rather than a 

single-cell isolation preparation. 

 The main strength of this study lies within the detailed description of the cellular 

crosstalk changes between early (14+1 and 14+3 WG) and late (18+2 and 19+0 WG) GAs. 

We identified several critical pathways associated with normal lung development and lung 

disease. For instance, VEGF plays a central role in lung development and maintenance, and 
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is involved in the pathogenesis of many lung diseases, including emphysema, chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease, bronchopulmonary dysplasia, pulmonary hypertension, acute 

lung injury, and asthma [31]. ADAM17, a NOTCH activator, plays a key role in lung 

inflammation regulation by increasing epithelium and smooth muscle cells permeability, 

secretion of inflammatory mediators, and trans-endothelial leukocyte migration, and its 

deficiency leads to decreased airway branching [32]. In addition, the role of the neurogenic 

tissue and vasculature in the developing lung is rapidly gaining interest [8, 9]. Here we have 

identified key factors for neurogenic tissue development also known to be involved in 

abnormal lung development, such as ROBO1 (expressed in distal airway epithelium and 

vascular endothelium) and TNC (expressed in stroma 2 and distal airway epithelium). Robo1 

knock-out mice exhibit delayed lung maturation with increased mesenchymal cellularity and 

reduced terminal air spaces leading to respiratory distress and death at birth [33]. TNC 

inactivation in mice induces abnormal lung development and persistent abnormal lung 

function after birth [34]. Lastly, we described crosstalk between immune cells and stroma 

populations via CD44-HAS2. CD44 plays an important role in the regulation of lung 

fibroblasts senescence and apoptosis and the interaction HAS2-CD44 can induce pulmonary 

fibrosis via its receptor [35]. Immune cells population in our dataset were not well 

differentiated but additional data suggest that lung immune cells complexity and 

heterogeneity increase later during the gestation and after birth and play an important role in 

stroma remodelling and angiogenesis in the developing lung [36]. 

 Distal airway epithelial cells were among the most active signal-receiving cell types in 

our dataset, displaying active communication with all other cell populations including 

themselves. Our dataset further identifies a cluster of rare PNEC, and its interaction with 

both stroma 1 and 2, pericytes and vascular endothelium populations. The exact role of 

PNEC in lung development is yet to be described [37]. However, GRP expression had 

previously been detected in human fetal lung at 8 WG with peak of expression at mid-

gestation. Moreover, elevated urine GRP was previously associated with the development of 
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BPD suggesting an important role for PNECs in normal and impaired lung development [38]. 

In addition, FISH identified 2 populations of PNEC within the fetal lung tissue 

(GRP+/NRXN1+and GRP-/NRXN1+ cells). These findings suggest that NRXN1 might be a 

more specific marker for PNEC than GRP. 

 Our study has several limitations. Firstly, the study doesn’t consider the potential 

effects of fetus sex on the lung development whereas sex-related differences in human fetal 

lung transcriptome during the pseudoglandular stage had been previously reported [39]. 

However, the same study also found GA to have a more dominant effect on transcriptome 

than sex. Secondly, we assumed the fetuses were healthy as they were issued from 

selective abortions with no fetal indications. Nevertheless, all the fetuses had a GA below 20 

weeks of gestation, prior to typical ultrasound morphological assessment for congenital 

malformation. Additional limitations relate to the downstream analysis. During development, 

important changes in cell differentiation and signalling can be induced by upregulation or 

downregulation in gene expression. While the presented DSA approach provides information 

on up-regulated genes across the different GA, it does not allow to study down-regulation in 

gene expression.  

 We report here, for the first time, an unbiased transcriptomic analysis of human fetal 

lungs during pseudoglandular stage at a single-cell resolution. This transcriptomic approach 

at a single cell level, combined with other novel approaches such as proteomics and 

metabolomics analysis [40, 41], are critical to unravel molecular pathways and cell 

communication in the human developing lung. Altogether, they will provide a clinically 

relevant background for the generation of novel research hypotheses in studies of normal or 

impaired lung development, help to develop and validate surrogate models to study human 

lung development and ultimately identify new therapeutic targets. 
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Figure 1: Cellular composition of human fetal lung tissue between 14 and 19 weeks of gestation

a) Table depicting the number of nuclei sequenced in each sample. b) UMAP plot depicting 9 cell

clusters identified by snRNA-seq analysis of fetal lung tissue collected between 14 and 19 weeks of

gestation. c) Bar graph depicting the percentual contribution of individual cell populations at

different developmental stages. d) UMAP plot depicting the distribution of fetal lung cells based on

developmental age. e) Heatmap of top ten most differentially expressed genes across fetal lung cell

clusters depicted in panel b. f) UMAP plots showing expression levels for canonical markers of lung

cell populations, including stroma (COL5A2), distal airway epithelium (SFTPB), pericytes (PDGFRB),

vascular endothelium (PECAM1), immune cells (PTPRC), lymphatic endothelium (PROX1), ciliated

cells (DNAH12) and pulmonary neuroendocrine cells (GRP). The intensity of expression is indicated

by purple coloring. Expression values in heatmaps and UMAP plots represent Z-score-transformed

log(TP10k+1) values. Log(TP10k+1) corresponds to log-transformed UMIs per 10k.
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Figure 2: Identification of cell clusters comprising human fetal lung between 14 and 19 weeks of 

gestation

a) Dotplot depicting the expression of most commonly used markers for each cell cluster as 

described in literature. Expression levels in the dotplot are presented as log(TP10k+1) values. 

Log(TP10k+1) corresponds to log-transformed UMIs per 10k. b) Selected regulated pathways for 

each cluster identified by gene set enrichment analysis. All terms are significantly enriched 

(adjusted p-value < 0.05). Plotted values represent -log10(p-value). 
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Figure 3. Cellular composition and developmental changes in gene expression of stromal clusters 

in human fetal lung between 14 and 19 weeks of gestation



Figure 3. Cellular composition and developmental changes in gene expression of stromal clusters 

in human fetal lung between 14 and 19 weeks of gestation

a) Table depicting the number of stromal cells nuclei sequenced in each sample. b) UMAP plot

depicting the 3 stromal subclusters identified within the fetal lung stroma. c) UMAP plot depicting

the distribution of fetal lung stromal cells based on the developmental age. d) Percentual

contribution of the different lung stromal subclusters in each individual sample. e) Heatmap

depicting the top ten most differentially expressed genes across fetal lung stromal subclusters

shown in panel b). f) Dotplot depicting the expression of stromal markers known to be associated

with COL13A1
+ matrix fibroblasts (subcluster 0), COL14A1+ matrix fibroblasts (subcluster 1), general

matrix fibroblasts (subcluster 0 and 1), and mesenchymal progenitors (subcluster 2) in stromal

subclusters. g) Heatmaps depicting the enriched terms associated with individual GAs as identified

by multi-list enrichment analysis based on DSA in the main cluster stroma 1 (top), and heatmap

depicting the expression level of genes associated with selected enriched terms (bottom). h)

Heatmaps depicting the enriched terms associated with individual GAs as identified by multi-list

enrichment analysis based on DSA in the main cluster stroma 2 (top), and heatmap depicting the

expression level of genes associated with selected enriched terms (bottom). Expression levels in

the heatmaps and dotplots are presented as log(TP10k+1) values. Log(TP10k+1) corresponds to

log-transformed UMIs per 10k.
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Figure 4. Cellular composition, developmental changes in gene expression, and spatial 

localization of distal airway epithelial cells in human fetal lung between 14 and 19 weeks of 

gestation



Figure 4. Cellular composition, developmental changes in gene expression, and spatial 

localization of distal airway epithelial cells in human fetal lung between 14 and 19 weeks of 

gestation

a) Table depicting the number of distal airway epithelial cells nuclei sequenced per sample. b)

UMAP plot depicting the 3 epithelial subclusters identified within the distal airway epithelium

cluster; c) UMAP plot depicting the distribution of fetal lung distal airway epithelium cells based on

developmental age. d) Percentage contribution to the different lung epithelial subclusters per

sample. e) Heatmap depicting the top ten most differentially expressed genes across fetal lung

epithelial subclusters shown in panel b). f) Dotplot depicting the expression of epithelial markers

known to be associated with bud tip progenitor cells (subcluster 0), bud tip adjacent cells

(subcluster 1) and secretory progenitors (subcluster 2). g) Representative fluorescent RNA in situ

hybridization pictures showing co-expression of FGFR2 (green), SEMA3C (red) and SFTPB (white) in

the airway epithelium in human fetal lungs at 14+3 (top) and 18+2 (bottom) weeks of gestation.

Magnification at x20 (scale bar 100 µm) and x63 (scale bar 40 µm). Expression levels in the

heatmaps and dotplots are presented as log(TP10k+1) values. Log(TP10k+1) corresponds to log-

transformed UMIs per 10k. h) Heatmaps depicting the enriched terms associated with individual

GAs as identified by multi-list enrichment analysis based on DSA in the main cluster distal airway

epithelium (left), and heatmap depicting the expression level of genes associated with selected

enriched terms (right).
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Figure 5. Fluorescent RNA in situ hybridization of pulmonary neuroendocrine cells in the human 

fetal lung

Representative fluorescent RNA in situ hybridization pictures showing co-expression of NRXN1 (red)

and GRP (white) in PNEC in human fetal lungs at a) 14+3 and b) 15+5 weeks of gestation. Both,

isolated NRXN1+/GRP+ PNECs and small PNECs clusters (neuroendocrine bodies, white *) were noted.

Magnification at x20 (top, scale bar 100 µm) and x63 (bottom, scale bar 40 µm).
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Figure 6. Developmental changes in gene expression and spatial localization of vascular 

endothelium and pericytes



Figure 6. Developmental changes in gene expression and spatial localization of vascular 

endothelium and pericytes

a) Heatmaps depicting the enriched terms associated with individual GAs as identified by multi-list

enrichment analysis based on DSA in the main cluster vascular endothelium (left), and heatmap

depicting the expression level of genes associated with selected enriched terms (right). b)

Representative fluorescent RNA in situ hybridization pictures showing co-expression of PECAM1

(green), KITLG (magenta) and CAV1 (white) in the vascular endothelium in human fetal lungs at

14+3 (top) and 18+2 (bottom) weeks of gestation. Magnification at x20 (scale bar 100 µm) and x63

(scale bar 40 µm). c) Heatmaps depicting the enriched terms associated with individual GAs as

identified by multi-list enrichment analysis based on DSA in the main cluster pericytes (left), and

heatmap depicting the expression level of genes associated with selected enriched terms (right).

Expression levels in the heatmaps are presented as log(TP10k+1) values. Log(TP10k+1) corresponds

to log-transformed UMIs per 10k. d) Representative fluorescent RNA in situ hybridization pictures

showing co-localization of PECAM1+ endothelial cells (white) and PDGFRB+ pericytes (red) in

human fetal lungs at 18+2 weeks of gestation. Magnification at x20 (scale bar 100 µm) and x63

(scale bar 40 µm).



Figure 7: Cell communication pathways induced over time

Circos plot showing inferred cell communications identified with NicheNet by comparing the two

latest GA (18+2 and 19+0 weeks) with the two earliest GA (14+1 and 14+3 weeks). Colored

populations in the upper part of the plot represent the receiving cell populations, while grey-

colored populations in the lower part of the plot represent the signal senders and their ligands.

Each ligand is connected to the respective receiving population.
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Figure 8. Identified receptors and predicted target genes involved in cell communication

Heatmaps showing bona-fide receptors and predicted target genes for each receiving cell

population identified with NicheNet by comparing the two latest GA (18+2 and 19+0 weeks) with

the two earliest GA (14+1 and 14+3 weeks). Receiving cell populations include stroma 1 and 2,

pericytes, Lymphatic endothelium, distal airway epithelium, immune cells and vascular

endothelium. For each cell population, pink heatmap reports bona fide receptors and their ligands

and purple heatmap shows predicted target genes according to prioritized ligands.
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Supplemental figure 1. Quality control of the nuclei used for snRNA-seq and morphology of the 

human fetal lung samples 

a) Representative image showing isolated single nuclei stained with DAPI and visualized by

fluorescent microscopy. Magnification x40. b) Gating strategy to obtain single diploid nuclei and

histogram showing the purity and quality of the single nuclei suspension as evaluated by flow

cytometry. c) Representative images showing the lung architecture in all fetal samples stained with

hematoxylin and eosin. Magnification x20, scale = 200 µm.
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Supplemental figure 2. Gene set enrichment analysis for stromal and distal airway epithelial 

subclusters 

a) Heatmaps depicting the enriched terms associated with different stromal subclusters as identified

by multi-list gene set enrichment analysis. b) Heatmaps depicting the enriched terms associated with

different distal airway epithelium subclusters as identified by multi-list enrichment analysis. c)

Enriched terms associated with individual stromal subclusters as identified by enrichment analysis. d)

Enriched terms associated with individual distal airway epithelium subclusters as identified by

enrichment analysis.
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Supplemental figure 3. Pathways induced by increasing age between 14 and 19 weeks of 

gestation in the fetal lung stromal, distal airway epithelium, vascular endothelium and pericytes 

populations

Pathways induced during fetal lung development (14+1 until 19+0 weeks) as identified by gene set

enrichment analysis based on the DSA analysis in stroma 1, stroma 2, distal airway epithelium,

vascular endothelium and lung pericytes.
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Supplemental figure 4. Gene selection for spatial validation by Fluorescent In Situ Hybridization 

(FISH)

a) Dotplot depicting distal airway epithelium cluster specificity for FGFR2, SEMA3C and SFTPB (left).

Violin plots (right) depicting gene expression level across different GAs (14+1 to 19+0 weeks of

gestation, x-axis) and identifying SEMA3C as an early marker, SFTPB as a late marker and FGFR2 as a

general marker of the distal airway epithelium cluster. b) Dotplot depicting pulmonary neuroendocrine

cell cluster specificity for GRP and NRXN1 (left). Violin plot (right) depicting GRP and NRXN1 expression

level across different GAs (14+1 to 19+0 weeks of gestation, x-axis) and identifying GRP and NRXN1 as

a general marker of the pulmonary neuroendocrine cell cluster. Expression values in violin plots

represent Z-score-transformed log(TP10k+1) values. c) Dotplot depicting vascular endothelium cluster

specificity for KITLG, CAV1 and PECAM1 (left). Violin plots (right) depicting gene expression level across

different GAs (14+1 to 19+0 weeks of gestation, x-axis) and identifying KTLIG as an early marker, CAV1

as a late marker and PECAM1 as a general marker of the vascular endothelium cluster. d) Dotplot

depicting pericyte cluster specificity for PDGFRB (left). Violin plot (right) depicting PDGFRB expression

level across different GAs (14+1 to 19+0 weeks of gestation, x-axis) and identifying PDGFRB as a

general marker of the pericyte cluster.
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Supplemental figure 5. Developmental changes in gene expression in the fetal lung ciliated cells

a) Pathways induced during fetal lung development (14+1 until 19+0 weeks) in the ciliated cells as

identified by gene set enrichment analysis based on the DSA. b) Heatmaps depicting the enriched

terms associated with individual GAs as identified by multi-list enrichment analysis based on DSA

in immune cells. c) Heatmap depicting the expression level of genes associated with selected

enriched terms as identified in panel b). Expression levels in the heatmaps and dotplots are

presented as log(TP10k+1) values. Log(TP10k+1) corresponds to log-transformed UMIs per 10k.
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Supplemental figure 6. Developmental changes in gene expression in the fetal lung pulmonary 

neuroendocrine cells

a) Pathways induced during fetal lung development (14+1 until 19+0 weeks) in the pulmonary

neuroendocrine cells (PNEC) as identified by gene set enrichment analysis based on the DSA. b)

Heatmaps depicting the enriched terms associated with individual GAs as identified by multi-list

enrichment analysis based on DSA in immune cells. c) Heatmap depicting the expression level of

genes associated with selected enriched terms as identified in panel b). Expression levels in the

heatmaps and dotplots are presented as log(TP10k+1) values. Log(TP10k+1) corresponds to log-

transformed UMIs per 10k.
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Supplemental figure 7. Developmental changes in gene expression in the fetal lung lymphatic 

endothelial cells

a) pathways induced during fetal lung development (14+1 until 19+0 weeks) in the lymphatic 

endothelial cells as identified by gene set enrichment analysis based on the DSA. b) Heatmaps 

depicting the enriched terms associated with individual GAs as identified by multi-list 

enrichment analysis based on DSA in immune cells. c) Heatmap depicting the expression level 

of genes associated with selected enriched terms as identified in panel b). Expression levels in 

the heatmaps and dotplots are presented as log(TP10k+1) values. Log(TP10k+1) corresponds to 

log-transformed UMIs per 10k. 
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Supplemental figure 8. Developmental changes in gene expression in the fetal lung immune 

cells

a) pathways induced during fetal lung development (14+1 until 19+0 weeks) in the immune

cells as identified by gene set enrichment analysis based on the DSA. b) Heatmaps depicting

the enriched terms associated with individual GAs as identified by multi-list enrichment

analysis based on DSA in immune cells. c) Heatmap depicting the expression level of genes

associated with selected enriched terms as identified in panel b). Expression levels in the

heatmaps and dotplots are presented as log(TP10k+1) values. Log(TP10k+1) corresponds to

log-transformed UMIs per 10k.
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Supplemental Methods 

1. Human fetal lung collection. 

 De-identified human fetal lung samples were obtained from women undergoing elective 

termination of pregnancy with accurate dating (either last menstrual period or an ultrasound) 

and live, singleton pregnancy. Pregnancies with fetal morphological or chromosomal 

anomalies were excluded. Tissue collection was approved by The Ottawa Hospital Review 

Ethical Board (approval number 20170603-01H). 

 Lung samples were collected for precision-cut lung slices [1]. Briefly fetal lungs were 

sampled by the pathologist. Lungs were subsequently inflated with a low gelling temperature 

agarose solution (1.5% solution, #A9414 Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada), and sampled 

with an 8mm biopsy punch (Robbins True-Cut Disposable Biopsy Punch 8mm, #RBP-80, 

Robbins instruments, Chatham, NJ, USA) prior to slicing with a tissue slicer. Spare lung tissue 

was snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C for single nuclei isolation. 

 

2. Single nuclei isolation. 

 Single nuclei isolation was performed according to Martelotto et al. [2] with minor 

adjustments.  

2.1 Tissue homogenisation.  

 From each fetal lung, 4 small pieces (each the size of a grain of rice) were randomly 

sampled. These 4 pieces were divided in two 1.5 ml tubes. The two pieces per 1.5 ml tube 

were mechanically dissociated on ice using a single-use plastic pestle (Bel-Art® Disposable 

Polypropylene Pestles and 1.5ml tubes, #66001-104, VWR, Mont-Royal, QC, Canada). 

Homogenates were resuspended in 500 µl of chilled Nuclei EZ Lysis buffer (Nuclei Isolation 

Kit: Nuclei EZ Prep, #NUC101-1KT, Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada). Samples 

corresponding to same fetal lung sample were pooled together and 500 µl of the homogenate 

was transferred to a new 2 ml tube.  
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2.2 Nuclei isolation, multiplexing and staining.   

 One milliliter of Nuclei EZ Lysis buffer (Nuclei Isolation Kit: Nuclei EZ Prep, #NUC101-

1KT, Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada) was added to each sample, mixed gently, and 

incubated on ice for 5 minutes. Homogenates were filtered through a 50µl nylon mesh 

(Thermofisher Scientific, Burlington, ON, Canada). Flow-through fractions were centrifuged at 

500x g for 5 minutes.  

 Multiplexing was performed according to the MULTI-seq protocol [3]. The resulting 

pellets were re-suspended in 200 µl of 200 nM anchor/200 nM barcode solution, each sample 

receiving a different sample barcode. Samples were incubated on ice for 10 minutes, after 

which 16 µl of common lipid-modified co-anchor mix (2 µM) was added. Samples were 

incubated on ice for 5 minutes and diluted in 500 µl of Nuclei wash buffer (1x DPBS, Lonza, 

Basel, Switzerland) with 1% (v/w) Bovine Serum Albumin (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, 

Canada) and 0.2 IU/µl RNase inhibitor (NProtector RNase inhibitor, #3335402001, Sigma-

Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada). Single nuclei were counted with an automated cell counter 

(Eve Automatic cell Counter, Nano Entek, Waltham, MA, USA) and pelleted at 500× g for 5 

minutes. Pellets were re-suspended with Nuclei Wash Buffer in order to achieve equal 

concentrations. Nuclei samples were pooled at equal ratio into a 1.5ml tube and pelleted at 

500x g for 5 min. The pooled nuclei were washed with 500 µl of Nuclei wash buffer and pelleted 

at 500 x g for 5 minutes.  

 The pooled nuclei were re-suspended in 500 µl Nuclei Wash Buffer with DAPI (10 

µg/ml). Nuclei integrity was confirmed using a fluorescent microscope (Axio Imager M2, Carl 

Zeiss, Toronto, ON, Canada). 

2.3 Nuclei sorting. 

 Nuclei were sorted using a flow cytometer (BD LSR Fortessa, Beckton Dickinson 

Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) at the Ottawa Hospital Research Institute (OHRI) core 

facility. Sample compensation was performed using Summit v.5.4 software and data analysis 

were performed with MoFlo XDP software (XDP, Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA, USA). The 
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flow cytometer was gated on the single diploid DAPI peak, and 50,000 - 60,000 nuclei were 

sorted in a small volume of Nuclei Wash Buffer (~50 µl). Sorted nuclei were immediately 

processed by 10x Chromium at the OHRI StemCore facility.  

 

3. Single nuclei RNA sequencing and pre-processing. 

3.1 Library preparation and sequencing. 

 The 10x Chromium gene expression libraries were prepared according to 

manufacturer’s protocol (10X Genomics, Pleasanton, CA, USA), and the sequencing was 

performed at the OHRI StemCore facility using NextSeq500 (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). 

3.2 Pre-processing. 

 Raw sequencing reads were processed using CellRanger v3.1.0, aligning reads to the 

mm10 build of the human genome. MULTI-seq barcode libraries were trimmed prior to 

demultiplexing using Trimmomatic (v0.36). Demultiplexing was performed using the 

deMULTIplex R package (v1.0.2) [3, 4]. Only cells positive for a single barcode were kept for 

further analysis. Sample annotations were added to all cells in the data set. Pre-processing 

steps and downstream analysis were performed with Seurat (Seurat v4.0.0) [5].  

3.3 Quality control, normalization, and integration 

 Expression matrices were loaded as Seurat objects into R [6]. Only cells with > 200 

genes detected and < 20% of UMIs mapped to mitochondrial genes were used. Each unique 

sample was split based on MULTI-seq sample barcodes into a separate Seurat object. 

SCTransform() was used to normalize samples, select highly variable genes, and to regress 

out cell cycle and cell stress effects. To eliminate batch effects or biological variability effects 

on clustering, the data integration method implemented by Seurat for SCTransform-normalized 

data was performed, using the SelectIntegrationFeatures(), PrepSCTIntegration(), 

FindIntegrationAnchors(), and IntegrateData() functions.  
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4. Downstream analysis. 

4.1 Clustering and clusters annotation. 

 Dimensionality reduction was performed using principal component analysis (PCA) 

with RunPCA() function on the top 3000 variable genes and the data was clustered at a low 

resolution (dims: 20, resolution: 0.05, re-embedding dims: 20) with the Louvain algorithm 

implemented in the FindClusters() function in Seurat. Cell populations were identified with a 

simple Wilcoxon rank sum test with the FindAllMarkers() function in Seurat. For cluster 

annotation, we used a differential expression testing approach using FindAllMarkers() function 

to identify clusters marker genes (e.g., genes up-regulated in the cluster of interest). These 

marker genes were compared to known marker genes sets from LunGENS (Lung Gene 

Expression iN Single-cell) datasets on the LGEA (Lung Gene Expression Analysis) web 

portal[7, 8], and literature to define clusters identities. We next isolated and reprocessed the 

stromal and epithelial subsets using the same normalization and integration approach. In this 

case data were re-clustered at a higher resolution (Stroma dims: 20, resolution: 0.075, re-

embedding dims:20; and for Distal airway epithelium dims: 20, resolution: 0.10, re-embedding 

dims:20). Upon subclustering the distal airway epithelium, we identified a small fourth 

subclustering showing high expression of stromal canonical markers. This population of cells 

was manually removed from the dataset. Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) was 

performed with Metascape [9]. 

 

4.2 Differential State Analysis. 

 To identify differentially expressed genes in response to gestational age (GA), we 

performed a Differential State Analysis (DSA) using muscat R package [10]. Genes with an 

adjusted p-value <0.01 were considered significant and used to generate a heat map. From 

this heat map, genes were classified according to their up-regulated expression among 

different GA (individual samples).  
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 To identify gene sets associated with differentially expressed genes we performed a 

GSEA using Metascape [9]. For each cluster, enrichment analysis was done using a single list 

(DSA results gene adj-p<0.01). In addition, we performed a meta-analysis using multiple gene 

list where each column represented a different GA and contained the up-regulated genes for 

this specific GA. 

 Differential gene expression across GA within a subpopulation was also used to identify 

potential early, late, and general (expressed across all the GA) marker genes for this 

subpopulation and further assess for spatial localization by FISH. 

 

4.3 Cell communication 

 To describe and understand cell communication networks within the developing human 

fetal lung samples, we used NicheNet (v1.0.0) R package [11]. To prioritize results, analysis 

was limited to larger cell populations with higher number of differentially expressed genes 

across GA. Clusters 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 were considered as signal receivers, while all the 

clusters were considered as potential signal senders. All the cell types were considered as 

sending cells, whereas ciliated cells and PNEC were not considered as receiving cell types as 

they represented small clusters with lack of changes in gene expression across the GA. In 

addition to crosstalk between diverse populations, crosstalk within the population itself was 

also observed in all the cell types, except PNEC and ciliated cells. To define a gene set of 

interest, the two latest GA timepoints (18+2w and 19+0w) were used as a condition of interest 

and two earliest GA timepoints (14+1w and 14+3w) as the reference condition. Background 

expression of genes was specified using all genes with adjusted p-value < 0.05, log2FC value 

> 0.05, and >10% detection in a given cluster. For each “receiver” cell population, top 20 

ligands predicted to drive developmental age were selected based on the Pearson correlation 

coefficient. Quantile cut-off on the ligand-target scores of the input weighted ligand-target 

network was set to 0.33. To further validate the clinical relevance of our cell communication 

results, ligands expression in sending cell types and receptors expression in receiving cell 
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types were compared to the Human Protein Atlas (https://www.proteinatlas.org) to confirm the 

expression of the protein (ligand or receptor) within the cell type of interest in human lung. Cell 

communication results are presented as a circos plot in Figure 6, and bona-fide receptors and 

predicted target genes for the receiving cell types are presented in Figure 7. When the 

predicted target genes list contained 3 or more genes, a GSEA was performed, and the results 

are presented in supplemental table 9.  

 

5. Data and code availability. 

 All RNA sequencing data including raw fastq sequencing files, gene expression 

matrices, and cell metadata reported in this article is NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) 

database and can be made available by request to the corresponding author. Code used for 

the analysis of the snRNA-seq data will be made available at the public GitHub repository and 

is available by request to the corresponding author. 

 

6. Fluorescent in situ hybridization. 

 RNA in situ hybridization was performed on fresh 4 μm formalin-fixed paraffin 

embedded (FFPE) tissue sections using RNAscope Multiplex Fluorescent Reagent Kit v2 

(#323100, Advanced Cell Diagnostics, CA, USA) according to the manufacturers’s 

instructions. Briefly, tissue sections were baked for 1 h at 60°C, deparaffinized and treated with 

hydrogen peroxide for 10 min at room temperature (RT). Target retrieval was performed for 15 

min at 98°C, followed by protease plus treatment for 15 min at 40°C. The sections were then 

hybridized with probes for 2 h at 40°C followed by signal amplification and developing of HRP 

channels. The RNAscope probes used in this study were: Hs CAV1 (#452071), Hs FGFR2 

(#311171-C2), Hs GRP (#465261) with 1:5 dilution, Hs KITLG (#407671-C3), Hs NRXN1 

(527151-C3), Hs PDGFRB (#548991), Hs PECAM1-O1 (#455931-C2), Hs SFTBP-O1 

(#1087181-C3), Hs SEMA3C (#549241), 3-plex positive control probe Hs (#320861), and 3-

plex negative control probe (#320871). The signals were detected with TSA Plus fluorophores 
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fluorescein (1:750 dilution), Cyanine 3 (1:1500 dilution), and Cyanine 5 (1:3000 dilution) 

(NEL741001KT, NEL744001KT, and NEL745001KT, respectively, Akoya Biosciences, MA, 

USA). The sections were counterstained with DAPI and mounted with ProLong Gold Antifade 

Mountant (P36930, Life Technologies Limited, Thermo Fisher Scientific, UK). Tissue sections 

were scanned using 3DHISTECH Pannoramic 250 FLASH II digital slide scanner at 40x 

magnification with extended focus and 7 focus levels at Genome Biology Unit supported by 

HiLIFE and the Faculty of Medicine, University of Helsinki, and Biocenter Finland. 
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II. A lung tropic AAV vector improves survival in a mouse 

model of surfactant B deficiency 

This study is published in Nature Communication (Kang et al. 2020). The figures presented after this 

section are the original figures from the manuscript, expect for Figure 13 which the modified 

Supplemental Figure 1 in which panels b (PCLS image) and c (resazurin assay) have been added. 

1. Background 

Surfactant protein B (SP-B) deficiency is a rare, but lethal neonatal condition. SP-B plays a 

central role in surfactant homeostasis and prevents alveoli collapse by reducing the alveoli 

surface tension. SP-B deficiency is an autosomal recessive condition in which patient’s 

alveolar type 2 (AT2) cells do not produce SP-B. As a result, these patients present with a 

severe respiratory distress syndrome within hours after birth. Ultimately, this progressive 

respiratory distress leads to lethal respiratory failure before 6 months of life. Currently, lung 

transplantation is the only curative treatment option for these patients. 

Here, we showed in a model of SP-B deficient mice that an engineered adeno-associated 

virus (AAV) called AAV6.2FF can be used as vector for gene therapy to deliver proSFTPB 

cDNA to AT2 cells. Treated mice exhibited a dramatic increase in survival and a restored 

surfactant homeostasis with improved lung physiology. As some evidence suggested that 

AAV vector transduction in airway epithelium may differ between mice and human (X. Liu et 

al. 2006; Meyer-Berg et al. 2020), we wanted to further explore this AAV vector’s potential 

for clinical translation. We generated a model of PCLS using human fetal lungs to assess 

AAV6.2FF transduction potential in human lung parenchyma. 
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2. Results 

To generate and culture the PCLS, we used a protocol from Rosales Gerpe et al. (Rosales 

Gerpe et al. 2018). Our study protocol was based on a 7 days culture, with AAV6.2FF added 

to the culture medium for 24 hours on day 3 (Figure 13a and 14a). AAV delivered the 

transgenes with GFP (AAV-GFP), mCherry (AAV-mCherry) or luciferase (AAV-Luc). Mouse 

(mSPB) or human (hSPB) SPB genes were also used as cargo transgenes. PCLS viability was 

assessed by resazurin assays performed at days 0, 3 (pre-AAV transduction) and 7 of culture. 

AAV transduction was evaluated at day 7 by bioluminescence (In Vivo Imaging System, IVIS) 

and immunofluorescence.  

A first set of experiments was performed on adult mice PCLS as a proof-of-concept study. 

IVIS imaging four days after AAV transduction confirmed luciferase expression in AAV-Luc 

transduced PCLS. The resazurin assay showed similar level of metabolic activity before and 

after AAV transduction, as well as in AAV transduced PCLS compared to untransduced 

control PCLS (Figure 13). 

Next, PCLS were generated from human fetal lungs obtained from abortion (tissue collection 

approved by The Ottawa Hospital Review Ethical Board, approval number 20170603-01H). 

Two different human fetal lungs were used to generate PCLS (gestational age 16+0 and 16+3 

weeks). IVIS imaging confirmed AAV transduction in human lung parenchyma 4 days after 

AAV treatment with a dose-dependent effect (Figure 14c and d, Figure 15a). An 

immunofluorescent study confirmed the co-localization of AAV-mCherry or AAV-Luc with 

EPCAM+ cells. PCLS from a third fetal lung (16+3 weeks) were transduced with AAV-mSPB 

and AAV-hSPB (Figure 15c, d and e). An immunofluorescent study showed that both vectors 

were associated with an increase in SPB expression compared to untransduced PCLS (Figure 
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14g). Resazurin assay showed similar level of metabolic activity before and after AAV 

transduction, as well as in AAV transduced PCLS compared to untransduced control PCLS on 

day 7 (Figure 14b and f). In addition, Hematoxylin and eosin staining of PCLS showed 

comparable lung architecture and morphology at day 7 of culture (Figure 15b). The 

morphological analysis and the resazurin assay results suggested that AAV transduction was 

not associated with any adverse effects on the human tissues. 

3. Conclusion 

Human fetal lung derived PCLS were used as a proof-of-concept for AAV6.2FF transduction 

in the human lung parenchyma. Our findings demonstrated that AAV6.2FF can effectively 

transduce the lung parenchyma with a dose response effect. AAV6.2FF was colocalized in 

EPCAM+ cells and associated with increased SPB expression. Finally, no major adverse 

effects on lung parenchyma structure and viability were reported. All together these results 

suggest a high potential for clinical translation of this AAV vector for SP-B gene therapy in 

humans. 
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Figure 13. Precision Cut Lung Slices (PCLS) of adult mouse lung tissue (Genetic strain: FVB/N) 

transduced with AAV6.2FF.  

a Study design to show transduction of adult mouse lung tissue slices by AAV6.2FF. Metabolic (resazurin) 

assays were carried out on days 0, 3, and 7 post-tissue harvest (marked with an *) to ensure PCLS metabolic 

activity and cell viability. b Image of mouse PCLS. c Resazurin assay results as represented by mean 

fluorescence with SD demonstrating the metabolic activity of the mouse PCLS on days 3 and 7. d IVIS imaging 

of mouse PCLS 4 days after AAV-Luc transduction and 7 days after generating the tissue slices demonstrates 

luciferase expression in the adult mouse lung parenchyma following the addition of D-luciferin substrate. e 

Quantification of bioluminescence from the IVIS image in (d) as Total Flux (photons per second). All treatment 

groups contain n=2 animals, 1 lung each with 6 slices per lung, except AAV-Luc with n=4 animals, 1 lung each 

with 5-6 slices per lung. Adapted from Supplemental Figure 1 from (Kang et al. 2020). 
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Figure 14. AAV6.2FF transduces the human lung parenchyma.  

a Study design to demonstrate the ability of AAV6.2FF to transduce human lung tissue samples generated from 

precision cut lung slices (PCLS). Metabolic viability (resazurin) assays were conducted on days 2 (D2) and 7 (D7) 

post tissue harvest. b Resazurin assay results as represented by mean fluorescence with SD demonstrating the 

metabolic activity of the human PCLS on days 2 and 7. c Bioluminescence detection using IVIS in PCLS from 
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human fetuses (n = 2; 16+0 and 16+3 weeks gestational age) either untreated or transduced with 108 vg per 

well of AAV-GFP, 108 vg per well of AAV-mCherry, or 105, 108, or 1010 vg per well of AAV-Luc. Images are 4 

days following vector exposure, and the scale is represented as counts. d Quantification of AAV-Luc wells are 

represented by the mean total flux (in photons per sec) with SD (n =2 fetuses; with 12 replicates for the AAV-

GFP, AAV-mCherry, and No Treatment groups; and 4 replicates for each of the AAV-Luc doses). e Images of 

human PCLS in a 24-well tissue culture plate 7 days after culture and 3 days after AAV-SPB transduction. An 

enlarged image of a PCLS in an individual well is indicated by the dashed white box. f Resazurin assay results as 

represented by mean fluorescence with SD demonstrating viability of the human PCLS 3 days after no 

treatment (blue), or transduction with 1010 vg per well of AAV-mSPB (red) or AAV-hSPB (pink). (n = 4 blank; 

and n = 6 untransduced, n =6 AAV-mSPB, and n = 6 AAV-hSPB independent tissue slices from a single set of 

human fetal lungs). The source data for f has been provided as a Source Data file. g Representative confocal 

images of SP-B (red) and DAPI (blue) of frozen PCLS sections 3 days after transduction with 1010 vg per well of 

AAV-mSPB or AAV-hSPB (Top and bottom row image scale bars, 100 μm and 50 μm, respectively). From Figure 

10 from (Kang et al. 2020). 
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Figure 15. Precision Cut Lung Slices (PCLS) from human lungs of 2 human fetuses (Ages: 16+0 

and 16+3 weeks) transduced by AAV6.2FF vectors.  

a Quantification of bioluminescence from the IVIS image in Fig 10c as Total Flux (photons per second). Total 

Flux of AAV-Luc wells are presented as the mean with SD (n=2 fetuses; 2 lung slices per fetus per dose for AAV-

Luc). b Representative H&E images from human fetal PCLS that were fixed in 4% PFA immediately after the 

IVIS imaging in Fig 14c (Scale bar, 100μm). The lungs demonstrate established acinar structures and are in the 
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late pseudoglandular stage of development. c Representative epifluorescence images of luciferase (red), 

mCherry (red), and DAPI (blue) in frozen PCLS 4 days after transduction with 108 vg per well of AAV-Luc or 

AAV-mCherry (Scale bar, 100μm). d Representative epifluorescence image of EpCAM (red) and DAPI (blue) of 

frozen PCLS from human lung sections demonstrating the presence of epithelial cells in developing future 

alveoli. e Representative epifluorescence image of DAPI (blue), EpCAM (green), and luciferase (red) or mCherry 

(red) in frozen PCLS 4 days after transduction with 1010 vg per well of AAV-Luc or 108 vg per well of AAV-

mCherry (Scale bar, 100μm). From Supplementary Figure 11 from (Kang et al. 2020). 
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Surfactant protein B (SP-B) deficiency is an autosomal recessive disorder that impairs sur-

factant homeostasis and manifests as lethal respiratory distress. A compelling argument

exists for gene therapy to treat this disease, as de novo protein synthesis of SP-B in alveolar

type 2 epithelial cells is required for proper surfactant production. Here we report a rationally

designed adeno-associated virus (AAV) 6 capsid that demonstrates efficiency in lung

epithelial cell transduction based on imaging and flow cytometry analysis. Intratracheal

administration of this vector delivering murine or human proSFTPB cDNA into SP-B deficient

mice restores surfactant homeostasis, prevents lung injury, and improves lung physiology.

Untreated SP-B deficient mice develop fatal respiratory distress within two days. Gene

therapy results in an improvement in median survival to greater than 200 days. This vector

also transduces human lung tissue, demonstrating its potential for clinical translation against

this lethal disease.
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S
urfactant Protein B (SP-B) is crucial in proper pulmonary
surfactant assembly by influencing lipid packing, stabilizing
lipid layers, and reducing surface tension1. Infants born

with SP-B deficiency (OMIM#265120) present with rapidly pro-
gressive respiratory failure2, and without lung transplantation
this disease is lethal within 3 to 6 months of birth3. Lung trans-
plantation remains a rare procedure in neonates due to pre-
ferential allocation of donor lungs for adults or older pediatric
patients4, and unique anatomical and physiological requirements
of neonatal patients such as size matching5. Genetic causes of
pulmonary surfactant protein deficiencies also contribute to an
estimated 25% of all severe refractory diffuse lung diseases6. This
highlights the need to identify alternative therapeutic strategies.

Treatment with exogenous pulmonary surfactant even when
enriched for SP-B protein is ineffective7, and only selective
expression of SP-B from alveolar type 2 (AT2) cells maintains
proper surfactant homeostasis8. Because the lung is a barrier
organ in contact with the external environment, targeted delivery
of gene therapy to AT2 cells on the alveolar surface has been
considered a promising therapeutic strategy. However, earlier
attempts at using adenoviral vectors were unsuccessful in
expressing SP-B protein in vivo9,10. The challenges in delivering
transgenes to AT2 cells are formidable due to obstacles such as
the immune response, the requirement of cell-surface receptors
for entry, and the barrier properties of respiratory mucus and
alveolar fluid11,12. Alternative therapeutic strategies including
SFTPB mRNA therapy13, gene editing14, and electroporation of
SFTPB cDNA15 have been unable to establish a median survival
longer than 30 days in SP-B deficient mice16.

Recently, we engineered an AAV capsid containing an amino
acid substitution (F129L) that facilitates heparin binding
(AAV6.2) at the cell surface17, and 2 mutations (Y445F, Y731F)
that abrogate ubiquitin-mediated degradation (AAV6.2FF).
Although this vector displayed the ability to transduce the lung
parenchyma18, its ability in targeting lung epithelial cells and
in vivo therapeutic potential were unexplored.

In this study, we demonstrate that AAV6.2FF transduces air-
way and alveolar epithelial cells. This rationally designed AAV6
based vector primarily targets cells that demonstrate high
expression levels of the cell surface epithelial cell adhesion
molecule (EpCAM) marker in the lung parenchyma, which
includes AT2 cells. Intratracheal administration of AAV6.2FF
delivering either murine or human SFTPB cDNA transgene into a
SP-B deficient mouse model restores SP-B expression, maintains
lamellar body (LB) structure, and improves lung function
resulting in extended survival. The clinical relevancy of this gene
therapy is demonstrated by the rapid expression of SP-B within
days of administration, long-term expression of therapeutic SP-B
protein levels, efficacy and safety in neonatal mice, the absence of
adverse effects as observed by increases in body weight and the
lack of a pro-inflammatory cytokine profile, and the ability to
transduce human lung tissue. Due to its propensity to transduce
both airway and alveolar epithelial cells, this vector may have the
potential to target a number of other monogenetic respiratory
diseases.

Results
AAV6.2FF transduces airway and alveolar epithelial cells. To
establish the suitability of AAV6.2FF as a vector for lung epi-
thelial cells, the extent and duration of transgene expression in
the lungs following intratracheal (IT) administration of 1011

vector genomes (vg) per mouse of AAV6.2FF-Luciferase
(AAV-Luc) was determined. All plasmids contained the
inverted terminal repeats from serotype 2 (rAAV2), the CAG
or composite CASI promoter validated for lung expression19,

the woodchuck posttranscriptional regulatory element, and
a SV40 polyadenylation tail20 (Fig. 1a). Comparable increases
in body weight to untreated mice indicated that exposure
to AAV6.2FF vector did not affect general health (Fig. 1b).
Signal as measured by radiance from the thorax (lung) region
was observed 7 days post-injection, with a peak at 14 days,
followed by a slightly lower but sustained expression over
the ensuing 200 days (Fig. 1c, d). We confirmed that luciferase
expression originated from the lungs (yellow arrows) through
tomographic reconstructions of the In Vivo Imaging System
(IVIS) figures (Fig. 1e), and IVIS imaging of precision
cut lung slices (PCLS)21 following AAV-Luc transduction
(Supplementary Fig. 1a–c).

To demonstrate cell specificity of AAV6.2FF, 1011 vg of
AAV6.2FF-emGFP-nlsCre vector was administered into Rosa 26
floxed-LacZ reporter mice (Rosa26-Flox/LacZ; JAX Stock No
003474) by intranasal (IN) delivery (Supplementary Fig. 2a, b).
Any cell from this transgenic reporter mouse line transduced with
this vector results in Cre recombinase-mediated removal of its
loxP sites. Subsequent β-galactosidase (β-gal) expression can be
observed by X-gal staining. Three weeks after vector delivery, cells
lining the nasal cavity, airways, and distal lung were X-gal positive
including AT2 and club (Clara) cells (Fig. 2a, b, Supplementary
Fig. 2c). However, IN administration did not result in AAV6.2FF
vector transduction of non-respiratory organs and tissues
(Supplementary Fig. 2d).

Flow cytometry studies further confirmed that AAV6.2FF
targets AT2 or ciliated lung epithelial cells. SP-B deficient mice
were administered 1011 vg per mouse of either AAV-Luc
(control) or AAV6.2FF-GFP (AAV-GFP) (Supplementary Fig. 3a,
b). AT2 cells were stratified from whole dissociated lung tissues
based on the lack of CD45 or CD31 staining combined with
high (++) epithelial cellular adhesion molecule (EpCAM)
expression22 (Supplementary Fig. 3c–e). This cell population
demonstrated high intracellular granularity ostensibly due to
the presence of lamellar bodies (LB) (Supplementary Fig. 3f),
reinforcing their identity as AT2 cells. In mice administered
AAV-GFP, 21.6% of AT2 or ciliated cells expressed GFP (Fig. 2c),
while more than 78% of all the cells in the lungs that stained for
GFP were AT2 or ciliated cells (Fig. 2d, Supplementary Data
File 1). Transduction of AT2 cells was visually supported by
immunofluorescence (IF) staining of alveoli from 1011 vg of
AAV-Luc treated mice, which demonstrated co-localization of
Luc with proSP-C expressing AT2 cells (Supplementary Fig. 3g,
i). Although AAV6.2FF vector transduces multiple cell types
following intramuscular (18), or intravenous administration
(Supplementary Fig. 4), exclusive targeting of respiratory cells
can be ensured by restricting vector delivery through the nasal
passage and trachea.

Murine proSftpb cDNA (AAV-mSPB) attenuates lung injury.
To assess the feasibility of AAV6.2FF delivery of proSftpb cDNA
as a gene therapy for SP-B deficiency, we utilized an inducible
transgenic mouse that expresses SP-B in the presence of dox-
ycycline (dox)16, as the loss of function of both Sftpb alleles
results in lethal respiratory distress within 20 min of birth23.
Following dox removal, SP-B expression ceases and the majority
of death from respiratory distress occurred within 2 to 7 days,
which is similar to the previously reported estimate of 7.5 days ±
3.5 days (4 to 11 days)16. Codon optimized murine proSftpb
cDNA with a C-terminal myc tag was cloned into the rAAV2
expression plasmid (AAV-mSPB; Fig. 3a). AAV-mSPB trans-
duction of HEK293 cells (Multiplicity of Infection= 20,000 vg
per cell)24, or the transient transfection of the pAAV-mSPB
expression plasmid resulted in proSP-B expression at the correct
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molecular weight (42 kDa)25 (Fig. 3b). We resolved whether
AAV-mSPB prevents the lung phenotype of SP-B deficient mice
by comparing mice on dox, to mice administered 1011 vg per
mouse of AAV-Luc or AAV-mSPB off dox (Fig. 4a, Supple-
mentary Fig. 5a). Following IT delivery, we waited 4 weeks before
removing the dox, as clinical trials show that transgenes from
AAV vectors can take 1 month before reaching peak expression
levels26. We assessed the lung phenotype 3 days following dox
removal, which was before the earliest reported incidence of
mortality (4 days)16.

Body weight revealed itself as a marker of impending
respiratory distress. While there were no body weight differences
on dox following AAV administration (Fig. 4b, Supplementary
Fig. 5b, c), AAV-mSPB mitigated the weight loss observed in
AAV-Luc mice following dox removal (Fig. 4c). Three AAV-Luc
mice died before the 3-day experimental endpoint and were not
included in the assessment of lung function, while all AAV-mSPB
mice survived until the harvest on day 3.

Macroscopic tissue injury as indicated by lung lesions (yellow
arrows) were observed in 6 out of 7 AAV-Luc mice (Fig. 4d).
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Mice on dox showed no visible signs of lung injury, and 3 out of
10 AAV-mSPB mice demonstrated some gross lung damage
(yellow arrows). Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) and Wright-
Giemsa Jenner (WGJ) staining revealed hallmarks of diffuse
alveolar damage27, including infiltration of alveolar spaces by red-
blood cells in some AAV-Luc mice (Fig. 4e).

Sftpb expression from the vector was confirmed by real-time
qPCR (SYBR Green) measurements. We designed the forward
primer to bind the murine proSftpb sequence, and the reverse
primer to the myc sequence in order to differentiate between
exogenous transgene and endogenous SP-B expression. An
increase greater than 400,000-fold of murine proSftpb-Myc was
observed in AAV-mSPB treated mice (n= 10) compared to mice
on dox (n= 10; P= 0.0185, one-way ANOVA, Dunnett’s post
hoc test) in their right lungs (Fig. 4f).

Functionally, AAV-Luc mice appeared to display decreased
lung distensibility (Fig. 4g), as well as a decreased %V10 indicating
high alveolar surface tension (Fig. 4h). The %V10 quantifies the
stability of the lung during deflation and decreased values are
associated with surfactant inhibition28–30. The percentage of the
lung volume at 10 cmH2O divided by the lung volume at 30
cmH2O yields the %V10 as demonstrated in Eq. (1).

%V10 ¼ V10 " V30 ð1Þ

In addition, total lung capacity (TLC), residual volume (RV),
and compliance31 were all significantly reduced in AAV-Luc mice
compared to mice on dox or in mice treated with AAV-mSPB
(Fig. 4i–k). All lung function data was normalized to the body
weight of each individual mouse.

IF staining confirmed the presence of proSP-C in all groups;
however, SP-B expression was consistent only in mice on dox or
following AAV-mSPB treatment. In the AAV-Luc mice, SP-B
staining was periodically observed (Supplementary Fig. 5d),
suggesting that some endogenous SP-B remained present within
3 days of dox removal. To demonstrate that SP-B expression was
solely from the vector, SP-B was stained in the lungs of AAV-
mSPB treated mice off dox for 60 days. At the time of harvest
these mice showed no signs of respiratory distress, with one
mouse displaying only a small region of lung damage (yellow
arrow) (Fig. 5a). SP-B staining was comparable to mice on dox,
while no SP-B staining was detected in untreated mice off dox
after 9 days (Fig. 5b, Supplementary Fig. 5e). All IF-imaging
controls are shown in Supplementary Fig. 5f, g.

Pulmonary surfactant is stored and secreted from LB32,33, the
lysosomal-like structures which present with abnormal assembly
in SP-B deficient patients1,2. Ultrastructural images from AAV-
Luc mice revealed small LB often containing central accumula-
tions of amorphous material (white arrows) with few surrounding

lamellae (Fig. 5c, Supplementary Fig. 5h, i). The LB from mice on
dox and following AAV-mSPB treatment exhibited the char-
acteristic multi-layered appearance of densely stacked phospho-
lipid membranes32,33 typical of AT2 cells with proper surfactant
homeostasis.

AAV-mSPB improves survival in a dose-dependent manner. To
determine whether AAV-mSPB improves viability, survival stu-
dies were carried out where we monitored for signs of respiratory
distress indicating euthanasia (Supplementary Data File 2), or
recorded when mice were found expired using the outlined study
design (Fig. 6a). All mice were IT administered with a single
injection of AAV-mSPB or a negative control (1 × PBS, AAV-
Luc, or untreated). Equivalent mortality outcomes using different
negative control groups demonstrated the consistency in lethal
respiratory distress development in this animal model. A low dose
(1010 vg per mouse) of AAV-mSPB improved median survival to
5.05 days compared to 3.89 days in 1 × PBS mice (P= 0.0067,
Log-rank, Mantel-Cox), with the longest surviving mouse living
40 days off dox. At an intermediate dose (1011 vg per mouse) of
AAV-mSPB, median survival increased to 20 days compared to
3 days in AAV-Luc treated mice (P < 0.0001, Log-rank, Mantel-
Cox), with 1 mouse surviving for 71 days off dox. In the highest
dose (5 × 1011 vg per mouse), we observed a median survival of
128 days (P < 0.0001, Log-rank, Mantel-Cox), with 1 mouse
surviving for over 6 months (200 days) without dox (Fig. 6b,c).
Comparison of the survival curves indicates that AAV-mSPB
operates in a dose-dependent manner. The majority (57 out of
102) of negative control animals in our study suffered fatal
respiratory distress before the earliest expected endpoint of
4 days. However, some animals (3 out of 102) demonstrated a
longer than expected (greater than 11 days) survival, but either
showed a considerable decrease in body weight before death (n=
2), (Supplementary Fig. 6a), or exhibited substantial alveolar
injury by H&E staining (Supplementary Fig. 6b–f).

Administration methods for AAV delivery to the distal lung.
An issue for many pre-clinical gene therapy studies in small
animal models has been the poor translation of promising results
into larger animal models or humans due to a lack of clinical
relevancy34,35, so we explored multiple strategies to address this
issue in our study. First, we examined clinically relevant methods
for vector distribution in the distal lung. In the clinic, SP-B
patients are intubated and placed on a mechanical ventilator as
their lungs exhibit a high surface tension often in conjunction
with cellular and fluid infiltration36. Intubation is one of the most
efficient administration routes for gene therapy delivery to the

Fig. 1 AAV6.2FF mediates long-term transgene expression in the lungs. a Schematic of the recombinant AAV2 (rAAV2) vector genome containing the

firefly luciferase reporter gene pseudotyped with the AAV6.2FF capsid (AAV-Luc). ITR, inverted terminal repeat; CMVenh, human cytomegalovirus

immediate early gene enhancer region; b-actin prom, chicken beta actin promoter; SD, splice donor; SA, splice acceptor; UBCenh, human ubiquitin C

promoter; WPRE, woodchuck hepatitis virus posttranscriptional regulatory element; pA, simian virus 40 polyadenylation signal. b Mean percent change in

body weight of untreated mice (gray circles) versus AAV-Luc (black squares) treated mice with standard deviation (SD). n= 4 biologically independent

animals per group). c Bioluminescence detection using the In Vivo Imaging System (IVIS) in transgenic SP-B mice either untreated or intratracheally (IT)

administered with 1011 vector genomes (vg) per mouse of AAV-Luc. Two untreated mice died before imaging on Day 210. All IVIS images were normalized

for a signal count ranging from 200 to 6000. The counts scale represents an uncalibrated measurement of photon incidents in a pixel and allows for the

normalization between images acquired on different days. d Quantification of the IVIS images from the thorax (lung) region in untreated mice (gray circles)

versus AAV-Luc (black squares) treated mice. Data are presented as the mean radiance with SD. Radiance is a calibrated measurement of photon

emissions and is expressed as the number of photons per second that leave a square centimeter of tissue and radiate into a solid angle of 1 steradian

(photons per sec per cm2 per sr; Caliper Life Sciences). (n= 4 biologically independent animals per group). e Confirmation of lung (yellow arrows) and

tracheal (white arrows) region expression by 3D diffuse light imaging tomography (DLIT) reconstruction of the IVIS images on days 14 and 140 in the mice

identified by the [*] and [#] symbols. The color scale for the DLIT images are presented as the total flux, which is expressed as the number of photons

per second.
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Fig. 2 AAV6.2FF transduces both airway and alveolar epithelial cells. a Whole-mount X-gal staining of the lungs, nasal cavity and trachea 3 weeks post-

vector administration from either 1 × PBS or AAV6.2FF-emGFP-nlsCre treated Rosa26-Flox/LacZ mice. b Representative nuclear fast red counterstained

paraffin sections (4 μm) from X-gal stained lungs. LacZ-positive cells were found in the distal airway epithelium and alveoli following delivery of AAV6.2FF-

CMV-emGFP-nlsCre. Morphologic criteria demonstrate that both AT2 (white arrows) and club cells (yellow arrow) are X-gal positive (Distal lung scale

bars represent 100 μm, 50 μm, and 20 μm from left to right; Trachea scale bars represent 200 μm, 50 μm, and 20 μm from left to right). c 3D histograms

from flow cytometry analysis of dissociated whole lungs harvested from transgenic SP-B mice 8 days after IT administration of 1011 vg per mouse of AAV-

Luc control (n= 2), or 1011 vg per mouse of AAV6.2FF-GFP (AAV-GFP; n= 4). The first set of histograms represent the total CD45 negative, EpCAM++

(high expressing) cell population (first peak), and the CD45 negative, EpCAM++ cells that are GFP positive (second peak) in each mouse. The second set

of histograms are the rescaled CD45 negative, EpCAM++, GFP positive cell populations as indicated by the black box in the first histogram. The column

graph represents the mean percentage of total CD45 negative, EpCAM++ cells that are GFP positive with SD (P value= two-tailed Student’s t test, *P=

0.0127). d This column graph represents the mean percentage of different lung cell populations with SD that are GFP positive. CD45 positive staining

represents hematopoietic cells, CD45 negative, EpCAM dim staining represents alveolar type 1 (AT1) epithelial cells, CD45 negative, EpCAM++ staining

represents AT2 or ciliated cells (red circles and red box), CD45 negative, CD31 positive staining represents endothelial cells, and CD45 negative, EpCAM

negative, CD31 negative represents all other cell types found in dissociated lung tissue (n= 4 biologically independent animals per group). The source data

for c and d have been provided as a Source Data file.
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distal lung37, and pulmonary surfactant has been effective in
promoting adenovirus-mediated gene transfer by facilitating
vector dispersion in the distal lung by mucus clearance, and
alveolar recruitment through reopening of collapsed or fluid-filled
alveoli38,39. Both the addition of pulmonary surfactant (Bovine
Lipid Extract Surfactant; BLES) as a vehicle and administration
through an endotracheal cannula reduced the variability (stan-
dard deviation, SD) in the signal of lung reporter expression
(Supplementary Fig. 7a–i, Supplementary Data File 3). BLES
addition to the IT administration of an intermediate dose (1011 vg
per mouse) of AAV-mSPB resulted in a median survival of
37 days (Supplementary Fig. 8a, b), and BLES addition to the
intubation delivery of an intermediate dose of AAV-mSPB had a
median survival of 96 days (Supplementary Fig. 8c, d).

SP-B rapidly expresses to therapeutic levels. Second, we deter-
mined how soon therapeutic levels of SP-B protein are expressed
after AAV administration as rapid SP-B expression from vectors
may minimize the alveolar damage caused by surfactant defi-
ciency36. SP-B must be expressed above 25% of normal levels in
order for proper surfactant homeostasis and respiratory func-
tion16. We removed dox at 3 (D3) and 7 (D7) days following IT
administration of an intermediate dose (1011 vg per mouse) of
AAV-mSPB. At both time points, enough SP-B protein was
present to eliminate the fatalities associated with SP-B deficiency
(Fig. 6d, Supplementary Fig. 8e). The median survival for the D3
group was 137 days and for the D7 group 194 days, with one
mouse living for 287 days off dox in this latter group.

AAV-mSPB does not cause an inflammatory cytokine profile.
Third, the safety of AAV-mSPB was assessed by determining
whether it caused systemic inflammation in an experiment
comparing 3 groups: IT delivery of 1 × PBS maintained on dox
(n= 7), IT delivery of an intermediate dose of AAV-mSPB with
dox removed 7 days after administration (n= 8); and intraper-
itoneal injection of 3 mg per kg of lipopolysaccharides (LPS) from
E. coli O111:B4 maintained on dox (n= 8) (Fig. 6e). LPS is a
highly endotoxic component of Gram-negative bacteria and its
administration into animals elicits a wide-ranging physiological

response including systemic inflammation. LPS-induced systemic
inflammation results in peak inflammatory cytokine levels 2 to 8
h after injection, with a return to baseline within 12 to 24 h40.
Serum was collected 7 days before (−7D) and 1 (+1D), 7 (+7D),
and 29 days (+29D) after AAV or LPS administration. A 3 mg
per kg dosage of LPS is considered sublethal in adult mice,
however 5 of 8 mice died post-injection, while 1 AAV-mSPB
treated mouse died within 5 days following dox removal (Fig. 6f,g,
Supplementary Fig. 8f, g). Thirteen humoral factors were ana-
lyzed by multiplex technology using the LEGENDplex (BioLe-
gend) mouse inflammation panel. From −7D to +1D, AAV-
mSPB administration did not result in a significant increase in
any of the 13 cytokines measured (Fig. 6h). Although the effects
of LPS on humoral factors was expected to diminish within 24 h,
LPS still displayed a significant increase in the inflammatory
cytokines IL-23 (P= 0.020, Mixed Effects Model, Tukey’s post
hoc test), TNFα (P= 0.036), and GM-CSF (P= 0.045) from –7D
to +1D.

Human proSFTPB cDNA (AAV-hSPB) also prevents lung
damage. Another approach in improving clinical relevancy was to
test whether human proSFTPB cDNA (AAV-hSPB) (Fig. 7a) pre-
vents lung injury and improves survival comparable to murine
proSftpb cDNA (AAV-mSPB) in the SP-B mouse model. A
sequence comparison using BLAST demonstrates that there is 69%
identity between the murine and human proSP-B amino acid
sequence41. We compared mice on dox to mice IT administered 1 ×
PBS+ BLES (negative control), or 5 × 1010 vg AAV-hSPB+ BLES.
We waited 4 weeks before removing dox, with lung structure
and function assessed 4 days following dox removal (Fig. 7b, Sup-
plementary Fig. 9a, Supplementary Data File 4).

Following AAV-hSPB delivery, these mice displayed similar
increases in body weight as the other groups while on dox
(Fig. 7c; Supplementary Fig. 9b, c), and significantly mitigated the
loss in body weight (−1.7%) following dox removal compared to
negative control mice (−11.1%; P= 0.0221, one-way ANOVA,
Tukey’s post hoc test) (Fig. 7d). Seven 1 × PBS+ BLES mice
suffered lethal respiratory distress before the 4-day experimental
endpoint and presented with pronounced and extensive lung

b

a

Fig. 3 Generation of AAV6.2FF murine proSftpb cDNA (AAV-mSPB). a Schematic of codon optimized murine proSftpb cDNA transgene in the rAAV2

vector genome. A myc tag is attached to the C-terminal end of the proSftpb sequence. b Western blot of cell lysates from HEK293 cells transduced with

AAV6.2FF-murine proSftpb cDNA (AAV-mSPB) at a Multiplicity of Infection (MOI) of 20,000 or transiently transfected with a proSftpb expression plasmid

(pAAV-mSPB), probed with an anti-myc-tag antibody. The expression of proSP-B protein is indicated by an arrow. The source data for b has been provided

as a Source Data file.
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lesions. Macroscopic lung injury (yellow arrows) was also
observed in the remaining 1 × PBS+ BLES mice that survived,
while only 4 out of 11 AAV-hSPB mice demonstrated signs of
lung damage (yellow arrows) (Fig. 7e). Representative H&E and
WGJ staining revealed large levels of cellular infiltration in the
alveolar spaces of 1 × PBS treated negative control mice, but no

signs of alveolar damage in AAV-hSPB treated mice (Fig. 7f,
Supplementary Fig. 9d). To demonstrate that lung injury was not
caused by post-mortem decomposition, healthy mice on dox
euthanized 24 h before lung collection did not exhibit comparable
levels of damage as the 1 × PBS treated negative control mice
(Supplementary Fig. 9e, f). IF images demonstrated proSP-C
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staining in all groups; however, SP-B expression was consistent
only in the mice on dox or following AAV-hSPB treatment
(Fig. 7g, Supplementary Fig. 9g, h).

Functionally, 1× PBS+ BLES mice displayed reduced lung
distension (Fig. 7h), as well as surfactant inhibition through a
lower %V10 calculated using Eq. (1) compared to AAV-hSPB
treated mice (0.571 versus 0.694, respectively; P= 0.0169, one-
way ANOVA, Tukey’s post hoc test) (Fig. 7i). Although TLC, RV,
and compliance were all reduced in the 1 × PBS+ BLES mice
(Supplementary Fig. 9i–k), the differences compared to AAV-
hSPB treated mice were not statistically significant due to the
reduced sample size of the negative control group (n= 4).

AAV-hSPB improves survival in a dose-dependent manner.
Survival studies following IT administration of 5 × 1010 vg per
mouse of AAV-hSPB+ BLES resulted in a significant improve-
ment in median survival from 3 days (1 × PBS+ BLES) to 11 days
(P= 0.0019, Log-rank, Mantel-Cox) (Fig. 8a, Supplementary
Fig. 9l, Supplementary Movies 1, 2), resembling our findings with
the low dose of AAV-mSPB (Fig. 6b). We observed a dose-
dependent increase in survival following IT administration of an
intermediate dose (1011 vg per mouse) of AAV-hSPB+ BLES, in
which dox was removed 7 days following AAV delivery. In this
group, median survival increased to 141 days compared to
6.25 days in 1 × PBS treated mice (P < 0.0001, Log-rank, Mantel-
Cox), with 1 mouse surviving for 206 days off dox. (Fig. 8a, b,
Supplementary Movie 3, Supplementary Data Files 5, 6).

As SP-B deficiency is a neonatal genetic disease, a survival
study using neonatal mice was performed to further enhance the
clinical relevancy of our gene therapy,. Neonatal transgenic SP-B
deficient mice (postnatal (P)8 to P10) were maintained on dox,
treated with 1 × PBS+ BLES, or treated with 1011 vg per mouse
AAV-hSPB+ BLES (Fig. 8c, Supplementary Fig. 9m–o). At P21,
the mice were weaned from their mothers and off dox onto a
regular chow diet. The 1 × PBS+ BLES mice had a median
survival of 5 days, while the AAV-hSPB+ BLES neonatal mice
had a median survival of 205 days with 3 of 7 mice still alive at
230 days at the time of manuscript submission (Fig. 8d, e).

AAV-hSPB improves survival in models of inherited SP-B
deficiency. In all the preceding experimental designs, AAV-SPB
was administered before dox removal. To assess the therapeutic
efficacy of AAV-hSPB to treat inherited SP-B deficiency, dox was
removed 2 days (−2D) and 1 day (−1D) before IT administration
of an intermediate dose (1011 vg per mouse) of AAV-hSPB+
BLES (Fig. 9a). A control group with dox removed 1 day before 1

× PBS+ BLES administration (−1D) had a median survival of
4 days compared to a median survival of 140 days in the −1D
group, and 155 days in the −2D group following AAV-hSPB+
BLES treatment (Fig. 9b). AAV-hSPB restored initial weight loss
caused by dox removal, and both treatment groups demonstrated
increasing body weight within days of vector administration
(Fig. 9c).

To determine whether our vector could treat inherited
surfactant deficiency in a neonatal mouse model, P13 to P15
transgenic SP-B pups were removed from dox immediately
following IT administration of 1011 vg per mouse AAV-hSPB+
BLES. This was accomplished by placing them with nursing FVB/
N (the genetic background of the inducible SP-B model is FVB/
N)16 foster mothers that had recently given birth to similar aged
litters (Fig. 9d). Median survival in AAV-hSPB+ BLES treated
mice was 123 days with 1 mouse still alive at 207 days after dox
removal at the time of manuscript submission (Fig. 9e, f,
Supplementary Movies 4, 5, Supplementary Data Files 5, 6). The
examination of lung histology 3 days after vector administration
and dox removal revealed a similar alveolar structure to neonatal
mice on dox (H&E staining), with no detectable presence of
inflammatory cells such as neutrophils in the alveoli (WGJ
staining) (Fig. 9g, h).

Human lung tissue is transduced by AAV6.2FF. Finally, we
reveal that AAV6.2FF can transduce human fetal lung tissue.
PCLS from 2 human fetal lungs (gestational ages 16+0 and 16+3

weeks; Fig. 10a, b) were transduced with increasing dosages of
AAV-Luc at 105, 108, and 1010 vg per well, and demonstrated a
dose-dependent increase in luciferase expression (Fig. 10c, d,
Supplementary Fig. 10a). Transduction of human epithelial lung
tissue in developing alveoli was confirmed by co-staining for
Luciferase or mCherry with EpCAM in AAV-Luc or AAV-
mCherry transduced PCLS, respectively (Supplementary
Fig. 10b–e). PCLS from a third pair of human fetal lungs
(gestational age 16+3 weeks; Fig. 10e) were also transduced with
1010 vg per well of AAV-mSPB or AAV-hSPB. The lung tissues
maintained metabolic activity at an equivalent level to untrans-
duced PCLS 3 days after treatment (Fig. 10f), demonstrating the
absence of adverse effects on human tissue transduced with
AAV6.2FF vector. The transduced human lung tissue slices
exhibited an increase in SP-B expression from both vectors by IF
staining (Fig. 10g). Although the ages of the fetuses indicate that
lung development is in the late pseudoglandular stage42 and
therefore are too early for the development of mature AT2 cells
(Supplementary Fig. 10b, d), this finding demonstrates the cap-
ability of AAV6.2FF to safely target the human lung parenchyma.

Fig. 4 AAV-mSPB prevents the lung phenotype of SP-B deficient mice. a Study design to determine whether 1011 vg per mouse of AAV-mSPB improves

lung structure and function in SP-B deficient mice. b Percentage change in body weight following AAV administration while still on doxycycline (dox) (27-

day duration). c Percentage change in body weight after dox removal (3-day duration). All body weight data in c and d are presented as the mean with SD

(n= 10, except AAV-Luc post-dox where n= 7; *P= 0.0294). d Representative gross lung images 3 days following dox removal. Yellow arrows indicate

regions of lung injury. Mouse IDs are provided to match with histological or epifluorescence lung images when available. e Representative Hemotoxylin and

Eosin (H&E) and Wright-Giemsa Jenner (WGJ) staining of paraffin embedded whole left lungs 3 days after dox removal. In the WGJ staining of the AAV-

Luc lung, the red arrows indicate the ring-shaped and/or pretzeloid-shaped nuclei of neutrophils, the black arrow indicates hyaline membrane deposition,

the green arrow indicates alveolar septal wall thickening, and the yellow arrows indicate red blood cells (H&E scale bar, 500 μm; WGJ scale bar, 100 μm).

f The expression levels of murine proSP-B-Myc from right lung tissues 3 days after dox removal. All comparative qPCR data are presented as the mean

with SD, and the On Dox group acts as a reference point with a value of 1 (n= 10, except AAV-Luc where n= 7; *P= 0.0185). g Pressure-volume curve

3 days following dox removal corrected for body weight (in mL per g) for mice on dox (black circles), mice treated with AAV-Luc off dox (blue squares),

and mice treated with AAV-mSPB off dox (red triangles). The source data for g has been provided as a Source Data file. h %V10 corrected for body

weight (*P= 0.0113, ***P= 0.0003). i Total Lung Capacity (TLC) corrected for body weight (in mL per g; *P= 0.0243, ***P= 0.0003). j Residual Volume

(RV) corrected for body weight (in mL per g; *P= 0.0239, ***P= 0.0003). k Compliance corrected for body weight (in mL per cmH2O per g; *P= 0.0282,

***P= 0.0002). All lung function data are presented as the mean with SD (n= 10 except AAV-Luc post-dox where n= 7). (All P values in Fig. 4= 2-tailed

ordinary one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s or Dunnett’s (f only) multiple comparisons post hoc test, ns= not significant).
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Fig. 5 AAV-mSPB restores SP-B expression and maintains lamellar body structure. a Gross lung images from 2 AAV-mSPB treated mice 60 days

following dox removal. The yellow arrow indicates a region of lung damage. b Representative epifluorescence images of proSP-C (green), SP-B (red), and
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Discussion
The onset of respiratory impairment in SP-B deficient patients is
rapid and lethal2, and expeditious, long-term SP-B expression
is required to feasibly treat this disease. This study demonstrates
a safe, rapidly acting, long-term viral-mediated gene therapy

with improved survival in a pre-clinical small animal model of
SP-B deficiency. We achieved this by overcoming a number of
obstacles that confounded earlier attempts at identifying a suc-
cessful viral-mediated gene therapy strategy for this genetic
disorder9,10.
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A major challenge was to identify a vector capable of efficiently
transducing AT2 cells in the distal lung with minimal transduc-
tion of other cell types34. Using imaging and flow cytometry
techniques, AAV6.2FF does transduce AT2 cells, but also other
cell types and tissues. Despite this, all the evidence from our pre-
clinical experiments using the transgenic SP-B small animal
model or human PCLS suggests that AAV6.2FF transduction of
multiple cell types is non-toxic. This is based on multiple lines of
evidence. The first was body weight measurements. Body weight
is a primary indicator of the overall well-being and health of the
animal43, and has been used in previous pre-clinical studies in
small animals to demonstrate the safety and effectiveness of gene
therapies such as Zolgensma (onasemnogene abeparvovec-xioi)44.
In our study, AAV6.2FF administration resulted in consistent
increases in body weight, although at slightly lower levels than
age-matched mice on dox. The second indication for vector safety
was the lack of an inflammatory cytokine profile at 1, 7, and
29 days following IT administration of AAV-mSPB. An addi-
tional demonstration of vector reliability were the survival studies
in which no adverse effects, abnormal behaviors or unexplained
injuries were observed in the animals during the course of these
experiments. AAV-mSPB mediated long-term survival in these
mice with the highest median survival reaching more than
200 days in multiple experiments (Figs. 6d, 8d, Supplementary
Fig. 8f), and the longest living subject surviving for 287 days off
dox (Fig. 6d). The final piece of evidence supporting vector safety
were the resazurin viability assays used to measure metabolic
activity in the precision cut lung slices (PCLS) from human
embryos. Three days after transduction with AAV-mSPB or
AAV-hSPB, tissue slices demonstrated similar levels of viability as
untransduced PCLS. From in vivo Cre recombinase studies, we
also demonstrate that transduction is localized to the airways or
distal lung, with no discernable transduction of non-respiratory
tissues, when administration occurs through the trachea or nasal
passages.

A potential obstacle in the efficacy of this AAV-mediated gene
therapy was our use of single-stranded AAV and the associated
delays in transgene expression caused by second strand synth-
esis45. However, survival studies demonstrated that therapeutic
levels of SP-B protein were generated within 3 days of AAV-SPB
administration, and it is possible that therapeutic levels are gen-
erated even more rapidly. In the inherited model of SP-B defi-
ciency experiment (Fig. 9a–c), dox was removed 2 days before
AAV administration. With a median survival of 3.65 days in the
negative control group, SP-B protein would have been required to
express at therapeutic levels within 1 to 2 days of administration

in order to rescue the lethal respiratory distress phenotype.
Although our gene therapy shows promising results, the study
designs and mouse model still do not faithfully recapitulate the
disease progression of human SP-B deficient patients that
are born without SP-B protein expression. Even in this experi-
ment where dox was removed before AAV administration
(Fig. 9a–c), there was likely endogenous SP-B present when AAV
was administered as suggested by SP-B staining in IF images of
lungs from AAV-Luc negative control mice 3 days off dox
(Supplementary Fig. 5d).

AAV presents a low risk of insertional mutagenesis due to its
persistence as episomes, however, long-lasting transgene expres-
sion occurs only when non-dividing or self-renewing cell popu-
lations are transduced34. A subset of AT2 cells are considered to
be progenitors, and although the exact rate of AT2 cell turnover is
unknown it is estimated to be low46. Using a luciferase reporter,
we demonstrated stable transgene expression for more than
200 days, while survival studies had a number of mice (n= 15 at
the time of submission) surviving longer than 200 days (Figs. 6d,
8a, d, Supplementary Fig. 8f).

AAV-SPB acts in a dose-dependent manner with higher dosages
demonstrating the most promising therapeutic effects on survival.
However, the longest median survivals were observed using an
intermediate dose combined with early (day 7 to 13) dox removal
(Figs. 6d, 8d, Supplementary Fig. 8f). Part of the improved metrics
in survival can be accounted for by the recording of days in which
the animals were not on dox while therapeutic expression levels of
SP-B were present. This also suggests that the survival studies in
which dox was removed 4 weeks after AAV administration mark-
edly underestimates median survival. Eventually the effects of our
gene therapy did wane, and we hypothesize that the loss in ther-
apeutic effectiveness is caused by AT2 cell turnover. However, even
transient gene therapy can be beneficial in affected individuals.
Between 1993 and 2005, 29% of SP-B deficient patients died
while waiting for a lung transplant47, and AAV-SPB therapy
represents a practical bridge treatment until surgery can be per-
formed. Re-administration studies potentially combined with ster-
oids or other immunosuppressants are currently being carried out
to assess the feasibility of AAV-SPB as a long-term therapy for SP-B
deficiency.

AAV6.2FF has applications beyond gene therapy for SP-B
deficiency. This vector can provide a therapeutic platform for
other genetic disorders of surfactant deficiency affecting AT2 cells
including ABCA3 deficiency (OMIM#610921), or SP-C dominant
negative mutations (OMIM#610913)1. Patients heterozygous for
SFTPB mutations may also benefit from gene therapy as lung

Fig. 6 AAV-mSPB improves survival in a dose dependent manner. a Study design to assess survival following AAV-mSPB gene therapy in SP-B deficient

mice. Control mice were either untreated or underwent sham surgeries with IT injections of 1× PBS or AAV-Luc. Mice were maintained on dox following

AAV administration for 29 to 30 days. b Kaplan-Meier survival curves from IT injections of a low (dotted red line; 1010 vg per mouse; **P= 0.0067),

intermediate (dashed red line; 1011 vg per mouse; ****P < 0.0001), and high (solid red line; 5 × 1011 vg per mouse; ****P < 0.0001) dose of AAV-mSPB.

c Mean weight measurements with SD of untreated versus mice treated with 5 × 1011 vg of AAV-mSPB from b. d Kaplan-Meier survival curves following

dox removal 3 (D3; solid red line; ***P= 0.0002) and 7 (D7; dashed red line; ***P= 0.0005) days after IT administration of 1011 vg of AAV-mSPB. e Study

design to assess inflammation by measuring cytokines from serum in SP-B deficient mice with dox removed 7 days after IT injection of 1011 vg of AAV-

mSPB (red line). The negative control group was administered 1× PBS and maintained on dox (blue line), while a positive control group was administered

3 mg per kg of E. coli O111:B4 lipopolysaccharides (LPS) by intraperitoneal (IP) injection (black line). Serum was collected from mice 7 days before (−7D),

and 1 (+1D), 7 (+7D), and 29 days (+29D) after AAV or LPS administration. f Kaplan-Meier survival curves following dox removal 7 (D7) days after AAV-

mSPB or LPS administration (*P= 0.0133). The curve is represented until the final day of serum collection (+29D). The complete survival curve is

displayed in Supplementary Fig. 8f. g Mean weight measurements with SD of all surviving mice from f. h Measurements of 13 mouse inflammatory

cytokines 7 (−7D) days before and 1 (+1D), 7 (+7D), or 29 (+29D) days after AAV or LPS administration. All cytokine measurements are presented as

the mean concentration in pg per mL with SD. The source data for h has been provided as a Source Data file. (P values in h= 2-tailed Mixed Effects Model

with the Geisser-Greenhouse correction followed by Tukey’s multiple comparisons post hoc test, ns= not significant; IL-23 *P= 0.0203; TNF-α *P=

0.0362; GM-CSF *P= 0.0456) (All survival curve P values in Fig. 6= 2-tailed Log-rank, Mantel-Cox test, except f= 2-tailed Log-rank, Mantel-Cox test

with Bonferroni correction, significance is set at P= 0.0167, ns = not significant).
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disease can develop when other factors reduce their remaining
SP-B levels36. An alternative therapeutic strategy for SP-B defi-
ciency is genome editing and AAV6.2FF represents a potential
vector for delivery of gene editing constructs into AT2 cells or
their progenitors.

In summary, this study demonstrates an effective, long-
term viral-mediated gene therapy for genetic SP-B deficiency.
Due to the lethal nature of this disease and the lack of
therapeutic options, we anticipate rapid clinical translation of this
vector.
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Methods
Institutional approval for animal and human studies. All mouse experiments
were performed in compliance with the guidelines set forth by the Canadian
Council on Animal Care. All protocols and procedures involving animals were
approved by the Animal Care and Veterinary Service Committee (ACVS) at the
University of Ottawa, and the Animal Care Committee at the University of

Guelph. All human fetal tissues in this study were obtained after receiving
institutional review board approval from The Ottawa Hospital (Research Pro-
tocol 20170603-01H), and after informed parental consent from donors.

Recombinant AAV plasmid generation. AAV genome plasmids contain the
composite CASI promoter consisting of the human cytomegalovirus immediate

Fig. 7 AAV6.2FF human proSFTPB cDNA (AAV-hSPB) prevents lung damage. a Schematic of the human proSFTPB cDNA transgene in the rAAV2 vector

genome. b Study design to determine whether 5 × 1010 vg per mouse of AAV-hSPB improves lung structure and function in SP-B deficient mice.

c Percentage change in body weight following AAV injection while still on dox (duration of 28 days). (n= 11 biologically independent animals per group).

d Percentage change in body weight after dox removal (duration of 4 days). All body weight measurements are presented as the mean with SD (n= 11,

except 1 × PBS plus BLES post-dox where n= 4; *P= 0.0221). e Representative gross lung images at harvest 4 days following dox removal. Yellow arrows

indicate regions of lung injury. The lung image from the mouse found dead was taken within 24 h of death. f Representative H&E and WGJ staining of

paraffin embedded whole right and left lungs 4 days after dox removal (H&E scale bar, 200 μm; WGJ scale bar, 100 μm). g Representative epifluorescence

images of SP-B (red) and DAPI (blue) of frozen lung sections from 1× PBS plus BLES treated mice off dox (n= 2), and 5 × 1010 vg AAV-hSPB plus BLES

treated mice off dox (n= 2) for 4 days (Scale bar, 50 μm). h Pressure-volume curve 4 days following dox removal corrected for body weight (in mL per g)

for mice On Dox (black circles), mice treated with 1× PBS plus BLES off dox (blue squares), and mice treated with AAV-hSPB plus BLES off dox (pink

triangles). The source data for h has been provided as a Source Data file. i The %V10 corrected for body weight. All lung function data are presented as the

mean with SD (For h and i n= 11 except 1× PBS n= 4; *P= 0.0169, **P= 0.0021). (All P values in Fig. 7= 2-tailed ordinary one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s

multiple comparisons post hoc test, ns= not significant) (BLES= Bovine Lipid Extract Surfactant).
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early gene enhancer region, the chicken beta actin promoter, and the human
ubiquitin C promoter, as well as the woodchuck hepatitis virus posttranscriptional
regulatory element (WPRE) and simian virus 40 polyadenylation sequence
downstream of the transgene with flanking adeno-associated virus 2 (AAV2)
inverted terminal repeats (ITRs)48. The murine proSftpb sequence (NM_147779.2)
was synthesized (GenScript) after codon optimization for murine expression using
the GenScript codon optimization tool, and contains a myc epitope tag at the

C-terminus. Human proSFTPB cDNA (NM_000542) was synthesized without
codon optimization (GenScript) or an epitope tag.

AAV6.2FF vector production. All AAV6.2FF vectors were generated by plasmid
transfection of adherent HEK293 cells using polyethylenimine at the University of
Guelph49, except for the AAV6.2FF-murine SP-B cDNA (AAV-mSPB) vector used
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in the intubation (Supplementary Fig. 8c) and high dose (Fig. 6b) survival
experiments which was manufactured at the Senator Paul D Wellstone Muscular
Dystrophy Cooperative Research Center vector core (Seattle, WA), and the AAV8-
luciferase vector which was generated by the University of Pennsylvania vector core
(Supplementary Fig. 7) (Philadelphia, PA). Vector genomes were quantified by
TaqMan qPCR assay by targeting the inverted terminal repeat sequence of the
AAV2 genome using the primers Forward: 5′–GGA ACC CCT AGT GAT GGA
GTT–3′; Reverse: 5′ CGG CCT CAG TGA GCG A–3′; and Probe: 5′–FAM-CAC
TCC CTC TCT GCG CGC TCG-BHQ – 3′50.

In vitro cell culture and transfections. Human embryonic kidney 293 cells
(HEK293; ATCC® CRL-1573) were maintained in high glucose DMEM (HyClone;
SH30022.01) with 10% cosmic calf serum (HyClone; SH30087), 2 mM L-glutamine
(HyClone; SH3003401), and 1% pen-strep (HyClone; SV30010). Murine lung
epithelial 12 cells (MLE12; ATCC® CRL-2110) were maintained in DMEM/F12 1:1
media including HEPES (HyClone; SH30261) with the addition of 2% fetal bovine
serum (FBS; HyClone; SH30088), insulin (0.005 mg per mL)-transferrin (0.01 mg
per mL)-selenium 30 nM (Gibco; 41400045), 10 nM hydrocortisone (Sigma;
H6909), 10 nM Beta-estradiol (Sigma; E2758), 2 mM L-glutamine (HyClone;
SH3003401), and 1% pen-strep (HyClone; SV30010). At 75% confluency, HEK293
cells were transfected with linear polyethylenimine MW 25000, while lipofectamine
was used to transfect MLE12 cells. Cell lysates were generated using a RIPA buffer
(50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% SDS, 10 mM EDTA,
1% sodium deoxycholate) containing Na3VO4 (1 mmol per L), NaF (50 mM) and
protease inhibitors (Sigma) 48 h post transfection, and prepared for immuno-
blotting using a 4 × SDS-PAGE reducing buffer. AAV-mSPB was incubated with
HEK293 cells at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 20,00024 and cells were har-
vested 72 h later and subsequently prepared for immunoblotting as
described above.

Immunoblotting. Cell lysates were separated on a 10% tris-glycine polyacrylamide
gel and transferred to a PDVF membrane at 100 V for 1 h. The membrane was
blocked in 5% bovine serum albumin with PBS plus 1% Tween-20 (PBS-T) for 1 h
while rotating, and washed 3 times with PBS-T. The membranes were incubated
overnight at 4 °C with a c-Myc primary antibody at a 1 in 2000 dilution (Cell
Signaling; D84C12), and washed 3 times with PBS-T before the addition of an anti-
rabbit HRP polyclonal secondary antibody at a 1 in 4000 dilution (Invitrogen IgG
(H+ L); LS656120). Membranes were washed twice with PBS-T, once with PBS
and imaged using HRP substrate (Luminata; WBLUF0100) in a BioRad Chemidoc.
An uncropped version of the Western blot in Fig. 3b is supplied in the Source
Data files.

Animal model for AAV6.2FF targeting analysis. The following procedure was
carried out at the University of Guelph. Five 8-week old male Rosa26-Flox/LacZ
(B6.129S4-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm1Sor/J; strain code 003474) mice purchased from
Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME) were housed at the University of Guelph in a
specific pathogen-free isolation facility. The animals were maintained on a 12 h on
and 12 h off light cycle, room temperature (RT) was 23 to 24 °C, and humidity
ranged from 30% to 60%. Mice were housed in groups of 4 and food (Teklad
Global 14% Protein Rodent Maintenance Diet) and water (tap) were provided ad
libitum. Mice were acclimated to the environment for 7 days prior to study
initiation.

Using a modified intranasal delivery method37 or via tail vein injection, groups
of 3 mice were administered 1011 vg of an AAV6.2FF vector expressing Cre
recombinase containing a nuclear localization signal (nls) and fused to GFP
(AAV6.2FF-CMV-emGFP-nlsCre) under the control of the CMV promoter.
Control mice received 1 × PBS. At 3 weeks post-AAV administration, mice were
humanely euthanized by isoflurane and all major organs harvested. Briefly, mice

were exsanguinated via heart puncture and perfused with 1 × PBS via the right
ventricle of the heart to remove excess blood. Next, a 27-gauge needle was inserted
into the cartilage rings of the trachea and 5 mL of fixative (0.5% glutaraldehyde,
2 mM MgCl2, 0.02% NP40, 0.01% deoxycholate in 1 × PBS) was administered to
fully inflate the lungs while still inside the rib cage to avoid over-inflation. The
trachea and lungs were removed en bloc and fixed for 2 h at RT. The remaining
organs including the heart, spleen, liver, kidneys, pancreas, and brain were fixed for
16 h at RT while shaking. After fixation, tissues were washed 6 times for 5 min in
wash solution (2 mM MgCl2 in 1 × PBS), before being stained in the dark with X-
gal staining solution (5 mM potassium ferricyanide, 5 mM potassium ferrocyanide,
2 mM MgCl2, 0.01% sodium deoxycholate, 0.02% Nonidet P-40 in 1 × PBS, pH
7.0 supplemented with 1 mg per mL X-gal [5-Bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-beta-D-
galactopyranoside; 40 mg/mL stock in dimethylformamide] added immediately
before use) for 2 h at 37 °C in the case of the lungs, and 8 h at 37 °C for all other
tissues. Tissues were rinsed 6 times in 2 mMMgCl2 in 1 × PBS until the solution no
longer turned yellow, placed in a cryomold, embedded in optimal cutting
temperature compound (OCT) and stored at −80 °C. Lung and tracheal tissue
from mice receiving the vector intranasally was paraffin embedded, sectioned
(4 μm) and counterstained with nuclear fast red. All other tissues were
cryosectioned and re-stained with X-gal staining solution for 4 h at 37 °C in the
dark and counterstained with nuclear fast red. Tissue sections were imaged using
an Olympus BX45 light microscope.

Animal model for lung analysis and survival studies. The following procedures
were carried out at The Ottawa Hospital Research Institute and The University of
Ottawa. We utilized an inducible model of SP-B deficiency under the control of a
doxycycline (dox) dependent promoter16. Mice were maintained on dox-
supplemented feed (0.625 g per kg doxycycline hyclate; Teklad) unless otherwise
noted. The animals were maintained on a 12 h on and 12 h off light cycle, RT was
21 °C, and humidity was 45%.

Mice were genotyped and maintained according to previously published
protocols5. Briefly, 4 regions from the transgenic mouse model were genotyped.
DNA extraction for PCR was obtained from clipped ear tissue using the AccuStart
II Mouse Genotyping Kit (Quanta Biosciences) according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. For the rat CCSP promoter-rtTA genotyping–Forward: 5′-ACT GCC
CAT TGC CCA AAC AC-3′; Reverse: 5′-AAA ATC TTG CCA GCT TTC CCC-3′;
PCR Cycling Protocol: (1) 94 °C 5min (2) 94 °C 30 s (3) 64 °C 30 s (4) 72 °C 40 s
(5) Repeat 2-4 39 times (6) 72 °C 5min (7) 4 °C. For the tetO7 minimal CMV
promoter (murine Sftpb cDNA) genotyping–Forward: 5′-TGC TGC CAG GAG
CCC TCT TG-3′; Reverse: 5′-AAG GCA CGG GGG AGG GGC AAA-3′; PCR
Cycling Protocol: Same as the rat CCSP promoter-rtTA genotyping. For the
phosphoglycerate kinase (Neomycin cassette) genotyping–Forward: 5′-TGA CCG
CTT CCT CGT GCT TTA C-3′; Reverse: 5′-CCC CCC AGA ATA GAA TGA CAC
CTA C-3′; PCR Cycling Protocol: (1) 94 °C 5min (2) 94 °C 30 s (3) 64 °C 30 s (4)
72 °C 15 s (5) Repeat 2-4 39 times (6) 72 °C 5min (7) 4 °C. For the murine SP-B
exon 4 genotyping–Forward: 5′-CCA GGC TAA TCC TCC CTT CT-3′; Reverse:
5′-CCC ACT TAG GCA CAT GCA C-3′; PCR Cycling Protocol: (1) 94 °C 5 min
(2) 94 °C 30 s (3) 62 °C 30 s (4) 72 °C 15 s (5) Repeat 2–4 39 times (6) 72 °C 5min
7) 4 °C.

All mice were caged in either open or individually ventilated cage systems. Up
to 4 animals were housed per cage and grouped with littermates and by sex. Mice
were assigned a numerical ID. The treatment of mice (either control or AAV-mSPB
and -hSPB) was assigned based on alternating numerical IDs. For example, in a
cage of mice with the IDs L777, L778, L779, and L780: L777 and L779 would be
administered AAV-mSPB while L778 and L780 would receive 1 × PBS (Fig. 6d).
The order of surgeries were performed based on their numerical order: 1st: L777
(AAV-mSPB); 2nd: L778 (1 × PBS); 3rd: L779 (AAV-mSPB); 4th: L780 (1× PBS).

Fig. 9 AAV-hSPB rescues respiratory distress in an inherited model of SP-B deficiency. a Study design to assess survival following AAV-hSPB plus BLES

gene therapy in inherited SP-B deficient adult mice. Control mice underwent sham surgeries with IT injections of 1× PBS plus BLES 1 day (-D1) after dox

removal (blue line). Treatment mice had dox removed 2 days (-D2; dashed pink line) and 1 day (-D1; solid pink line) before IT administration of 1011 vg per

mouse of AAV-hSPB plus BLES. b Kaplan-Meier survival curves from IT injections of a 1011 vg dose of AAV-hSPB plus BLES 1 (-D1) and 2 (-D2; ***P=

0.0001) days after dox removal. c Mean weight measurements with SD of all surviving mice from b. d Study design to assess survival following IT delivery

of 1011 vg per mouse AAV-hSPB plus BLES into P13 to P15 neonatal SP-B deficient mice. The pups were removed from dox immediately following AAV

administration by placing them with wild type FVB/N foster mothers that had recently given birth to similar aged pups. Two mice were euthanized from

each group 3 days after surgery for histological lung examination. e Kaplan-Meier survival curves following IT delivery of 1011 vg per mouse of AAV-hSPB

plus BLES into P13 to P15 neonatal mice with dox removal immediately following surgery (***P= 0.0004 compared to 1× PBS). Neonatal pups were

untreated and maintained on dox (black line), underwent sham surgeries with IT injections of 1× PBS (blue line; ***P= 0.0004 compared to on dox), or

were IT administered 1011 vg of AAV-hSPB plus BLES (pink line; **P= 0.0021 compared to on dox). The survival curve data do not include the mice

removed for lung histology. f Mean weight measurements with SD of all surviving mice from e. g Gross lung images from all 3 groups (n= 2 per group) at

harvest 3 days following AAV administration plus dox removal. Yellow arrows indicate regions of lung injury. h Representative H&E and WGJ staining of

paraffin embedded whole right and left lungs 3 days after AAV administration and dox removal from all 3 groups in d (H&E and WGJ scale bar, 100 μm).

(All survival curve P values in Fig. 9= 2-tailed Log-rank, Mantel-Cox test with Bonferroni correction, significance is set at P= 0.0167, ns= not significant).
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To study the effects of AAV-SPB in the animal model, mice were typically
maintained on dox for 27 to 30 days (4 weeks) following AAV injection to allow
sufficient time for transgene expression26. We also assessed the effects following
dox removal 3 and 7 days after AAV administration, upon weaning (6 to 13 days
after dox), and dox removal 1 or 2 days before AAV administration. Mice were
regularly weighed before and after AAV delivery and dox removal. Treatment or
negative control groups were taken off dox and placed on a regular chow diet
(Teklad 2018, 18% protein rodent diet; Envigo) for 3 to 4 days before
euthanizing and harvesting the lungs for structure and function analysis
(Figs. 4a, 7b).

For neonatal survival studies, transgenic SP-B deficient mice at postnatal(P)
ages P8 to P10 were either left on dox, treated with 1 × PBS+ BLES, or treated with
1011 vg per mouse AAV-hSPB+ BLES by IT administration. At P21, the mice were
weaned off dox (obtained through the milk of nursing mothers) onto a regular
chow diet (except for the mice maintained on dox), and body weight and survival
were recorded. The volume of fluid instilled into the lungs of P8 to P10 pups
resulted in approximately 50% mortality due to the inability of their lungs to
accommodate the injection volume (20 μL). Administration at P8 resulted in 7 out
of 10 (70%) deaths, at P9 4 out of 11 (36%) deaths, and at P10 2 out of 5 (40%)
deaths within 1 to 5 min of administration. Death occurred regardless of whether
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1 × PBS or AAV-hSPB was instilled. To reduce post-surgery death, we repeated this
experiment using older neonatal pups (P13 to P15) which significantly reduced the
mortality (1 out of 20 deaths or 5%). In this latter experiment, pups were removed
off dox immediately following AAV administration by placing them with nursing
FVB/N foster mothers (on a regular chow diet) who had recently given birth to
similar age-matched litters. This required the setting up of breeding pairs to deliver
litters at the same time from both transgenic SP-B deficient mice on dox (6 pairs),
and FVB/N mice on a regular chow diet (6 pairs). The inducible transgenic SP-B
mouse model was generated by injecting murine Sftpb cDNA under the control of a
(teto)7 promoter into fertilized FVB/N oocytes16.

For survival studies mice were monitored at least 2 times per day following dox
removal. When mice began to display initial signs of respiratory distress and weight
loss, monitoring took place every 2 to 3 h. A scoring and endpoint chart for signs of
respiratory distress requiring euthanasia was provided by the ACVS at The
University of Ottawa (Supplementary Data File 2). Once respiratory distress was
identified, animals were euthanized within 1 h of observing signs and symptoms of
M2, and were immediately euthanized upon displaying signs and symptoms of M3.
The decision for identifying the respiratory signs and symptoms for euthanasia
were made by the staff at ACVS or by members of our group blinded to the identity
and treatment groups of the animals. Mice were euthanized by 100% carbon
dioxide (CO2) inhalation.

Although it was reported that the inducible SP-B deficient mice suffer lethal
respiratory distress at 7.5 days ± 3.5 days (4 to 11 days) off dox16, the majority of
untreated mice suffered lethal respiratory distress before 4 days. We also observed a
few cases (n= 3) where untreated mice survived beyond their expected endpoints
(Supplementary Fig. 6). To ensure that AAV-SPB improvements in survival or lung
structure and function were not due to stochastic incidences of extended survival,
negative control groups were almost always used in our studies.

Intratracheal (IT) injections. One hour before IT surgery, animals were injected
subcutaneously (SC) with 0.1 mg per kg buprenorphine (Champion Alstoe). Just
before surgeries, animals were individually anesthetized with isofluorane (Fresenius
Kabi) and injected SC with 1 mL of sterile 0.9% sodium chloride saline solution
(Baxter Corp). The fur covering the tracheal region was then shaved to the skin. A
tracheotomy was performed under constant isofluorane anesthesia, with mice
receiving a single IT injection of AAV vector. Different titers of AAV-mSPB (1010

vector genomes (vg); 1011 vg; or 5 × 1011 vg) or AAV-hSPB (5 × 1010 vg; 1011 vg)
were diluted to a total volume of 42 to 83 μL with 1 × PBS or pulmonary surfactant
(Bovine Lipid Extract Surfactant; BLES Biochemicals Inc). Injections were carried
out using a 3/10 mL insulin syringe 29 gauge ×½” (Covidien). Openings were
sutured and topical 2% transdermal bupivacaine HCl as monohydrate (Chiron)
was applied on the surgical site post-surgery, and 4 to 6 h after surgery. Mice were
allowed to recover in a 37 °C incubator for 1 h post-surgery.

Intubation (Int) injections. Intubations were performed based on a combination
of previously described methodologies37,51. Briefly, mice were injected SC in the
posterior dorsal region with 1 mL of saline to prevent dehydration. Mice were then
anesthetized intraperitoneally (IP) with 100 mg Ketalean (Ketamine; Bimeda-MTC
Animal Health Inc) per 10 mg Rompun (Xylazine; Bayer Inc) per kg of body
weight. Mice older than 6 weeks of age and weighing 20 to 35 g were intubated with
a 1 inch long, 22 gauge IV catheter (BD Insylte). To view the tracheal opening,
approximately 60 cm of 0.5 mm optical cable (Edmund Optics) was used with one
end inserted through the 22-gauge IV catheter and the other end inserted through a
rubber stopper connected to a light source. The anesthetized animal was placed on
a vertical support (Harvard Apparatus) and suspended by its upper incisors using
surgical thread. The ventral side of the mouse was positioned facing away from the
operator and the tongue was gently pulled out using forceps. The fiber optic cable
plus IV catheter was inserted with the light source used to visualize the vocal cords.
The cable plus catheter was advanced past the vocal cords into the trachea, the fiber
optic cable was withdrawn, and a 1 mL syringe containing 50 to 60 μL of AAV

vector was administered through the catheter. This was followed by three 100 μL
injections of air with the 1 mL syringe, in an attempt to improve AAV distribution
throughout the distal lung. The mouse was left in this standing or upright position
for 1 to 2 min to allow time for vector dispersion throughout the lungs. Eye lube
(CLC Medica) was continuously applied to protect against corneal drying and
injury. Mice were allowed to recover for 1 to 2 h in a 37 °C incubator post-surgery.

In vivo imaging system and diffuse light imaging tomography. Mice were
administered with a single injection of 1011 vg of AAV6.2FF-Luciferase (AAV-Luc)
or AAV8-Luc. Beginning 1-week post injection, IVIS or DLIT images were
acquired. D-luciferin, Sodium Salt (BioVision) was sterilely prepared 24 h before
injection at a concentration of 15 mg per mL in 1 × PBS. All mice were SC injected
with 150 mg per kg of D-Luciferin 15 to 20 min before IVIS imaging. Up to 4 mice
were imaged by IVIS simultaneously, while DLIT was performed on a single
mouse. For DLIT imaging, surface topography was generated, followed by 3D
reconstruction of bioluminescence as per the manufacturer’s instructions (Perki-
nElmer). All DLIT images were performed within 30 to 45 min of D-Luciferin
injection.

All quantifications of regions of interest (ROI) were generated using the Living
Image 3.2 software according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Caliper
LifeSciences). Briefly, each mouse was identified through the generation of subject
ROIs automatically by the Living Image software. Subsequently, bioluminescence
signal intensity was manually identified in each mouse by an operator. ROIs larger
than the visual boundaries of the bioluminescence signal were defined to ensure
that the entire area of signal diffusion was included in each measurement. For each
animal, the total flux (photons per second; p per s), average radiance (photons
per second per square centimeter per solid angle of 1 steradian; p per s per cm2 per
sr), the standard deviation (SD) of radiance, as well as the minimum and maximum
radiance were obtained from the nasal and tracheal, thorax (lung), and abdominal
regions. All images are presented as count measurements which are uncalibrated
measurements of photons in a pixel. Counts allow normalization between images
acquired at different times. The total flux (p per s) or radiance (p per s per cm2 per
sr) was used to quantitate bioluminescence signal from IVIS figures in this study,
which are calibrated measurements of photon emissions.

Generation of precision cut lung slices (PCLS). PCLS were processed based on
previous descriptions21. Briefly, mice were euthanized with an IP injection of
Euthanyl (Pentobarbital Sodium Injection; Bimeda-MTC Animal Health Inc), and
the lungs were instilled with a low gelling point agarose solution (0.7% weight per
volume [w per v] in 1 × PBS) under a constant pressure of 20 cmH2O. After
cooling the mice in an ice bath, the left lung was isolated and embedded in a 5%
low gelling point agarose solution.

Human fetal samples were obtained after elective abortions. The lungs were
isolated by a pathologist and transported to the laboratory in ice cold DMEM
GlutaMAX (Gibco; 10569-D10). Samples were rewarmed in 37 °C DMEM
GlutaMAX for 30 min before low gelling point agarose solution (0.7% to 1.5%
weight per volume) was slowly instilled into the lungs via the trachea or the main
bronchus. Instillation was terminated when the lungs were inflated and the agarose
solution overflowed from the airway. After cooling in an ice bath, the lungs were
sampled and embedded in a 5% low gelling point agarose solution.

The tissue slicer (Kruldieck Tissue Slicer, TSE Systems) was set to a slicing
thickness of 300 μm at a speed of 30 slices per minute, and PCLS were collected in
lung slice wash medium (LSWM: DMEM GlutaMAX (Gibco; 10569-D10), Anti-
Anti (Gibco; 15240-062), gentamycin (ThermoFisher; 15710-064), 10 μM 8-
bromo-cAMP (Sigma; B5386), 100 μM IBMX (Sigma; D4902), 100 nM
Dexamethasone (Sigma; D4902)). The PCLS were maintained in a 48-well tissue
culture plate (1 slice per well) in lung slice maintenance media (LSMM: LSWM
with 10% FBS (Sigma; F1051), 2 mM L-glutamine (Gibco; 25030-081), 10 ng/mL
recombinant KGF (FGF-7) (ThermoFisher; PHG0094)). The PCLS were
acclimated for 3 days with fresh LSMM added daily. The viability of the PCLS were

Fig. 10 AAV6.2FF transduces the human lung parenchyma. a Study design to demonstrate the ability of AAV6.2FF to transduce human lung tissue

samples generated from precision cut lung slices (PCLS). Metabolic viability (resazurin) assays were conducted on days 2 (D2) and 7 (D7) post tissue

harvest. b Resazurin assay results as represented by mean fluorescence with SD demonstrating the metabolic activity of the human PCLS on days 2 and 7.

c Bioluminescence detection using IVIS in PCLS from human fetuses (n= 2; 16+0 and 16+3 weeks gestational age) either untreated or transduced with 108

vg per well of AAV-GFP, 108 vg per well of AAV-mCherry, or 105, 108, or 1010 vg per well of AAV-Luc. Images are 4 days following vector exposure, and

the scale is represented as counts. d Quantification of AAV-Luc wells are represented by the mean total flux (in photons per sec) with SD (n= 2 fetuses;

with 12 replicates for the AAV-GFP, AAV-mCherry, and No Treatment groups; and 4 replicates for each of the AAV-Luc doses). e Images of human PCLS

in a 24-well tissue culture plate 7 days after culture and 3 days after AAV-SPB transduction. An enlarged image of a PCLS in an individual well is indicated

by the dashed white box. f Resazurin assay results as represented by mean fluorescence with SD demonstrating viability of the human PCLS 3 days after no

treatment (blue), or transduction with 1010 vg per well of AAV-mSPB (red) or AAV-hSPB (pink). (n= 4 blank; and n= 6 untransduced, n= 6 AAV-mSPB,

and n= 6 AAV-hSPB independent tissue slices from a single set of human fetal lungs). The source data for f has been provided as a Source Data file.

g Representative confocal images of SP-B (red) and DAPI (blue) of frozen PCLS sections 3 days after transduction with 1010 vg per well of AAV-mSPB or

AAV-hSPB (Top and bottom row image scale bars, 100 μm and 50 μm, respectively).
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assessed by performing resazurin (Sigma; 199303) fluorescence assays which was
used to measure metabolic activity on the day of tissue collection (day 0), before or
on the day of AAV transduction (day 2 or 3), and the day of IVIS imaging (day 7).
On day 3, the adult mice or human fetal PCLS were transduced with 108 vg per well
of AAV6.2FF-GFP, -mCherry, -Luc, -mSPB, or -hSPB. In the human fetal PCLS, 3
different AAV-Luc titers were used (105, 108, and 1010 vg per well), and 1010 vg per
well of either AAV-mSPB or AAV-hSPB was used. Untransduced PCLS were used
as a negative control. The viral vectors were applied to each well in a total volume
of 150 to 300 μL of neat DMEM GlutaMAX (depending on their size) for 24 h with
constant rocking. Seven days after initial collection of PCLS and 4 days after vector
exposure, the PCLS underwent IVIS imaging and were collected in 4% PFA, or
embedded in VWR Premium Frozen Section Compound (VWR; 95057-838) and
frozen on dry ice.

Flow cytometry to determine cell-types transduced by AAV. Eight days after IT
administration of 1011 vg of either AAV-Luc or AAV-GFP, mice were IP injected
with 1 mUnits per g of heparin, euthanized by Euthanyl (Pentobarbital Sodium
Injection; Bimeda-MTC Animal Health Inc), and had the thorax region surgically
opened. The lung vasculature was perfused with 5 to 10 mL of cold 1 × PBS (no Ca2

+ and Mg2+) plus undiluted heparin (25 μL per 1 mL) through the right atrium to
remove red blood cells (RBC). Following perfusion, an enzyme mix containing 30
U neutral protease (Worthington; LS02104), 2500 U Collagenase I (Worthington;
LS004196), 10 μg DNase I (Sigma; D5025-150KU) in DPBS with Mg2+ and Ca2+

was instilled into the lungs. The lungs were removed and placed in 5 mL of the
enzyme mix for 1 h at 37 °C. Following removal of all traces of the trachea, bronchi,
and heart tissue, the lung lobes were dissociated into small pieces and passed
through a 40 μm cell strainer. The filtered lung suspensions were collected and
washed in FACS buffer (1 × PBS, 5% FBS (Sigma; F1051), 1 mM EDTA). All
centrifugation steps were carried out at 500 rcf for 5 min. Cold RBC lysis buffer was
added to the cells and washed 3 times before the total cell number was counted for
each sample. A total of 5 × 105 cells in 200 μL were placed into individual wells of a
96-well plate for staining. A pooled lung sample from the remaining AAV-Luc and
AAV-GFP suspensions was used as a control at a concentration of 105 cells in 200
μL. All samples were blocked with Heavy chain (Fc) block at RT in the dark. The
samples were resuspended in 100 μL of FACS buffer with the following antibody
dilutions: 1 in 100 CD31-BV421 (Biolegend; Cat#102424); 1 in 100 CD45-AF647
(Biolegend; Cat#103124); and 1 in 100 EpCam-PE-CY7 (Biolegend; Cat#118216),
and incubated for 30 min. The cells were washed 3 times with FACS buffer, and
then resuspended in FACS buffer with 1 μL of 7-AAD (Biolegend; Cat#420403) for
5 to 10 min before flow cytometry. No stain, single stain, and fluorescence minus
one (FMO) control stains were all carried out. The samples were analyzed on the
BeckmanCoulter MoFlo XDP flow cytometry machine (BeckmanCoulter), sample
compensation was performed with the BD FACSDiva software version 8.0, and
data was analyzed using FlowJo version 10 (Becton, Dickinson and Company).

Lung function analysis. Lung function including a measure of pulmonary sur-
factant function was calculated following the generation of individual pressure-
volume (PV) curves for each mouse52,53. Mice were euthanized with an IP injection
of Euthanyl (Pentobarbital Sodium Injection; Bimeda-MTC Animal Health Inc).
Within 10 to 15 min of Euthanyl injection, pressure-volume curves were obtained
using a small animal mechanical ventilator (flexiVent, Scireq). Briefly, an 18-gauge
cannula attached to the flexiVent was secured to the trachea of euthanized animals
in a supine position. The lungs were inflated with regular increasing intervals of
pressure to a maximum of 30 cmH2O. Lungs were subsequently deflated with
regular decreasing intervals of pressure to obtain pressure-volume curves. All data
were obtained using the flexiWare version 7.0 (Scireq) software. Pressure-volume
curves were normalized to the body weight of each animal.

%V10, total lung capacity (TLC), residual volume (RV), and lung compliance
were extracted from the pressure-volume curves31. Briefly, %V10 quantifies the
shape of the deflation limb and decreases with surfactant inhibition and is
calculated using Eq. (1). The TLC is the volume at the defined maximal pressure of
30 cmH2O. The RV is the residual air trapped in alveoli at maximal expiration at
the end of the deflation curve. The compliance is the slope at any linear region of
the deflation limb and was calculated by the ratio in the change in volume between
10 cmH2O and 7 cmH2O (ΔV) over the change in pressure (ΔP).

Quantitative PCR expression analysis of lung tissue. RNA was isolated from
snap frozen right lung tissue using QIAamp® Viral RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen). A total
of 1 µg of DNase treated RNA was reverse transcribed into complementary DNA
(cDNA) using reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen). Real time qPCR (SYBR Green)
was performed using the following primers for proSP-B-Myc (Murine proSP-B
Forward: 5′-CCA AGA TCT CAG GAC GCC-3′; Myc Reverse: 5′-TCA CAG ATC
CTC TTC TGA GAT G-3′) and for Gapdh (Gapdh Forward: 5′-GTT GTC TCC
TGC GAC TTC A-3′; Gapdh Reverse 5′-GGT GGT CCA GGG TTT CTT A-3′).
All qPCR reactions were carried out on a LightCycler 480 II (Roche Diagnostics)
with Ct values automatically generated using the StepOnePlus software 2.3.

Lung histology. Macroscopic lung images were obtained with an iPhone 6S camera
(Apple), or a Canon PowerShot SX620 HS point-and-shoot camera. For

microscopic lung images, lungs were perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde (4%
PFA; Sigma-Aldrich) and fixed for 2 days. On day 3, the 4% PFA was removed and
replaced with 70% ethanol. The left lungs were embedded in paraffin and cut
coronally to obtain 4 μm longitudinal sections of the lung. Serial sections were
stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) or Wright-Giemsa Jenner (WGJ) by the
University of Ottawa histology core (Ottawa, ON). Scanned images were obtained
at ×20 with the Aperio CS2 digital brightfield scanner (Leica) using Aperio’s
ImageScope version 12.3 software, and at ×20 and ×40 with the Leica DM4000
upright brightfield microscope.

Lung immunofluorescence (IF). All IF images were obtained from lung sections
perfused with a 1 to 1 ratio of 1 × PBS and VWR Premium Frozen Section
Compound (VWR; 95057-838), frozen on dry ice and stored at −80 °C for at least
24 h. All sections were cut into 6 to 8 μm sections using the Leica CM1860 cryostat.
Sections were air-dried for 3 h at RT and stored at −20 °C for at least 24 h. Prior to
fixing and staining, frozen sections were thawed at 37 °C for 2 to 3 h. Briefly,
sections were fixed in −20 °C acetone for 15 min and washed with 0.1% Tween-20
in 1 × PBS 2 times (5 min per wash) and 1 × PBS once (5 min). Antigen retrieval
using 10 mM sodium citrate pH 6.0 solution with 0.05% Tween-20 heated to
boiling in a microwave was carried out 3 times (10 min per incubation). The
sections were permeabilized in 0.1% Triton X-100 in 1 × PBS for 10 min at RT and
blocked in 10% FBS in 1 × PBS for 1 h at RT. Sections were stained with a dilution
of 1 in 250 proSP-C (rabbit anti-proSP-C; Millipore Sigma; AB3786) or 1 in 500
SP-B (rabbit anti-SP-B; Seven Hills Bioreagents; WRAB-48604) primary antibodies
for 2 to 3 days at 4 °C in a light-resistant slide box. Human fetal PCLS were stained
with a dilution of 1 in 50 firefly luciferase (goat anti-luciferase; Novus; NB100-
1677), 1 in 200 mCherry (mouse anti-mCherry; Novus; NBP-1-96752), 1 in 50
EpCAM (rabbit anti-EpCAM; abcam; ab71916), 1 in 250 proSP-C, or 1 in 500 SP-B
primary antibodies. Secondary antibody staining was with a dilution of 1 in 500 of
goat α-rabbit AF-568 (Life technologies; A11011), 1 in 500 of donkey α-rabbit AF-
488 (Invitrogen; A21206), 1 in 500 of goat α-mouse AF-568 (Invitrogen; A21124),
or 1 in 500 of donkey α-goat AF-568 (Invitrogen; A11057) for 1 h at RT. Final
washing steps were with 1 × PBS 3 times (5 min per wash) and coverslips were
mounted on sections with Fluoroshield with DAPI (Sigma; F6057). ×20 images
were obtained with an epi-fluorescence microscope (Zeiss Axio Imager.M2) using
AxioVision 40 × 64 version 4.9.1.0. Confocal images of human PCLS transduced
with 1010 vg per well of AAV-mSPB or AAV-hSPB were obtained by the Zeiss
LSM800 AvioObserver Z1 microscope using Zen 2 (Blue edition).

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of AT2 cells. Lung tissue for imaging
by TEM was processed based on previous descriptions54. Briefly, the right
bronchus was tied off and a fixative solution containing 1.5% glutaraldehyde
(Sigma-Aldrich) and 1.5% PFA in 0.15M HEPES buffer (Sigma-Aldrich; 83264)
was instilled into the left lung. The trachea was tightly tied to ensure the fixative
remained in the lungs, before the left lung was excised and placed into 15 mL of the
fixative solution and stored at 4 °C. Lung samples were subsequently processed as
rapidly as possible. The lungs were incubated with 1% osmium tetroxide, stained en
bloc with half-aqueous uranyl acetate, dehydrated in an ascending acetone series,
before embedding in epoxy resin. From the embedded samples, ultrathin sections
(60 to 80 nm thickness) were cut, mounted on formvar-coated copper support
grids, and post-stained with lead citrate and uranyl acetate. The sections were
analyzed using a Morgani TEM (Field Electron and Ion Company, FEI).

Pulmonary surfactant as a vehicle for AAV vector delivery. Clinical grade
exogenous pulmonary surfactant Bovine Lipid Extract Surfactant (BLES; BLES
Biochemicals Inc) enriched for hydrophobic phospholipids (27 mg phospholipids/
mL of suspension) and the SP-B and SP-C surfactant proteins was used as a vehicle
for AAV vectors. Clinically, BLES is used to treat neonatal respiratory distress
syndrome at a recommended concentration of 135 mg phospholipids per kg (BLES
Biochemicals). BLES was administered by IT or intubation injections at various
concentrations including: 1.34 mg of total phospholipids per mouse (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 7), 0.54 mg of total phospholipids per mouse (Supplementary Fig. 8a),
1.21 mg phospholipids per mouse (Supplementary Fig. 8c), 0.82 mg of total
phospholipids per mouse (Fig. 8a), 0.92 mg of total phospholipids per mouse
(Figs. 8a, 9b), or 0.11 mg of total phospholipids per mouse (Figs. 8d, 9e). Differ-
ences in BLES concentration between the experiments were due to differences in
viral titers from individual AAV preparations, combined with attempts to maintain
instillation volumes at approximately 50 μL per mouse. In the intubation plus BLES
group (Supplementary Fig. 7), 1 mouse died within 10 min of administration of the
vector plus BLES, presumably due to difficulties in respiration following fluid
instillation into the lungs.

Inflammatory cytokine measurements from mouse serum. Serum was collected
from the lateral saphenous vein of SP-B deficient mice in a survival study 7 days
before (−7D), and 1 (+1D), 7 (+7D), and 29 days (+29D) after AAV or LPS
administration in each of the following three groups: 1 × PBS (n= 7) by IT
administration maintained on dox; 1011 vg AAV-mSPB (n= 8) by IT adminis-
tration with dox removal 7 days after AAV treatment; and 3 mg per kg of lipo-
polysaccahrides (LPS) from Escherichia coli O111:B4 (Sigma; L2630) (n= 8) by a
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single bolus IP injection maintained on dox. The 3 mg per kg dosage of LPS is
considered sublethal in adult mice40, however 5 out of 8 mice died post-LPS
administration. Thirteen humoral factors were analyzed by multiplex technology
using the LEGENDplex (BioLegend) mouse inflammation panel according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. This assay is a bead-based immunoassay operating in
a similar principle to the sandwich immunoassay. Briefly, the samples were ana-
lyzed in a V-bottom plate on a BD FACSCanto II flow cytometer using a high
throughput autosampler, and data was collected using BDFACSDiva version 8.0.
All statistics were performed using the Mixed Effects Model with the Geisser-
Greenhouse correction followed by a post hoc Tukey’s multiple comparison’s test.
Note that data was analyzed by fitting the Mixed Model rather than by repeated
measures ANOVA as there were missing values due to the death of animals (5 LPS
and 1 AAV-mSPB mice) during the course of the study.

Statistical analyses and reproducibility. Graphpad Prism 8 software was used to
perform all statistical analyses. Graphically, means are always presented with
standard deviation (SD) error bars. For 2 groups, statistical analysis was by the 2-
tailed Student’s t-test. For 3 groups, statistical analysis was by ordinary one-way
ANOVA with Tukey’s or Dunnet’s multiple comparisons post hoc test. Kaplan
Meier survival curves were analyzed with the Log-rank, Mantel-Cox test. When
more than 2 variables were compared in survival studies, Bonferroni correction was
applied. Cytokine measurement data were analyzed by fitting the Mixed Effects
Model with Tukey’s multiple comparison post hoc test. A P value less than 0.05 was
considered significant, unless Bonferroni correction was applied. All instances of
Bonferroni correction and significant P values are indicated in the manuscript text
or figure legends.

For representative experiments such as micrographs, the following list provides the
number of times an experiment was independently repeated for a given figure: Fig. 2b
(n= 2); Fig. 3b (n= 3); Fig. 4e (n= 10 for all groups except AAV-Luc, n= 7); Fig. 5b
(n= 2 per group); Fig. 5c (n= 2 per group); Fig. 7f (n= 2 per group); Fig. 7g (n= 2
per group); Fig. 9h (n= 2 per group); and Fig. 10g (n= 6 PCLS slices per group). For
the supplementary figures: Supplementary Fig. 1c (n= 3); Supplementary Fig. 2c
(different field of view from image in Fig. 2b); Supplementary Fig. 2d (n= 1);
Supplementary Fig. 3i (n= 2); Supplementary Fig. 4 (n= 1); Supplementary Fig. 5d
(n= 10 for all groups except AAV-Luc, n= 7); Supplementary Fig. 5f–h (n= 3 for all
groups); Supplementary Fig. 5j (from the same experiment as Fig. 5c, n= 2 per
group); and Supplementary Fig. 6e, f (n= 1).

Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in the Nature

Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The authors declare that the data supporting the findings of this study are available

within the paper, the associated Supplementary Figures and Tables, and in the Source

Data files. Source data are provided with this paper. All other information is freely

available from the corresponding authors upon request.
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III. A Delphi study to establish a consensus definition and 

clinical reporting guidelines for Mesenchymal Stromal 

Cells 

This protocol is published in BMJ Open and submitted as a preprint on MedRxiv 

(https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.06.18.21259151). A letter to the Editor for this project is published in 

Cytotherapy. 

1. Background 

Despite more than two decades of research, MSC-based treatments are still struggling to 

cross the clinical translation gap, as many MSC-based clinical therapies have yielded 

suboptimal outcomes or failed to meet their primary endpoints. Two key issues that likely 

contribute to these failures are 1) the lack of clear definition for MSC (despite previous 

attempts to define MSC) and 2) poor quality of reporting in MSC clinical studies. To address 

these issues, we propose here a protocol of a modified Delphi study to establish a consensus 

definition for MSCs and clinical reporting guidelines for MSC. 

2. Results 

We have designed a detailed protocol to conduct a three-round international modified 

Delphi Survey combined to an integrated knowledge translation (iKT) approach. The project 

overview is presented in Figure 16. 

The first step of this project consists in the recruitment of a core group, including 

representative stakeholders from different research fields including developmental biology, 

translational science, research methods, regulatory practices and scholarly journal editing, 

industry, as well as a patient partner. To follow the iKT approach, this core group will be 

involved in the process since inception and will be part of each step of the project. This 
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includes the development of a tailored end-of-project knowledge translation plan to 

support and ensure dissemination and implementation of the Delphi results.  

For the second step, we will conduct a scoping review to describe how MSCs are defined 

and reported in preclinical and clinical studies (cf. Part IV Definition and characteristics of 

mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) in preclinical and clinical studies: a scoping review). This 

scoping review will help to identify and inform relevant items for the initial Delphi survey. In 

addition, corresponding authors from the selected original studies will be contacted to be a 

part of the researcher panel. 

The modified Delphi survey will have two survey rounds online, and the final round will take 

place in person. Participants will include the core group (participating in all rounds), as well 

as researchers whose work was captured in our scoping review (will participate only in the 

first round). Each participant will be asked to rate their agreement on potential MSC 

definition characteristics and reporting items using a Likert scale. For each item, participants 

will be asked to provide a rational for their choice. In addition, participants will be allowed 

to provide any additional relevant items. After each round, we will analyse data to 

determine which items have reached consensus for inclusion/exclusion. Data will be then 

summarized and a revised questionnaire for any new items, or items that did not reach 

consensus, will be developed and sent out for the next round. The first online round of the 

Delphi is scheduled to start in September 2021. 
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Figure 16. Delphi MSC project overview. 

 

3. Conclusion 

To address the pitfalls of the previous attempts to define MSC and further support 

dissemination and implementation, we propose here an original research protocol using the 

unique attributes of a consensus-building method called modified Delphi method in 

combination with an ‘integrated knowledge translation’ approach. By developing a 

consensus definition for MSC and reporting guidelines for clinical trials using MSC, we hope 

to better address clinical translation, reproducibility, and transparency in the field of MSC 

research. 
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4. Manuscript ““Establishment of a consensus definition for Mesenchymal 

Stromal Cells (MSC) and reporting guidelines for clinical trials of MSC 

therapy: a modified Delphi study protocol” (published in BMJ Open) 
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ABSTRACT
Introduction Despite being more than two decades of 

research, mesenchymal stromal cell (MSC) treatments 

are still struggling to cross the translational gap. Two 

key issues that likely contribute to these failures are (1) 

the lack of clear definition for MSC and (2) poor quality 

of reporting in MSC clinical studies. To address these 

issues, we propose a modified Delphi study to establish a 

consensus definition for MSC and reporting guidelines for 

clinical trials of MSC therapy.

Methods and analysis We will conduct a three- round 

international modified Delphi survey. Findings from a 

recent scoping review examining how MSCs are defined 

and reported in preclinical and clinical studies were 

used to draft the initial survey for round 1 of our Delphi. 

Participants will include a ‘core group’ of individuals as 

well as researchers whose work was captured in our 

scoping review. The core group will include stakeholders 

from different research fields including developmental 

biology, translational science, research methods, 

regulatory practices, scholarly journal editing and industry. 

The first two survey rounds will be online, and the final 

round will take place in person. Each participant will be 

asked to rate their agreement on potential MSC definition 

characteristics and reporting items using a Likert scale. 

After each round, we will analyse the data to determine 

which items have reached consensus for inclusion/

exclusion, and then develop a revised questionnaire for 

any new items, or items that did not reach consensus.

Ethics and dissemination This study received ethical 

approval from the Ottawa Health Research Network 

Research Ethics Board. To support the dissemination of 

our findings, we will use an evidence- based ‘integrated 

knowledge translation’ approach to engage knowledge 

users from the inception of the research. This will allow 

us to develop a tailored end- of- project knowledge 

translation plan to support and ensure dissemination and 

implementation of the Delphi results.

INTRODUCTION

Since their original description1 and their 
first use as a therapeutic agent in humans,2 
interest for mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) 

from the scientific and patient community 
keeps growing exponentially: a PubMed 
search with the query MSCs between 1995 and 
2021 found 73 876 results; more than half of 
the results were from the last 5 years. From a 
clinical research perspective, over 1300 MSC 
clinical trials have been registered on  Clini-
calTrials. gov.3 Despite promising results of 
MSC in different preclinical diseases models, 
clinical trials using MSC in various medical 
conditions failed to deliver encouraging 
results.4 5 Many potential explanations for 
this disparity between preclinical and clinical 
results exist, including MSC characteristics, 
cell manufacturing processes, administration 
protocols or study participants’ character-
istics such as disease severity and associated 
comorbidities.6 In addition, MSC characteris-
tics (eg, definition, characterisation, immune 

Strengths and limitations of this study

 ► We proposed to address the current limitations in 

mesenchymal stromal cell experimental and clinical 

research with a rigorous and methodological con-

sensus building method (Delphi method) that will 

allow for structured communication on controversial 

issues.

 ► To support dissemination and implementation of our 

results, we will engage stakeholders and end users 

from the inception of the project—such as patient 

partners—and will develop a tailored end- of- project 

knowledge translation plan (integrated knowledge 

translation approach) in order to overcome historical 

issues related to community uptake.

 ► To address the main limitations of a Delphi method 

(eg, lack of participation, no in- person interaction or 

information exchange), we use a modified Delphi 

survey with a core group of stakeholders and a face- 

to- face meeting.
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compatibility, cell viability and dose) raise two main issues 
of (1) lack of consensus definition for MSC and (2) broad 
variability in MSC characteristics reported. For example, 
a report from the Food and Drug Administration showed 
a significant heterogeneity in MSC products used in the 
clinical trials, with important differences in cell surface 
marker characterisation, product bioactivity assessment, 
as well as tissue sourcing and product manufacturing.7 
Regarding reporting of MSC characteristics, members 
of our group have performed systematic reviews of 
published MSC clinical trials and have found extremely 
poor (ie, incomplete) reporting of cell products used.8–10 
These observations have pushed some scientists to call to 
‘clear up this stem cell mess’.4

The first important initiative to develop a consensus 
definition for MSC was provided by the International 
Society for Cell & Gene Therapy (ISCT), which in 2006 
established the minimal criteria for human bone marrow- 
derived MSC and these were updated in 2019.11 12 These 
criteria were determined through a group decision- 
making method (eg, informal consensus of a small 
number of experts), which is a consensus development 
method with several limitations.13 However, implemen-
tation of this MSC definition has been inconsistent and 
several researchers have expressed scepticism and high-
lighted limitations (eg, cell surface markers phenotype, 
misinterpretation of differentiation assays, limitations in 
functionally defining stromal cells, etc).4 11 14 For example, 
a scoping review conducted by our group to describe how 
MSCs are defined and characterised in both preclinical 
and clinical research showed that only 18% of the articles 
from our sample explicitly referred to the ISCT criteria, 
and only 7% of clinical studies selection reported the 
three minimal criteria from the 2006 definition. The 
uncertainty and lack of consensus on this crucial issue 
of how to define MSC has also allowed questionable for- 
profit business to sell unproven and unlicensed ‘stem 
cell’ therapies to patients and public.15 16

Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop a 
consensus definition of MSC and reporting guidelines to 
create standards for complete and transparent reporting 
of both cell characteristics and clinical trial/manufac-
turing details. A clear definition and reporting guidelines 
will be the cornerstones of a more robust, reproducible 
and transparent research, and are mandatory to better 
understand underlying factors that may contribute to effi-
cacy (or a lack of efficacy) of MSC. Moreover, for patients 
and members of the public, having a clear definition of 
MSC will allow them to make informed decisions into 
which related treatments, clinical trials or products they 
elect to partake in.

To address limitations of previous attempts to define 
MSC and support the dissemination and implementation 
of MSC definition and reporting guidelines, our research 
protocol is based on a modified Delphi method combined 
with an integrated knowledge translation (iKT) approach.

The objectives of the current study are to: (1) develop, 
disseminate and implement an updated consensus 

definition of minimal criteria to define MSC; and (2) 
develop reporting guidelines for the clinical trials of MSC 
therapy. The work is not hypothesis testing, and therefore 
we have no a priori predictions related to study outcomes.

METHODS AND ANALYSIS

Project overview

We will conduct a three- round Delphi survey. The Delphi 
method is a process that uses several rounds of surveying 
in order to reach consensus on a topic.13 17 Between 
rounds, responses to survey items are aggregated—items 
that reach a priori threshold for inclusion/exclusion 
are omitted, and any remaining or new items are shared 
with participants in the subsequent round to reconsider 
and vote on again. The Delphi method addresses group 
decision- making method’s limitations such as (1) group 
influences on individual performance, (2) adequately 
accounting for divergent opinions, (3) limiting the 
number of participants, (4) meeting organisation and 
costs, (5) time limits for very complicated decisions, 
(6) peer pressure and influence in the decision- making 
process, and (7) logistical issues.13 The Delphi method 
has been successful in the past in solving contentious 
issues.18–20

Participants

Participants for this Delphi study will be identified in two 
ways:
A. First, we will invite members of a ‘core group’ of experts 

that have been identified for the purpose of planning 
and implementing this research programme. The core 
group members are diverse in their make- up, includ-
ing in vitro, preclinical and clinical researchers, and 
include member with backgrounds in developmental 
biology, translational science, research methods, regu-
latory practices, scholarly journal editing and industry.

B. Second, we will invite a ‘researcher panel’ to partic-
ipate in the Delphi. This panel will comprise 311 re-
searchers that we identified in our previous scoping re-
view of MSC research conducted between March and 
May 2020 (submitted). Our scoping review (https:// 
osf. io/ 3dsqx/) was developed to describe how MSCs 
are currently defined in preclinical and clinical re-
search, which will provide valuable themes to consider 
as items for the current Delphi survey. We extracted 
the corresponding author’s name, email and country 
of primary affiliation from all original articles includ-
ed in this scoping review. These authors will be con-
tacted by a member of the research team and invited 
to participate in the Delphi survey.

Recruitment

Participants on the core group and on the researcher 
panel will be approached for participation in the study 
using a standardised email recruitment script (see online 
supplemental appendix 1). This script will provide partic-
ipants with more information about the study and provide 
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a link to access the informed consent form and the round 
1 online Delphi survey. The core group will take part in 
all three rounds of the Delphi. The researcher panel will 
be invited to the initial round only. This approach was 
taken to maximise the initial reach of our survey while 
maintaining a manageable number of individuals to facil-
itate our round 3 in- person consensus meeting.

Participants will be given 3 weeks to complete each 
round of the Delphi survey. Reminder emails will be sent 
7 and 14 days following the dissemination of each online 
questionnaire.

Study design

Our modified Delphi study will involve three rounds of 
surveying; the first two will take place via an online survey, 
while the third round will take place via an in- person 
consensus meeting. The study design is presented in 
figure 1. The online Delphi surveys will be administered 
using Surveylet (https:// calibrum. com), a cloud- based 
platform specifically designed for Delphi surveys.

 ► Round 1 (online): completed by the researcher panel 
and the core group.

 ► Round 2 (online): completed by the core group only.
 ► Round 3 (virtual consensus meeting): all items will be 

discussed by the core group members during a virtual 
meeting in 2022.

Delphi survey

We have generated an initial survey (https:// osf. io/ 
u579g/) which has three sections: (1) participant demo-
graphics, (2) items for MSC definition, and (3) items 
for reporting guidelines. Based on participants’ self- 
identified field of expertise, they will access different 
parts of the survey: MSC definition, reporting guidelines 

or both. This survey was piloted initially by six members 
of our research group. Then, the questionnaire was sent 
to eight leaders of opinion in MSC research (core group 
members and leadership within international stem cell 
scientific societies) to ensure relevance and completeness 
of our items for definition and reporting guidelines.

After completing the demographics section, partici-
pants will be asked to rate each survey item’s importance 
for MSC definition and/or as a minimal reporting crite-
rion (eg, ‘A description of MSC capacity to adhere to a plastic 

surface when maintained in standard culture condition, is essen-

tial to define them’) on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 9 
(strongly agree). A free text response option will accom-
pany each listed item to allow participants to elaborate on 
their rating. At the end of the survey, participants will also 
have the opportunity to suggest any new relevant items to 
define MSC or report clinical trials of MSC therapy that 
were not already listed on the survey. All the additional 
input will be analysed and added to the new questionnaire 
for the next round. This process allows any additional 
items (eg, haemocompatibility of MSC), to be discussed 
and rated by all the participants. After each round, data 
from the survey will be aggregated. A revised survey will 
be developed for the subsequent rounds that incorpo-
rates any newly suggested items, and items that did not 
reach consensus. Items that did not reach consensus will 
be presented with verbatim feedback participants made 
in the previous rounds.

Study conceptualisation and survey development began 
in the second and third quarters of 2021. We are currently 
refining and piloting the survey, and plan to administer 
the three rounds in the fourth quarter of 2021. The study 
should be completed by the first quarter of 2022.

Figure 1 Study design. MSC, mesenchymal stromal cell.
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Data analysis

Data analysis

Data will be analysed using Excel. Data will be collected 
anonymously. The total number of participants, item 
rating scores and demographic data will be summarised 
using frequencies and percentages. For each Likert scale 
item, we will report the mean and range. Mean rating 
scores for each item will be categorised into three groups 
(unessential, potentially essential, essential). A median 
rating of 1–3 means an item is deemed unessential, 4–6 
implies that an item is potentially essential and a median 
rating of 7–9 is deemed essential to report.

Consensus will be achieved when at least 80% of 
Delphi participants rate the item in the same category 
of importance: unessential or essential. This threshold 
was described as the most commonly used in a system-
atic review of consensus in Delphis.21 Items that achieve 
consensus, as being ‘essential or unessential’, will be 
labelled as such, and in subsequent rounds participants 
will have the opportunity to comment on these items. 
Items that did not achieve consensus, achieved consensus 
as ‘potentially essential’, had major wording changes or 
were added by Delphi participants will automatically move 
on to the subsequent rounds. For each round, response 
rate will be recorded and reported.

First round analysis

Any items from round 1 with disagreement between the 
core group and researcher panel will be provided to the 
core group in round 2 to revote on. For transparency, all 
the results will be reported separately in a final manu-
script so that any discrepancies between the core group 
and the research group will be clearly stated.

Second round analysis

After the second round with the core group, items that 
reach consensus (>80% agreement) in the essential cate-
gory will be considered for inclusion in the MSC defi-
nition and the reporting guidelines. Items that reach 
consensus in the unessential category will be consid-
ered for exclusion. All remaining items that have not yet 
reached consensus will be presented and discussed at the 
final face- to- face virtual meeting where they will then be 
electronically voted on anonymously using Surveylet soft-
ware (https:// calibrum. com).

Potential limitations and mitigation strategies

One feature of the traditional Delphi method is that 
the participants are isolated from each other, with no 
in- person interaction or information exchange to limit 
group influences and peer pressure. Face- to- face interac-
tion can be useful to identify reasons for any disagree-
ments. To address this limitation, we plan to organise the 
third round as face- to- face virtual meeting, after which 
participants again vote anonymously. A lack of participa-
tion overall is another concern for any survey- based study. 
We have mitigated this risk by involving thought leaders 
from MSC science and other stem cell areas who have 

committed to contributing. Furthermore, our previously 
conducted scoping review captured 311 MSC researchers, 
and as such if not all researchers respond we still antici-
pate sufficient recruitment numbers. Another potential 
limitation of the Delphi method is respondent attrition 
between rounds. We have addressed this by engaging our 
core group from project inception. During the rounds, 
reminder emails will be sent to solicit greater responses, 
and to limit participant attrition between rounds, we plan 
to analyse the results of each round and provide feedback 
and a new questionnaire rapidly to maintain the interest 
and engagement of participants. Respondent attrition 
per round will be recorded and reported.

ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION

Ethics

Ethics approval was obtained from the Ottawa Health 
Research Network Research Ethics Board (REB protocol 
ID 20210187- 01K).

iKT approach

The iKT will ensure that the MSC research commu-
nity is aware of the recommendations described in our 
consensus definition and reporting guidelines in order 
to maximise the impact of the work. This entails the 
early inclusion of key stakeholders who have the ability 
to implement our recommendations, including patient 
partners. This participation begins from project inception 
and continues through to dissemination and implemen-
tation of study findings. The goal of the iKT approach is 
to ensure that the needs and preferences of stakeholders 
are considered throughout the project, with the idea 
being that successful partnership upstream will facilitate 
improved implementation and uptake downstream.22

Finally, to further support the dissemination of our 
findings (definition and reporting guidelines), we will 
use a structured approach to end of project, modelled 
on Canadian Institutes of Health Research’s Knowledge 
Translation planning guide (https:// cihr- irsc. gc. ca/ e/ 
45321. html). This essentially will involve considering the 
specific project findings and determining the dissem-
ination goal (eg, to increase awareness of the findings, 
to increase knowledge, to influence practice or policy), 
identifying key audiences, crafting messages tailored 
to specific audiences and using strategies and media to 
reach each audience. A written knowledge translation 
plan will help ensure study outputs are effectively used. 
Our knowledge users will help interpret the Delphi results 
and craft dissemination messages. We plan to create an 
extension to existing clinical study reporting guidelines 
(eg, Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) that will 
focus on aspects unique to MSC therapy trials (eg, manu-
facturing, characterisation, storage and delivery of cells). 
To support its implementation, the guideline draft will be 
published as a preprint to obtain feedback from the scien-
tific community and associated explanatory documents 
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such as a guidance development statement and an Expla-
nation and Elaboration document will be provided.

Registration and data availability

This study protocol was registered using the Open 
Science Framework (OSF) (https:// osf. io/ 3dsqx/). Data 
and study materials will be made publicly available at the 
time of publication using OSF.

Patient and public involvement

A patient partner is involved in our project since incep-
tion. The patient partner will provide feedback on the 
consensus definition of MSC and reporting guidelines 
development and on knowledge translation strategies. 
They will help codevelop a communication plan for the 
general public by supporting the development of non- 
technical summaries for the scoping review and the 
Delphi findings as well as their dissemination to general 
public via patients’ associations and social media.
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Letter to the Editor

A systematic approach to enhance transparency in mesenchymal stromal

cell research

For any topic to be studied systematically, there is a need for clar-

ity in definition. The definition of mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs)

is presently ambiguous in the literature, and the misleading inter-

changeable terminology of MSCs as mesenchymal stromal or stem

cells is common [1,2]. This causes confusion among scientists and

clinicians, which can hinder their ability to interpret and judge the

reliability of studies or replicate the findings. This lack of clarity may

contribute to patients’ and the general public’s perception of a “one

size fits all” MSC and contribute to the rise of problematic stem cell

medical clinics worldwide hawking unproven therapies. These obser-

vations have led to calls to “clear up this stem cell mess” [3] and a

vision to create a consensus definition of MSCs as well as standards

for complete and transparent reporting of both cell characteristics

and clinical trial/manufacturing details.

In 2006, the International Society for Cell & Gene Therapy (ISCT)

provided the first consensus definition for the minimal criteria to

define MSCs [4], which was recently updated [5]. The terminology of

“multipotent mesenchymal stromal cells” and the criteria described

were determined through an informal consensus of a small number

of experts from the ISCT. Numerous limitations of the resulting defi-

nition have been raised since its publication, including skepticism

regarding the cell surface markers phenotype; differentiation assays,

which are prone to misinterpretation; limitations in functionally

defining stromal cells; and inadequate consideration of tissue source

[6]. As a result, uptake of the ISCT’s definition has been inconsistent

in both preclinical and clinical MSC research. In our recent scoping

review of recently published MSC studies, we found that just 18% of

the references explicitly referred to the ISCT’s definition (29% of clini-

cal studies, 13% of animal studies and 19% of in vitro studies) [7].

To address issues pertaining to the development and implementa-

tion of a consensus definition, our group aims to re-approach this

challenge and create an international consensus definition of MSCs,

as well as minimal reporting standards for MSC studies. This Stem

Cell Network!funded project will build on previous approaches for

consensus in several ways. To ensure optimal development and

implementation of a consensus definition of MSCs, two considera-

tions are critical. First, diverse stakeholders in the MSC research com-

munity need to be consulted and directly involved in the definition’s

development. This necessitates an integrated knowledge translation

approach, which is a model of collaborative research in which knowl-

edge users are involved in the development of the definition from

the inception of the work [8]. This integration ensures that their

needs and preferences are considered during the development of the

definition, which helps to ensure the definition developed will have

maximum uptake within the community. To this end, we have

recruited a core group of internationally renowned developmental

biologists, translational scientists, clinical researchers, methodolo-

gists, regulatory agency representatives, journal editors and private

stem cell company representatives. We also include implementation

experts to ensure the output of the work is effectively integrated into

the community. In addition, we have participation of several key

organizations, including ISCT, TERMIS, EuroStemCells and Canadian

Stem Cell Network. Further, we conducted a scoping review to iden-

tify how MSCs are currently described in the literature, as a baseline

to inform discussion among these experts [7]. We extracted corre-

sponding author contact details from identified documents in this

scoping review, which will enable us to reach out to the broader

researcher community beyond our core group and help to ensure

diverse, representative participation in this process.

A second key consideration is that methods used to generate con-

sensus need to be transparent, systematic, and structured to reduce

bias. We are adopting the Delphi method, a rigorous social science

method that provides structured, facilitated communication,

designed to allow expert stakeholders from diverse locations and

areas of expertise to reach consensus on a controversial issue [9,10].

This method is routinely used with great success to develop clinical

and reporting guidelines. Our planned Delphi involves three rounds

of surveying of MSC community stakeholders. During each round,

participants will vote using Likert scales to indicate whether potential

characteristics are essential to the definition of MSC. Between rounds,

participants are provided with the group’s mean ratings for each

item, their previous answers and written participant feedback for

each potential item, and new items suggested by participants may

also be introduced for voting. Thus, the Delphi method provides an

opportunity for participants to communicate their opinions and

knowledge on this controversial issue in an anonymous and equitable

manner. This will allow them to assess how their evaluation of issues

aligns with others, and it will offer opportunity to change their opin-

ion, if desired, after reviewing and considering the collective findings

of the group’s ideas.

It may be critical to return to the drawing board and reconsider

the fundamental, original description of stem cells provided by

McCulloch and Till [11]. This may involve avoiding the term “stem”

for the more descriptive phenomenon they observed of a “colony-

forming cell” [11]. Similarly, Friedenstein et al.’s original description

[12] of MSCs as a bone marrow!derived “colony-forming unit-fibro-

blast” may be most appropriate until more knowledge is available to

satisfactorily describe these cells [12]. The issue is timely, as

highlighted by a recent review concluding that “more than a decade

after the first attempts, clarifying this nomenclature by agreeing on a

name and a clear set of cellular properties for MSCs should be a prior-

ity for the field” [13]. We will be able to clarify these questions

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jcyt.2021.12.011
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through our Delphi that will actively seek the input of the large and

diverse MSC research community. Ultimately, its unbiased approach

provides us with tools to enhance transparency, reportability and

potentially translation of research and to clear up the stem cell mess.

The planned integrated knowledge translation approach [14]

(https://osf.io/3dsqx/) will ensure that the definition we arrive at is

acceptable to the community and integrated into community norms.
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IV. Definition and characteristics of mesenchymal stromal 

cells (MSC) in preclinical and clinical studies: a scoping 

review 

This study is published in Stem Cells Translational Medicine. The graphical abstract is presented in 

Figure 17. 

1. Background 

MSC are widely used in preclinical and clinical research. Despite minimal criteria to define 

MSC provided by the International Society for Cell and Gene Therapy (ISCT), concerns have 

been raised about inconsistent descriptions of cell products used. To address the question 

‘How are MSC currently defined and characterized?’ we conducted a scoping review on 

original MSC preclinical and clinical studies. In this scoping review, we used a systematic 

search to map the current literature, and to identify key concepts and knowledge gaps. In 

addition, the scoping review was used to identify and inform items for the initial Delphi 

survey, as well as to identify the researchers among corresponding authors from selected 

original studies to participate to the Delphi survey. 

2. Results 

Original preclinical and clinical studies using MSC were identified from a systematic search 

of MEDLINE and Embase over a 3-month period (March 1st to May 31st, 2020). Studies 

screening was performed by 2 independent reviewers and categorized as: clinical, animal, 

biology, or biomaterial studies. Data were extracted from a randomly selected sample of 

studies and included information on study demographics, study design, ISCT criteria, and 

MSC characterization and culture condition.  
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A total of 1053 articles were included and among them 318 articles were analyzed (42 

clinical studies, 77 animal studies, 160 biology studies, and 39 MSC and biomaterial studies). 

The top 3 countries of affiliation were China (37%), United States (13%), and Korea (6%). 

Overall, only 18% of the articles explicitly referred to the ISCT minimal criteria for MSC. 

Minimal criteria from the ISCT princeps publication in 2006, i.e., plastic adherence, cell 

surface markers and differentiation assay, were poorly reported, with 36%, 53% and 40% of 

our sample of studies, respectively. MSC characteristics and culture conditions were 

inconsistently reported (e.g., viability assay reported in only 18 % of the articles), which is of 

concern, as culture condition can greatly impact MSC phenotype. Only 20% of the studies 

reported at least one functional assay. Clinical studies showed inconstant completeness in 

reporting relevant information on the MSC characterization and cell manufacturing 

processes. Clinical studies also reported a broad variety of MSC administration protocols in 

regards of administration route, MSC dose (range 105 to 107 cells/kg) and number of doses 

administered (range 1 to 25 doses).  

3. Conclusion 

Our scoping review highlighted a wide variability in reporting quality, consistence, and 

completeness in both MSC definition and characterization, and culture condition. These 

results suggest that further efforts are required to ensure the adoption of a consensus 

definition of MSCs and reporting guidelines in order to enhance rigour, 

reproducibility, transparency in the MSC literature, and ultimately the safe translation 

of effective cell-based therapies. 
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Figure 17. Scoping review graphical abstract. 

4. Manuscript “Definition and characteristics of mesenchymal stromal cells 

(MSC) in preclinical and clinical studies: a scoping review” (Published in Stem 

Cells Translational Medicine) 
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Abstract 

Mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) are widely used in preclinical and clinical research. Despite minimal criteria to define MSCs provided by the 
International Society for Cell and Gene Therapy (ISCT), concerns have been raised about inconsistent descriptions of cell products used. To ad-
dress the question “How are MSCs currently defined and characterized?” we conducted a scoping review on original MSC preclinical and clinical 
studies published over a 3-month period. Selected studies identified from a systematic search of MEDLINE and Embase were categorized as 
follows: Clinical, Animal, Biology, or Biomaterial studies. Data were extracted from a randomly selected subsample of studies. We extracted infor-
mation, including epidemiological characteristics of studies, study design, ISCT criteria, and MSC characterization and culture condition. A total of 
1053 articles were included and among them, 318 articles were analyzed. Overall, 18% of the articles explicitly referred to the ISCT minimal cri-
teria for MSC. MSC characteristics and culture conditions were inconstantly reported (eg, viability assay reported in only 18% of the articles). Only 
20% of documents reported at least 1 functional assay. Clinical studies showed inconsistent completeness in reporting relevant information on 
the MSC characterization and cell manufacturing processes. These results suggest that further development and implementation of a consensus 
definition of MSCs and reporting guidelines are needed to enhance rigor, reproducibility, and transparency in MSC research.

Key words: mesenchymal stromal cell; MSC definition; MSC characteristics; scoping review; preclinical; clinical studies.
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Significance Statement
Our scoping review highlights several findings that require the attention of the stem cell community. The minimal criteria to define 

MSC proposed by the International Society for Cell and Gene Therapy (ISCT) were poorly implemented with inconsistent reporting. 

More concerning, the clinical studies showed inconsistent completeness in reporting relevant and important information on MSC 

characterization and cell manufacturing processes. Further efforts are required to ensure the adoption of a consensus definition of MSCs 

and reporting guidelines in order to enhance rigor, reproducibility, transparency in the MSC literature, and ultimately the safe translation 

of effective cell-based therapies.

Introduction

Since mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) were first tested as 
a therapeutic agent in 1995,1 more than 1300 MSC clin-
ical trials have been registered on clinicaltrials.gov.2 Despite 
highly promising results of MSCs in different preclinical 
disease models, results of clinical trials using MSCs in various 
medical conditions have been less encouraging, with cur-
rently only 2 clinical approvals for graft versus host disease 
and Crohn’s associated perianal fistula.3,4 Although many 
issues have contributed to failures in translation (eg, patient 
characteristics and comorbidities), disparities in MSC char-
acteristics (eg, definition, characterization, immune compati-
bility, cell viability, and dose) appear to be critical factors.4 
Within the clinical trials that have tested MSC therapy there 
has been significant heterogeneity in reporting of products 
used, despite attempts from the International Society for 
Cell and Gene Therapy (ISCT) to provide minimal criteria 
to define MSC.5,6 For example, a report from the Food and 
Drug Administration showed important differences in cell 
surface marker characterization, product bioactivity assess-
ment, as well as tissue sourcing and product manufacturing.7 
Compounding the issue of heterogeneous cell products is in-
complete reporting.8-12

To better address clinical translation, reproducibility, and 
transparency in the field of MSC research, the scientific com-
munity needs to agree a consensus definition of MSCs and 
supports its dissemination and implementation. The absence 
of a consensus definition will lead to ongoing difficulties in 
study quality assessment, comparison between studies, ex-
trapolation from study findings, and even possibly influence 
the results of preclinical and clinical reports.

Here we seek to address the question “How are MSCs 
currently defined and characterized?” The objective of the 
current study is to describe how MSCs are defined and char-
acterized in preclinical and clinical research assessing MSCs’ 
therapeutic potential. In this scoping review, we used a sys-
tematic search to map the current literature and identified key 
concepts and knowledge gaps.13,14 This scoping review is the 
first step in a larger research program that seeks to establish a 
new consensus definition of MSCs.15 Our results will inform 
a subsequent Delphi study16 to establish and implement an 
international definition of MSCs.

Materials and Methods

Our research protocol was drafted according to the methodo-
logical framework for scoping reviews proposed by Arksey et 
al and adapted by Levac et al13,14 and further updated by the 
Joanna Brigg’s Institute.17 This protocol was registered pro-
spectively using the Open Science Framework18 (see https://
osf.io/3dsqx/) The data charting form was continuously up-
dated from the protocol version as part of an iterative process 

as data was charted. The methods and findings of this study 
are reported in accordance with the PRISMA Extension for 
Scoping Review.19 Study materials and data can be found 
here: https://osf.io/3dsqx/.

Research Question

Our research question was: “How are MSCs currently de-
fined and characterized in published preclinical and clinical 
studies?” The purpose of this scoping review was to describe 
how MSCs are described and defined in a sample of preclin-
ical and clinical research literature.

Search Strategy: Identifying Relevant Studies

We identified relevant original preclinical and clinical MSC 
studies published over a 3-month period (March 1-May 31, 
2020). A 3-month period was chosen a priori due to the large 
number of publications related to MSCs.

The search strategy (see Supplemental material) was devel-
oped by an experienced information specialist (R.S.) and fur-
ther refined through team discussion. This search strategy was 
modified from previous systematic reviews of MSCs by our 
group,10,20 and underwent Peer Review of Electronic Search 
Strategy (PRESS) to ensure adequate sensitivity and specifi-
city.21 To identify potentially relevant studies, the following 
MEDLINE and Embase were searched. We ran simultan-
eous searches of Ovid Medline All and Embase using a broad 
search strategy. MeSH terms for MSCs were searched along 
with synonymous text words in the titles or abstracts such as 
multipotent stromal cells.

Results of this search were limited to English language 
articles, de-duplicated, and then uploaded into DistillerSR22 
(Evidence Partners, Ottawa), a cloud-based, audit-ready soft-
ware that facilitates screening and selection of articles and 
allows transparent and reproducible work.

Study Selection

The Study Population

The study population included original preclinical and clin-
ical MSC studies. To be included, articles needed to report ori-
ginal research using MSC as a main intervention/focus and/
or assess its therapeutic potential (for Animal and Clinical 
studies). We excluded studies if MSC were not the main inter-
vention/focus, if the study did not investigate mesenchymal 
stromal/stem cells and if it was not an original study (eg, edi-
torial, review). Systematic reviews and meta-analyses were 
also excluded.

Screening

Two independent reviewers (L.R., M.P.) performed the study 
selection using DistillerSR. For each screening step (title 
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and abstract and full text), calibration exercises were done 
on 10 random articles to ensure inter-reviewer reliability. 
Conflicts were resolved by consensus among screeners, 
or if needed by a third independent reviewer (B.T.). First, 
the 2 independent reviewers screened article titles and ab-
stracts in duplicate using an initial screening questionnaire. 
Subsequently, full-text screening for all the articles retained 
was conducted against our eligibility criteria. Selected 
studies were stratified according to 3 categories: In Vitro, 
Animal, and Clinical studies. In vitro studies were stratified 
using the following categories: MSC Biology, MSC, and 
Biomaterial. Finally, if the number of articles included a cat-
egory was >100, we used a random sample of 25% for data 
charting. The random sample was selected using a function 
in DistillerSR.

Charting the Data

Data-Extraction Forms

Three data-extraction forms were developed a priori for each 
category (Clinical, preclinical Animal, and preclinical In Vitro) 
and pilot-tested by our team. These forms were designed to 
capture epidemiological characteristics of the original study 
and detailed information on MSC descriptions and their use. 
The data-extraction forms collected information on:

 • Epidemiological characteristics. Information on publica-
tion year, corresponding author (name, email, and coun-
try of affiliation), and funding (reported funding and 
funding source) were captured.

 • Study design (Clinical and Animal categories only). 
Information on the disease studied, intervention group 
(MSC dose, administration route, concentration, etc.), 
and control group were collected.

 • MSC description and reference to ISCT minimal criteria. 
This section of the form was designed to evaluate how 
authors referred to the ISCT criteria (eg, plastic adher-
ence, cell markers, tissue source, differentiation assays) 
and provide information on which criteria were used and 
how detailed were these criteria.

 • MSC characteristics and culture condition. This section 
was designed to inform the MSC characteristics (species 
sources, compatibility for Clinical and Animal studies, 
“fitness,” and viability assessment) and what were the 
culture condition, including a number of passages prior 
to MSC administration, cell confluence during culture, 
oxygen condition, medium, and serum used.

The full data-extraction forms are accessible on the Open 
Science Framework (https://osf.io/3dsqx/).

Data Charting Process

Two independent reviewers (L.R., M.P.) performed the data 
extraction using a single charting and audit approach using 
the quality control function in DistillerSR. Each reviewer 
charted half of the articles and audited the other half. In case 
of disagreement between the reviewers, a third independent 
reviewer (B.T.) was consulted. The extraction forms were pi-
loted on 5 random studies of each sample (in vitro, animal, 
and human) to ensure the approach to data charting was con-
sistent and in line with the research question and purpose. 
Then a calibration exercise was done on the next 10 articles 
for each category. The team discussed results, and the data 

charting form was continuously updated in an iterative pro-
cess in order to be inclusive of other aspects of the cell char-
acterization, manufacturing, delivery, etc. not listed a priori.

Extracted information will be used to generate our initial 
set of items for the future Delphi survey. In addition, the cor-
responding author’s names/email and affiliation country were 
extracted from all original articles selected for charting. These 
authors will be contacted by a member of the research team 
to participate in the Delphi survey.

Collating, Summarizing, and Reporting Results

We conducted our data analysis distinctly for each study 
design group (Biology, Biomaterial, Animal, and Clinical 
studies) and involved both quantitative (ie, frequencies) and 
qualitative (ie, thematic analysis) methods. We have reported 
frequencies and percentages for original studies’ epidemio-
logical characteristics (country listed in the first stated affili-
ation of the first listed corresponding author on each article 
for each study category, funding sources presented, and 
disease model) and study design (intervention group with 
MSC route of administration and dose, control group, cell 
nomenclature). Study participants are described as species 
for preclinical Animal studies (frequency and percentages) 
or participants’ age category for Clinical studies (pediatric, 
adult, or both). MSC description, frequencies, and percent-
ages were reported for: ISCT minimal criteria for MSC (and 
functional matrix assays for Clinical studies), and MSC char-
acteristics (tissue source, “fitness,” and culture condition).

At the request of reviewers, we also conducted an un-
planned post hoc analysis to provide a description of how 
completeness of reporting related to journal impact factor. To 
do so, we obtained journal impact factors for included jour-
nals from Clarivate’s Journal Citation Reports for the year 
2020 (https://jcr.clarivate.com). An additional post hoc ana-
lysis was done to compare the completeness of reporting be-
tween randomized controlled trials (RCT) and other clinical 
studies.

Results

Study Selection

In total, 3339 potential articles were identified and following 
screening 1053 articles met our inclusion criteria (Fig. 1). 
Among these articles, we selected all the included Clinical 
studies, and random samples of the Animal, Biology, and 
Biomaterial studies to conduct data extraction. A total of 
318 articles were included for charting: 42 Clinical studies, 
77 Animal studies, 160 Biology studies, and 39 MSC and 
Biomaterial studies. For data charting, the weighted overall 
Kappa was 0.93 for Clinical studies, 0.98 for Animal studies, 
0.95 for Biology studies, and 0.89 for Biomaterial studies.

Epidemiological Characteristics

Among all the selected articles (n = 318), the top 3 countries 
were China (37%), US (13%), and Korea (6%). Funding 
was reported in 92% of the articles, 39% of the articles re-
ported multiple funding sources, and Government was the 
most frequent source of funding (reported in 64% of the 
articles). A summary of article epidemiological characteris-
tics is presented in Table 1 and more details are provided in 
Supplemental Table S1.
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General Study Characteristics

Clinical Studies

Forty-two clinical studies were analyzed. Thirty-two (76%) 
were observational studies (27 descriptive studies and 5 ana-
lytical studies—1 case-control and 4 cohort studies). There 
were 10 (24%) experimental studies, of which 9 were RCT.

Of the 42 studies, 35 (83%) studies used an adult popula-
tion, 2 (5%) a pediatric population, and 5 (12%) both adult 
and pediatric populations. Regarding the disease model, the 
3 most frequently investigated systems were musculoskel-
etal system (29%), respiratory system (17%), and nervous 
system and genitourinary systems, both reported in 14% of 
the studies (Supplemental Table S2). These 42 Clinical articles 
described an important variety of administration protocols, 
with wide ranges for MSC doses and the number of doses 
administered (Table 2). MSC dose was reported in cells/kg 
(39%) with a median dose of 106 cells/kg (range 105 to 107 

cells/kg) or in total cells per dose (58%) with a median dose 
of 2.5 × 107 cells per dose (range 5 × 105 to 325 × 106 cells per 
dose). Multiple MSC doses were used in 29% of the Clinical 
articles with a median of 3.5 doses (range 2-25 doses). A con-
trol group was reported in 15 studies (36%). Control groups 
included a vehicle placebo (5 studies, 33%), standard care 
with no placebo (8 studies, 53%), other cell types (1 study, 
7%), or unreported (1 study, 7%).

Animal Studies

Seventy-seven studies were randomly selected and analyzed. 
All the articles reported the animal species used for the 
model; most of them were rodents: rat, n = 45 (58%); mouse, 
n = 24 (31%); rabbit, n = 5 (6%); other (swine, sheep, and 
dog), n = 3 (4%). Regarding the disease model, the 3 most 
reported systems were nervous system (25%), musculoskel-
etal system (16%), and cardiovascular system (12%). The 

Figure 1. Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flow diagram.
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different disease models used in the animal studies are pre-
sented in Supplemental Table S2. For the intervention group, 
the administration route was reported in all studies and 
91% (70/77) of the animal studies reported the MSC dose. 
The most common administration route was intravenous, re-
ported in 43% of the articles. MSC dose was reported in cells/
kg in 24% of the articles with a median dose of 2.25 × 106 
cells/kg (range 1.25 × 105 to 107 cells/kg) or in total cells per 
dose in 71% of the articles, with a median dose of 106 cells 
per dose (range 3 × 104 to 107 cells per dose). Sixteen percent 
of the articles reported using multiple MSC doses, with a me-
dian of 3 doses (range 2-6 doses). The reported intervention 
group for animal studies is detailed in Supplemental Table 
S3. A control group was reported in 76 studies (99%) with 
vehicle injection (67%) or no injection (28%).

MSC Description and Reference to the ISCT 
Minimal Criteria

Cell Nomenclature

Mesenchymal stem cell was used more frequently than MSC 
(Clinical 69 vs. 24%; Animal 82 vs. 17%, Biology 73 vs. 24%; Ta
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Table 2. Intervention group in clinical studies.

 N (%) 

Administration route reported 41 (98)

  Multiple administration routes 4 (10)

  Intravenous 13 (32)

   Infusion rate reported in 6 of 13 studies (46%) using 
IV route

  Intratracheal 1 (2)

  Intramuscular 4 (10)

  Intrathecal 3 (7)

  Intra-articular 3 (7)

  Other routes 21 (51)

   Cardiovascular system (intra-myocardium) 2 (10)

   Digestive system 3 (14)

   Ear-nose-throat 1 (5)

   Eye 1 (5)

   Genitourinary system 2 (10)

   Musculoskeletal tissue (tendon) 8 (38)

   Nervous system 2 (10)

   Skin and subcutaneous tissue 2 (10)

MSC dose reported 38 (90)

  Dose in cells/kg 15 (39)

   Range 105 to 107 cells/kg

  Dose in a total amount of cell administered 22 (58)

   Range 5 × 105 to 325 × 106 cells per dose

  Other dose reported 1 (3)

   Dose reported in µL/cm2 of the defect area

  Different dose groups used in the study 15 (39)

  Single administration 28 (74)

  Multiple administration 11 (29)

   Range 2-25 doses

MSC concentration reported 13 (31)

Use of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) reported 9 (21)

Abbreviations: IV, intra-venous; MSC, mesenchymal stromal cells.
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Biomaterial 82 vs. 15%, all articles 76 vs. 21%). A small pro-
portion of the studies used both terms (2% of all the articles).

Reference to ISCT Criteria and Recommendations

Overall, only 18% of the articles explicitly referred to the 
ISCT minimal criteria for MSC, with the highest percentage of 
articles in the Clinical category (29%) and the lowest for the 
Animal category (12%). The reported ISCT criteria according 
to each study category are presented in Fig. 2 and detailed in 
Table 3. To further explore the completeness in reporting the 
initial minimal criteria to define MSC from the ISCT (plastic 
adherence, cell markers, and in vitro differentiation assay), 
we described its association with the journal impact factor 
in Supplemental Table S4, and comparison between RCT 
and other clinical studies is presented in Supplemental Table 
S5. Among all the articles, 55 different positive or negative 
markers were used to define MSC. The top reported positive 
and negative cell markers are presented in Supplemental Fig. 
S1, and Supplemental Table S5 compared the top reported cell 
markers between RCT and other clinical studies. In addition 
to the minimal criteria to define MSC, to ensure product con-
sistency, the ISCT also recommends to report tissue source 
as well as functional assays including in vitro MSC licensing 
with pro- inflammatory cytokines in order to mimic the in 
vivo environment in patients with systemic inflammation or 
abnormal immune response.23 Tissue source was reported in 
94% of all the articles with a wide variety of tissue used as 
MSC source. MSC licensing was used in 7% of all the articles, 
the molecule or substance used was always reported and a 

resting MSC was used as control in 24% of the articles re-
porting MSC licensing.

MSC Characteristics and Culture Conditions

The reported MSC characteristics and culture conditions are 
presented in Fig. 3 and detailed in Table 4. For MSC char-
acteristics, MSC source (ie, human, animal or commercial) 
was almost always reported (in 98% of all articles), but MSC 
“fitness” (ie, fresh or cryopreserved) as well as MSC viability 
assessment prior to administration were reported in only 
16% and 18% of all articles, respectively. Reporting items 
describing the culture condition were inconsistently reported, 
culture medium type being the most reported (in 85% of all 
articles), and oxygen culture condition being the least re-
ported (8% of all articles).

Discussion

The aim of this scoping review was to describe how MSC are 
currently defined in preclinical (in vitro and animal studies) 
and clinical studies and to describe the characteristics of this 
published literature. In our selected articles, we found that 
only 29% of the clinical studies and 18% of all articles expli-
citly refer to the ISCT minimal criteria for MSC, and found 
important variations in criteria used to define MSC and the 
tissue sources, cell characteristics, and culture conditions. 
Both clinical and animal studies showed important variation 
in MSC dose. For example, in clinical studies, we found a 
two-log difference between the lowest and the highest dose 

Figure 2. Reported International Society for Cell and Gene Therapy (ISCT) minimal criteria for mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC).This graph shows, for 

each study category, the percentage of studies reporting the criterion. The criterion “refer to ISCT criteria” refers to the number of studies where the 

authors stated that they were using the ISCT criteria.
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reported and a >600-fold difference in the studies reporting 
total cells infused. In addition to these variations, we found 
that the quality and the rigor in reporting were inconsistent.

Driven by concerns about the inconsistent characteriza-
tion of MSC as well as different cell manufacturing proto-
cols, the ISCT issued a statement article for minimal criteria 
for defining MSC in 2006.5 In this statement, the ISCT com-
mittee supported the use of the recommended designation 
“Multipotent mesenchymal stromal cells” for MSC24 and 
defined 3 minimal criteria to describe MSC: “(i) adherence 

to plastic; (ii) specific surface antigen expression; and (iii) 
multipotent differentiation potential.” This statement was up-
dated in 2019, where the committee stressed again the im-
portance of the cell nomenclature and the need for additional 
criteria to report such as tissue of origin and functional assays 
to better characterize these cells.6

Our results show that the uptake for the ISCT defin-
ition is inconsistent among a contemporary sample of art-
icles. Most authors still use the term of “Mesenchymal Stem 
Cell” to describe MSC, even without providing any evidence 

Table 3. Reported International Society Cell and Gene Therapy (ISCT) minimal criteria to define mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC).

 Clinical (n = 42) Animal (n = 77) Biology (n = 160) Biomaterial (n = 39) All articles (n = 318) 

Refer to ISCT criteria 12 (29) 9 (12) 31 (19) 5 (13) 57 (18)

  Studies without any cri-
teria

2 (5) 5 (7) 6 (4) 3 (8) 16 (5)

Adherence criteria reported 12 (29) 29 (38) 64 (40) 9 (23) 114 (36)

  Plastic 6 (50) 7 (24) 14 (22) 2 (22) 29 (25)

  Surface not reported 6 (50) 22 (76) 50 (78) 7 (78) 85 (75)

Cell markers reported 23 (55) 42 (55) 95 (59) 8 (21) 168 (53)

In vitro differentiation assay 
reported

6 (14) 27 (35) 83 (52) 12 (31) 128 (40)

  Adipocyte 6 (100) 24 (89) 60 (72) 8 (67) 98 (77)

  Chondrocyte 4 (67) 14 (52) 39 (47) 5 (42) 62 (48)

  Osteoblast 6 (100) 24 (89) 77 (93) 10 (83) 117 (91)

  Tri-lineage 4 (67) 13 (48) 37 (45) 4 (33) 58 (45)

Tissue source reported 39 (93) 72 (94) 153 (96) 36 (92) 300 (94)

  Bone marrow 17 (44) 40 (56) 95 (62) 26 (72) 178 (59)

  Adipose tissue 9 (23) 9 (13) 29 (19) 5 (14) 52 (17)

  Umbilical cord 10 (26) 18 (25) 17 (11) 2 (6) 47 (16)

  Placenta 0 (0) 3 (4) 0 (0) 1 (3) 4 (1)

  Amnion 0 (0) 1 (1) 1 (1) 1 (3) 3 (1)

  Synovial 0 (0) 2 (3) 4 (3) 0 (0) 6 (2)

  Peripheral blood 0 (0) 0 (0) 3 (2) 0 (0) 3 (1)

  Other 4 (10) 1 (1) 26 (17) 1 (3) 32 (11)

Functional definition MSC 
stromal versus stem reported

2 (5) 5 (7) 36 (23) 3 (8) 46 (15)

  Self-renewal assay 2 (100) 5 (100) 25 (69) 3 (100) 35 (76)

  Multilineage differenti-
ation

0 (0) 0 (0) 20 (56) 0 (0) 20 (44)

Functional assays reported 4 (10) 11 (14) 43 (27) 5 (13) 63 (20)

  Quantitative RNA ana-
lysis

0 (0) 4 (36) 28 (65) 4 (80) 36 (57)

  Mixed lymphocyte reac-
tion

2 (50) 1 (9) 3 (7) 0 (0) 6 (10)

  MSC secretome analysis 0 (0) 2 (18) 14 (33) 0 (0) 16 (25)

  Migration assay 0 (0) 8 (73) 7 (16) 4 (80) 19 (30)

  Other 2 (50) 2 (18) 2 (5) 0 (0) 6 (10)

Data presented as n (%).
For in vitro differentiation assay, studies can report none, 1, 2, or tri-lineage. The data are reported in this table as the count number for each lineage 
differentiation.
Tissue source: some studies reported the use of different tissue sources, the description of the tissue source is shown as count number and therefore can be 
superior to the number of studies reporting tissue source.
“Other” tissue source details:
Clinical: menstrual blood (2), endometrial tissue (1), gingival connective tissue (1).
Animal: cardiac tissue (1).
Biology: abdominal aortic aneurysm wall (1), amniotic fluid (2), bone fracture site (1), dental apical papilla tissue (1), dental follicle (1), dental pulp (1), 
dermis (3), endometrial tissue (1), gingival tissue (2), hair follicle (1), peri-cardiac fat (1), liver (1), peri-tumor normal tissue (1), olfactory mucosa (1), Teeth 
(1), tongue epithelium (1), tonsil (3), femoral marrow fat (1), coronary corium (1), alveolar bone (1).
Biomaterial: dental pulp (1).
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of the stemness of their cells. Initial minimal criteria from 
the 2006 statement article, plastic adherence, cell markers, 
and differentiation assay were inconstantly reported 36%, 
53%, and 40%, respectively, of our sample of studies. Most 
of the articles reporting the use of cell markers to describe 
their cell population did not provide any information on the 
flow cytometry cutoff used to define positive and negative 
markers. In a post hoc test, we examined the association be-
tween journal impact factor and level of completeness in re-
porting the minimal criteria to define MSC from the ISCT. We 
found no correlation between the level of completeness and 
the journal impact factor which is consistent with the system-
atic review from Saginur et al, where they described little to 
no association between journal impact factor and study meth-
odological quality.25 In addition, RCT did not show a better 
completeness in reporting minimal criteria to define MSC 
compared to other clinical studies. Tissue source was the most 
reported ISCT criteria. The broad variety of tissue sources re-
ported echoes with some authors’ concern that, considering 
cell markers are nonspecific and artifacts and misinterpret-
ation are frequent in differentiation assays, so-called MSCs 
can be isolated from any kind of tissue.26 Another concern is 
that, in our study, only 20% of all articles (10% of the clinical 
studies) reported using a functional assay to describe MSCs’ 
potency and properties. These functional potency assays 
seem to be critical to better characterize MSC and provide 
a prediction of these MSCs’ effectiveness in clinical settings 

(depending on the disease, patient demographics),4 and are 
required for FDA biologics license application.7

We also found that critical information for MSC descrip-
tions (eg, viability assessment and MSC fitness) and culture 
conditions (eg, oxygen level) were often missing. Among re-
ported items, we found a wide variety of reported culture 
parameters such as number of passages and cell confluence 
in the different study categories. The importance of culture 
conditions in the field of MSC is well recognized as these con-
ditions can dramatically change MSCs’ phenotype.27 MSCs 
may exhibit different functional properties depending on how 
they are produced, handled, and administered. In order to en-
hance reproducibility and transparency in MSC research, it is 
critical to report these important culture parameters as well 
as MSC viability and fitness.

In addition to these findings, we also showed in our sample of 
clinical studies using MSC an important variation in the MSC 
dose regimen (dose range was 105 to 107 cells/kg) and a number 
of MSC doses (range from 1 to 24 doses). Although MSC ad-
ministration protocols (administration route, dose, number of 
doses) were overall well reported, other important information 
about the cell product used was absent. For instance, only 33% 
of the clinical articles reported a MSC viability assay at some 
point in their protocol and most of them did not provide the re-
sults of this assay. Administration of senescent or apoptotic cells 
can mitigate the results in terms of efficacy but also raise the 
concern about safety as these cells secrete or release paracrine 

Figure 3. Reported mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) characteristics and culture condition.For MSC characteristics, the following items were assessed: 

MSC source (eg, patient, donor, commercial), MSC fitness (fresh or cryopreserved MSC), viability assessment prior to MSC use.For culture condition, 

the following items were assessed: number of cell passages prior to cell use/administration, cell confluence before cell harvest, oxygen (O
2
) condition 

for culture (5% vs. 21% of oxygen), type of medium, and serum use.
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Table 4. Reported mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC) characteristics and culture condition.

 Clinical (n = 42) Animal (n = 77) Biology (n = 160) Biomaterial (n = 39) All articles (n = 318) 

MSC source reported 42 (100) 75 (97) 158 (99) 38 (97) 313 (98)

  Patient/donor 41 (98) 34 (45) 113 (72) 24 (63) 212 (68)

  Animal N/A 37 (49) 51 (32) 13 (34) 101 (32)

  Commercial 3 (7) 10 (13) 37 (23) 10 (26) 60 (19)

Compatibility reported 38 (90) 53 (69) N/A N/A 91 (76)

  Autologous 27 (71) 0 (0) 27 (30)

  Matched allogenic 3 (8) 1 (2) 4 (4)

  Unmatched allogenic 8 (21) 19 (36) 27 (30)

  Xenogenic N/A 33 (62) 33 (36)

MSC fitness reported 18 (43) 12 (16) 17 (11) 4 (10) 51 (16)

  Fresh 4 (22) 0 (0) 3 (18) 0 (0) 7 (14)

  Cryopreserved 14 (78) 12 (100) 14 (82) 4 (100) 44 (86)

Viability assessment reported 14 (33) 10 (13) 30 (19) 4 (10) 58 (18)

Number of passages reported 17 (40) 55 (71) 115 (72) 31 (79) 218 (69)

  Range (n passages) 1-7 1-20 1-38 2-14 1-38

Cell confluence reported 17 (40) 31 (40) 80 (50) 19 (49) 147 (46)

  Range (%) 70-90 30-100 50-100 60-90 30-100

O
2
 culture condition reported 0 (0) 6 (8) 14 (9) 5 (13) 25 (8)

  O
2
 5% 0 (0) 2 (33) 4 (29) 0 (0) 6 (24)

  O
2
 21% 0 (0) 4 (67) 10 (71) 5 (100) 19 (76)

Culture medium reported 22 (52) 63 (82) 152 (95) 33 (85) 270 (85)

  α-MEM 8 (36) 8 (13) 32 (21) 7 (21) 55 (20)

  DMEM 1 (5) 23 (37) 48 (32) 13 (39) 85 (31)

  DMEM/F12 7 (32) 9 (14) 25 (16) 2 (6) 43 (16)

  LG-DMEM 3 (14) 12 (19) 20 (13) 6 (18) 41 (15)

Serum use reported 16 (38) 53 (69) 138 (86) 30 (77) 237 (75)

  No serum 1 (6) 1 (1) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2 (1)

  FBS 11 (69) 52 (68) 130 (94) 30 (100) 223 (94)

Data presented as n (%).
MSC fitness and clinical studies. For cryopreserved MSC, 50% reported frozen/thawed/MSC administration and 50% reported frozen/thawed/cultured/MSC administration.
MSC sources reported.
Some studies reported the use of different sources.
Animal sources—Animal studies: rat (19), mouse (7), rabbit (4), dog (1), pig (1), sheep (1), unknown (4); Biology studies: rat (18), mouse (20), bovine (1), dog (3), goat (1), horse (1), ovine fetus (1), rabbit (1), 
shrew (1); Biomaterial studies: rat (4), rabbit (3), mouse (3), sheep (1).
Commercial, details on product and company names for clinical and animal studies—Clinical studies: Bionet Corp. (1), Cartistem Medipost (1), Basic Medical Sciences (1); Animal studies: Cyagen Biosciences (3), 
Lonza (1), hUC-MSC CHA Biotech (1), Shanghai Yiyan Biotechnology (1), Shanghai Saibaikang Biotechnology (1), Noor Genetics Laboratory of Ahva (1), Kalang Technology (1), RoosterBio (1).
Serum in clinical studies. Four studies reported other serum than FBS: autologous serum, human serum B, HyClone, newborn calf serum.
Abbreviations: DMEM, Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium; LG-DMEM, low-glucose DMEM; FBS, fetal bovine serum; MEM, minimum essential medium; O

2
, oxygen.
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factors which can negatively regulate the host cells. Some au-
thors have reported that the acute inflammation triggered by 
the dead stem cells could be at the origin of tissue regeneration, 
more than the cell product itself. 28 Similarly, functional assays 
were reported in only 10% of the clinical studies. As stated 
above these functional assays provide insight into the MSC po-
tency and their potential effectiveness in human diseases.

Overall, these findings from clinical studies are in line with 
a recent meta-analysis reported that MSC administration 
seems to be safe in humans but also stressed that the study 
design quality and reporting transparency of the included 
studies was sub-optimal.10 It is critical to have an extensive 
characterization of the MSC product used as well as a detailed 
cell manufacturing process to ensure reproducibility, com-
parison, and transparency between clinical trials using MSC. 
In addition, given indications that some trial participants 
have been “non-responders” to MSC therapy, unraveling this 
heterogeneous response to therapy and the development of 
predictive biomarkers will ultimately rely on the use of well-
characterized and “standardized” MSC products.4

A key challenge of this scoping review was managing the 
large amount of preclinical and clinical MSC research being 
produced to create our evidence map. To address this chal-
lenge, we limited the literature search to 3 months, categor-
ized the selected studies according to the research field (in vitro, 
animal, human), and for data charting, we randomly selected 
samples for each category with more than 100 included art-
icles. A potential limitation of this scoping review was our 
choice to exclude non-English articles, meaning we may have 
missed relevant information published in another language.

Conclusion

Our study highlighted a broad variability in reporting quality 
and completeness in both MSC definition and product char-
acterization. This finding is of concern as many authors con-
sider that for MSCs the “process is the product,” stressing 
the importance of limiting the sources of variability in the 
resulting cell product by clearly defining the cell (source, 
functional assays) and culture condition.27 In the light of the 
new evidence provided by our study, it is not surprising that 
there have been calls to “clearing-up the stem cells mess.”3 
Therefore, we propose to develop a research protocol com-
bining a rigorous consensus development method (modified 
Delphi method)16 to address the lack of consensus definition 
for MSC and to provide reporting guidelines for clinical 
studies using MSC.15 Equally important are strategies to sup-
port its dissemination and implementation. A science-based 
approach such as “integrated knowledge translation”29 may 
help by engaging knowledge users in the Delphi process since 
inception and developing a tailored end of project knowledge 
translation plan to support dissemination and implementa-
tion of the Delphi results. Results of this scoping review will 
be used to generate our initial Delphi survey and to identify 
potential participants among corresponding authors of the 
selected articles to contribute to the development of an inter-
nationally accepted consensus definition of MSCs.
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General discussion and conclusions 

The clinical translation gaps, bench-to-bedside, and between clinical studies to everyday 

clinical practice, represent the main obstacles in translating the promising preclinical 

discoveries to the general population. These clinical gaps concern all fields of biomedical 

research and medicine and are particularly critical in case of the rare diseases, such as 

congenital or prematurity-related lung diseases. Translational research was created to 

address these gaps by developing solutions to speed up translation of breakthrough 

discoveries to the patient’s bedside, to enhance the success rate of promising drugs in 

clinical trials, and ensure proper dissemination to the general public, policy makers, and 

regulatory and funding agencies. 

 

In this thesis, we presented three different projects related to neonatal lung research which 

support the main focus of translational research: 1) a multidisciplinary approach, 2) the use 

of complex and holistic models including human tissue derived models, and 3) knowledge 

translation. 

 

Nowadays, the increased complexity of biomedical research protocols renders 

multidisciplinary collaboration mandatory, with inclusion of individuals with different but 

complementary skillsets and perspectives. A multidisciplinary research team ensures that 

the critical determinants for successful biomedical research are addressed: scientific rigour 

of study design and data analysis, clinical relevance of initial hypothesis, study endpoints 
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and results interpretation, and strategies to disseminate and implement study findings. All 

three projects presented here rely on a multidisciplinary collaboration to enhance the 

project’s overall quality and findings. The snRNAseq and PCLS projects used human fetal 

lungs, therefore the quality and viability of these samples were of the highest importance. 

To ensure optimal tissue quality, our protocol required a close collaboration and teamwork 

between the obstetrical team (patient recruitment and coordination for abortion process), 

pathologists (careful dissection and harvest of the lungs), and lab team (coordination, 

transport and process of the samples within few hours after delivery). In addition, the 

snRNAseq project further required collaboration with bioinformaticians for the data pre-

processing and downstream analyses.  

The Delphi project is another good example of how a multidisciplinary approach is critical 

for project’s success. Previous attempts to provide minimal criteria to define MSC by the 

ISCT failed to ensure proper intake of this definition. Despite the fact that the ISCT project 

was led by world-renowned experts in the field of MSC research, major pitfalls in the 

consensus method and in the dissemination and implementation processes were not 

anticipated. The definition and characterization of MSC are a sensitive and controversial 

issue, involving many different fields of research, from developmental biology to regulatory 

agencies and policy makers. The ISCT definition relied on group decision-making process 

which usually fails to bring to the table people with divergent opinions. Group decision-

making presents several limitations when it comes to generate consensus, especially on 

controversial topics, whereas the Delphi method is a more rigorous and inclusive method, 

which has been previously successfully used to reach consensus on highly contentious 

issues. In addition, the ISCT proposal lacked a clear knowledge translation plan. Therefore, 

we identified the need for our Delphi project to bring onboard both MSC content experts 
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and experts in methodology and implementation science. We developed our Delphi project 

in close collaboration with members from the Ottawa Method Centre with specific expertise 

in consensus-building methods, guidelines development, knowledge translation, and 

implementation science. They provided guidance for each step of the project, from 

generating current knowledge synthesis (scoping review) and conducting the Delphi survey, 

to the development of knowledge translation strategies. 

 

Translational research supports the use of complex and holistic models including human 

tissue-derived models to enhance clinical relevance. The use of human tissue, both healthy 

and diseased, is extremely valuable to bridge preclinical and clinical research. In this thesis, 

we presented two studies using human fetal lungs obtained from abortions.  

Using the human fetal PCLS, we provided a proof of concept of human lung parenchyma 

transduction of a promising AAV vector for SP-B deficiency gene therapy. The dose-

dependent effect, colocalization of the AAV with EPCAM+ cells and the lack of severe 

adverse effects strongly suggest a major potential for this AAV vector in term of clinical 

translation. Preclinical proof of concept studies on primary human tissue are of tremendous 

importance to assess the clinical potential of a therapy, especially in rare diseases such as 

SP-B deficiency. SP-B deficiency has an estimated incidence of 1 in 1 million live births. 

Conducting clinical trials for diseases with such a rare incidence is difficult and complex, 

therefore optimizing preclinical data for potential therapies with complex human tissue-

derived models is critical. PCLS provide a good model to study viral vector transduction as 

they provide an organotypic culture of a human lung, where complex cell composition and 
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relation, as well as important features of airway epithelium such as cell polarity are 

preserved. 

In the human developing lung project, we performed an snRNAseq on nine samples from 

nine human fetal lungs. To our knowledge, this is the first reported unbiased transcriptome 

analysis at a single-cell resolution of human fetal lungs with gestational ages spanning 

through the pseudoglandular and the canalicular stages (14 to 19 weeks of gestation). Our 

findings provide valuable insights on normal in utero human lung development during this 

period. Description of cell composition, gene expression patterns across gestational ages for 

each cluster, as well as signaling pathways involved in cellular crosstalk, will help to extend 

our knowledge on human developing lung. Identification of critical biological pathways and 

underlying molecular mechanisms can be used to generate clinically relevant research 

hypothesis, develop new animal models of impaired lung development, validate surrogate 

ex-vivo human developing lung model (HLO), and develop new therapies targeting these 

pathways. In addition, single-cell transcriptomics provides a more holistic and 

comprehensive picture of the cellular composition and interactions within primary human 

tissue, whereas other ex-vivo models to study human lung development usually allow the 

study of interactions limited to several cell types. 

 

The last important determinant of translation research is knowledge translation. In our 

Delphi project we described a knowledge translation approach called integrated knowledge 

translation (iKT). This approach stresses the importance of identifying knowledge users, as 

they have a unique expertise pertaining to the research topic, including knowledge of the 

context and the potential for implementation. Once identified, these knowledge users 
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should be included in the project since its inception and participate in every important step 

to ensure their needs and preferences are considered. This two-way sharing of knowledge 

between research producers and users is critical to ensure proper implementation. Too 

many discoveries failed to cross the knowledge translation gap because they were not 

sufficiently relevant or useful to the knowledge users. Lastly, these knowledge users will 

support the dissemination and implementation of the findings by participating in the 

development of tailored messages to specific audience as well as using their communication 

network to disseminate the findings. Knowledge translation represents a critical, and often 

underrated, part of translational research. Every translational research protocol should 

include a dedicated knowledge translation plan. This plan should at least involve knowledge 

synthesis, identification of the knowledge users, identification of facilitators and potential 

obstacles for knowledge translation, as well as an end-of-project knowledge translation 

plan.  

 

As insightful as these 3 projects can be, they also have their limitations. We have shown that 

human PCLS is a valuable model to study transduction of viral vectors for gene therapy. One 

limitation of gene therapy using viral vectors is related to the cellular turn-over, requiring 

further administrations of the viral vector with its cargo. Little is known on viral vectors 

immunogenicity and how it could affect the efficacy of viral vector readministration. As PCLS 

only contain resident immune cells, they don’t allow the study of systemic immune 

response and immune cells recruitment. Another limitation is the short duration for PCLS 

culture, which hinders its capacity to study more chronic changes. Therefore, there is a need 
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to develop a more complex model to study the effect of AAV vector readministration on 

human lung parenchyma, such as co-culturing with human PCLS and human leukocytes. 

The snRNAseq and PCLS projects shared the main limitation of all experimental studies using 

primary human tissue: the access to human tissue. This is particularly true in neonatal lung 

research where we aim at studying lung development at later stages of the pregnancy. Since 

the World Health Organization has set the limit of viability for human fetuses at 22 weeks of 

gestation, access to normal human fetal tissue at 22 or more weeks of gestation is 

extremely rare. One possible solution would be to develop a maturation protocol for human 

fetal PCLS. This option however has several limitations, such as the short duration for PCLS 

culture and the need to validate maturation protocol (like for the HLO) with the in-vivo 

counterpart.  

The Delphi project has 2 critical elements that can hinder findings uptakes: the lack of 

participation in the Delphi survey and the dissemination and implementation of the Delphi 

results. Both of these limitations can be addressed by the iKT approach, as described above. 

Our core group is composed of representatives from the different fields of MSC research 

and we have involved this core group in all the project’s steps to ensure their participation 

in the Delphi survey. Another limit of the Delphi method is the absence of in-person 

interaction or information exchanges, as face-to-face interaction can be useful to identify 

reasons for any disagreement. To mitigate this issue, we proposed a modified Delphi, where 

the last round will be conducted in a form of an in-person meeting with the Core group.  

 

Future directions will include the use of snRNAseq to compare normal vs. impaired human 

lung development and highlight important modifications in cellular composition, crosstalk, 
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or molecular mechanisms. This will improve our understanding of congenital or acquired 

lung disease and facilitate the discovery of new potential therapeutic targets. To achieve 

this goal, we might consider 2 options. 

The first option would be to use human fetal PCLS to generate prematurity-related 

impaired lung development. The PCLS from the same fetus will be randomized in “normal” 

culture condition, or “disease” culture condition. In the “disease” culture condition, PCLS 

will be exposed to ex-utero insults experienced by preterm infants, such as hyperoxia, 

inflammation, or combination of both. snRNAseq will be performed on PCLS at the day of 

slicing and at different timepoints during the culture period. Comparison of transcriptomic 

data between “healthy” and “diseased” PCLS could provide insights on immature lung 

reaction against ex-utero insults and highlight important changes in cell fate and 

communication, as well as in signaling pathways to improve our understanding of BPD and 

discover potential therapeutic targets. The principal advantage of this option relies in the 

possibility to assess the human lung tissue responses to different environments within PCLS 

sharing the same genetic and epigenetic background.  

The second option would be to create and develop a biobank of human fetal lung 

tissues, both from healthy fetuses and fetuses with congenital lung disease. These fetal lung 

tissues could be used for transcriptomic analysis to compare healthy vs. diseased tissues 

(with additional adjustment on gestational age and gender). The principal advantage of this 

option is the use of primary human tissue with no further processing or culture. Therefore, 

the differences observed in the transcriptomic analysis are more likely due to the condition 

(healthy vs. diseased) rather than an artifact generated by the culture condition. 
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In conclusion, this thesis highlighted several complex aspects of translational research and 

the importance of a holistic and multidisciplinary approach to bridge the clinical translation 

gap. In addition, I presented here different solutions and mitigation strategies to support 

multidisciplinary collaboration, development of complex preclinical model using primary 

human lung tissue, and knowledge translation. All together, these projects demonstrated 

how to support and improve the clinical translation in neonatal lung research. 
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Abstract

Cell-based therapies hold promise to substantially curb complications from extreme

preterm birth, the main cause of death in children below the age of 5 years. Exciting

preclinical studies in experimental neonatal lung injury have provided the impetus for

the initiation of early phase clinical trials in extreme preterm infants at risk of devel-

oping bronchopulmonary dysplasia. Clinical translation of promising therapies, how-

ever, is slow and often fails. In the adult population, results of clinical trials so far

have not matched the enticing preclinical data. The neonatal field has experienced

many hard-earned lessons with the implementation of oxygen therapy or postnatal

steroids. Here we briefly summarize the preclinical data that have permitted the initi-

ation of early phase clinical trials of cell-based therapies in extreme preterm infants

and describe the INCuBAToR concept (Innovative Neonatal Cellular Therapy for

Bronchopulmonary Dysplasia: Accelerating Translation of Research), an evidence-

based approach to mitigate the risk of translating advanced therapies into this vulner-

able patient population. The INCuBAToR addresses several of the shortcomings at

the preclinical and the clinical stage that usually contribute to the failure of clinical

translation through (a) systematic reviews of preclinical and clinical studies,

(b) integrated knowledge transfer through engaging important stakeholders early on,

(c) early economic evaluation to determine if a novel therapy is viable, and

(d) retrospective and prospective studies to define and test ideal eligibility criteria to

optimize clinical trial design. The INCuBAToR concept can be applied to any novel

therapy in order to enhance the likelihood of success of clinical translation in a timely,

transparent, rigorous, and evidence-based fashion.
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1 | MESENCHYMAL STROMAL CELLS

FOR COMPLICATIONS OF PRETERM BIRTH

Bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD), defined as need for oxygen

and/or respiratory support at 36 weeks' corrected age, is the most

frequent sequela of prematurity.1,2 BPD contributes to lifelong respi-

ratory and neurological impairment resulting in increased health care

costs and parental burden.3 BPD occurs in neonates born during the

late canalicular stage of lung development when critical components

of lung vascularization and gas exchange are just being established.2

BPD is a multifactorial disease in which inflammation, oxidative

stress, and mechanical stretch disrupt the normal sequence of lung

growth.2 As a consequence, the prevention of lung injury has

become increasingly more challenging with no progress over the past

decade.4

Preclinical proof-of-concept5,6 and exploratory studies7

demonstrate that mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) from various

sources prevent oxygen-induced lung injury in a widely used neona-

tal rodent model mimicking some aspects of BPD. MSCs have been

ascribed pleiotropic effects (eg, anti-inflammatory, proangiogenic,

antifibrotic, and antioxidative), making MSC therapy very appealing

for a multifactorial disease such as BPD.8 Furthermore, many of the

healing molecules released by MSCs, such as keratinocyte growth

factor, insulin growth factor-I, and angiogenic growth factors, are

known to promote lung growth, and this is of specific interest for

the preterm lung. These data provide strong biological plausibility

for the use of MSCs in BPD. Fueled by these promising preclinical

findings, early phase clinical trials testing the safety and feasibility

of MSC and other cell therapies for BPD have already been com-

pleted.9-11 Many more trials are ongoing or in the planning phase,

indicating the heightened recognition of the potential benefits of

neonatal cell therapy for BPD and other complications of

prematurity.

This current enthusiasm is reminiscent of the “Heroic” years

(1950-1970) of neonatology when a “great spirit of innovation,

somewhat lacking in discipline” was accompanied by the most strik-

ing care changes and errors in neonatology.12 Avoiding errors of the

past13,14 and overcoming obstacles to progress for cell therapy in

this vulnerable patient population is the focus of the INCuBAToR

(Innovative Neonatal Cellular Therapy for BPD: Accelerating Transla-

tion of Research), a multidisciplinary and evidence-based engine to

ensure safe and timely translation of promising advanced therapies

from the bench to the bedside. The importance of evidence-based

medicine has again come to the forefront in the current pandemic

and the race to find efficient treatments for COVID-19-related

complications.15

2 | THE INCuBAToR TO ENHANCE THE

SUCCESS OF CLINICAL TRANSLATION OF

MSCS FOR BPD

Translation of potentially life-saving therapies is unacceptably slow

and often fails. In neonatology, it took decades to bring breakthrough

therapies from discovery to approval by the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration: over 30 years for surfactant16 and 20 years for

inhaled nitric oxide.17 More worrisome is that less than 5% of high

impact preclinical reports are being clinically translated and only 11%

of those tested clinically ultimately receive licensing.18 The underlying

reasons for failure are multifactorial; however, issues highlighted by

others and our group include (a) lack of rigorous preclinical and clinical

research methodology; (b) failure to properly synthesize current evi-

dence to help justify and inform trial design19; (c) logistical, institu-

tional, and regulatory obstacles at the clinical stage that add years to

scientific development; and (d) failure to address concerns of ethics

Lessons learned

The INCuBAToR concept is an evidence-based approach to

mitigate the risk of translating advanced therapies into vul-

nerable extreme preterm infants but can be applied to any

population and any novel therapy. The INCuBAToR presents a

unique translational research platform that offers a compre-

hensive infrastructure to design translational research including

expertise in trial design, knowledge synthesis, economic evalu-

ation, and knowledge translation. It aims to facilitate and

enable timely and robust evaluation of promising therapeutics

to help bring effective therapeutics to patients sooner.

Significance statement

Cell-based therapies offer exciting opportunities to curb

complications of extreme preterm birth, the main cause of

death in children aged 5 years or younger. Although early

phase clinical trials have begun, the translation of promising

therapies often fails. Here the INCuBAToR concept, an

evidence-based approach to mitigate the risk of translating

cell-based therapies into a vulnerable patient population, is

introduced. The INCuBAToR concept can be applied to any

novel therapy to enhance the likelihood of success of clinical

translation in a timely, transparent, rigorous, and evidence-

based fashion.
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boards and regulatory agencies as the result of failing to engage these

stakeholders early in the translation process.20 There is also failure to

appreciate concerns of critical stakeholders, such as patients and their

surrogates where relevant (in our case, parents) and clinicians, when

establishing eligibility criteria, specifics of the intervention, and out-

comes to be assessed in a clinical trial. This ultimately contributes to

poor patient recruitment to trials. Moreover, eligibility criteria for tri-

als of novel therapies are often too restrictive, resulting in failure to

accrue sufficient patients within the target time. Finally, even in the

case of successful therapies, the early economic consideration is often

overlooked by investigators, leading to delayed commercialization of

the therapy and reimbursement, which are necessary steps for clinical

adoption. The INCuBAToR (Figure 1) is a novel, translational engine

that can enhance speed, efficiency, rigor, and thus success for the

clinical development of MSC therapy in neonatology. As outlined

below, this approach was successfully applied to launch HULC-I, a

phase I trial for MSC in BPD (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04255147). A sim-

ilar evidence-based approach—EPICOT (previous evidence, population

to include, intervention to evaluate, comparison groups to identify,

outcomes to define, and time over which the outcomes will be

assessed)—has been successfully used to establish a consensus on

designing efficient and consistent clinical trials for the intravenous use

of MSCs for inflammatory bowel disease.21

2.1 | Systematic reviews of preclinical and clinical

studies

Systematic reviews and meta-analyses (SRMAs) provide the most

robust and evidence-based overview of the evidence on a topic and

can point out knowledge gaps and thus guide future studies. Yet, their

application to first-in-human trials has been limited and preclinical

SRMAs for neonatal interventions were until recently nonexistent.

We undertook two systematic reviews (SRs) to justify and inform our

clinical trial: (a) a preclinical SR of studies testing MSCs in experimen-

tal models of neonatal lung injury and (b) a clinical SR to examine evi-

dence for MSCs in BPD.

2.1.1 | Preclinical systematic review of evidence

Using SR methodologies described by the Cochrane Collaboration22

and modified for preclinical SRs,23 we performed an SRMA on preclin-

ical studies testing MSCs in experimental models of neonatal lung

injury. We developed systematic strategies to search MEDLINE,

Embase, BIOSIS, and Cochrane databases in collaboration with an

information specialist. Validated filters were applied to improve search

efficiency and strategies underwent peer review of electronic search

strategy.24 Two reviewers independently screened studies. Relevant

data were extracted and summarized and meta-analysis performed

where appropriate. The study protocol was registered through

CAMARADES (www.CAMARADES.info). This SRMA included 25 stud-

ies with over 450 animals used in 33 individual experiments and

suggested the beneficial effects of MSCs on lung structure, inflamma-

tion, and other parameters.7 Of note, all studies used exclusively new-

born rodents exposed to hyperoxia, highlighting the importance of

experiments in large animal models to address important endpoints

not obtainable in small rodents and additional safety data critical for

regulatory agencies. Importantly, unclear risk of bias and incomplete

reporting in the primary studies revealed nonadherence to reporting

standards, emphasizing potential obstacles to successful clinical trans-

lation based on flawed preclinical data and the need to reinforce

implementation of reporting standards such as the ARRIVE guide-

lines25 (www.nc3rs.org.uk/arrive-guidelines). Because of the burst of

preclinical MSC studies in the most recent literature and the emer-

gence of novel cellular therapies, we updated our SR and included a

network meta-analysis to compare these various cell products. Fifty-

three studies assessed 15 different cell-based therapies, and 35 of

those studied the effects of MSCs almost exclusively in hyperoxic

rodent models of BPD.26 The exploratory meta-network analysis

suggested that MSCs are the most effective therapy with few head-

to-head comparisons, highlighting again the relative youth of cell ther-

apy in the neonatal arena. The unclear risk of bias still existed in most

studies; however, many preclinical journals are now enforcing data

transparency and reporting guidelines—at least for confirmatory

research27—pushing a methodology resembling norms for randomized

clinical trials.28 These measures should decrease waste, improve qual-

ity and rigor in the reporting of preclinical studies, and thus generate a

stronger foundation on which to make sound decisions to initiate clin-

ical trials.29

2.1.2 | Clinical systematic review of evidence

A systematic review to establish the current clinical evidence for MSCs

in BPD further revealed the early stage of MSC therapy in neonatol-

ogy.30 We used the standard search strategy of the Cochrane Neonatal

review group (https://neonatal.cochrane.org/resources-review-authors).

We also searched clinical trials databases, conference proceedings, and

the reference lists of retrieved articles for randomized controlled trials

and quasirandomized trials. As of 2017, there was one published phase I

trial using highly expanded MSCs from cord blood (Pneumostem;

MEDIPOST Co., Ltd., Seongnam, South-Korea) from a commercial

entity.9 This first trial was a phase I dose-escalation trial in preterm

infants with evolving BPD (5-14 days of life requiring continuous ventila-

tory support) to assess the safety and feasibility of cord blood MSCs. A

single intratracheal injection of this allogeneic MSC product, starting with

a dose of 1.0 × 107 cells/kg for the first three patients and progressing

to a dose of 2.0 × 107 cells/kg for the next six patients, caused no seri-

ous adverse events or dose-limiting toxicity. Levels of proinflammatory

cytokines in tracheal aspirates were reduced after MSC transplantation.

When compared with historical controls, BPD severity was lower in

MSC recipients, and rates of other adverse outcomes did not differ

between the comparison group and MSC recipients.

Since publication of this clinical SR, the 2-year follow-up study of

these nine preterm infants reported no adverse effects on growth,
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respiratory, and neurodevelopmental outcomes.31 A second phase I

dose-escalation trial using the same cord blood-derived MSC product

(Pneumostem) and a similar trial design was published in 2019, con-

firming feasibility and absence of serious adverse events in 12 preterm

infants.11 These studies indicate feasibility and absence of short-term

toxicity in a small number of patients. As of 18 November 2020, there

were 18 registered trials in ClinicalTrials.gov under the terms “bron-

chopulmonary dysplasia” and “mesenchymal stem cells” at various

stages of development with one completed phase II trial

(NCT01828957).

F IGURE 1 The INCuBAToR (Innovative Neonatal Cellular Therapy for BPD: Accelerating Translation of Research) for the successful clinical
translation of cell-based therapies in neonates. The classical pathway to clinical translation includes the preclinical stage of discovery, exploratory,
and confirmatory studies that provide the biological plausibility for the use of a novel therapy for a given disease and the rationale for initiating
clinical trials. Numerous clinical trials fail because of shortcomings in the preclinical stages and/or lack of integration of critical information into
clinical trial design. The INCuBAToR is designed to mitigate the risk of translating cell therapies into the clinic by providing an evidence-based
approach through the following. A, Preclinical and clinical systematic reviews and meta-analyses to evaluate, synthesize, and quantitatively assess
the best available evidence and identify knowledge gaps. B, Integrated knowledge translation to engage pertinent stakeholders, including
patients, parents, physicians, nurses, and regulatory agencies, to identify opportunities and barriers in clinical trial implementation. C, Early
economic evaluation to establish a “headroom analysis” for early determination of the potential value of the cell therapy. D, Retrospective cohort
studies to estimate sample size, adverse events, and understanding of current patterns of care; this information can then be further refined by
prospective observational cohort studies to provide “real world, real time” evidence to ensure feasibility and ultimately success of the clinical
translation
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Both the preclinical and clinical SRs provide some safety profile

of MSCs and help inform trial design and potential trial participants,

regulators, and research ethics boards of risks associated with MSC

therapy in newborns. SRs from the adult literature further support the

safety profile of MSCs from various sources.32-34

2.2 | Identifying barriers and enablers to

conducting and participating in clinical trials of MSC

therapy in preterm infants

Failure to enroll patients is a major concern to trial feasibility.18 Under-

standing underlying beliefs, concerns, and perspectives are crucial to

directly improve processes surrounding consent, refine eligibility criteria

and trial outcomes to optimize the experience of deciding to enroll their

child in a trial (parents) and optimize recruitment, retention, and trial

delivery practices (clinicians).35 In a novel application of the theoretical

domain framework36 and first systematic evaluation of stakeholder

beliefs prior to embarking on any cellular therapy study, semistructured

interviews were used with directed content analysis to identify barriers

and enablers that may influence parents' and neonatologists' participa-

tion in clinical trials of MSC for BPD.37 One-on-one interviews with par-

ents of extremely preterm infants (n = 18) and neonatologists (n = 16)

revealed key barriers for parents, including lack of knowledge about clini-

cal trials and stem cells, concerns about their risks and side effects, and

preferences for who should help them make the decision. Physicians

reported competing priorities, time commitment, costs, and lack of insti-

tutional support as significant barriers to their ability to recruit patients.

Using this methodological approach—which is typically used to inform

later phase trials—helped to identify barriers that were unanticipated and

may not have otherwise been flagged. The approach allowed us to sys-

tematically identify how to better support parents and clinicians by con-

sidering their concerns in the development of this early phase clinical

trial of MSC therapy. As a result, we were able to directly address issues

that could have compromised recruitment. These findings led to the

development of an animated information video to enhance parent edu-

cation with the goal of increasing trial enrollment. This video will first be

evaluated in the observational arm of our phase I clinical trial. Parent

foundations such as the Canadian Premature Babies Foundation or the

European Foundation for the Care of Newborn Infants provide invalu-

able insight and are authentic drivers in the quest for successful clinical

translation of promising therapies.38

Early engagement of parents and clinicians directly informs trial

design, improves informed consent documents and process, and iden-

tifies feasibility issues associated with clinical adoption of MSC therapy.

2.3 | Assessing the potential value of MSC therapy

for BPD

Early economic evaluation is now recognized as a tool to support

product investment decision making.39 Such evaluation is novel in

neonatology, yet crucial to ensure that MSC therapy for BPD will be

economically viable. Given the lack of available data in the literature

and the difficulty of obtaining reliable information from routinely col-

lected databases, we developed a new, flexible tool to reliably fore-

cast short- and long-term costs and health outcomes of BPD. The tool

used an individual sample Markov model with seven health states in

preterm infants born at 23-28 weeks. According to this tool, we have

shown that BPD patients will incur over CAD$700 000 in lifetime

health systems costs associated with BPD and resulting complica-

tions.40 This new model will now enable the “headroom” and the

“value of information (VOI)” analyses. The headroom analysis presents

the “cost-effectiveness gap” or maximum cost for which the MSC

therapy can be brought to market and still be considered cost effec-

tive from the perspective of health care payers.41 The VOI analysis

identifies parameters that have large impact on the cost-effectiveness

profile of MSC therapy for BPD and estimates optimal sample size

and follow-up period in future randomized controlled trials. The VOI

analysis will also identify research areas that will have the highest

impact on reimbursement decisions.42 As we are in the early phase of

the development of MSCs for extremely preterm infants, the actual

cost of MSCs is currently unknown. Unlike conventional therapeutics,

there has been little published data on the cost of cell-based thera-

pies, including MSCs. In general, biological products have higher prices

in comparison with other drugs. For example, Zolgensma

(onasemnogene abeparvovec-xioi; Norvartis, Basel, Switzerland)—a

gene therapy product for young children with spinal muscular

atrophy—is priced at US $2.1 million. Chimeric antigen receptor T-

cell-based products, such as Kymriah (tisagenlecleucel; Novartis,

Basel, Switzerland) and Yescarta (axicabtagene ciloleucel; Gliead Sci-

ences, Inc, Foster City, California), cost US $475 000 and US

$373 000, respectively, for a one-time dose. As part of INCuBAToR,

we will use an early economic evaluation to estimate the potential

price of MSCs at which the therapy is still considered cost effective

for BPD. This estimated price will be based on early evidence on the

potential impact of MSCs on health outcomes of infants with BPD.

2.4 | Retrospective and prospective observational

cohort studies to ensure recruitment targets are met

Defining and “testing” optimal eligibility criteria are of particular

importance in first-in-human trials as they enhance safety by exclud-

ing patients with an unacceptably high risk of treatment-related tox-

icity (relative to benefit) and/or insufficient expectation of efficacy.

Too restrictive eligibility criteria can significantly reduce trial feasibil-

ity, as they limit patient accrual, and results may not be generaliz-

able. Trials can also experience significant delays related to

recruitment. As many as 86% of clinical trials do not reach recruit-

ment targets within their specified time periods.43 This is of particu-

lar concern in cell therapy trials, as failure to enroll patients within

anticipated periods has been a major threat to trial feasibility.44 Such

an approach, paired with the abovementioned early economic evalu-

ation, may have averted the shelving of a promising ventilation strat-

egy for preterm infants.45
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2.4.1 | Retrospective cohort study

To provide estimates of the number of eligible patients expected dur-

ing the study period, as well as the expected event rates for these

patients, retrospective cohort studies are useful and increasingly facili-

tated by national or international repositories (eg, Canadian Neonatal

Network, Vermont Oxford Network, German Neonatal Network, etc.)

that gather data on antenatal characteristics, risk stratification,

resource utilization, and outcomes from neonatal intensive care unit

patients.

2.4.2 | Prospective cohort study

Using eligibility criteria and outcomes refined and justified by the retro-

spective cohort study, a prospective observational cohort study pro-

vides “real world, real time” evidence to further refine proposed criteria

to ensure feasibility while balancing concerns of safety. This is a novel

approach to highly refine and evidence-inform a trial protocol prior to

conducting a high-stakes, resource-intensive, interventional study.

Given the acuity and expected high incidence of adverse events in

extreme premature infants, data from a prospective cohort of patients

are needed for appropriate comparative assessment of safety in phase

I/II trials. This is of particular use for investigators, data safety monitor-

ing boards, research ethics boards, and regulators. Thus, an observa-

tional study serves a number of important purposes for phase I/II

interventional trials: (a) characterize the type and incidence of serious

adverse events in a population meeting eligibility criteria, (b) serve as a

practical “lead-in” phase for the investigator team to gain experience

enrolling patients just prior to the initiation of a phase I/II interventional

study by assessing the feasibility of potential patient recruitment by

gaining insights into the parents' hypothetical willingness to participate

in such a trial, (c) provide prospective measures of trial conduct feasibil-

ity such as consent and data collection procedures, (d) further define

current patterns of care of BPD patients against which MSCs may be

tested, and (e) refine and justify sample size calculation for a definitive

interventional study. This observational cohort strategy is timely as the

current pandemic seems to indicate a reduction in extreme preterm

birth46 and may lead to revaluated timelines.

In summary, the INCuBAToR provides a rational, evidence-based

approach to ensure safe and successful translation of MSC therapy in

a vulnerable patient population. As with any disruptive innovation, the

INCuBAToR will go through several iterations to improve over time.

Indeed, although it enabled the rapid launch of a phase I trial, it also

uncovered—but did not address—some major obstacles to progress of

MSC therapy.

3 | MAJOR OBSTACLES TO PROGRESS OF

MSC THERAPY—“CLEANING UP THE MESS”

The SRMAs revealed important disparities in MSC characterization,

indication, and administration strategies.32-34 This has also been the

experience of the Food and Drug Administration, which reported

important differences in cell characterization, product bioactivity

assessment, and tissue sourcing and product manufacturing in initial

filings of 66 investigational new drug submissions for MSC-based

therapies.47 These inconsistencies and the stark contrast between

promising results in the lab vs mitigated success in the clinic have led

to major criticism regarding MSC therapy.48 Current shortcomings,

including an incomplete definition49 and the lack of (a) potency assays

to predict in vivo response, (b) standardized methods for manufactur-

ing and use at bedside,50,51 and (c) complete and transparent reporting

of both cell characteristics and clinical trial details,52,53 contribute to

the controversy.48 This lack of sufficient details concerning the cell

product is highly problematic, as it significantly hinders the ability to

judge the reliability of the results, interpret them, and replicate the

findings. These consequences have been illustrated recently in the

pandemic literature.54,55 Likewise, an analysis of discrepancies

(defined as at least two reported facts that cannot both be true

because they are logically or mathematically incompatible) in clinical

studies assessing the efficacy of bone marrow-derived cells on left

ventricle ejection fraction in heart disease56 revealed that the rigor of

the report was associated with the effect size: studies with no dis-

crepancies showed no effect of MSC on left ventricle function,

whereas studies with the highest number of discrepancies also

reported the biggest improvement in left ventricle function. This

suggests that inadequate reporting is associated with biased reports.

To better address clinical translation, reproducibility, and trans-

parency in the field of MSC research, the scientific community needs

a consensus definition of MSCs. Similarly, to improve reporting quality

of clinical MSC studies, a standardized reporting guideline is needed.

A query on the EQUATOR network (Enhancing the Quality and Trans-

parency of Heath Research; https://www.equator-network.org/)

found only one published reporting guideline for studies evaluating

biologics in orthopedics (platelet-rich plasma and MSCs).57 We pro-

pose a method to establish a consensus definition of MSC and to

establish relevant reporting guidelines. Our approach will directly

address the pitfalls and criticisms of previous attempts to generate

consensus in the MSC field by using the Delphi method, a highly stud-

ied and well-established social science approach to reach group con-

sensus on highly contentious issues (eg, biomedical editors core

competencies, defining predatory journals).58,59 The Delphi method

allows for broader input beyond a small panel of experts, encourages

independent reflection, and limits negative aspects of group decision

making such as peer pressure, limited time to express point of view

and reach agreement, lack of formal feedback, and nonstructured

interactions and aggregation of opinion. Importantly, we will take an

integrated knowledge translation approach where diverse stake-

holders are part of the program from its inception,60 which will help

ensure that the definition and related reporting guidelines created are

relevant to the community and ultimately are effectively adopted to

improve quality, transparency, and reproducibility in basic and

translational MSC research.

Nuances in the manufacturing processes can significantly influ-

ence bioactivity and functional outcomes of the MSC preparations.
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The challenge here may lie in the fact that specific manufacturing pro-

cesses may be proprietary and thus not disclosed particularly by com-

mercial entities. This caveat will need to be addressed as the field

matures further.

4 | CONCLUSION

MSC therapy has created much hope in neonatology with the promise

to curb complications of extreme prematurity and to substantially

improve the outcome of extreme preterm infants. The multi-

disciplinary INCuBAToR engine provides a rigorous and evidence-

based approach to address the multiple obstacles to successful clinical

translation of MSC and other cell therapies. The INCuBAToR has ema-

nated from the Excelerator framework (http://www.ohri.ca/blueprint/)

and as such can be applied to any promising novel therapy. The next

iteration of this approach will include an attempt to tackle one of the

remaining obstacles to progress of MSC therapy. Without stifling inno-

vation in this still bourgeoning field, the clinical translation of MSC

requires an unbiased robust definition of MSCs and clinical reporting

criteria. The Delphi method has previously provided solutions to con-

tentious issues and may enable attaining this ambitious goal in order to

further improve the rigor in translating promising MSC therapy into

patient care.
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ARTICLE

Single cell transcriptomic analysis of murine lung
development on hyperoxia-induced damage
Maria Hurskainen1,2,3,4,11, Ivana Mižíková 1,4,11, David P. Cook4,5, Noora Andersson3,6,

Chanèle Cyr-Depauw 1,4, Flore Lesage1,4, Emmi Helle 2,3,7, Laurent Renesme 1,4, Robert P. Jankov4,8,9,

Markku Heikinheimo 3, Barbara C. Vanderhyden 4,5,10 & Bernard Thébaud 1,4,8✉

During late lung development, alveolar and microvascular development is finalized to enable

sufficient gas exchange. Impaired late lung development manifests as bronchopulmonary

dysplasia (BPD) in preterm infants. Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) allows for

assessment of complex cellular dynamics during biological processes, such as development.

Here, we use MULTI-seq to generate scRNA-seq profiles of over 66,000 cells from 36 mice

during normal or impaired lung development secondary to hyperoxia with validation of some

of the findings in lungs from BPD patients. We observe dynamic populations of cells,

including several rare cell types and putative progenitors. Hyperoxia exposure, which mimics

the BPD phenotype, alters the composition of all cellular compartments, particularly alveolar

epithelium, stromal fibroblasts, capillary endothelium and macrophage populations. Pathway

analysis and predicted dynamic cellular crosstalk suggest inflammatory signaling as the main

driver of hyperoxia-induced changes. Our data provides a single-cell view of cellular changes

associated with late lung development in health and disease.
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L
ate lung development is responsible for the formation of
intricate structures enabling the exchange of inspired oxygen
from the atmosphere and carbon dioxide from the blood,

which is the primary function of the mammalian lung. This
complex task of gas exchange is achieved in the smallest, most
distal respiratory units of the lung (the alveoli) and occurs across
a thin structure (0.2−2 μm) of the alveolo-capillary barrier cov-
ering a vast surface area of the lung (~75m2). The formation of
this complex structure is achieved via interconnected events of
secondary septa formation and microvascular maturation during
the period of late lung development. These processes are facili-
tated by temporarily and spatially coordinated crosstalks between
multiple cell types in the lung microenvironment. In addition to
gas exchange, the lung acts as an important immune barrier,
requiring resident alveolar macrophages to transition toward a
mature anti-inflammatory phenotype. However, the signals
driving these processes and the landscape of resident cells during
late lung development remain largely uncharacterized1–3.

In humans, impaired late lung development presents as
bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD), the most common chronic
lung disease in children. BPD is a multifactorial disease with some
hereditary component4,5, occurring as a consequence of pre-
mature birth and the result of an aberrant reparative response to
both antenatal and repetitive postnatal injury to the developing
lungs6. In addition to impaired alveolar and microvascular for-
mation, immune development of the lung is interrupted, leading
to recurrent bacterial and viral respiratory infections. To mimic
these injuries, rodent models of BPD utilize various levels of
hyperoxia and/or other pro-inflammatory stimuli. Sustained
exposure of neonatal mice to hyperoxia leads to a BPD-like lung
phenotype, making it an ideal model to identify and study pivotal
developmental steps during late lung development7.

The role of various cell types during late lung development has
been extensively studied, establishing important functions for
myofibroblasts in secondary septation, endothelial cell (EC) sig-
naling in the processes of microvascular maturation and coor-
dination of inflammatory cell signaling7. The abundance and
identity of individual cell types are dynamic throughout lung
development. Identification and classification of lung cells
become even more complex under pathological conditions, in
particular when the nature of the disease is heterogenous. Tra-
ditional methods to assess molecular characteristics of patholo-
gies have depended on bulk measurements of protein or RNA,
but given the heterogeneity of lung tissue and its dynamics during
late development, these measurements are confounded by chan-
ges in cellular composition. As a result, changes in individual cell
types cannot be identified. This is more problematic when
responses are limited to rare populations, as these changes will be
masked by the signal from more-abundant cell types. To cir-
cumvent these obstacles, we herein employed multiplexed single-
cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) to resolve changes in cellular
composition and state during both normal and impaired late lung
development.

Here, we report an extensive profiling of the cellular com-
position in the developing mouse lung by generating scRNA-
seq profiles of 66,200 cells from 36 normally and aberrantly
(O2-exposed) developing mouse lungs at three time points (P3,
P7, and P14). We also validate some of our findings by fluor-
escent RNA in situ hybridization in lung samples from BPD
patients. In this study, we observe greatly diverse and dynamic
populations of cells. Hyperoxia exposure alters the phenotype
of all major cell types, particularly capillary endothelium,
stromal, and macrophage populations. Our data suggest that
inflammatory activation is the major driver of the observed
transcriptional changes in hyperoxia. In conclusion, we identify
multiple cell-specific gene signatures, which provide a detailed

cell and molecular atlas of normal and impaired postnatal lung
development.

Results
Detailed map of cellular composition during normal and
impaired late murine lung development. In order to create a
comprehensive cellular map of the normal and impaired devel-
oping lung, we generated scRNA-seq profiles of 36 mice on
postnatal days (P)3, 7, and 14 (Fig. 1a). Impaired lung develop-
ment was induced by normobaric hyperoxia (85% O2) from day
of birth (P0) to P14 (Fig. 1a–c) and was independent of body
weight or lung volume (Fig. 1a–c). In order to capture diverse cell
populations present in the lung, we optimized the single-cell
preparation protocol by testing several digestion conditions as
assessed by FACS and scRNA-seq analysis (Supplementary
Fig. 1a, b). To evaluate the actual cell contribution in vivo prior to
tissue digestion, we performed a stereological assessment of
alveolar epithelial type 2 (AT2) cells. The number of AT2 cells
in vivo was not impacted by hyperoxia as assessed by stereology,
supporting the validity of our observations (Supplementary
Fig. 1c; Supplementary Table 1). In total, we generated scRNA-
seq expression profiles for 66,200 cells (∼11,033 cells/group)
(Supplementary Fig. 1d). Single-cell suspensions from individual
mice were multiplexed using MULTI-seq8 (Supplementary
Fig. 1e, f). No major sex-dependent bias in cell distribution could
be observed (Supplementary Fig. 1g, h).

Cells were clustered based on their expression profile, and cell
types were annotated based on established cell markers available
on LungMap9 (https://lungmap.net/), CellMarker10, The Human
Protein Atlas11 (http://www.proteinatlas.org), and in the published
literature (Fig. 2a; Supplementary Data 1). A total of 34 clusters
were identified, corresponding to six major cell groups: epithelial,
stromal, endothelial, myeloid, lymphoid, and mesothelial cells
(Fig. 2b; Table 1; Supplementary Fig. 2a, b, Supplementary
Movie 1). We observed dynamic changes in the cellular
composition of normally developing lungs. Most changes occurred
between P7 and P14. Impaired alveolar development induced by
hyperoxia changed the cellular distribution of the lung at all time
points (Fig. 2c, d; Supplementary Fig. 2a, b; Supplementary
Data 2). The expression of BPD-associated genes in our data
showed gene-specific distinct cellular expression patterns with the
highest expression in capillary endothelial cells, macrophages and
neutrophils, NK, mast and basophil and T cells, AT1 and AT2
cells, fibroblasts and mesothelial cells, many of which were
indicated as most reactive to hyperoxia in our other data analysis
(Supplementary Fig. 3). We then used the NicheNet tool12 to infer
cellular communications specific to hyperoxia-associated gene
expression patterns based on expression of ligands, receptors,
associated pathway components, and genomic targets of these
pathways (Fig. 2e). According to differentially expressed genes in
hyperoxia samples, our cell communication inference indicated
that the effects of hyperoxia were mediated mostly by inflamma-
tory signals (Fig. 2e). Our signaling pathway and cell commu-
nication analysis suggests that hyperoxia initiates inflammation
with activation of particular endothelial, epithelial, stromal and
resident lung immune cell subpopulations promoting innate and
adaptive immune responses, fibrosis and several pathways
disturbing endothelial development and homeostasis.

Hyperoxia alters AT2 cell populations during late murine lung
development. We identified five clusters of epithelial cells with
distinct expression profiles (Fig. 3a–c; Supplementary Fig. 4a;
Supplementary Data 3).

Two bronchial epithelial clusters—club cells and ciliated cells—
were identified. The frequency of club cells in normally
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developing lungs remained constant between P3 and P7, but
decreased slightly by P14. This dynamic was absent in club cells
population in hyperoxic lungs (Supplementary Fig. 4b, Supple-
mentary Data 2).

Within the alveolar epithelium, we identified one alveolar
epithelial type 1 cell (AT1) cluster and two distinct AT2 clusters
(Fig. 3a). The AT1 cluster was associated with expression of
Hopx, Akap5, and Vegfa (Fig. 3b, c). The proportion of AT1 cells
(cluster 1) decreased during normal development. This decline
was not observed between P7 and P14 in hyperoxia-exposed
lungs (Supplementary Figs. 2a and 4b).

The two AT2 cell clusters had largely similar transcriptional
profiles in developing lungs, with Lyz1 serving as the single
most distinctive identifier of the secondary AT2 population
(AT2-Lyz1+; Fig. 3b–d; Supplementary Fig. 4a and c; Supple-
mentary Data 3).

While decreased lysozyme content in airway secretions was
associated with BPD13, unlike in humans, lysozyme orthologs in
mice are encoded by two genes (Lyz1 and Lyz2). The AT2-Lyz1+

population may be mouse-specific. Both clusters showed shifts in
gene expression in hyperoxia-exposed lungs at all investigated
time points (Fig. 3d and f; Supplementary Fig. 4a; Supplementary
Data 4). Among the hyperoxia-specific genes were multiple
factors associated with BPD and epithelial damage, including Slpi
—a protease inhibitor protecting from epithelial damage—and
the innate immune response regulator Mif14 (Fig. 3d). MIF was
previously shown to promote production of IL6 and IL1β, and
has been implicated in the arrest of lung development and
angiogenesis15,16. Lcn-2 expression—a gene associated with
BPD17—was also higher in the aberrant AT2 cells. Among the
top downregulated genes by hyperoxia were Meg3 and Abca3
(Fig. 3d). Meg3 is a known regulator of epithelial cell

differentiation, while Abca3 is a crucial factor in surfactant and
lamellar bodies’ metabolism18,19. Mutations of Abca3 have also
been associated with interstitial lung disease and respiratory
distress20. Furthermore, gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) of
AT2 populations suggested that pathways associated with
epithelial, endothelial, and lung alveolus developments were
downregulated following hyperoxia exposure (Fig. 3g; Supple-
mentary Data 5).

Finally, we sought to identify a subpopulation of Axin2+ AT2
progenitors, postulated to play a role in alveolar regeneration21.
We identified a small number of epithelial cells expressing Axin2,
mostly located to AT1 and AT2 clusters. Axin2+ cells were not
confined to a separate cluster, but were primarily present within
AT1 and AT2 clusters (Supplementary Fig. 4d).

Cell communication inference suggested that AT2 and AT2-
Lyz1+ are very interactive with other cell types during the
response to hyperoxia. This analysis highlighted multiple
hyperoxia-related effects in both AT2 clusters, possibly mediated
by signals from stromal, endothelial and immune cells, including
Vegfa and Tnf signaling (Fig. 2e; Supplementary Fig. 4e, f).
Hyperoxia upregulated Tnf expression in interstitial macro-
phages, which was associated with expression of Tnf receptors
Nrp1 and Dag1 in AT2 cells (Fig. 2e; Supplementary Fig. 4e, f).
Tnf is a potent pro-inflammatory cytokine increased in both BPD
patients and in animal models of BPD22,23. Nrp1 is critical for
normal branching morphogenesis24, while Dag1 plays an
important role in airway epithelial wound repair25. In addition,
the analysis revealed a potential regulation of AT2 cells by
Angpt2, which was upregulated by hyperoxia in two capillary
clusters (Cap, Cap-a) (Fig. 2e; Supplementary Fig. 4e). Angpt2 is a
ligand of the cell surface receptor ITGB1, critical in epithelia
stratification during lung branching morphogenesis26.

Fig. 1 Exposure to hyperoxia induced an arrest in alveolarization in the developing mouse lung. a Mouse pups were exposed from day of birth to room

air (21% O2, gray) or hyperoxia (85%O2, blue). A total of 36 lungs were harvested on postnatal days (P)3, 7, and 14. n= 6/group. b Representative

histological sections from lungs developing in 21% O2 (black circles) or 85% O2 (purple squares) at P3, P7, and P14. Seven animals/group were

evaluated. Scale bar = 200 µm. c Body weight was assessed at P3, P7, and P14. Lung volume was assessed by Archimedes principle at P7 and P14.

Precise measurements at P3 were not possible due to the small size of the organ. Lung morphometry was quantified by the mean linear intercept (MLI)

measurement. Data are presented as means ± SD. Statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism 8.0. The presence of potential statistical

outliers was determined by Grubbs’ test. Significance was evaluated by multiple unpaired Student’s t-test with Holm–Sidak correction. P values **** =

<0.0001. n= 7 animals/group.
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Hyperoxia induces dramatic shifts in developing murine lung
stromal Col13a1+ fibroblasts, myofibroblast, and pericyte
populations. Within the stroma, we identified six populations,
including pericytes, fibroblasts, and myofibroblasts (Fig. 2a;
Fig. 4a–c; Supplementary Data 6).

We identified two clusters of pericytes, distinguished by
expression of Acta2 (Pericytes 1) and Gucy1a1 (Pericytes 2)
(Fig. 4a–c). All pericytes expressed pericyte-specific markers and
were negative for the fibroblast marker Pdgfra1,27,28 (Fig. 4b, c).
Both populations increased during development, together
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representing ~12.5% of stromal cells by P14. While Pericytes 1 were
not impacted by hyperoxia, the size of Pericytes 2 cluster was
significantly decreased by P14 (Supplementary Figs. 2a and 5a, b).

Two distinct fibroblast clusters were identified (Fig. 4a–c). As
proposed previously29, we categorized fibroblasts based on the
expression of Col13a1 and Col14a1 (Fig. 2a, b).

The population of Col13a1+ fibroblasts expressed additional
Col13a1+ fibroblast markers29 and multiple pan-fibroblast
markers, as well as the lipofibroblast marker Plin2 (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 5c). The Col13a1+ fibroblasts cluster represented ∼60%
of all stromal cells at P3 in both healthy and diseased lungs
(Supplementary Fig. 2a; Supplementary Fig. 5a; Supplementary
Data 2). While the size of the population rapidly decreased in
healthy lungs, this decrease was largely absent in hyperoxia-
exposed lungs. By P14, hyperoxia exposure induced large shifts in
the expression profiles of Col13a1+ fibroblasts (Fig. 4d; Supple-
mentary Fig. 5b; Supplementary Data 7). The top marker for
normoxic and hyperoxic Col13a1+ fibroblasts were Inmt and
Saa3, respectively (Fig. 4e; Supplementary Fig. 5d). To confirm
this finding, we further analyzed the expression pattern of
Inmt/INMT and Saa3/SAA3 RNA in Col13a1+/COL13A1+

fibroblasts in mouse and human BPD lung tissues, respectively
(Fig. 4f and Supplementary Fig. 5e, respectively). Saa3 was
increased in a lamb preterm lung injury model30 and regulated
Pdgfra31, which is critical for normal alveolar development, and
have been reported to be decreased by hyperoxia-exposure32,33.
In addition, decreased PDGFRA expression was associated with
increased risk for male patients to develop BPD34. The expression
of Pdgfra was specifically decreased by hyperoxia in both
fibroblast clusters (Fig. 4e; Supplementary Fig. 5f; Supplementary
Data 7). This was however not associated with sex genotype
within the hyperoxic portion of the Col14a1+ fibroblasts
(Supplementary Fig. 5f). While further studies of SAA3-
PDGFRA interactions are needed, these data support the

hypothesis that PDGFRA (possibly via regulation by SAA3)
may play a role in hyperoxia-induced changes in Col13a1+

fibroblasts.
The Col14a1+ cluster expressed known markers of Col14a1+

fibroblasts, including Meg3, Dcn, and Fbln129. In addition, this
population expressed Col1a1 and Col1a2, consistent with the
expression signature of interstitial matrix fibroblasts1,35 (Supple-
mentary Fig. 5c). Within the cluster, we detected a subpopulation
of Dcn+ cells co-expressing a progenitor marker Ly6a (Sca1),
identifying a potential population of lung resident mesenchymal
stromal cells (MSCs; Supplementary Fig. 5g)36. The Ly6a+

population increased significantly between P3 and P14 in both
healthy and BPD lungs. Correspondingly, gene expression levels
of multiple MSC markers (Cd44, Eng, and Lepr) were increased in
Col14a1+ cluster by hyperoxia at P14 (Supplementary Fig. 5g).

Further, we identified one myofibroblast (Myofib.) cluster
expressing Tgfbi and Acta2 (Fig. 4b, c). While the size of the
myofibroblast population gradually increased during develop-
ment in the healthy lungs, this increase was less obvious in the
diseased lungs (Supplementary Fig. 5a; Supplementary Data 2).
This was accompanied by a major transcriptional shift in the
myofibroblast population from diseased lungs at P14 (Fig. 4g).
GSEA of hyperoxia-induced gene expression further suggested a
hyperoxia-induced myofibroblast-mediated activation of extra-
cellular matrix-related and immune pathways (Fig. 4h; Supple-
mentary Data 8).

Finally, we identified an additional small population of
fibromyocytes/smooth muscle cells (Fibromyo/SMCs). This
cluster expressed a mixture of fibroblast, myofibroblast, and
SMC markers, partially corresponding to the fibromyocyte
population described by Travaglini et al.37 (Fig. 4a–c). The
Fibromyo/SMCs cluster displayed limited dynamic during the
development and relatively few hyperoxia-induced changes in
gene expression (Figs. 2a, 4d; Supplementary Data 7).

Fig. 2 Map of cellular composition in normal and hyperoxia-impaired late murine lung development. a UMAP plot of all scRNA-seq data, showing a total

of 34 distinct cell types that were identified. b UMAP plots showing expression levels for canonical markers of epithelial, mesenchymal, endothelial,

immune, and mesothelial populations. The intensity of expression is indicated by purple coloring. c UMAP plots of normally (21% O2-exposed; left) and

aberrantly (85% O2-exposed; right) developing lungs. Each cell is colored by mouse age as indicated by the legend. d Cluster distribution in lungs of

normally and aberrantly developing mice at P3, P7, and P14. n= 6 animals/group. e Circos plot showing inferred cell communications. Cell types in the top

right correspond to those with the largest changes in response to hyperoxia. These cell types are connected to the cell types expressing ligands predicted

to promote this response. Ligands expressed by the same cell population are colored the same. Expression levels in UMAP plots are presented as log

(TP10k+ 1) values. Log(TP10k+ 1) corresponds to log-transformed UMIs per 10k. Cell populations in a and d are colored as indicated by the legend in d.

Table 1 Identified cell populations.

Abbreviation Cell type Abbreviation Cell type

gCap General capillary endothelial cells Treg cells Regulatory T cells

aCap Capillary endothelial cells - aerocytes ILC2 Innate lymphoid cells 2

Art Arterial endothelial cells γδ T cells γδ T cells

Vein Venous endothelial cells pro-B cells B-cell progenitors

Lymph Lymphatic endothelial cells CD4+ /CD8+ T cells CD4+/CD8+ T cells

Alv MΦ Alveolar macrophages AT2 Alveolar type 2 cells (Lyz1-)

Neut 1 Neutrophils 1 AT1 Alveolar type 1 cells

Mono Monocytes AT2-Lyz1+ Alveolar type 2 cells (Lyz1+)

Int MΦ Interstitial macrophages Ciliated Ciliated cells

Neut 2 Neutrophils 2 Club Club cells

Mast Ba2 Mast basophils 2 Col13a1+ fib Col13a1+ fibroblasts

DC1 Dendritic cells 1 Myofib. Myofibroblasts

DC2 Dendritic cells 2 Col14a1+ fib Col14a1+ fibroblasts

B cells B cells Pericyte 1 Pericytes 1

CD4+ T cells CD4+ T cells Pericyte 2 Pericytes 2

CD8+ T cells CD8+ T cells Fibromyo./SMCs Fibromyocytes/Smooth muscle cells

NK cells NK cells Mesothelial Mesothelial cells
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Cell communication inference revealed Col13a1+ fibroblasts,
myofibroblasts and Pericytes 2 as potent signal senders and
receivers among the stromal clusters in hyperoxia, essentially
affecting all other cellular compartments (Fig. 2e). Hyperoxia-
induced signals received by stromal cells largely originated from
immune cells, particularly alveolar and interstitial macrophages,
and from within the stromal compartment itself (Supplementary
Fig. 6a). Similar to epithelial cells, this analysis revealed induction
of the pro-inflammatory TNF signaling pathway in stromal cells,

particularly Col13a1+ fibroblasts. Additionally, we observed an
induction of Anxa1, reported to act as a regulator of TNF-induced
proliferation and inflammatory responses in lung fibroblasts38.
This is in agreement with the hyperoxia-mediated induction of
multiple immune pathways in Col13a1+ fibroblasts as suggested
by GSEA (Fig. 4h; Supplementary Data 8). This increase in Anxa1
expression was further associated with increased expression of its
receptors Cd44 and Vcam1 in Col13a1+ fibroblasts (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 6b; Supplementary Data 7). Increased expression of

Fig. 3 Cellular composition of epithelial cells during normal and hyperoxia-impaired late murine lung development. a A total of five clusters of epithelial

cells were identified in developing lungs. Cell populations are colored as indicated by the legend. b UMAP plots showing expression of principal identifiers

of different epithelial cell types. The intensity of expression is indicated by purple coloring. c Heatmap of top five most differentially expressed genes across

epithelial clusters. The intensity of expression is indicated as specified by the color legend. d Violin plots depicting changes in gene expression of some

normoxia (21% O2, green) and hyperoxia-specific (85% O2, red) genes in the two AT2 clusters at P14. e Representative images from fluorescent RNA

in situ hybridization for AT2-Lyz1+ marker Lyz1 (white) and pan-AT2 marker Sftpc (red) in developing mouse lungs. Magnification: 40×. Scale bar = 40 µm.

Three 14-days old animals/group were analyzed. f UMAP plots depicting cell identity in regard to developmental time points in normally (purple) and

aberrantly (green) developing lung epithelium. The intensity of expression is indicated as specified by the color legend. g Selected hyperoxia-impacted

signaling pathways in AT2 (purple) and AT2-Lyz1+ (pink) clusters, as identified by gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA). All terms are significantly

enriched (adjusted p value < 0.05) and normalized enrichment scores (NES) are shown. NES values were computed by gene set enrichment analysis on

fold change-ranked genes. Expression values in Heatmap and violin plots represent Z-score-transformed log(TP10k+ 1) values. Expression levels in UMAP

plots are presented as log(TP10k+ 1) values. Log(TP10k+ 1) corresponds to log-transformed UMIs per 10k.
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Vcam1 was previously reported in the lungs of mechanically
ventilated rats39 and increased Cd44 levels were associated with
protective effects in hyperoxia-exposed mice40. Signals received by
Myofib. and Pericytes 2 clusters include multiple extracellular
matrix components, including Mmp9, Col4a1, Tnc, and Adam17
(Supplementary Fig. 6a). MMP9, in our study primarily produced

in hyperoxia by neutrophils and Alv. Mϕ clusters were previously
postulated to play a role in lung alveolarization and BPD
pathology41. Tnc expression was increased by hyperoxia in all
stromal clusters (Supplementary Fig. 6a). Tnc contributes to
normal alveolarization and development of lung SMCs42 and
protects from hyperoxia-induced lung injury43.
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Hyperoxia induces inflammatory and anti-angiogenic gene
expression in murine Car4+ capillary endothelial cells. We
identified five distinct EC clusters based on their expression
profiles. These included arterial, venous, capillary and lymphatic
endothelial cells.

Capillary cells formed two distinct clusters gCap and
aCap37,44,45 (Fig. 5a–c; Supplementary Data 9), corresponding
to capillary cell phenotypes recently characterized by Gillich
et al.46. Throughout normal development, the proportion of gCap
cells increased significantly (Supplementary Fig. 7a, b; Supple-
mentary Data 2). In contrast to the gCap cluster, the number of
aCap cells seemed to decrease with time, indicating the
importance of this population in early postnatal development
(Supplementary Fig. 7a, b; Supplementary Data 2). Hyperoxia
significantly reduced the number of gCap cells (Supplementary
Fig. 2a), but increased the number of aCap cells, distinguished by
the expression of Car4 (Fig. 5b–d; Supplementary Fig. 7a, b;
Supplementary Data 2). Car4+ endothelial cells contribute to
lung septation47 and alveolar revascularization after injury48. Our
data suggest that hyperoxia particularly affected the gene
expression of both gCap and Car4+ aCap cells as assessed by
the number of differentially regulated genes (Fig. 5d; Supple-
mentary Fig. 7b; Supplementary Data 10). The top differentially
regulated gene in the hyperoxic aCap cells was Inhba (Fig. 5e;
Supplementary Data 10), a member of the TGFβ superfamily
suggested to contribute to the pathology of BPD49. To validate
this finding, we further showed the expression of Inhba/INHBA
in Pecam/PECAM positive endothelial cells in both hyperoxic
mouse and human BPD lung tissues and in healthy controls
(Fig. 5e, f). Several genes known to be induced by cellular stress or
inflammation50–52 were upregulated in the hyperoxic aCap cells.
We observed increased expression of Ctgf and Fxyd5, known to
contribute to inflammatory lung injury53,54 and of Tgfb2, shown
to be associated with profibrotic responses in the lung55 (Fig. 5g).
In addition, an anti-angiogenic gene expression profile was
observed in hyperoxia, characterized by an increase in expression
of Cdkn1a, Timp3, Serpine1, and Igfbp7 (Fig. 5g), in accordance
with the crucial role of angiogenic growth factors in normal lung
development56. Consistent with previous reports50, the cell cycle
inhibitor Cdkn1a, which may protect the lung from oxidative
stress57,58, was overexpressed in hyperoxia (Fig. 5g). Another
potentially protective gene that was overexpressed in hyperoxia
was Apln, which was shown to reduce potential pulmonary
inflammation, fibrin deposition, and partially restore alveolariza-
tion in rat pups with neonatal hyperoxic lung injury59 (Fig. 5g).
GSEA of hyperoxia-induced effects in gCap and aCap cells
suggested downregulation of several angiogenic, developmental,

and stem cell-related pathways in hyperoxia (Fig. 5h; Supple-
mentary Data 11).

Cell communication inference suggested aCap to be an
interactive cell type in both sending and receiving signals to
and from other cell types in the lung in hyperoxia (Fig. 2e;
Supplementary Fig. 7c, d). Several hyperoxia-associated gene
expression changes in the aCap cells were predicted to be driven
by ligands largely expressed by immune and stromal cells. We
noticed Bmpr2 upregulation in aCap cells along with significant
upregulation of its ligand Bmp5 in Col13+ fibroblasts. Bmpr2
protects endothelial cells from dysfunction and loss of Bmpr2
leads to pulmonary arterial hypertension60. In addition, our
analysis predicted activation of inflammatory immune response
in aCap by activation of several receptors involved in immune cell
adhesion (Itgb1, Itga2, Icam1 and 2, Esam) with simultaneous
upregulation of their ligands in stromal cells such as Col13+

fibroblasts, myofibroblasts, Pericyte 1 (Tnc) and immune cells
such as Alv Mϕ, Neut 1, Int Mϕ, γδ T cells, and NK cells (Itgam
and Selplg) (Supplementary Fig. 7c, d).

In contrast to capillary endothelial cells, hyperoxia caused less
changes in the venous and only minor changes in the arterial and
lymphatic ECs (Fig. 5a–d; Supplementary Data 10). As described
in the literature, the expression of arterial-specific genes formed a
continuum, with the arterial gene expression present in the Cap
cluster, whereas in the Vein cluster, the expression of arterial-
specific genes was absent or considerably downregulated
(Supplementary Fig. 7e). Venous cell GSEA suggested
hyperoxia-induced upregulation of oxidative pathways and IFNγ
related pathways, and downregulation of some angiogenic
pathways (Fig. 5h; Supplementary Data 11). In hyperoxia, venous
cells expressed several putative receptors involved in inflamma-
tory immune response that were predicted to be activated by
ligands produced by many immune and stromal cells (Itgam,
Selplg, Apoe, Itga4, Anxa1, Vcam1) (Supplementary Fig. 7c, d). In
contrast, no significant hyperoxia-related interactions were
predicted for the lymphatic and arterial cells.

The EC progenitors in the lung are not well understood61.
gCap cells expressed Kit, a previously reported endothelial
progenitor marker62 (Supplementary Fig. 7f). Hyperoxia sig-
nificantly reduced expression of Kit after P7, a crucial stage of
capillary development in the lung (Supplementary Fig. 7f;
Supplementary Data 10). Recently, gCap cells were shown to
have progenitor properties and contribute to maintenance and
repair of capillary endothelium46. In contrast to Kit, the
expression of Bst163 and Procr64, which are suggested to be
specifically expressed by EC progenitors, were upregulated in the
lungs by hyperoxia, but the cells did not form a unique progenitor

Fig. 4 Cellular composition of stromal cells during normal and hyperoxia-impaired late lung development. a A total of six clusters of stromal cells were

identified in developing lungs. Cell populations are colored as indicated by the legend. b UMAP plots showing expression of principal identifiers of different

stromal cell types. The intensity of expression is indicated by purple coloring. c Heatmap of top five most differentially expressed genes across stromal

clusters. The intensity of expression is indicated as specified by the color legend. d UMAP plots depicting cell identity in regard to developmental time

points in normally (purple) and aberrantly (green) developing lung endothelium. The intensity of expression is indicated as specified by the color legend.

e Dotplot depicting expression of oxygen-specific markers in Col13a1+ fibroblasts at P14. The intensity of expression is indicated by the color legend. Size of

the cell population expressing the gene of interest is indicated by the size of the circle as specified by the legend. f Fluorescent RNA in situ hybridization

showing co-expression of Inmt (pink) and Saa3 (pink) with Col13a1 (green) in normal and aberrant mouse lungs. Magnification: 40×. Scale bar = 40 µm.

Two 14-days old animals/group were analyzed. g Dotplot depicting expression of oxygen-specific markers in Myofib. cluster at P14. The intensity of

expression is indicated by the color legend. Size of the cell population expressing the gene of interest is indicated by the size of the circle as specified by the

legend. h Selected hyperoxia-impacted signaling pathways in Col13a1+ fib (pink), Myofib. (yellow), and Pericytes 2 (blue) clusters as identified by gene set

enrichment analysis (GSEA). All terms are significantly enriched (adjusted p value < 0.05) and normalized enrichment scores (NES) are shown. NES values

were computed by gene set enrichment analysis on fold change-ranked genes. Expression values in Heatmap and violin plots represent Z-score-

transformed log(TP10k+ 1) values. Expression levels in UMAP plots and Dotplots are presented as log(TP10k+ 1) values. Log(TP10k+ 1) corresponds to

log-transformed UMIs per 10k.
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cluster (Supplementary Fig. 7g). This is in concordance with
recent findings in adult lungs showing that the regenerative
potential of endothelial cells was not restricted to a particular
subset of cells48.

Hyperoxia exposure activates murine myeloid macrophages
and neutrophils. Immune cell clusters were identified1,2,65,66

(Fig. 2a) and grouped as belonging to either myeloid or lymphoid
lineage. During normal lung development, the relative proportion
of lymphoid cells from total lung cells increased with time
(Fig. 6a). In hyperoxia, the myeloid cells remained the most
abundant immune cell type in the lung during development.

We identified eight distinct clusters of myeloid cells, including
macrophages, monocytes, neutrophils, dendritic cells (DCs), and
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basophils (Fig. 6b–d, Supplementary Data 12). Hyperoxia
dramatically changed the cell distribution, particularly in the
macrophage populations (Fig. 6e; Supplementary Fig. 8a, b).

We identified two distinct macrophage populations, represent-
ing alveolar and interstitial macrophages based on the expression
of C1qb, Lgals3, and Adgre1 gene37,67 (Fig. 6b; Supplementary
Fig. 8c). In hyperoxia, the number of Alv Mϕ cells decreased,
whereas the number of Int Mϕ cells increased (Supplementary
Fig. 8b; Supplementary Data 2). Hyperoxia induced the expres-
sion of Inhba and Marco in Alv Mϕ population, whereas the
expression of Ear was decreased (Supplementary Fig. 8d;
Supplementary Data 13). To further validate this finding, we
showed that in lung tissue sections from hyperoxic mice and BPD
patients, the expression of Inhba/INHBA and Marco/MARCO
was more strongly expressed in Ptprc/PTPRC+ leukocytes
morphologically resembling alveolar macrophages, compared to
the healthy control lungs (Fig. 6f and Supplementary Fig. 8e,
respectively). GSEA of hyperoxia-induced expression changes in
Alv Mϕ cells suggested activation of pathways involved in
inflammatory response, leukocyte migration, response to wounding
and oxidative phosphorylation (Fig. 6g; Supplementary Data 14).
Cell communication inference suggested Alv Mϕ as interactive cell
types in sending and receiving signals from other cell types in the
lung in hyperoxia (Fig. 2e; Supplementary Fig. 9a, b).

The Int Mϕ population expressed high levels of inflammatory
mediators, consistent with data by Gibbings et al.68 (Supplementary
Data 12). The hyperoxic macrophages clustered together in a
particular region of Int Mϕ cluster (Fig. 6e). GSEA of hyperoxia
effects in Int Mϕ cells suggested upregulation of pathways involved
in oxidative phosphorylation, innate immune response, chemotaxis,
and antigen presentation via MHC class I (Fig. 6g; Supplementary
Data 14). Of all the lung cell types, cell communication inference
suggested Int Mϕ, along with Col13a+ fibroblasts to be strong
mediators of paracrine signaling, releasing factors putatively driving
gene expression changes across many cell types (Fig. 2e; Supple-
mentary Fig. 9a, b).

Interestingly, we observed upregulation of Ccr2 and Csf1r in
Int Mϕ population after hyperoxia exposure. Furthermore, the
expression of their ligands, Ccl2 and Csf1, was upregulated in the
Neut and Alv Mϕ, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 9c). These
observations are consistent with the study by Kalymbetova et al.,
where Ccr2−/− and CSF1R-depleted mice developed milder
structural changes in hyperoxia-exposed lungs69.

The concept of M1/M2 polarization of macrophages has been
linked to normal development, as well as to several lung
pathologies, including BPD2,70. Consistent with previous studies,

our results suggested that hyperoxia slightly enhanced the
M1 signature of both Int Mϕ and Alv Mϕ populations and
decreased the M2 signature of AlvMϕ population (Supplementary
Fig. 9d). In hyperoxia, several receptors for both M1 (Ifngr1,
Ifngr2, Adrb2, Tnfrsf1b) and M2 (Il4ra, Il13ra), as well as
receptors associated with both M1- and M2- pathways (Plaur,
Cd44)71, were predicted to activate Alv Mϕ cells by ligands
expressed from many types of immune, stromal cells, and Cap-a
cells according to cell communication predictions (Fig. 2e;
Supplementary Fig. 9a, b).

Monocytes are commonly identified as functionally distinct
groups of classical or non-classical monocytes. In our study, we
found a single monocyte cluster, part of which was positive for
classical, and part for non-classical monocyte markers (Fig. 6b;
Supplementary Fig. 9a). The number of classical monocytes
defined by the expression of Ly6c2 and Ccr2 increased after
hyperoxia exposure, whereas the number of non-classical
monocytes defined by the expression of Fcgr4 was reduced
(Supplementary Fig. 9e). These results suggest that, in addition to
the hyperoxia-induced upregulation of the Ccl2-Ccr2 axis in
macrophages, the number of Ccr2 expressing classical inflamma-
tory monocytes also increased.

We identified two neutrophil clusters: Neut 1 and 2 (Fig. 6b).
Exposure to hyperoxia caused a considerable increase in the size
of the Neut 1 cluster and considerable hyperoxia-induced changes
in gene expression (Supplementary Fig. 8b; Supplementary Data 2
and 13). GSEA results suggest hyperoxia-induced upregulation of
several pathways involved in immune response in these cells
(Fig. 6g; Supplementary Data 14). The size and transcriptional
profile of the Neut 2 cluster showed fewer changes in hyperoxia
compared with Neut 1 (Supplementary Data 13 and 14). Cell
communication inference suggested Neut 1 cells as one of the
most active cell types in sending signals to other cell types in the
hyperoxic lung (Fig. 2e; Supplementary Fig. 9a, b).

Hyperoxia activates murine lymphoid NK, CD8+, and CD4+

T cells. Based on known cell markers, we identified nine lym-
phoid cell clusters including B cells, T cells, NK cells and ILC2
(Fig. 7a–c; Supplementary Data 15). Hyperoxia exposure con-
siderably decreased the proportion of B-cell and CD4+ T-cell
populations in the lung at P14, whereas the number of NK cells
increased significantly (Fig. 7d, e). Differential gene expression
and GSEA suggested that the largest changes in expression
occurred in the B cell and CD8+ T-cell populations and the
altered pathways were involved in inflammatory response,
response to INFγ, cell cycle, and oxidative phosphorylation

Fig. 5 Cellular composition of lung endothelium during normal and hyperoxia-impaired late lung development. a A total of five clusters of endothelial

cells were identified in developing lungs. Cell populations are colored as indicated by the legend. b UMAP plots of principal identifiers of different types of

endothelial cells. The intensity of expression is indicated by purple coloring. c Heatmap of top 5 most differentially expressed genes across endothelial

clusters. The intensity of expression is indicated as specified by the color legend. d UMAP plots depicting cell identity in regards to developmental time

points in normally (purple) and aberrantly (green) developing lung endothelium. The intensity of expression is indicated as specified by the color legend.

Violin plots depicting changes in gene expression of Pecam and Inhba in normoxia (21% O2, green) and hyperoxia-specific (85% O2, red) at P14. e

Representative images from fluorescent RNA in situ hybridization for hyperoxia-specific marker Inhba (pink) and pan-endothelial marker Pecam (green) in

developing mouse lungs. Magnification: 40×. Scale bar = 40 µm. Two 14-days old animals/group were analyzed. f Representative images and quantitative

analysis of fluorescent RNA in situ hybridization for hyperoxia-specific marker INHBA (red) and pan-endothelial marker PECAM (white) in BPD patients’

and donors’ lungs. Samples from five BPD patients and two donor lungs were analyzed. For quantitative analysis, cells in 15 randomly chosen fields of view/

sample were analyzed. Magnification: 40×. Scale bar = 40 µm. g Dot plot depicting hyperoxia-induced changes in the expression of inflammatory, anti-

angiogenic and protective genes in capillary cells at P14. The intensity of expression is indicated by the color legend. Size of the cell population expressing

the gene of interest is indicated by the size of the circle as specified by the legend. h Hyperoxia-impacted signaling pathways in gCap (pink), aCap (yellow),

and Vein (blue) clusters, as identified by gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA). All terms are significantly enriched (adjusted p value < 0.05) and

normalized enrichment scores (NES) are shown. NES values were computed by gene set enrichment analysis on fold change-ranked genes. Expression

values in Heatmap represent Z-score-transformed log(TP10k+ 1) values. Expression levels in UMAP plots and Dotplots are presented as log(TP10k+ 1)

values. Log(TP10k+ 1) corresponds to log-transformed UMIs per 10k.
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(Fig. 7e, f; Supplementary Data 16 and 17). NK cells, CD8+

T cells, and Treg cells were predicted to be interactive lymphoid
cell types, sending signals to other cell types in the lung
driving changes associated with hyperoxia (Fig. 2e). Our results
suggest that hyperoxia altered the normal development of adap-
tive lung immunity due to the hyperoxia-induced activation
of the innate immune system, particularly causing a reduction in
the number of B-cells and CD4+ T cells, resulting in the myeloid

cells remaining the major immune cell population of the lung
at P14.

Hyperoxia alters the expression profile of murine mesothelial
cells. A single mesothelial cluster (Fig. 2a, b) was identified based
on the expression of Msln and other known markers35 (Fig. 8a,
Supplementary Data 18). Although mesothelial cells represented
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only 1.20% of all analyzed cells, a clear pattern of gradual decrease
was observed in healthy lungs between P3 and P14, which was
absent in hyperoxic lungs (Fig. 8b). The developmental arrest
induced by hyperoxia was associated with multiple changes in
gene expression and signaling pathways (Fig. 8c, d; Supplemen-
tary Data 19 and 20). We observed an increase in the pro-
angiogenic factor Angptl2, accompanied with a decrease in anti-
angiogenic Igfbp6 (Fig. 8d). Among the most de-regulated
expression profile were also several components of the extra-
cellular matrix: Timp1, Timp3, and Fbln5 (Fig. 8d). FBLN5 is
critical for normal alveolar development since Fbln5−/− mice
exhibited arrest in alveolarization41. Aberrant Timp1 expression
was reported in ventilated preterm human lungs and murine BPD
models41, while increased Timp3 expression was associated with
BPD severity72.

Discussion
The heterogeneity and origin of lung cell lineages in the context of
lung development have been the focus of significant research efforts
during the last decades. Here we provide an extensive profiling of
cellular composition in normal and impaired late lung development
using multiplexed scRNA-seq to assess the expression profile of
66,200 cells. Our study provides insight into the pathogenesis of
impaired alveolarization by characterizing several pathological cell
populations with distinct molecular expression profiles.

We followed the developing lung through three crucial time
points of late lung development, across which we identified 5
epithelial, 6 stromal, 5 endothelial, 8 myeloid, 9 lymphoid, and 1
mesothelial cell clusters. Cluster annotations were largely con-
sistent with previously published data1,2,73. By assessing tissues at
multiple time points, we captured developmental trajectories of
these populations during normal and impaired lung development.
Hyperoxia exposure altered all cellular compartments, particu-
larly alveolar epithelium, stromal fibroblasts, capillary endothe-
lium, and macrophage populations. Analysis of BPD-associated
genes pointed to marked changes in expression in many of the
cell populations sensitive to hyperoxia in our data, supporting the
importance of these cell populations in the disease process.
Pathway analysis and predicted dynamic cellular crosstalk sug-
gested inflammatory signaling as the main driver of hyperoxia-
induced changes (Fig. 9).

Importantly, exposure to hyperoxia impaired the composition
and expression patterns of all cellular compartments necessary for
normal alveolarization. The changes were gradual, appearing
from P7 on. Multiple affected transcriptional programs were
related to activation of the inflammatory response, suggesting
inflammation as one of the main drivers of hyperoxia-induced
changes. Previously, fibroblasts (Col13+ and Col14+), SMCs,

macrophages, AT1, and EC lymph cells were predicted to have
the strongest network of interactions in lung homeostasis74. Our
analysis identified hyperoxia-induced interactions between cell
compartments in the lung, pointing out lung cell types most
actively involved in cellular crosstalk in hyperoxia and specifying
the activated receptor pathways. We included selected analyses of
interactions induced by hyperoxia, but our dataset also allows
further systems level analyses in homeostasis during normal
development, not addressed here.

Within epithelial clusters, AT2 and AT2-Lyz1+ cells were
interactive in both sending and receiving signals in the diseased
lungs. Signals induced in AT2 clusters originated from stromal,
endothelial, and immune compartments.

Within the stroma, Pericytes 2, Col13a1+ fibroblasts, and
myofibroblasts found in diseased lungs showed prominent
hyperoxia-induced gene expression pattern changes. Col13a1+

fibroblasts and Pericytes 2 were further predicted among the most
active signal receivers and senders within the developing lung
stroma in hyperoxia. Additional signals were received by these
cells predominantly from macrophages and epithelial popula-
tions. Most dominant pathways included pro-inflammatory and
extracellular matrix signaling. Our analysis suggests an important
role for Col13a+ fibroblasts, pericytes and myofibroblasts in
hyperoxia exposure.

Particularly striking was a loss of healthy capillary endothelial
cells in diseased lungs. Our data support previous studies showing
that capillaries are most vulnerable to hyperoxic
conditions61,75,76. Importantly, hyperoxia seemed to reduce the
number of gCap cells, which are putative distal lung vascular
progenitor cells46. The depletion of these cells may contribute to
the lack of repair capability of the injured preterm lung and lead
to the occurrence of pulmonary vascular disease56 and early onset
emphysema in BPD patients77, lending some rationale for
endothelial-cell-derived therapies61. Simultaneously, Car4+

capillary endothelial cells (aCap)46, which are important for
normal alveolar development and in alveolar revascularization
post-injury47,48, increased in number. aCap cells displayed a
pathological gene expression profile in hyperoxia characterized by
upregulation of Inhba and many other pro-inflammatory as well
as anti-angiogenic markers. aCap were predicted as one of the
most active endothelial cell types in hyperoxia-induced cellular
cross-talk. The predicted interactions took place with many
immune cell types, smooth muscle cells, and epithelial cells. The
study by Niethamer et al. described the predicted adult mouse
endothelial cell interactions between endothelium and epithelium,
using primary epithelial lineages as their epithelial dataset48.
The authors’ analysis predicted strong interactions between AT1
and Car4+ capillary endothelial cells after influenza exposure48,

Fig. 6 Cellular composition of lung myeloid populations during normal and hyperoxia-impaired late lung development. a The relative proportion of

myeloid (purple) and lymphoid (teal) cells in developing lungs was significantly impacted by hyperoxia exposure. n= 6 animals/group. Data are presented

as means ± SD. Statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism 8.0. Significance for each population at each time point was evaluated by

unpaired, two-tailed Student’s t-test. P value= 0.0013 for Myeloid population, and 0.0086 for Lymphoid population. b A total of eight clusters of myeloid

cells were identified in developing lungs. Cell populations are colored as indicated by the legend. c UMAP plots of principal identifiers of different types of

myeloid cells. The intensity of expression is indicated by purple coloring. d Heatmap of top five most differentially expressed genes across myeloid clusters.

The intensity of expression is indicated as specified by the color legend. e UMAP plots depicting cell identity of myeloid cells in regard to developmental

time points in normally (21% O2-exposed, purple) and aberrantly (85% O2-exposed, green) developing lung. Each cell is colored by mouse age as indicated

by the legend. f Fluorescent RNA in situ hybridization showing co-expression of Marco/MARCO (pink/red) with Ptprc/PTPRC (green/white) positive

leukocytes morphologically resembling alveolar macrophages in normal and mouse hyperoxic/human BPD lungs, respectively. Magnification: 40×. Scale

bar = 40 µm. Two 14-days old animals/group were analyzed and samples from five BPD patients and two donor lungs were analyzed. g Hyperoxia-

impacted signaling pathways in Alv Mf (pink), Neut 1 (yellow) and Int Mf (green) clusters as identified by gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA). All terms

are significantly enriched (adjusted p value < 0.05) and normalized enrichment scores (NES) are shown. NES values were computed by gene set

enrichment analysis on fold change-ranked genes. Expression values in Heatmap and violin plots represent Z-score-transformed log(TP10k+ 1) values.

Expression levels in UMAP plots are presented as log(TP10k+ 1) values. Log(TP10k+ 1) corresponds to log-transformed UMIs per 10k.
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whereas our analysis did not predict any significant hyperoxia-
induced interactions between AT1 and aCap cells. However, our
data predicted Angpt2-mediated signaling between Car4+ aCap
cells and AT2 cells.

Our study highlights the importance of activation of the
inflammatory response in impaired lung development caused by
hyperoxia exposure, which has been previously indicated78–80.
The majority of hyperoxia-induced signals in the lung were

involved in the inflammatory response. In addition to activation
of many immune cell types, hyperoxia-induced activation of
subpopulations of endothelial, stromal, and epithelial cells, all of
which participated in inflammatory signaling. In particular, our
data identified innate immune cells such as macrophages and
neutrophils as important immune cells in the dynamic cellular
cross-talk during hyperoxia. Hyperoxia induced both pro- and
anti-inflammatory activation of macrophages, resulting in active
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signaling from macrophages to other lung cell types. Many of
these signaling pathways can be targeted by mesenchymal stromal
cell-based therapies, specifically the modulation of macrophages
toward an anti-inflammatory phenotype70. Also, activation of
neutrophils resulted in major inflammatory signaling. In addition
to the innate immune cells, the recruitment of lymphoid cells
such as NK cells as well as CD8+ and CD4+ T cells induced
inflammatory pathways in many target cell types in hyperoxia.
The role of immune cell signaling, such as IL-1β81, IFNγ82, and
TGFβ83 has been shown in impaired lung development by several
studies. Our data support the importance of these pathways in

hyperoxia, as we showed and addressed their activation in specific
cell types.

Here we provide data-driven transcriptomic evidence of the
most important cell subpopulations and molecular pathways
responsible for impaired late lung development caused by
hyperoxia exposure. We demonstrate extensive changes in cel-
lular composition caused by hyperoxia, and identify crosstalk
between immune, stromal, endothelial, and epithelial cells
resulting in impaired lung development. Furthermore, to reflect
the relevance of our murine data on the most common chronic
lung disease of infancy, BPD, we have validated some of our

Fig. 7 Cellular composition of lung lymphoid populations during normal and hyperoxia-impaired late lung development. a A total of nine clusters of

lymphoid cells were identified in developing lungs. Cell populations are colored as indicated by the legend. b UMAP plots of principal identifiers of identified

types of lymphoid cells The intensity of expression is indicated by purple coloring. c Heatmap of top five most differentially expressed genes across the

lymphoid clusters. The intensity of expression is indicated as specified by the color legend. d Relative contribution of individual lymphoid clusters changed

significantly during development and exposure to hyperoxia. n= 6 animals/group. Cell populations are colored as indicated by the legend. e UMAP plots

depicting cell identity in regard to developmental time points in (21% O2-exposed, purple) normally and aberrantly (85% O2-exposed, green) developing

lymphoid populations. Each cell is colored by mouse age as indicated by the legend. f Hyperoxia-impacted signaling pathways in B cells (pink) and CD8+

T cells (bright green) clusters as identified by gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA). All terms are significantly enriched (adjusted p value < 0.05) and

normalized enrichment scores (NES) are shown. NES values were computed by gene set enrichment analysis on fold change-ranked genes. Expression

values in Heatmap represent Z-score-transformed log(TP10k+ 1) values. Expression levels in UMAP plots are presented as log(TP10k+ 1) values. Log

(TP10k+ 1) corresponds to log-transformed UMIs per 10k.

Fig. 8 Cellular composition of lung mesothelium during normal and hyperoxia-impaired late lung development. a UMAP plots of principal identifiers of

mesothelial cells in developing lung. Intensity of expression is indicated by purple coloring. b Percentual proportion of mesothelial cells in normally (21%

O2-exposed, gray) and aberrantly (85% O2-exposed, purple) developing lungs at P3, P7 and P14. n= 6 animals/group. Significance was evaluated by

multiple unpaired multiple Student’s t-test with Holm–Sidak correction. Data are presented as means ± SD. P value= 0.0426. c UMAP plots depicting cell

identity in regard to developmental time points in (21% O2-exposed, purple) normally and aberrantly (85% O2-exposed, green) developing lung

mesothelium. Each cell is colored by mouse age as indicated by the legend. d Exposure to 85% O2 altered gene expression in developing lung mesothelium.

21% O2-exposed: green, 85% O2-exposed: red. Expression values in violin plots represent Z-score-transformed log(TP10k+ 1) values. Expression levels in

UMAP plots are presented as log(TP10k+ 1) values. Log(TP10k+ 1) corresponds to log-transformed UMIs per 10k.
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findings in lung tissues from BPD patients. Limitations of the
study include bias from tissue dissociation and bias caused by the
low number of cells used for quantification in scRNAseq com-
pared to traditional single-cell methods, such as FACS. These
may limit the use of scRNA-seq data for cell quantification. We
assessed the magnitude of this bias by stereological cell counting
(a gold standard for lung cell quantification) of AT2 cells as an
example. However, our analysis is limited to one cell type only. In
the future, improved knowledge of markers for cell subpopula-
tions and morphological quantification of these cell populations
may provide further insight into the lung dissociation bias.
Another limitation was the unequal sex distribution of animals at
P3 and P7. However, the largest transcriptional changes were
observed at P14, where the sex distribution was equal among
study samples. Next, other systems biology approaches such as
spatial transcriptomics will allow the construction of a more
complete map of events leading to impaired alveolarization.
Finally, analyzing the recovery phase after hyperoxia exposure
will identify the most severely impaired cell populations unable to
recover, which may be responsible for the permanent changes in
the lung architecture. In this study, we have described multiple
aspects of hyperoxia exposure and identified pathological path-
ways as putative drug targets of BPD.

Methods
Experimental animals. Pregnant C57BL/6 at embryonic day (E)14 or E17 were
purchased from Charles Rivers Laboratories, Saint Constant, QC, Canada. Mice
were housed by the Animal Care and Veterinary Service of the University of
Ottawa in accordance with institutional guidelines. Newborn mouse pups from
dams that delivered on the same day, were randomized at day of birth [postnatal
day (P) 0] and divided to equal-sized litters of 6 to 8. Following randomization,
mice cages were either maintained in room air (normoxia, 21% O2) or in nor-
mobaric hyperoxia (85% O2) from P0 until day of harvest. The hyperoxic envir-
onment was maintained in sealed plexiglass chambers with continuous oxygen
monitoring (BioSpherix, Redfield, NY). In order to avoid oxygen toxicity and
associated confounding factors, nursing dams were rotated between normoxic and
hyperoxic group every 48 h. All mice were maintained in 12/12 h light/dark cycle
and received food ad libidum. All developing mice and their nursing dams were
euthanized either at P3, P7 or P14 by 10 μl/g intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of
Pentobarbital Sodium (CDMV, Saint-Hyacinthe, QC, Canada). Animals designated
for scRNA-seq and FACS analyses received an additional i.p. injection of 10 mU/g

heparin sodium (LEO Pharma INc., Thornhill, ON, Canada). All animal proce-
dures were approved by the Animal Care Committee of the University of Ottawa
under animal ethics protocol OHRI-1696.

Sex genotyping of mice. Determination of sex in mouse pups was performed as
described previously84. Briefly, genomic DNA was isolated from mice tail cuts and
regions of interest were amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in order to
determine expression of male-specific Sry gene, as well as Il3 gene present in mice
of both sexes. Forward and reverse primer sequences are listed in Supplementary
Table 2. Amplified sequences were visualized by ethidium bromide on 1.5%
agarose gel.

Lung isolation. Pups were euthanized at P3, P7, or P14 by 10 μl/g i.p. injection of
pentobarbital sodium (CDMV, Saint-Hyacinthe, QC, Canada). Following eutha-
nasia, mice were tracheotomized and lungs were installation-fixed for 5 min at 20
cm H2O hydrostatic pressure with 1.5% (w/v) paraformaldehyde (PFA) (Sigma-
Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada) and 1.5% (w/v) glutaraldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich,
Oakville, ON, Canada) in 150 mM HEPES (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada)
fixation solution with pH 7.4. After isolation, lungs were kept in the fixation
solution for 48 h at 4 °C and collected for embedding in paraffin. Paraffin-
embedded tissue blocks were sectioned at 4μm and stained with hematoxylin and
eosin (H&E) stain. Tissue dehydration, paraffin embedding, sectioning, and
staining were performed by the University of Ottawa Louis Pelletier Histology Core
Facility.

Lung volume measurement. Inflated and fixated lungs were carefully dried with
soft tissue in order to remove any droplets. Lung volume was assessed by Archi-
medes principle (water displacement). The mean value of three measurements/lung
was considered.

Mean linear intercept (MLI) measurement. The MLI was estimated in a blinded
fashion using the Quorum Analysis (Quorum Technologies Inc., Guelph, ON,
Canada) software. Briefly, MLI quantification was performed in a semi-automated
fashion using a 155.34μm line grid moving through sections of interest in defined
intervals, where number of intersections between grid line located within alveolar
parenchyma and alveolar walls was noted. The average MLI was computed using

the formula: MLI ¼ FOVs ´ 155:34
I

! "

, where FOVs = fields of view within which

intersections were counted, I= number of intersections and 155.34 = the length of
the grid line. A total of at least 200 FOVs were assessed in each lung, corresponding
to 10 sections analyzed from lungs at P3, 6 sections from lungs at P7 and 4-5
sections from lungs at P14.

Stereological estimation of number of alveolar type II cells. The number of
AT2 cells was determined in the lungs by stereological principles as described
previously85. Developing pups were euthanized at P14 by 10 μl/g i.p. injection of

Fig. 9 Summary of the cellular crosstalk and pathway analysis in hyperoxia-impaired late murine lung development. Mouse lung cell subtypes with the

most significant gene expression changes in hyperoxia mimicking bronchopulmonary dysplasia (BPD). Activated receptors and their involved biological

pathways are indicated by the cell communication inference analysis. Biological processes in the arrows are indicated by the gene set enrichment analysis.
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pentobarbital sodium (CDMV, Saint-Hyacinthe, QC, Canada), tracheotomized and
their lungs were installation-fixed for 5 min at 20 cm H2O hydrostatic pressure
with 4% (w/v) paraformaldehyde (PFA) (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada),
pH 7.4. Following fixation, lungs were stored in PFA solution for 48 h at 4 °C,
embedded in toto in 2% agar (Diamed, Mississauga, ON, Canada) and sliced into 2
mm slices. Lung volume was then estimated by the Cavalieri principle exactly as
described before84. Sliced pieces of each lung were collected for embedding in
paraffin. Each paraffin block, containing one pair of lungs from one mouse, was
sectioned in agreement with the rules of serial uniform random sampling, where
pairs of consecutive, 3 μm thick sections, were collected every 200 sections
throughout the block. All sections were stained for the AT2 marker Prosurfactant
protein C (ProSPC) and quantified using Stereo Investigator® software (MBF
Bioscience, Williston, VT, USA). Essentially, AT2 cells were counted in all con-
secutive sections at 40× magnification by dissector counting. For every pair of
lungs, 0.5% of total surface area was analyzed. The number of cells was calculated
using the following formula (1): NðAT2Þ ¼

1
ssf

´
1
asf

´
1
2
´

P
Q$

ðAT2Þ , where ssf= slide

sampling fraction 1
200

! "

, asf= area sampling fraction 1
200

! "

and ΣQ-
(AT2)= number

of AT2 as counted in both direction in the dissector setting. The number of AT2
cells was normalized to total surface area of the lung. Surface area was calculated as
(2): Sv × Npar × Vlung, where Sv= surface density in mm−1, Npar= parenchymal
fraction and Vlung= lung volume in mm3 as estimated by Cavalieri principle.
Parenchymal fraction was assessed as described previously. Surface density was
assessed stereologically as described before and calculated using following formula
(3): Sv ¼ 2´ I

lp ´P
, where Sv = surface density in mm−1, I = number of intersections of

probe with alveolar surface, lp = length of probe/point and P = number of points
of the probe falling within parenchymal region of the lung84. Tissue dehydration,
paraffin embedding, sectioning, and immunohistochemistry were performed by the
University of Ottawa Louis Pelletier Histology Core Facility.

Immunohistochemistry. Briefly, 3 μm thick paraffin sections were deparaffinized
in xylene and rehydrated in decreasing ethanol series. Retrieval was accomplished
using an ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) buffer (Bond epitope retrieval
solution 2, Leica, Concord, ON, Canada), pH9 for 20 min. Sections were stained for
proSP-C using an anti-proSP-C antibody (Millipore/Sigma, Entobicoke, ON,
Canada) at 1:1500 dilution for 30 min followed by detection with horseradish
peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated polymer system (Bond Polymer Refine Detection
Kit, Leica, Concord, ON, Canada). All sections were then stained using 3,3′-Dia-
minobenzidine (DAB) as chromogen, counterstained with Hematoxylin, and
mounted.

Human tissues. Paraffin-embedded lung sections from BPD patients and age-
matched donors were kindly provided by the LungMAP Human Tissue Core,
Biorepository for Investigation of Neonatal Diseases of Lung-Normal (BRINDL-
NL, Dr. Gloria Pryhuber). Written informed consent was obtained from the par-
ents/guardians of the minor participator. Ethical approval was permitted by the
University of Rochester, Rochester, NY. Detailed information about all samples is
provided in Supplementary Data 21.

Fluorescent RNA in situ hybridization. RNA in situ hybridization was performed
for target detection on fresh 4% PFA-fixed paraffin embedded 3 μm tissue sections
using RNAscope Multiplex Fluorescent Reagent Kit Version 2 (Advanced Cell
Diagnostics, Newark, CA, USA) according to the manual. Firstly, tissue sections
were baked for 1 h at 60 °C, then deparaffinized and treated with hydrogen per-
oxide for 10 min at room temperature (RT). Target retrieval was performed for 15
min at 98 °C, followed by protease plus treatment for 15 min at 40 °C. All probes
were hybridized for 2 h at 40 °C followed by signal amplification and developing of
HRP channels was done according to manual. The following RNAscope probes
were used in the study: 3-Plex negative control probe dapB (#320871), 3-Plex
positive control probe_Mm (#320881), Mm-Inhba-C2 (#455871-C2), Mm-Inmt
(#486371), Mm-Marco (#510631), Mm-Pecam1 (#316721), Mm-Saa3 (#446841),
Mm-Ptprc-C3 (#318651-C3), Mm-Col13a1-C2 (#837001-C2), Mm-Sftpc-C1
#314101-C1) and Mm-Lyz1-C2 (#415131-C2). For human samples the following
probes were used: Hs-INHBA-O1 (#569271), Hs-COL13A1-C2 (#857781-C2), Hs-
INMT (#459961), Hs-MARCO (#512231), Hs-PECAM1-No-XMm-O1-C2
(#455931-C2), Hs-PTPRC-C2 (#601991-C2), and Hs-SAA3P (#857771). TSA Plus
fluorophores fluorescein Cyanine 3 (1:1500 dilution) and Cyanine 5 (1:3000
dilution) (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA) were used for signal detection.
Sections were counterstained with DAPI and mounted with ProLong Gold Anti-
fade Mountant (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Tissue sections were scanned
using 3DHISTECH Pannoramic 250 FLASH II digital slide scanner at Genome
Biology Unit (Research Programs Unit, Faculty of Medicine, University of Helsinki,
Biocenter Finland) using 1 ×40 magnification with extended focus and 7 focus
levels. Images were generated using 3DHISTECH Pannoramic 250 FLASH II
digital slide scanner at Genome Biology Unit supported by HiLIFE and the Faculty
of Medicine, University of Helsinki, and Biocenter Finland.

Lung isolation and tissue dissociation. Developing pups designated for single-cell
RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) and Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)

analyses were euthanized at P3, P7, or P14 by 10 μl/g i.p. injection of pentobarbital
sodium (CDMV, Saint-Hyacinthe, QC, Canada) and received an additional i.p.
injection of 10 mU/g (in 10 μl/g volume) heparin sodium (LEO Pharma INc.,
Thornhill, ON, Canada). Following euthanasia, the chest was opened and the
abdominal aorta and vena cava were cut above the liver. The left atrium was
perforated and lungs were perfused through the right ventricle with 5 ml of 25 U/
ml Heparin Sodium until completely white. Lungs were removed, dissected into
individual lobes, and shortly rinsed with Dulbecco’s PBS (DPBS, Lonza, Basel,
Switzerland). Dissected lungs were then digested in 5 ml of enzyme mixture at 37 °
C by gentleMACS™ Octo Dissociator (Miltenyi Biotech, Bergisch Gladbach, Ger-
many). Following costumed dissociation program was used for the digestion: loop
6× (spin 300 rpm, 10′′; spin −300rpm, 10′′); loop 2× (spin 150 rpm, 5′′; spin
−150rpm, 5′′); loop 2× (spin 20 rpm, 5′ 0′′; spin −20rpm, 5′ 0′′); loop 6× (ramp
360 rpm, 15′′; ramp −360rpm, 15′′).

The following customized enzymatic mixture was used for lung digestion: (i)
2500U Collagenase I (Wothington Biochem., Lakewood, NJ, USA), 30U Neutral
Protease (Wothington Biochem., Lakewood, NJ, USA), 500U Deoxyribonuclease
(DNAse) I (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada); (ii) Elastase (Wothington
Biochem., Lakewood, NJ, USA), 500U DNAse I; (iii) 2500U Collagenase I, 500U
DNase I; iv) Collagenase/Dispase (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada), 500U
DNAse I. All enzyme mixtures were diluted in 5 ml of DPBS supplemented with
Mg2+/Ca2+ (Thermofischer Scientific, Burlington, ON, Canada). Combination of
Collagenase I, Neutral Protease, and DNase (i) resulted in the most equal
distribution and was used in all following experiments.

The resulting suspension was filtered through a 100 μm nylon mesh
(Thermofisher Scientific, Burlington, ON, Canada) and the enzymatic reaction was
terminated by 0.9 mM EDTA. The cell suspension was than centrifuged and the
resulting pellet was resuspended in 5 ml DPBS (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland),
thoroughly filtered through 40 μm filter (Corning Life Sciences, Tewksbury, MA,
USA) and centrifuged again. According to its size, the resulting pellet was
resuspended in 500−1000 μl of cold RBC lysis buffer (Thermofischer Scientific,
Burlington, ON, Canada) for 3–5 min until white appearance of the suspension was
achieved. The cell suspension was than diluted by DPBS (Lonza, Basel,
Switzerland) to a total volume of 5 ml, centrifuged and washed twice. Cells were
counted using both, the Scepter™ automated cell counter (Millipore-Sigma,
Burlington, MA, USA) and a manual hematocyter (Bright-Line™ Hematocyter;
Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada).

Fluorescent activated cell sorting. The number of cells in single-cell suspension
was estimated using a Scepter™ automated cell counter (Millipore-Sigma, Bur-
lington, MA, USA) and a total of 0.5×106 cells/sample were resuspended in 200 μl
of PBS in 96-well plate. Cells were incubated in the dark with 2 μl/1 × 106 cells of
CD16/32 antibody (Fc block; BD Biosciences, Mississauga, ON, Canada) for 15 min
at RT. Following blocking, cells were centrifuged and resulting pellets were
resuspended in 1:100 mixture of panel of antibodies: FITC-conjugated CD31 (BD
Biosciences, Mississauga, ON, Canada), AF647-conjugated CD45 (Southern Bio-
tech, Birmingham, AL, USA) and Pe/Cy7-conjugated CD326 (EpCAM; Thermo-
fischer Scientific, Burlington, ON, Canada). Cells were incubated with antibodies at
RT for 30 min in dark. Following staining, cells were pelleted by centrifugation and
washed 3× with FACS buffer (5% (v/v) FBS and 1 mM EDTA in 1×DPBS). All
samples were fixed by 4% (w/v) PFA prior to analysis. Flow cytometry was per-
formed using a BD LSR Fortessa (Beckton Dickinson Biosciences, Franklin Lakes,
NJ, USA) at the Ottawa Hospital Research Institute (OHRI) core facility. Sample
compensation was performed using BD FACSDIVA software and data analysis
were performed with FlowJo v10 software (FlowJo LLC, Ashland, OR, USA)
(Supplementary Fig. 10).

Multiplexing individual samples for scRNA-seq. Multiplexing was performed
according to the MULTI-seq protocol8. Following the preparation of single-cell
suspension, cells were counted and a total of 0.5 × 106 cells/sample were
resuspended and pelleted in a 96-well plate at 400 × g for 5 min. The resulting
pellet was resuspended in 150 μl of 200 nM anchor/200 nM barcode solution
(kindly provided by Prof. Zev Gartner from University of California, San
Francisco). The lipid-modified DNA oligonucleotide (LMO) anchor and a
unique “sample barcode” oligonucleotides were added to each sample in order
to be multiplexed, with each sample receiving a different sample barcode
(Supplementary Fig. 1e). Samples were then incubated for 10 min at room
temperature (RT). After 10 min, samples were supplemented with 200 nM
common lipid-modified co-anchor to stabilize the membrane residence of
barcodes. Samples were incubated on ice for additional 5 min and pelleted at
400 × g for 5 min. Barcode-containing media was then removed, and the
resulting cell pellet was washed twice with 1% FBS (Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville,
ON, Canada) in 1× DPBS (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland). After the final wash, cells
were resuspended in 1× DPBS+ 1% FBS, counted and samples were pooled
together at 1:1 ratio while maintaining the final concentration of 500-1000 cells/
μl. Viability and cell counts were assessed using a manual hematocyter (Bright-
Line™ Hematocyter; Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, ON, Canada), and only samples
with viability ≥ 80% were further processed by 10× Chromium.
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scRNA-seq library preparation and sequencing. Single-cell suspensions were
processed using the 10x Genomics Single Cell 3′ v3 RNA-seq kit. Gene expression
libraries were prepared according to the manufacturer’s protocol. MULTI-seq barcode
libraries were retrieved from the samples and libraries were prepared independently, as
described previously8. Final libraries were sequenced on the NextSeq500 platform
(Illumina) to reach an approximate depth of 20,000–25,000 reads/cell.

Processing of raw sequencing reads. Raw sequencing reads from the gene
expression libraries were processed using CellRanger v3.0.2, aligning reads to the
mm10 build of the mouse genome. Except for explicitly setting–expect-
cells=25000, default parameters were used for all samples. MULTI-seq barcode
libraries were simply trimmed to 28 bp using Trimmomatic (v0.36) prior to
demultiplexing.

Demultiplexing expression data with MULTI-seq barcode libraries. Demulti-
plexing was performed using the deMULTIplex R package (v1.0.2) (https://github.
com/chris-mcginnis-ucsf/MULTI-seq). The key concepts for demultiplexing are
described in McGinnis et al.8. Briefly, the tool considers the barcode sequencing
reads and counts the frequency with which each of the sample barcodes appears in
each cell. Then, for each barcode, the distribution of counts in cells is assessed and
an optimal quantile threshold to deem a cell positive for a given barcode is
determined. Cells positive for more than one barcode are classified as doublets and
removed. Only cells positive for a single barcode are retained for further analysis
(Supplementary Fig. 1b). As each barcode corresponds to a specific sample in the
experiment, the sample annotations can then be added to all cells in the data set.

Data quality control, integration, and clustering. All main processing steps were
performed with Seurat v.3.1.586. Quality control was first performed independently
on each library to find appropriate filtering thresholds for each. Expression
matrices for each sample were loaded into R as Seurat objects, retaining only cells
in which more than 200 genes were detected. Poor quality cells with a high per-
centage (>20%) of UMIs mapped to mitochondrial genes were removed.

We then split each unique sample (based on MULTI-seq sample barcodes) into
a separate Seurat object. SCTransform87 was used to normalize each sample and
select highly variable genes. This was also used to regress out effects of cell cycle
and cell stress (percentage of mitochondrial reads) to ensure that downstream
clustering would effectively capture cell type patterns rather than cell cycle stage,
for example. To further ensure that clustering would not be impacted by batch
effects or biological variability associated with mouse age or oxygen conditions, we
performed the data integration method implemented by Seurat v3 for
SCTransform-normalized data, using the SelectIntegrationFeatures(),
PrepSCTIntegration(), FindIntegrationAnchors(), and IntegrateData() functions
with default options. PCA was then run on the top 3000 variable genes and the data
was then clustered at a low resolution (dims=1:30, Resolution=0.2) with the
Louvain algorithm implemented in the FindClusters() function in Seurat.

To identify major cell type subsets (epithelial, endothelial, immune, stromal,
mesothelial), we assessed expression of the canonical markers Epcam, Pecam1,
Ptprc, Col1a1, and Msln, respectively. We also assessed additional genes
discriminating these clusters by performing a simple Wilcoxon rank-sum test with
the FindAllMarkers() function in Seurat. We next isolated each major subset, and
reprocessed the subsets using the same normalization and integration approach.
We first clustered the data at a higher resolution (subset-specific) and removed rare
clusters comprising dozens to a couple hundred of cells expressing canonical
markers of contaminant cell types in the subset (e.g., a Ptprc+ cluster in the
epithelial subset), which likely represent rare doublets that were not identified
during demultiplexing. With contaminants removed, we re-clustered the integrated
data to identify the individual cell types comprising the subset based on previously
reported expression signatures.

Cell type labels for each subset were then added to the Seurat object containing
all data. While the integration approach prevented clustering and cell-type
annotation from being driven by biological and technical effects, these signals are
important for data exploration. While retaining integrated cell type labels, we
reprocessed data without integration. SCTransform was used to normalize the data,
identify the top 3000 variable features, and regress out cell cycle and cell stress.
PCA was then performed and UMAP embeddings were generated on the top 40
PCs. This ultimately resulted in UMAP embeddings that show variation associated
with experimental conditions with labels resulting underlying cell types.

Differential expression analysis and gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA). To
identify genes differentially expressed in response to hyperoxia or as a result of mouse
age, we used the R package muscat (v1.1.6), which was designed specifically for multi-
sample, multi-condition scRNA-seq experiments. We used a standard workflow with
the tool, generating pseudobulk expression profiles for each sample in each cluster and
then testing for differential expression between groups associated with the queried
experimental conditions. Significant genes were those with an adjusted p value <0.05
and a detection rate of at least 10% in at least one of the conditions tested.

To identify gene sets associated with differentially expressed genes, we used R
package fgsea (v1.12.0) on the fold-change-ranked list of genes for a given
condition. We queried and aggregated a list of gene sets comprising all GO terms,

KEGG pathways, Reactome pathways, and the MSigDB Hallmark gene sets. These
gene sets were acquired from the Molecular Signatures Database (v6)88,89.
Significantly enriched gene sets were those with an adjusted p value of <0.05 and
the normalized enrichment score (NES) was used to assess whether these gene sets
were associated with upregulated or downregulated genes in a given condition.

Cell communication inference. As we were specifically interested in under-
standing cell communication networks that give rise to hyperoxia-specific effects,
we used the R package NicheNet12. NicheNet uses information about expression of
cognate ligands, receptors, signaling pathways, and genomic targets to infer cell
communication patterns that contribute to a specific queried gene set. Differential
gene expression in hyperoxia vs normoxia was used for the queried gene set of
interest in the NicheNet analysis. To prioritize results, we only performed this
analysis to identify signaling that could contribute to the effects in cell types with
fairly large responses to hyperoxia (over 200 differentially expressed genes), but
included all cell types as potential sources of ligand expression. Background
expression of genes was specified with default approach used in NicheNet’s pipe-
line, i.e. all genes with >10% detection in a given cluster. Cells from both normoxia
and hyperoxia conditions were used in the analysis, but in our synthesis of most
relevant changes, we prioritized hyperoxia-induced ligands or those from cell types
that increase in proportion in hyperoxia samples. For each “receiver” cell type, we
selected the top 10 ligands predicted to drive hyperoxia responses based on the
Pearson correlation coefficient between the ligand-target regulatory potential score
of each ligand and the target indicator vector, as implemented in NicheNet12. In
each case, we also assessed whether the specific ligands and receptors were upre-
gulated in hyperoxia samples, or whether the cell types expressing the ligands
increase in proportion in hyperoxia samples. This information is all included in
heatmaps provided in Supplementary Figures. The circos plot in Fig. 2e represents
a summary of conditions where the ligands are upregulated in hyperoxia, or the cell
type expressing the ligand increases in proportion.

Statistical analysis. Data are presented as means ± SD. All statistical analyses were
performed with GraphPad Prism 8.0. The presence of potential statistical outliers
was determined by Grubbs’ test. Differences in case of two-member groups were
evaluated either by unpaired Student’s t-test, or multiple Student’s t-test with
correction for multiple comparisons using Holm–Sidak method. P values < 0.05
were considered as significant and depicted as following: P values < 0.05: *; P values
< 0.01: **; P values < 0.001: ***; P values <0.0001: ****.

Reporting summary. Further information on research design is available in the Nature

Research Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
All scRNA sequencing data, including raw fastq sequencing files, gene expression

matrices, and associated cell metadata generated in this study have been deposited in the

NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database under accession code G4.

Code availability
Code used for the analysis of scRNA-seq data is available at the public GitHub repository

at https://github.com/dpcook/thebaud_lung_BPD.
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